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УДК 338.45.01(477)
V. P. Vyshnevsky,
Dr.Hab (Economics),
Institute of Industrial Economycs (NAS of Ukraine),
Donetsk,
V. V. Dementiev,
Dr.Hab (Economics), Donetsk National Technical University

INDUSTRIAL POLICY FOR UKRAINE: THEORETICAL ASPECTS
Why industrial policy?
At the time of the Soviet Union collapse and of the
formation of Ukraine as an independent state the industrial
sector held a leading position in its economy. The industry
employed 7.8 million people — more than in any other
type of activity. In 1991, the output of state industrial
enterprises located on the Ukrainian territory was more
than 50% of the total output of goods and services in the
sectors of the economy and more than 40% of gross
added value.
At that time, the Ukrainian industry was part of a
single national-economic complex of the USSR, which
developed on a planned basis. Due to the fact that after
the Soviet Union collapse Ukraine embarked on the
transition from planned economy to market economy,
industry was forced to go through a period of institutional
and economic transformations, the main of elements of
which have become state property privatization,
liberalization of prices for goods and services and the
elimination of the state monopoly on foreign trade.
The expected outcome of such reforms was to bring
the volume and structure of industrial production in line
with effective demand in the domestic and foreign
markets, restructuring and modernization of production
facilities, upgrade of production technologies, increasing
labour productivity and reducing anthropogenic impact
on the environment. It was natural to expect that in
connection with large-scale reforms the size of the
industrial sector of the economy will contract, but
eventually it will become more efficient and competitive,
meeting better new challenges to economic security of
the government.

In order to support and promote the industry
development under difficult market transformations the
Ukrainian government has developed and implemented a
number of measures in the field of industrial policy. In
1996 the concept of the state industrial policy was adopted
(Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine as on
February 29, 2006, № 272). It was replaced by the next
Concept of industrial policy published in 2003 (The Decree
of the President of Ukraine, as on February 12, 2003,
№ 102). Then there was adopted the State Programme
for the Development of Industry in 2003-2011 (Decree
of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine as on 28.07.2003,
№ 1174). In addition, the regulation of the Ukrainian
industry development in a market economy (often
contradictory) was carried out by the methods of fiscal
and monetary-credit policy1.
Ultimately, over the past 20 years, the market
adjustment actually occurred and now Ukrainian industry,
represented mainly by non-state enterprises, manufacture
products which are in demand in foreign and domestic
markets.
However, firstly, the processes of change by their
form were more reminiscent of a spontaneous collapse
(especially in the first half of the 1990s — fig.) rather
than goal-directed learning and the gradual adaptation to
changing conditions of the external environment, and
therefore were accompanied by a large social costs: it is
enough to note that the number of people employed in
industry dropped from 7.8 million in 1991 to 3.5 million
in 2009, i.e. more than twice.
Second, the mass restructuring and modernization
of production facilities, upgrade of production

1
You can, for example, mention: preferential tax regime for mining and metallurgical complex, introduced for the period 1999-2002 by
the Law of Ukraine as on 14.07.1999, № 934-XIV; a special regime of management, established by the Law of Ukraine “On special
economic zones and special regime of investment activity in Donetsk region” as on 24.12.1998, № 356-XIV, which guarantees the business
entities tax and customs exemptions provided in the implementation of the priorities for the region’s economic activities of investment
projects worth over U.S. $ 1 million, the revaluation of hryvnia in 2005, when its official exchange rate was close to the interbank rate,
which had a strong impact on competitiveness of industrial companies-exporters, etc.
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Figure. Dynamics of the Ukrainian industry indicators

technologies have not taken place. Market adaptation
occurred mainly not by creating new high-tech industries,
but by the extinction of individual enterprises and even
entire industries (light industry), whose products were
not demanded or were uncompetitive2. As for those
businesses and industries that have managed to survive
(in the mining industry, ferrous metallurgy, power
engineering, gas, chemical and petrochemical industries,
machine building), many of them still use equipment and
technology inherited as a legacy from the former Soviet
Union, which determine the productivity and development
pressure on the environment3.

Third, from the standpoint of the national security
economic component the results of Ukrainian industry’s
market adaptation to new economic conditions can not
be regarded as satisfactory. It proved to be vulnerable to
economic shocks, unable to maintain a trajectory of stable
functioning in a rapidly changing external environment.
Especially, it manifested itself during the global financial
crisis in 2009, when industrial output plummeted by more
than 20%, which put Ukraine on the brink of default4.
Thus, in general, unsatisfactory results of Ukrainian
industry development for twenty-year period considered
prove the fact that there are required serious changes in

2
Here is how a former deputy prime minister, vice-president of holding “Russian Aluminum” A. Livshits characterized the results of
market reforms in Russia, where the trends of industrial development, according to the dynamics of production volumes, are approximately
the same as in Ukraine, “… we do not even realize that we live in a socialist country. Oligarchs earn money at socialist factories — yet they
themselves have built nothing. Their product is carried on the socialist rails, and the current — on the socialist power transmission lines
of saws. Repair? Yes, but do not build. All these remain from the country which has not existed for fifteen years already. And we have not
seen any introduction of facilities.” (See: Livshits A. Now the only way to save money — spend it! // Moskovsky Komsomolets. —
2005. — June 8. — № 1670).
3
For example, in the production of Ukrainian ferrous metals, which has the largest share of goods exported (about 30% of total exports
in 2010), an obsolete way of open-hearth steel production in 2000-2008 still accounted for more than 40%, whereas its world average
share was less than 5%. And only in crisis 2009 the share of open-hearth steel in Ukraine decreased by 26% (in Russia — up to 10%, on
average in the world — up to 1.3%) (See: Steel Statistical Yearbook 2010. — Worldsteel Committee on Economic Studies, Brussels, 2010,
p. 35).
4
See: http://www.unian.net/rus/news/news-301123.html.
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industrial policy: it needs either to be rebuilt substantially,
or because of its inefficiency it should be rejected at all.
But before raising the issue in a practical level, it is
reasonable to address the theoretical aspect of the
problem, once again to consider the arguments “for” and
“against” the industrial policy in light of the radical change
in economic conditions both domestically and overseas5.
With this purpose in mind the provisions of neoclassical,
institutional and evolutionary economic theories will be
considered. The study will begin with establishing the
boundaries of the subject areas of research — a definition
of the concept “industrial policy”.

selective intervention or government policy that attempts
to alter the sectoral structure of production toward
sectors that are expected to offer better prospects for
economic growth than would occur in the absence of
such intervention, i.e., in the market equilibrium”.
Changes in the sectoral structure of production are
an element of structural transformation (restructuring)
of the economy as a whole. Therefore, we can define
industrial policy as “... a variety of public actions aimed
at guiding and controlling the structural transformation
process of an economy”.9 The emphasis here is on
industry, because “... the industrialization process is
essential for the transformation of the economy as a
whole and it is possible to act on this process in order to
guide the entire structural change mechanism”10.
D. Rodrik speaks from somewhat different
positions, maintaining that: “There is no evidence that
the types of market failures that call for industrial policy
are located predominantly in industry”11. Therefore, for
lack of a better, he uses the term “industrial policy” to
denote all acts of economic restructuring in favour of
more dynamic activities in general, “... regardless of
whether those are located within industry or
manufacturing per se”12 and gives examples of such
policies, including those of services and of agriculture.
However, such extended interpretation leads away
from the traditional understanding of industrial policy,
which makes the study of this phenomenon in a historical
context more complicated. So J. Foreman-Peck, who

What is industrial policy?
As the name implies, the industrial policy is some
actions of the government (central and/or local) in the
industry. That is it is a certain kind of economic policy,
along with its widely recognized kinds such as
stabilization, financial, trade, etc. policies. However, in
contrast to the above-mentioned kinds, which are of
general economic character, industrial policy, “... in the
strict sense is a sectoral policy; it seeks to promote
sectors where intervention should take place for reasons
of national independence, technological autonomy, failure
of private initiative, decline in traditional activities, and
geographical or political balance”6.
Many other specialists admit the fact that industrial
policy has a sectoral nature7. As, for example, noted in
the article8, “... industrial policy is basically any type of

5
Industrial policy is on the agenda in the more prosperous countries than Ukraine. Issues of industrial policy are the focus of special reports
of the Commission of the European Communities 2002, 2004 and 2005. (See: Industrial policy in an enlarged Europe. — European Commission,
2002, COM (2002) 714 final; Fostering structural change: an industrial policy for an enlarged Europe. — European Commission, 2004, COM
(2004) 274 final; Implementing the Community Lisbon Programme: A policy framework to strengthen EU manufacturing — towards a more
integrated approach for industrial policy. — European Commission, 2005, COM (2005) 474 final). They pointed out that it plays a key role in
achieving the objectives to form a competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy of the enlarged Europe (see, for example: Industrial policy
in an enlarged Europe. — European Commission, 2002, COM (2002) 714 final, p. 7). Interest in this type of policy has increased due to the global
financial and economic crisis. In 2009, there was held a round table discussion on the industrial policy issues in the OECD Global Forum on
Competition (See: Roundtable on Competition Policy, Industrial Policy and National Champions. — Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, 2009, DAF / COMP / GF (2009) 9, 250 pp.). In 2010, the debate about its prospects was published by the influential Englishlanguage weekly “The Economist” (see: Industrial policy. — http://www.economist.com/debate/overview/177).
6
See: Cohen E. Theoretical foundations of industrial policy // EIB Papers. — 2006. — Vol. 11. — № 1. — P. 85.
7
See: Pack H., Saggi, K. The case for industrial policy: a critical survey. — World Bank Research Working Paper. — 2006. — № 3839.
— 51 pp.; Foreman-Peck J. Industrial policy in Europe in the 20th century // EIB Papers. — 2006. — Vol. 11. — № 1. — P. 36 — 62;
Bianchi P., Labory S. From ‘old’ industrial policy to ‘new’ industrial development policies // International handbook on industrial policy.
Ed. by P. Bianchi and S. Labory. — Cheltenham, UK, Northampton, MA, USA: Edward Elgar. — 2006. — P. 3 — 27; Soete L. From
industrial to innovation policy // Journal of Industry, Competition and Trade. — 2007. — № 7. — P. 273 — 284; Singh A. Competition
and competition policy in emerging markets: International and development dimensions. — United Nations, G-24 Discussion Paper
Series. — Paper № 18. — 26 pp.
8
See: Pack H., Saggi, K. The case for industrial policy: a critical survey // World Bank Research Working Paper. — 2006. — № 3839. — P. 2.
9
See: Bianchi P., Labory S. From ‘old’ industrial policy to ‘new’ industrial development policies // International handbook on industrial
policy. Ed. by P. Bianchi and S. Labory. — Cheltenham, UK, Northampton, MA, USA: Edward Elgar, 2006. — P. 3.
10
See: ibidem.
11
See: Rodrik D. Industrial policy for the twenty-first century. — Centre for Economic Policy Research, 2004. — CEPR Discussion
Papers. — № 4767. — P. 2.
12
See: ibidem.
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performed a retrospective analysis of the European
industrial policy in the twentieth century, includes only
manufacturing industries and infrastructure industries into
it. And although he believes that the term “industry” in
principle could be extended to any source of employment
— be it mining, agriculture or service sector (basing on
the fact that the classification of jobs is relatively arbitrary)
— but the “... government policies towards agriculture
and services generally have differed from those towards
industry more narrowly defined, and the field must be
limited if it is to be manageable”13.
Appeal to the historical aspects of the problem
reveals a definite shift in its research paradigm. If before
the 1980s industrial policy used to be understood as the
actions on the government’s direct intervention in the
economy and directive government control over the
production apparatus, nowadays “… the term “industrial
policy” indicates instead a variety of policies which are
implemented by various institutional subjects in order to
stimulate ?rm creation, to favour their agglomeration and
promote innovation and competitive development in the
context of an open economy. The new industrial policies
are therefore mainly industrial development policies, where
industry is implicitly considered as the organization, and
the strategic management of human competencies and
technical capacities”14.
In modern terminology a traditional sectoral type
of industrial policy that affects the relative importance of

individual industries and companies, is known as “vertical
policy” and a new functional type — as a “horizontal
policy”15. The latter includes actions, common for a large
number of industries and businesses, in the area of legal
support to the economic activities, protection of property
rights, elimination of administrative barriers, promotion
of innovation, etc.16 17 The horizontal type of industrial
policy is emphasized by the European Commission18 —
the highest executive authority of the EU, which proposes
measures to ensure the competitiveness of the European
manufacturing industry on the grounds that it is in this
industry where most innovations take place.19
Due to the fact that both vertical and horizontal types
of policies include a wide range of actions that can affect
various spheres of economic activity, the question of their
limitation in terms of the policy object rises. That is why
from the whole complex of actions that have an impact
on the industry J. Pelkmans singles out those which, in
his opinion, should not be attributed to the field of industrial
policy: these are policies not specifically for the industry
(macro-economic regulation, redistribution of income,
the policy in the sphere of labour remuneration, etc.) and
those that directly affect the industry, but are designed
not only for industry (privatization, regional development,
price controls, etc.)20. While it is clear that such a division
can not be considered rigorous, since the actions intended
not only for industry are difficult to separate from the
sphere of industrial policy proper.21

See: Foreman-Peck J. Industrial policy in Europe in the 20th century / J. Foreman-Peck // EIB Papers. — 2006. — Vol. 11. — № 1. — P. 38.
See: International handbook on industrial policy / ed. by P. Bianchi and S. Labory. — Cheltenham, UK, Northampton, MA, USA:
Edward Elgar, 2006, p. xv.
15
See: Foreman-Peck J. Industrial policy in Europe in the 20th century / J. Foreman-Peck // EIB Papers. — 2006. — Vol. 11. — № 1. — P. 38.
16
See: V ä lil ä T. No policy is an island — on the interaction between industrial and other policies / T.. V ä lil ä // EIB Papers. —
2006. — Vol. 11. — № 2. — P. 11.
17
Some authors define three types of industrial policy: the vertical (strategic trade policy helping to ensure getting a certain rent by
some industries or enterprises), horizontal (support for innovation, regardless of the type of industry) and structural changes (temporary
support to industries experiencing decline) (See: V ä lilä T. No policy is an island — on the interaction between industrial and other
policies / T. V ä lil ä // EIB Papers. — 2006. — Vol. 11. — № 2. — P. 10). In this paper we will assume that the policy of structural change
is an element of vertical industrial policy, thus maintaining the traditional dualistic division.
18
See: Industrial policy in an enlarged Europe. — European Commission, 2002, COM (2002) 714 final; Fostering structural change:
an industrial policy for an enlarged Europe. — European Commission, 2004, COM (2004) 274 final; Implementing the Community
Lisbon Programme: A policy framework to strengthen EU manufacturing — towards a more integrated approach for industrial policy. —
European Commission, 2005, COM (2005) 474 final.
19
The message body of the EU Commission noted that: “The Commission is committed to the horizontal nature of industrial policy
and to avoid a return to selective interventionist policies” (See: Implementing the Community Lisbon Programme: A policy framework to
strengthen EU manufacturing — towards a more integrated approach for industrial policy. — European Commission, 2005, COM (2005)
474 final, p. 3). But, as pointed out further, “... the scope of policy instruments should not be seen just as only very broad horizontal
measures. For industrial policy to be effective, account needs to be taken of the specific context of individual sectors. Policies need to be
combined in a tailor-made manner on the basis of the concrete characteristics of sectors and the particular opportunities and challenges that
they face” (See ibid, pp. 3-4). This approach to industrial policy, which provides certain combination of horizontal and vertical measures,
was called “the matrix approach” (See: Aigingera K. The Matrix approach to industrial policy / K. Aigingera, S. Siebera // International
Review of Applied Economics. — 2006. — Vol. 20. — № 5. — P. 573 — 601).
20
See: Pelkmans J. European industrial policy / J. Pelkmans // International handbook on industrial policy / ed. by P. Bianchi and
S. Labory. — Cheltenham, UK, Northampton, MA, USA: Edward Elgar, 2006, P. 46 — 47.
21
See: Foreman-Peck J. Industrial policy in Europe in the 20th century / J. Foreman-Peck // EIB Papers. — 2006. — Vol. 11. — № 1. — P. 37.
13

14
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this issue26. And more, “... no taxonomy can fully respect
the range of views on industrial policy which can be
found in the literature”27, and “... while denoted a “policy”,
industrial policy lacks most defining features thereof”28.
But the inability to strictly delineate the subject area
and give a universal definition of industrial policy does
not mean that there is no point searching its specific
(special purpose) definitions. In fact, this is a typical
problem of classifying different elements into a certain
set, which plays an important role in human understanding
(e.g., biology, informatics, etc.29). It can be said that
industrial policy is (in mathematical terminology) some
fuzzy set of elements, characterized by the fact that the
membership function can take any value in the interval
[0,1], not only the values 0 or 1.30
In order to determine what elements in particular
should be included in a “fuzzy set” of industrial policy,
and what should not, you need to determine the purpose
for which such a restriction is carried out. In this paper
this is the study of the theory of the matter. In its complete
form it is not a coherent and consistent logical system,
but a conceptual unit, or “population” of concepts31,
which develop in the competition for the best explanation
of the same scope of empirical phenomena (phenomena
of intersecting spheres) and the prediction of possible
scenarios of the events development. Developing such a
conceptual unit, in turn, has direct and inverse relation
with the evolution of practices “population”, in this case
— the practice of industrial policy.
Guided by these considerations, in order to solve
the task of many elements of industrial policy, whose
composition changed over time and space, there should
be defined a “hard disciplinary core” preserving the
historical continuity of the subject area of research, to
which the scientists appeal (or appealed). The problem,

A similar ambiguity occurs in relation to the purposes
of industrial policy. For example, as noted in the study22,
“... in most cases industrial policy is pursued with multiple
objectives, increasing short-term employment, increased
output, better income distribution and enhancing
technological capacity. They are often also, rightly or
wrongly, non-economic objectives of national pride and
prestige, as well as the perceived need to promote
“strategic” domestic industries”. There were also
mentioned above such objectives as the structural
transformation of the economy, stimulating the creation
of companies, promoting innovation, competitiveness,
etc. All these together give grounds to assert that “... in
contrast with most other areas of economic policy,
industrial policy does not have a well-identified and
universally recognised set of goals to achieve”23.
To sum up briefly, it can be concluded that it is not
possible to strictly delimit the subject area of research —
to define an industrial policy. Since there is no clarity in:
(a) what is an object of this policy (what should be
understood by industry as the object of policy, how and
why it should be distinguished from other sources of
employment);
(b) what actions are included into the content of
industrial policy (whether there should be included there
system-wide actions in the economy that affect industry
as well, or actions only in respect of industry, but which
may also have system-wide effects);
(c) what goals industrial policy pursues, what should
be the final desired outcome of its implementation.
It seems that the above conclusion is not surprising
or original. As noted, for example, in the paper24: “The
expression “industrial policy” means different things to
different people”,25 so any six randomly taken economists,
of course, produce at least a dozen different opinions on

22
See: Evenett S. Study on issues relating to a possible multilateral framework on competition policy / S. Evenett // World Trade
Organization, Working Group on the Interaction between Trade and Competition Policy. — 2003, WT/WGTCP/W/228. — P. 16.
23
See: Vä lilä T. No policy is an island — on the interaction between industrial and other policies / T. V ä lilä // EIB Papers. — 2006. —
Vol. 11. — № 2. — P. 9 — 10.
24
See: Roundtable on Competition Policy, Industrial Policy and National Champions. — Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, 2009, DAF/COMP/GF (2009)9. — P. 25.
25
Just K. Aiginger quotes 12 different definitions of industrial policy, and he notes that it “... a very small sample of available
definitions” (See: Aiginger K. Industrial Policy: A dying breed or a re-emerging Phoenix / K. Aiginger // Journal of Industry, Competition
and Trade. — 2007. — № 7. — P. 299).
26
See: Geroski P. European industrial policy and industrial policy in Europe / P. Geroski // Oxford Review of Economic Policy. —
1989. — Vol. 5. — № 2. — P. 20.
27
See: Pelkmans J. European industrial policy / J. Pelkmans // International handbook on industrial policy / ed. by P. Bianchi and
S. Labory. — Cheltenham, UK, Northampton, MA, USA: Edward Elgar, 2006. — P. 46.
28
See: Riess A. Industrial policy: a tale of innovators, champions, and B52s / A. Riess, T. V ä lilä // EIB Papers. — 2006. — Vol. 11. —
№ 1. — P. 12.
29
See: Zadeh L. Fuzzy sets / L. Zadeh // Information and Control. — 1965. — № 8. — P. 338.
30
See: ibidem, p. 339.
31
See: Toulmin S. Human Understanding: The Collective Use and Evolution of Concepts / S. Toulmin. — Princeton : Princeton
University Press, 1972. — 520 pp.
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however, is that advocates of some economic theories
do not just use dissimilar methods of explanation and
prediction, but also often turn to the study of various
aspects of empirical phenomena, so that the composition
and structure of a fuzzy set of industrial policy in the
view, for example, of a neo-classics follower can differ
significantly from the composition and structure in the
view of institutionalism or evolutionism supporters.
Therefore, further analysing the provisions of
scientific theories in the field of industrial policy we will
proceed from such a broad understanding of its content,
which makes it possible to consider the arguments from
different points of view. And in order for the scope of
this analysis not to be unlimited, it is proposed to use as
a restrictor an analogue to a philosophical principle of
intentionalism, according to which any action should be
evaluated in terms of its purpose. The idea is to consider
the theoretical basis of only those actions that have the
intention to influence the industry — production
(extraction, transfer, manufacture, processing) of
wealth32. This means that there will be considered both
“vertical policy” — in the part that has to change the
relative importance of the industry in general and / or its
individual sectors, and “horizontal policy” — as far as it
relates to institutions, innovation etc. in the industry.

M a r k e t f a i l u r e s . In the context of industrial
policy incomplete information, non-competitive markets
and externalities are counted among market failures that
provide the grounds for certain forms of state
intervention33.
Incomplete information. From the standpoint of
producers incomplete information may result in incorrect
assessment of individual commercial projects profitability.
The problem gets more complicated if you plan to release
a new product profitability of which has not yet been
rated by the market, as well as in the case of related
investments34 when uncertainty of investment in one
activity (e.g., ore processing), gives rise to uncertainty
in the investment associated with other linked activities
(e.g., iron and steel production). As a result, it leads to
errors in assessing business prospects, reduces the
potential level of business activity and investment in the
economy35. From the standpoint of consumers incomplete
information about the quality of new products forces
them to be guided by the average estimates of known
comparable benefits. In this situation, there is a risk that
businesses offering goods quality above average will be
priced out of the market; which is called adverse
selection.36 In addition, corporations can specially create
barriers to the movement of information, deliberately
spread incomplete and/or false information and develop
strategies that create market imperfections37. Opposition
from the public authorities can consist in developing a
strong competitive policy to restore conditions of fair
competition in a situation close to full information, or in
implementing a strategic industrial policy through which
they play an active role in encouraging non-opportunistic
behaviour in the industries concerned38.
Non-competitive markets. Competition problems in
markets, necessitating a certain degree of economic
agents’ market power, exist due to a number of reasons.
This may be the control of scarce resources, high fixed
costs, economies of scale. As noted in the paper39, “... in

Neoclassical foundations of industrial policy
In the usual neoclassical assumptions, free
competition of the economic agents rationally acting in
their self-interest, who are fully informed and do not have
market power, leads to a Pareto efficient use of scarce
resources. Therefore, the grounds for the government
intervention in this market mechanism arise if there are
obstacles to free competition, known as market failures.
However, this intervention itself may also be associated
with failures, but now the government failures. So the
neo-classical arguments “for” industrial policy can be
countered by no less persuasive arguments “against.”
32

This definition goes beyond the scope of the study of wealth production through natural processes of growth and development of
living organisms (agriculture), as well as a variety of activities that do not have an explicit material form (services).
33
See: Buigues P.-A. Industrial policy in Europe, Japan and the USA: Amounts, mechanisms and effectiveness / P.-A. Buigues,
K. Sekkat. — Palgrave-McMillan, 2009, p. 10; Cohen E. Theoretical foundations of industrial policy // EIB Papers. — 2006. — Vol. 11.
— № 1. — P. 86; Navarro L. Industrial policy in the economic literature. Recent theoretical developments and implications for EU policy.
— European Commission, Enterprise Directorate-General. — 2003. — Enterprise Papers № 12. — P. 3.
34
See: Rodrik D. Industrial policy for the twenty-first century / D. Rodrik. — Centre for Economic Policy Research, 2004. — CEPR
Discussion Papers. — № 4767. — P. 8.
35
See: Buigues P.-A. Industrial policy in Europe, Japan and the USA: Amounts, mechanisms and effectiveness / P.-A. Buigues,
K. Sekkat. — Palgrave-McMillan, 2009. — P. 10.
36
See: Akerlof G. The market for “lemons”: Quality uncertainty and the market mechanism / G. Akerlof // The Quarterly Journal of
Economics. — 1970. — Vol. 84. — № 3. — P. 488 — 500.
37
See: Cohen E. Theoretical foundations of industrial policy / E. Cohen // EIB Papers. — 2006. — Vol. 11. — № 1. — P. 86.
38
See: ibidem.
39
See: ibid., p. 87.
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an industry characterised by high fixed costs (and, thus,
economies of scale) the first firm in a market enjoys a
crucial first-mover advantage that prevents another firms
from entering that market. In essence, high fixed costs
and economies of scale constitute entry barriers behind
which the first mover captures rents to the detriment of
potential entrants and consumers”. If economies of scale
are so great that one company can satisfy the entire
market demand, then we can speak of natural monopolies,
in the sense that the barriers to entry are based on natural
laws of the nature. In addition, such barriers can be
created artificially by the state, as is known from the
history of industrial policy: “19th century technology
determined that infrastructure business dwarfed the scale
of manufacturing enterprises, and of these businesses
the most expensive was railways. Railways and roads
were needed to carry troops to the frontiers, and
telecommunications to tell them what to do. … For
security reasons, communication networks, the postal
service, and roads were traditionally state monopolies,
as were electric telegraph and telephone, except when
finance was not available”40. Solutions to the problem of
non-competitive markets include price control (usually
for natural monopolies’ output), directive re-creation of
competitive environment (by means of forced division
of enterprises), facilitation of entering the market (by
easing regulatory requirements, the allocation of grants
for start-ups, etc.).
Externalities. Knowledge is a typical example of
externalities in the context of industrial policy. Once
obtained, it can be absorbed by plenty of economic actors
at a relatively low cost (compared to the cost of its
generation). Therefore, the social return on private

investment in knowledge generation is greater than the
individual investor’s level of profitability, and the aggregate
efforts of enterprises aimed at obtaining knowledge —
R & D performance, opening new market opportunities
(the so-called “self-discovery”)41 and others — may be
lower than a socially optimal level. A similar problem is
related to the costs of enterprises on personnel training,
from which other organizations benefit under conditions
of staff high mobility. As is the case with other externalities,
it weakens the incentives to provide the optimal level of
training due to fears of economic losses42. Externalities
arise in the processes of coordination in space and time
— when creating new products requires large
synchronous investments in associated activities, the
organization of which is not provided by the market
mechanism43, and the geographic concentration of
industry, due to economies of scale44, the presence of
rare or difficult to move factors of production within the
territory, etc. The latter can be both positive (due to shared
infrastructure, the concentration of skilled workers, and
diffusion of tacit knowledge) and negative (due to
accumulation of declining troubled industries,
environmental problems)45. Conventional neoclassical
prescriptions addressing externalities are to provide
subsidies (monetary, credit, tax, etc.) and government
procurement — to enhance the positive externalities (for
example, by encouraging research and development spinoff), and in levying additional mandatory payments (Pigou
taxes) and fines — to reduce negative externalities (for
example, by increasing the costs of environmental
contaminants).
Government failures. To correct market failures,
the government authorities intervene in economic

See: Foreman-Peck J. Industrial policy in Europe in the 20th century / J. Foreman-Peck // EIB Papers. — 2006. — Vol. 11. — № 1.
— P. 41.
41
The “self-discovery” means the diversification of the industrial structure by introducing new product lines that have been domesticated
by adapting the already known technologies for their production and marketing to local conditions. As noted by D. Rodrik, “selfdiscovery” is different from the R & D and innovation in their usual sense, since it “... is not coming up with new products or processes,
but “discovering” that a certain good, already well established in world markets, can be produced at home at low cost. This may involve
some technological tinkering to adapt foreign technology to domestic conditions, but this tinkering rarely amounts to something that is
actually patentable and therefore monopolizable”(See .: Rodrik D. Industrial policy for the twenty-first century. — Centre for Economic
Policy Research, 2004, CEPR Discussion Papers, № 4767, p. 9).
42
See: Buigues P.-A. Industrial policy in Europe, Japan and the USA: Amounts, mechanisms and effectiveness / P.-A. Buigues,
K. Sekkat. — Palgrave-McMillan, 2009. — P. 13.
43
See: Rodrik D. Industrial policy for the twenty-first century. — Centre for Economic Policy Research, 2004, CEPR Discussion
Papers. — № 4767. — P. 12 — 14.
44
Uneven spatial deployment of productive forces, due to economies of scale and imperfect competition, explains the new economic
geography. According to this theory rationally acting economic agents, taking into account the factor of transport costs, prefer to concentrate
in one region and not uniformly distribute throughout the territory. Characteristics of their location are determined by the balance of benefits
from economies of scale for enterprises and on a variety of products for customers, on the one hand, and losses from the growth of interregional
transport costs, on the other hand (See: Krugman P. Increasing returns and economic geography / P. Krugman // Journal of Political Economy. —
1991. — Vol. 99. — № 3. — P. 483 — 499; Boschma R. Why is economic geography not an evolutionary science? Towards an evolutionary
economic geography / R. Boschma, K. Frenken // Journal of Economic Geography. — 2006. — № 6. — P. 275).
45
See: Buigues P.-A. Industrial policy in Europe, Japan and the USA: Amounts, mechanisms and effectiveness / P.-A. Buigues,
K. Sekkat. — Palgrave-McMillan, 2009. — P. 14 — 15.
40
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processes (through taxes, subsidies, procurement,
regulatory norms, etc.), but their actions can also result
in failures — even less efficient use of scarce resources
than without such intervention. In the context of industrial
policy such failures include imperfect information, selfserving behaviour of officials, and conflicts of industrial
policy of the state with other types of economic policy.
Imperfect information. The administrative
bureaucracy that manages the state, as opposed to those
economic entities that are directly involved in market
transactions is less aware of the prices, costs and benefits
of a business, and ways of its development, the prospects
for changes in product mix, the reorientation of markets,
etc.: “... the public sector is not omniscient, and indeed
typically has even less information than the private sector
about the location and nature of the market failures that
block diversification. Governments may not even know
what it is they do not know”46. Ignorance of public
authorities is also associated with defining the list and
selecting the best tools to achieve their goals. This may be
a variety of means such as monetary (taxes, fines, grants)
and non-monetary (intellectual property rights, government
regulation of mergers and acquisitions, tariffs, non-tariff
measures, including quotas and licenses)47. The use of each
of them is associated with introducing distortions in the
economic processes and hard-to-predict long-term
consequences, especially when not one instrument in
isolation, but several in a complex are used.
Self-serving behaviour of officials. If, in
accordance with the preconditions of rational self-interest
of economic agents, officials pursue primarily personal
rather than public interests, their actions may result in
inefficient resource allocation (allocation of subsidies not
to the industries that really need them, excessively high
or low tariffs, etc.) and brought-in distortion of
competition — regardless of whether they are well aware
of the problems of the market. When in order to

implement the industrial policy the regulatory bodies are
set up, self-serving behaviour of officials can lead to their
“capture” (“regulatory capture”), which means that these
bodies are starting to perform their functions in the
interests of those firms whose activities they are supposed
to regulate48. This gives some grounds to conclude that
economic regulation in general is not conducted in the
public interest, but it is a process by which the groups of
interests are trying to promote their own (private)
interests.49 “Capture” of regulatory bodies is usually
achieved by methods of corruption (through bribes,
providing the officials with various benefits, such as
guarantee of future employment, etc.), although other
methods can also be used for this purpose50.
Conflicts of industrial policy with other types of
the state economic policy. In addition to industrial policy
there can be called at least two types of economic policy
that are linked to the government support of business: it
is a trade policy (aimed at the interests of domestic
producers and consumers) and competition policy (aimed
at ensuring the effective functioning of the market
coordination mechanism and control of non-competitive
business practice) 51. All of them have overlapping
application domains, and therefore their simultaneous use,
which is a usual practice, is fraught with contradictions
and even conflicts. A typical example of such
contradictions is those that arise while implementing
industrial policy in the form of support for “infant
industries”. Such support, usually appealing to the market
failures (in the form of poorly functioning capital markets,
the availability of information barriers to entering the
sector), suggests the establishment of special trade
barriers and taking measures to protect against
competition, which is clearly contradictory to today’s
competitive and trade policies, often designed to ensure
greater openness of national economies.52
Thus, as it follows from the above list of the state

46
See: Rodrik D. Industrial policy for the twenty-first century / D. Rodrik. — Centre for Economic Policy Research, 2004, CEPR
Discussion Papers. — № 4767. — P. 16.
47
See: Buigues P.-A. Industrial policy in Europe, Japan and the USA: Amounts, mechanisms and effectiveness / P.-A. Buigues,
K. Sekkat. — Palgrave-McMillan, 2009. — P. 21 — 22.
48
See: Posner R. Theories of economic regulation // Bell Journal of Economics, 1974, Vol. 5, № 2, pp. 335-358.
49
See: ibid., p.343.
50
To “capture” the interest group’s regulatory bodies, in addition to using bureaucrats’ self-interested behavior for their own purposes,
there may also be used such tools as threats to reputation, specially selected information about the problems of the business regulated, etc.
(See: Dal B? E. Regulatory capture: a review // Oxford Review of Economic Policy. — Vol. 22. — № 2. — P. 220). However, from the
standpoint of economic methodology an explanation through the economic interests is of a dominant value.
51
See: Buigues P.-A. Industrial policy in Europe, Japan and the USA: Amounts, mechanisms and effectiveness / P.-A. Buigues,
K. Sekkat. — Palgrave-McMillan, 2009. — P. 22.
52
See the discussion of the arguments “for” and “against” public support for developing industries in: Pack H. The case for industrial
policy: a critical survey / H. Pack, K. Saggi. — World Bank Research Working Paper. — 2006. — № 3839. — 51 pp. One of the bestknown works on the problem, which presents the arguments against such policies is the article by R. Baldwin (See: Baldwin R. The case
against infant-industry tariff protection / R. Baldwin // Journal of Political Economy. — 1969. — Vol. 77. — № 3. — P. 295 — 305).
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failures, its actions aimed at improving the situation in
the industry, does not guarantee success. The measure
of its estimation in neoclassical economics is the Pareto
criterion of improvement or more operational criterion
of potential Pareto improvement, involving a comparison
of costs and benefits (cost-benefit analysis). Therefore,
in order to verify the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of
the chosen option of industrial policy it is necessary to
compare the associated costs and benefits. It is obvious
that in practice it is very difficult to do, both because it is
problematic to correctly measure the benefits of the
government intervention aimed at correcting market
failures, and to calculate the associated costs in the light
of emerging side effects.53

is determined by the institutes that constrain, structure
and stimulate individual behaviour. Therefore, the grounds
for government intervention arise when the purpose of
industrial policy requires to improve existing or to adapt
new institutes, thus reducing transaction costs, i.e.
because of what might be called rules failures.
The institutional grounds of industrial policy include
the arguments in favour of establishing special regulations
in the areas of industrial innovation, industrial
diversification and global cost formation chains.
Industrial innovation. Modern economic theory has
moved away from understanding innovation as a
mechanical process in which greater financial investments
automatically provide greater benefits (as it used to be
assumed, the increase in expenditure on R & D leads to
an increase of innovations), in the direction of organic
socio-cultural process in which a key role is played by
intangible factors, the ability of economic agents to learn
and behave cooperatively.55 A special social order based
on “long-term rules” of interaction, creating conditions
for long-term economic planning56 and cooperation, not
only competition of economic entities — what has become
known as “co-opetition” 57 — is now considered a
prerequisite for their successful actions in the field of
innovation, which play a key role in ensuring the
competitiveness of the industry. In modern conditions
“... innovation in industries is the result of the interaction
of different actors (firms, universities, public agencies,
financial organizations…) that have collaborative
relationships of formal and informal types”58 and, for
example, in such innovative areas of business as
pharmaceuticals and biotechnology co-operation of large,
small and new firms is pervasive59.
Usually mentioned ground for state intervention in
the processes of such relationships is that markets provide
insufficient incentives for firms to cooperate60. However,

Institutional Grounds of Industrial Policy
In institutional theory, in contrast to the neoclassical
one, the emphasis in the rationale of industrial policy are
shifted from finding the optimal distribution of scarce
resources to the analysis of institutions — the spontaneous
and formal rules with enforcement mechanisms to
implement them — that promote or hinder the success
of such policy, and transaction costs accompanying
relations of economic agents. Therefore, for example,
differences in the economies’ productivity in the adjacent
countries (South Korea and North Korea, former West
and East Germany, etc.), incomprehensible from the
standpoint of neoclassical economics, can be easily
explained by differences in the institutes’ efficiency.
This utmost importance attached to the rules is
derived from the basic premises of the institutional theory,
according to which economic actors operating in their
own interests are not fully informed and rational, yet “...
are capable only of very approximate and bounded
rationality”54.
And what they can and can not do in this situation

53
For evaluation of industrial policy J. Foreman-Peck offers two approaches, based on the comparison of costs and benefits: the first
is analysis of the impact of the state’s specific interventions (such as special tariffs, individual projects, such as Concorde, the subsidy
programs of R & D and investment promotion and special regimes in power generation, etc.), the second is the analysis of an industrial
policy for the economy in general (See: Foreman-Peck J. Industrial policy in Europe in the 20th century / J. Foreman-Peck // EIB Papers. —
2006. — Vol. 11. — № 1. — P. 52). As the author himself notes, none of them is entirely satisfactory. The obvious reason for this is the
difficulty to eliminate the influence of those variables that are not under analysis. Therefore estimates of various types of industrial
policies carried out by him (see ibid, pp. 52 — 58) contain, apparently, the inevitable elements of “story telling”.
54
See: Simon H. Altruism and economics / H. Simon // The American Economic Review. — 1993. — Vol. 83. — № 2. — P. 156.
55
See: Nauwelaers C. Path-dependency and the role of institutions in cluster policy generation / C. Nauwelaers // Cluster Policies —
Cluster Development? Ed. by Е. Mariussen. — Stockholm, Nordregio Report 2001. — № 2. — P. 95.
56
See: Вишневский В. Инновации, институты и эволюция / В. Вишневский, В. Дементьев // Вопр. экономики. — 2010. — № 9.
— С. 41 — 62.
57
See: Brandenburger A., Nalebuff B. Co-opetition: A revolution mindset that combines competition and cooperation: the game theory
strategy that’s changing the game of business / A. Brandenburger, B. Nalebuff. — New York : Doubleday Currency, 1996. — 290 pp.
58
See: Malerba F. Innovation and the dynamics and evolution of industries: Progress and challenges / F. Malerba // International Journal
of Industrial Organization. — 2007. — № 25. — P. 677.
59
See: ibid., p. 685.
60
See: Cohen E. Theoretical foundations of industrial policy / E. Cohen // EIB Papers. — 2006. — Vol. 11. — № 1. — P. 93.
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in this case, it is not enough to explain markets, market
failures and welfare arising from the analysis of the
independent egoistic individuals’ interaction in neoclassical
terms. Institutional theory assumes that individuals “...
individuals do not form their preferences in isolation from
other individuals, but in response to both public events
and information that is widely broadcast”61. In addition, in
organizations their choice is limited by routines. And in
some organizations these are different routine, subject to
different purposes, not always commercial. It is obvious
that the explanation of failure (or success) of these dissimilar
organizations’ cooperation goes beyond the scope of
neoclassical theory application. Their (failures’) cause is
not markets’ failure, but failure of the rules mentioned
above, in particular, their short-term and non-partner
character. And it is the state interested in economic growth
that can provide the support for the “long rule” partnership
relations of diverse organizations (instead of “short” and
non-partner) — again, taking into account the possible
government failures, corruption, etc. “The state’s role —
as the article62 maintains — is therefore to act as guarantor
of cooperative behaviour for each of the partners. To
illustrate, in Japan, the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry brings businesses together in projects and
guarantees that each partner acts fairly”63.
Sectoral diversification in the industry leading to
structural changes and promoting the growth of the economy
and public welfare64 requires the development of production
innovative for a given country or region of the goods. Usually
it does not require radical innovation based on research and
development65, and can be achieved by adapting goods and

technologies of their production, already known in the world,
to local conditions — what was called above the selfdiscovery. As is the case with innovations, business
organizations can not by themselves solve the problems of
this adaptation due to the challenges caused by information
and coordination failures66. The solution can be found in
taking measures of institutional nature, involving the rules
formation and organization a process of public-private
cooperation on their basis — through joint research and
finding a consensus on where exactly information and
coordination externalities arise, and thus, what can be the
objectives of industrial policy in this area, and how they
should be achieved. “The right model for industrial policy,
— says D. Rodrik, — is not that of an autonomous
government applying Pigovian taxes or subsidies, but of
strategic collaboration between the private sector and the
government with the aim of uncovering where the most
significant obstacles to restructuring lie and what type of
interventions are most likely to remove them”67. In this
context, the usual discussions about instruments, costs and
results of government intervention in the economy of
industry have no fundamental significance. And what is more
important is to have a process available that helps to identify
the areas of desirable interventions. Governments that
understand this will be constantly looking for the ways by
which they can contribute to structural changes and
cooperation with the private sector68.
G l o b a l v a l u e c h a i n s . Processes of
globalization and liberalization of international trade have
led to a change in the situation in the global economy.
Now, as experts of the Asian Development Bank say69, an

See: Simon H. Altruism and economics / H. Simon // The American Economic Review. — 1993. — Vol. 83. — № 2. — P. 160.
See: Cohen E. Theoretical foundations of industrial policy / E. Cohen // EIB Papers. — 2006. — Vol. 11. — № 1. — P. 92.
63
Explanation of whether cooperation among economic agents is expedient, in connection with going beyond the neoclassical issues,
can be found in the evolutionary ideas of selection and fitness (See: Simon H. Altruism and economics / H. Simon // The American
Economic Review. — 1993. — Vol. 83. — № 2. — P. 156), particularly in the socio-biological theory of multi-level (individual or group)
selection, according to which group selection is favorable for cooperative subpopulations of subjects (see: Wilson DS, Wilson EO
Rethinking the theoretical foundation of sociobiology // The Quarterly Review of Biology. — 2007. — Vol. 82. — № 4. — P. 327 — 348).
64
The proof of connection between industry diversification and economic growth and social well-being is given in the article: Imbs J.,
Wacziarg R. Stages of diversification / J. Imbs, R. Wacziarg // American Economic Review. — 2003. — Vol. 93. — № 1. — P. 63 — 86.
Based on the analysis of statistical indicators of more than 90 countries around the world it is justified, that “... economies grow through
two stages of diversification. At first, sectoral diversification increases, but there exists a level of per capita income beyond which the
sectoral distribution of economic activity starts concentrating again. In other words, sectoral concentration follows a U-shaped pattern in
relation to per capita income” (See: Ibid, p. 63).
65
Many enterprises in the countries with the newly industrialized economies (South Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong, China) significantly
reduced the technological lag from the world leaders through “behind-the-frontier innovation” (innovation behind the leaders) — continued
gradual improvement of already existing products and production processes, usually requiring no research and development (See: Asian
Development Outlook 2003: Competitiveness in Developing Asia. — Asian Development Bank : Oxford University Press. — 2003. — P. 263).
66
See: Rodrik D. Industrial policy for the twenty-first century. — Centre for Economic Policy Research, 2004, CEPR Discussion
Papers, № 4767, P. 9 — 14.
67
See: ibid., p. 3.
68
See: ibid., p. 38.
69
See: Asian Development Outlook 2003: Competitiveness in Developing Asia. — Asian Development Bank : Oxford University
Press, 2003. — P. 211.
61
62
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explanation of how and where manufactured goods are
produced is not a simple task — their design, manufacture,
distribution and service are divided into elements, which
are scattered around the world. It is a system of international
production-distribution relationships, which are called
“global value chains” (GVCs), in which usually more
laborious stages of the process are moved onto the territory
of developing countries70. GVCs, which are currently the
key and stable structural features of the global economy71,
form both new opportunities and new threats. On the one
hand, participation in these chains allows firms from
different countries (especially less developed countries)
to enter the global production structures, improve
production processes and products in accordance with
the GVCs standards, climb up the technological ladder
and get a wide access to international markets. Moreover,
by some estimates, “... the benefits of trade liberalization
that are accompanied by the establishment of international
supplier chain arrangements between firms in industrial
and less developed countries can be 10 to 20 times larger
than those accruing from trade liberalization alone”72. And,
on the other hand, in order to export successfully is no
longer enough to produce competitive products effectively,
“… developing country suppliers of labour intensive
products must now not only overcome the traditional trade
barriers — which remain high for certain developing
country exports — but also must become part of some
trade network in order actually to export”73.
To overcome these barriers successfully a special
new industrial policy is required. It implies that the
government: (1) helps enterprises of the country to adapt
to the existing GVCs rules — by informing about what
alternative GVCs exist and what key requirements must
be meet to participate in them, what standards apply here,
and what to do to achieve them, the organization of
collective actions in terms of creating the infrastructure
necessary to meet logistical requirements, etc.,74 (2)

promotes the formation of new international rules that are
more favourable for domestic enterprises — through the
organization of national trading companies, participation
in collective actions by developing countries to harmonize
and eliminate double standards, monitoring compliance with
the rules of competition from large multinational companies,
their policy of mergers and acquisitions, etc.75
Describing the institutional grounds of industrial policy
in general, it is important to note that institutes, when
considered as a factor of production, are among the nonmobile factors. Therefore, any country can copy the
manufacturing processes, import equipment, attract
qualified personnel from abroad, but can not borrow the
successful institutes.76 Their creation and development are
a country-specific time-consuming process determined by
the circumstances of time and place, so effective institutes
have always appeared as the result of a long chain of
historical milestones — the ascent from the original factors
of geography to the immediate factors derived from them,
including institutional.77 But such a definition of the problem
already touches the genesis problem of the institutions
themselves, the study of which requires application of
another — evolutionary — paradigm.
The evolutionary grounds of industrial policy
In evolutionary economics, in contrast to the
neoclassical and institutional, the motives of human
behaviour are determined, apart from considerations of
rationality and social factors, by the natural desire for
survival. The behaviour can be both selfish and altruistic,
because in the evolutionary process it is not individual
survival, as such, but rather the successful transfer of
heredity units, or genes is of the real value, so that in
certain circumstances for the individual it may be more
profitable to promote the reproduction of related
individuals even at the expense of their lives acting selfsacrificingly for the benefit of others78. Competition for

70
See: Global value chains in a postcrisis world: a development perspective / Olivier Cattaneo, Gary Gereffi, and Cornelia Staritz,
editors. — The World Bank, The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 2010, p. xv.
71
See: ibid., p. 6.
72
See: Asian Development Outlook 2003: Competitiveness in Developing Asia. — Asian Development Bank: Oxford University
Press, 2003, p. 237.
73
See: Haque I. Rethinking industrial policy. UNCTAD Discussion Papers / I. Haque. — 2007. — № 183. — P. 9.
74
See: Humphrey J. Upgrading in global value chains — International Labour Organization / J. Humphrey. — 2004, Working Paper
№ 28. — P. 28; Kaplinsky R. The role of standards in global value chains and their impact on economic and social upgrading. — World
Bank, 2010, p. 14.
75
See: Haque I. Rethinking industrial policy. UNCTAD Discussion Papers. — 2007. — № 183. — P. 10; Humphrey J. Upgrading in
global value chains — International Labour Organization, 2004, Working Paper № 28, p. 28; Kaplinsky R. The role of standards in global
value chains and their impact on economic and social upgrading / R. Kaplinsky. — World Bank, 2010. — P. 15 — 16.
76
See: Asian Development Outlook 2003: Competitiveness in Developing Asia. — Asian Development Bank : Oxford University
Press, 2003, p. 227.
77
See: Diamond J. Guns, germs, and steel: the fates of human societies / J. Diamond. — New York : W.W. Norton & Company, Inc.,
1997. — 480 pp.
78
See: Wilson D.S. Rethinking the Theoretical Foundation of Sociobiology / D.S. Wilson, E.O. Wilson. — The Quarterly Review of
Biology, 2007. — Vol. 82. — № 4. — P. 327 — 348.
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scarce resources is explained not by a free choice of
independent actors, but by a dominance hierarchy in the
population that appear in groups of living organisms in order
to minimize aggression among individuals competing for
limited resources. As a high social rank automatically gives
access to all available resources natural selection favoured
the trends of the struggle for raising the social status79.
Institutions, which were discussed above, are also
considered as being epigenetic in nature. They, like any
cultural and behavioural superstructure, are grounded on
a biological basis — in the sense that are formed by living
creatures that are the carriers of genetic information and
are guided by instincts — innate reactions to external
and/or internal stimuli, while institutes develop “... through
social learning of ‘rules of conduct’ that starts from
primitive, genetically fixed, forms of social behaviour and
add on new elements by trial and error”80.
Using ideas borrowed from biology81 (the concept
of units of evolution, the processes of variation, selection
and heredity) 82 , evolutionary theory explores the
economies’ changes in time and space, but not any
changes, but only those in which complex open systems
adapt to their environment, a variety develops from
common origins and eventually a new design is
accumulated.83 Taking into consideration a range of its
application, the evolutionary grounds of industrial policy
can be found in the area of national innovation systems
(NIS) and industrial clusters.

N a t i o n a l i n n o v a t i o n s y s t e m s are
holistic networks of organizations and institutes whose
interaction determines the features of the innovation
performance in individual countries. The concept of NIS is
based on the idea of ”techno-nationalism.”84 It means that
innovation efficiency of each state is determined by the
specifics of national ways of interacting economic agents
that have different types of knowledge and skills (companies,
research institutes, universities, etc.), in the creating and
using innovations.85 Posing this question itself is part of a
broader set of problems of genetic and cultural co-evolution
and the formation of national intelligence features.
A long-time scientific debate about what has a
greater effect on intelligence — nature or nurture — still
remains a subject of controversy among modern
environmentalists and geneticists86, and so far the chances
of the parties are about 50 to 5087. In any case, it is
obvious that national characteristics do matter. And
evolutionary economic theory which refers to the
arguments of both parties “... makes a major contribution
to understanding the importance of country-specific
features for innovation. The concepts of national
innovation system and technological trajectory highlight
countries’ particular institutional characteristics and the
uniqueness of each nation’s history. … From this
perspective of national specificity and institutional
dynamism, industrial policy gains a new legitimacy”88.
OECD experts see the grounds for the state

79
See: Palmer J. Evolutionary Psychology: the Ultimate Origins of Human Behaviour / J. Palmer, L. Palmer. — London : Allyn and
Bacon, 2002. — 319 pp.
80
See: Witt U. Evolutionary Economics / U. Witt. — Max Planck Institute of Economics, The Papers on Economics and Evolution. —
2006. — № 0605. — P. 13.
81
In relation to the biological ideas in evolutionary economics two trends can be defined. Representatives of the first one substantiate
that biological evolution theory is the carrier of general ontological logic that can be applied to all kinds of evolutionary processes, including
social. Representatives of the latter, by contrast, argue that a generalized Darwinism is not capable to cover important features of cultural
development, and therefore represents no more than analogy, which can be misleading (See: Stoelhorst J.W. The Explanatory Logic and
Ontological Commitments of Generalized Darwinism / J. W. Stoelhorst // Journal of Economic Methodology. — 2008. — Vol. 15. — № 4.
— P. 343).
82
See: Stoelhorst J.W. The Explanatory Logic and Ontological Commitments of Generalized Darwinism / J. W. Stoelhorst // Journal of
Economic Methodology. — 2008. — Vol. 15. — № 4. — P. 345.
83
See: ibid., p. 358.
84
See: National innovation systems: a comparative analysis / ed. by R. Nelson. — New York Oxford : Oxford University Press, 1993.
— 525 p.
85
See: National Innovation Systems. — OECD, Committee for Scientific and Technological Policy, 1997. — P. 9.
86
On the one hand, there are compelling arguments in favor of social conditionality of intelligence: “... a growing child is shaped by the
schooling she receives, the importance her family places on intelligence, the learning materials at hand, and a hundred other social factors”
(See: http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/publications/observer/obsonline/what-makes-a-nation-intelligent.html). But on the
other hand, the biological aspects also play an important role and “... the position of environmentalists that over the course of some
100,000 years peoples separated by geographical barriers in different parts of the world evolved into ten different races with pronounced
genetic differences in morphology, blood groups, and the incidence of genetic diseases, and yet have identical genotypes for intelligence,
is so improbable that those who advance it must either be totally ignorant of the basic principles of evolutionary biology or else have a
political agenda to deny the importance of race. Or both” (See: Lynn R. Race differences in intelligence: an evolutionary analysis. —
Washington Summit Publishers Augusta, GA, A National Policy Institute Book, 2006. — P. 159 — 160).
87
See: Tayyari F. The genetic basis of intelligence // The Science Creative Quarterly, August 2004. — Access mode : http://www.scq.ubc.ca/
the-genetic-basis-of-intelligence/.
88
See: Cohen E. Theoretical foundations of industrial policy / E. Cohen // EIB Papers. — 2006. — Vol. 11. — № 1. — P. 89.
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intervention in the NIS context not in the usual market
failures, but in systematic failures: lack of interaction
among actors in the system, the disparity between
basic research in the public sector and applied
research in industry; malfunctions of the institutes
of technology transfer; lack of the enterprises’
capability to receive and process information89.
Accordingly, their proposed policy measures include
the development of business networking and the
innovation potential of enterprises. 90
As far as NIS is concerned, however, this rationale
looks not quite correct: the concept of a system and
systemic failures is neutral in relation to the national
identity (caused by ethnic, cultural and historical
community of people), while it has a key significance to
the concept of NIS. Systemic weaknesses in the NIS
are characterized by, first, dependence on the
characteristics of previous development (path
dependence), and, secondly, the resulting from it national
characteristics of the country, characterized by a unique
set of genetic and cultural factors. Therefore, it is more
correct in this context to use evolutionary terminology,
taking into account the above mentioned aspects, and to
identify NIS shortcomings as the fitness failures. Natural
processes of variation, selection and heredity can lead to
the consolidation and dissemination of organizational
routines 91 that do not correspond to the national
specificities of the country and impeding the innovative
development of the industry.92 Therefore, it is required
from the government (taking into account restrictions
on its possible failures) to organize the process of focused
nationally-oriented cultivation of the organizational routines
that determine the ability of the innovation process
participants to take part in networking, to find and identify
relevant information and technology, etc. A criterion of

such cultivation’s success is not the current economic
performance, taking into account (institutionalism), or
not (neoclassic) transaction costs, but the ability of
economic agents to survive and reproduce, estimated
through development indicators (e.g., through indicators
of the life cycle of technology, technological limits and
breaks93).
I n d u s t r i a l c l u s t e r s can be defined as
space agglomerations of producers, united by intensive
and diverse networks of relationships94. The concept of
industrial cluster is different from the usual industrial
agglomeration by the fact that in addition to the spatial
concentration of enterprises a cluster implies functional
connections among the parties and complementary
expertise95.
Like many socio-economic phenomena, the clusters
vary in time and space: they can grow and develop, as
well as degrade, often (but not always) in sync with the
life cycle of the dominant industry96. This evolutionary
process “... must be understood as an ongoing, neverending interplay of path dependence, path creation and
path destruction”97.
Upward trend of the clusters evolution is usually
associated with the development of networking and
innovative behaviour when the industrial enterprises
become part of clusters of innovation (COI) — the spatial
clusters of organizations related in the innovation process
— manufacturers, suppliers, service providers,
universities, trade organizations and others98. In the present
conditions special significance of COI is determined,
firstly, by the fact that in globalization business receives
better opportunities to select the most suitable areas to
apply its efforts. In this case, “The more markets
globalise, the more likely it is that resources will flow to
more attractive regions, reinforcing the role of clusters

89

See: National Innovation Systems. — OECD, Committee for Scientific and Technological Policy, 1997. — P. 41.
See: ibid., рр. 41 — 42.
91
In the evolutionary economic theory routines are usually regarded as units of heredity at the level of organizations (see: Hodgson G.
The mystery of the routine. The Darwinian destiny of an evolutionary theory of economic change / G. Hodgson // Revue economique. —
2003. — Vol. 54. — № 2. — P. 355 — 384).
92
Ukraine is a characteristic example in this respect (See: Vishnevsky V. Innovations, institutions and evolution / V. Vishnevsky,
V. Dementiev // Voprosy Economiki. — 2010. — № 9. — P. 41 — 62).
93
See: Foster R. Innovation: The Attacker’s Advantage / R. Foster. — London : Macmillan, 1986. — 316 pp.
94
See: Giuliani E. Clusters, networks and economic development: an evolutionary economics perspective / E. Giuliani // The Handbook
of Evolutionary Economic Geography / ed. by R. Boschma and R. Martin — Cheltenham, UK, Northampton, MA, USA: Edward Elgar
Publishing, Inc., 2010. — P. 263.
95
See: Malmberg A. An evolutionary approach to localized learning and spatial clustering / A. Malmberg, P. Maskell // The Handbook
of Evolutionary Economic Geography / ed. by R. Boschma and R. Martin — Cheltenham, UK, Northampton, MA, USA : Edward Elgar
Publishing, Inc., 2010. — P. 399.
96
See: ibidem.
97
See: Martin R. Path dependence and regional economic evolution / R. Martin, P. Sunley // Papers in Evolutionary Geography. — 2006.
— № 06.06. — P. 11.
98
See: Engel J. Global networks of clusters of innovation: Accelerating the innovation process / J. Engel, I. Del-Palacio // Business
Horizons. — 2009. — Vol. 52. — № 5. — P. 493.
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and driving regional specialisation”99. These processes
result in the fact that, for example, in Europe up to 40%
of employees work at enterprises that are part of a
cluster.100 And, secondly, it is determined by the fact that
the traditional linear model of innovation (as a sequential
process of “fundamental research — applied research
— R&D — new technologies and products”) is steadily
losing its value. While the three-dimensional model of a
“learning region”101 is becoming more topical, where
innovation requires parallel development of learning
abilities and the formation of a strategic innovative
behaviour of diverse and complementary economic actors
who benefit “... from the geographic proximity which
facilitates the flows of tacit knowledge and the unplanned
interactions that are critical parts of the innovation
process”102. Public policy on industrial clusters, entering
the trajectory of an upward trend, provides for measures
“... to focus the often thematically scattered companies
on particular points. These focal points generate first
synergies within the cluster and enable it to enter the
growth stage”103.
The downward dynamics of clusters leads to the
formation of territorial lock-ins, particularly in old
industrial regions, where “... initial strengths based on
geography and networks, such as industrial atmosphere,
highly specialized infrastructure, close inter-firm relations
and strong support by regional institutions, turned into
barriers to innovation”104. This situation can also be
characterized as fitness failures, but already with an
emphasis not on the national (as in the cases with NIS),
but territorial aspects. An important reason for such old
industrial regions’ lock-ins is organizational routines of
self-supported regional coalitions of business and politics
(self-sustaining coalition), in which representatives of

large companies prefer not to invest in business
restructuring, because they fear to lose skilled workers,
and representatives of authorities are not interested in
such re-structuring, because they fear to lose tax
revenue.105 In order to avoid a continuation of adverse
trends that lead to stagnation or decline, and switch to a
different trajectory of development involved in the update,
it is required to cultivate (taking into account the territorial
context) organizational routines that shape the ability of
these coalitions to activating innovation-oriented
adaptation of old industrial clusters, creating new clusters
in the entrenched industries and developing knowledgeintensive activities.106 The effectiveness of such actions,
again, does not boil to the current performance indicators,
but requires using long-term growth indicators, for
example, the criterion of balanced development proposed
in the paper.107
Conclusion
“Cambridge — British Prime Minister Gordon
Brown promotes it as a vehicle for creating high-skill
jobs. French President Nicolas Sarkozy talks about using
it to keep industrial jobs in France. The World Bank’s
chief economist, Justin Lin, openly supports it to speed
up structural change in developing nations. McKinsey is
advising governments on how to do it right. … Industrial
policy is back”.108
This statement by D. Rodrik — Harvard University
(USA) — shows a certain shift in relation to industrial
policy, which, in turn, can be considered as part of a
broader process of finding new approaches to social action
and supporting their research programs that can better
respond to the challenges of today. In this competition not
only already well-recognized institutionalism, but also

99
See: Innovation clusters in Europe — a statistical analysis and overview of current policy support. — DG Enterprise and Industry
report, Europe INNOVA, 2007, Pro INNO Europe paper. — № 5. — P. 8.
100
See: ibid., р. 9.
101
See: Nauwelaers C. Path-dependency and the role of institutions in cluster policy generation / C. Nauwelaers // Cluster Policies —
Cluster Development? / ed. by Е. Mariussen. — Stockholm, Nordregio Report 2001. — № 2. — P. 94.
102
See: Innovation clusters in Europe — a statistical analysis and overview of current policy support. — DG Enterprise and Industry
report, Europe INNOVA, 2006, Pro INNO Europe paper. — № 5. — P. 7.
103
See: Menzel M.-P. Cluster life cycles — dimensions and rationales of cluster development / M.-P. Menzel, D. Fornahl. — Jena
Economic Research Papers. — 2007. — № 76. — P. 36.
104
See: Hassink R. Locked in decline? On the role of regional lock-ins in old industrial areas / R. Hassink // The Handbook of
Evolutionary Economic Geography / ed. by R. Boschma and R. Martin — Cheltenham, UK, Northampton, MA, USA : Edward Elgar
Publishing, Inc., 2010. — P. 450.
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Evolutionary Economic Geography / ed. by R. Boschma and R. Martin — Cheltenham, UK, Northampton, MA, USA : Edward Elgar
Publishing, Inc., 2010. — P. 452.
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See: Trippl M. How to turn the fate of old industrial areas: a comparison of cluster-based renewal processes in Styria and the
Saarland / M. Trippl, A. Otto // Environment and Planning A, 2009. — Vol. 41. — № 5. — P. 1217 — 1233.
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See: Vishnevsky V. Scenarios of the old industrial regions’ development: selecting the methodology / V. Vishnevsky, I. Aleksandrov,
A. Polovyan // Environment, Development and Sustainability, 2011. — Vol. 13. — № 1. — P. 65 — 78.
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See: Rodrik D. The return of industrial policy / D. Rodrik D. — Access mode : http://www.project-syndicate.org/ commentary/
rodrik42/ English.
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Table.
Industrial policy in the light of neoclassical, institutional and evolutionary economic theories

Economics

Characteristics
Economic
agents’ behaviour

Grounds for
industrial policy

Restrictions on
industrial policy

Objects of industrial policy

Criteria for the
policy effectiveness

Neoclassical

Rational

Market failures

Government
failures

Comparison of
costs and benefits

Institutional

Determined by
institutes

Rules failures

Government
failures

Evolutionary

Determined by
the desire to
transfer genes

Fitness failures

Government
failures

Incomplete information, noncompetitive markets, externalities
Innovation, sectoral diversification, global value
chains
National systems
of innovation, industrial clusters

rapidly expanding its sphere of influence evolutionary
economics are increasingly becoming the competitors of
the traditional neoclassical theory.
The analysis showed that each of these theories
offers a basis for industrial policy (see Table).
The relevance of these grounds is determined, firstly,
by the underlying assumptions of theories, and secondly,
by the circumstances of place and time.
Economic neoclassic is limited by the scope of
economic agents’ rational behaviour. It is easy to see
that this type of behaviour has more chances to exist in
developed countries with long-established rules and
developed markets, and is less likely for the former Soviet
socialist republics, including Ukraine. Institutional theory,
emanating from the premises about the human behaviour
guided by institutes, has a broader scope for application
in Ukraine. Now there actually dominates the institute of
mistrust 109 that, as a consequence, includes high
transaction costs and distorted commodity prices.
Therefore, the transition to confidential “long” rules of
economic agents’ interaction here is not just desirable,
but necessary. The theory of evolution taking into
consideration “selfish genes”110 independent of human
will and focused on cultivating new institutes more
adequate to local conditions, taking into account the
historical and spatial features of the process of geneculture co-evolution is no less important for Ukraine.

Comparison of
costs and benefits,
taking into account
transaction costs
Comparison of
development indicators

These facts suggest several conclusions.
1. Despite the negative Ukrainian past experience,
industrial policy, apparently, still has a right to exist,
because it received new grounds, determined by the
specifics of processes of the world and national
economies’ evolution in the XXI century, including the
development of innovative clusters, the formation of
national innovation systems, the growing role of global
value chains, etc.
2. Ukraine should move from the traditional selective
support of individual industries to a matrix policy of the
European type. It combines both vertical and horizontal
innovation-oriented policies aimed at eliminating rules
failures (institutional theory) and fitness failures
(evolutionary theory) instead of eliminating market failures
(neo-classical theory). Ukrainian “obsession” with the
definition of priority industries is a harmful practice of
“pick winners”. This does not mean that the priorities
are not necessary in principle, but it means that in this
case they are not a major problem.
3. Grounds for industrial policy may be different,
but they are always opposed to one and the same limitation
— the government failures. In the context of industrial
policy this is a key concept and the main problem. One
can not count on getting positive results without
minimizing the likelihood of government failures and their
associated costs. This is evidenced by the world

109
According to a survey conducted by the Institute of Sociology of NAS of Ukraine in the spring of 2011, almost half of the population
(47.8%) think this period is the time of criminals and con men (See: http://www.interfax.com.ua/rus/main/75672/).
110
See: Dawkins R. The selfish gene / R. Dawkins. — Oxford, New York : Oxford University Press, 1976. — 224 p.
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experience. For example, well-known successes of the
industrial development in Japan and South Korea in the
second half of the twentieth century (which many other
countries were never able to replicate) “... are thanks to
trustworthy and effective bureaucracy, no less than to
industrial policy itself.”111
4. In connection with above-mentioned it is required
to move from neo-classical collection of tools (taxes,
subsidies, government procurement, etc.) used by the
government to business as an object, to a broader range,
including institutional and evolutionary tools —
improvement of existing and cultivation of new, more
effective institutes, based on interaction and cooperation
between the government and business as equal subjects,
and better adapted to the circumstances of Ukraine at
this stage of its development. The key point of this
interaction is reduction of the government failures
likelihood by a procedural constraint of the range of
actions available to it only to those for which a public
consensus with the industry has been reached.112
In practice, all this is not easy to realize. So there is
no hope for another Ukrainian “industrial miracle” in the
near future. But the work must continue, and the main
thing now is not to err in the guidelines of development
and general principles of modern industrial policy.

elimination of the markets failures on elimination of rules
failures and fitness failures.
Key words: industrial policy, innovations, economy.
Regions.
Вишневський В. П., Дементьєв В. В. Промислова політика для України: теоретичні аспекти
Розглянуто теоретичні підстави промислової політики з позицій неокласичної, інституціональної та еволюційної економічної теорії. Обґрунтовано доцільність
переходу в Україні до матричної політики європейського типу, що поєднує і вертикальні, орієнтовані на
селективну підтримку галузей, і горизонтальні, орієнтовані на інновації, дії, спрямовані замість усунення
провалів ринків на усунення провалів правил і провалів пристосованості.
Ключові слова: промислова політика, інновації,
економіка, регіони.
Вишневский В. Л., Дементьев В. В. Промышленная политика для Украины: теоретические
аспекты
Рассмотрены теоретические основания промышленной политики с позиций неоклассической,
институциональной и эволюционной экономической
теории. Обоснована целесообразность перехода в
Украине к матричной политике европейского типа,
которая сочетает как вертикальные, ориентированные
на селективную поддержку отраслей, так и горизонтальные, ориентированные на инновации, действия,
направленные вместо устранения провалов рынков
на устранение провалов правил и провалов приспособленности.
Ключевые слова: промышленная политика, инновации, экономика, регионы.

Vyshnevsky V. P., Dementiev V. V. Industrial
Policy for Ukraine: Theoretical Aspects
The paper studies the theoretical bases of an
industrial policy from positions of the neoclassical,
institutional and evolutionary economic theory. It is proved
the expediency of transition in Ukraine to the Europeantype matrix policy which combines both vertical actions
focused on selective support of sectors, and the horizontal
actions focused on innovations and directed instead of
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NEOINDUSTRIAL WAYS OF NATIONAL UKRAINIAN AND DONBASS REGIONAL
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PART TWO
dependence of productivity on science application and
technology achievements, as well as the quality of
information and management; 8) shifting of producer’s
and consumer’s focus from material production sphere
to information activities; 9) global character of the
economy in which capital, labor, production,
management, markets, information and technologies
overcome borders.
Especially acute opposition of the industrial and
postindustrial civilization is acquired in conditions of
economic systems transformation. Politics of
technological structures is a conductor of contemporary
processes of postindustrial society. Economic
technological structure of each country can be represented
by the distribution of technologies, goods and services
within a complete technological cycle, enveloping the
entire process from transition from exploration and
extraction of primary resources to final consumption
technologies of end-products [21].
Differences in technologies, production quality
levels, types of energy resources (coal, oil, gas, electricity,
etc.), controlling mechanisms in international practice are
distributed in the so-called structures — a uniform set of
technologies. The evolution of the global industrial
community since the end of the XVIII-th c. allows to
identify five technological structures, the latter of which,
formed on the achievements of microelectronics,
information science and biotechnology, new materials and
unconventional energy resources, becomes dominant
since the early 90-ies of the XX-th c. in some leading
countries (Japan, USA, certain countries of Western
Europe and Southeast Asia). The next step is the mastery
of technologies of the next, the 6-th structure.
The first wave (1770-1830 years) has formed a
lifestyle that was based on new technologies in the textile
industry and usage of hydroelectric power. This period
is distinguished by the widespread usage of steam
engines and by mechanical engineering development.
The second wave (1830-1880 years) reflected the
mechanization of production of almost all types of
products, creating a railway network and shipping

Innovation cyclicality problem
With innovations the scientist also connected the
problem of cyclicality: innovations of one business entity
lead to introduction of innovations by others, and this in
turn leads to boost of investment and beginning of growth
phase; after the exhaustion of the innovation potential
and reduction of profits, a phase of decline comes. At
the same time, on the “long” waves the short-wave
oscillations of economic activity are possible. When new
ideas are appeared, all repeats again. But the “creative
destruction” of cyclic motion is an integral regularity of
the economic growth.
According to the assessment of S.V. Mochernyi [6],
a model of post-industrial society (Daniel Bell, Raymond
Aron [17]) provides the most important structural elements
of post-industrial society with the participation of
universities, scientific institutions and research
organizations, and the material productive forces don’t
play any longer a decisive role. Power is concentrated
in the hands of scientists. Methodological flaws of this
theory are, firstly, the characteristic of a society only
from one of the elements of the productive forces, that
is science; and secondly, ignoring of property as a
determining criterion of society classification and
reducing it to a legal fiction, to property rights, and thirdly,
a large detachment from the realities of practice, even in
the developed countries, which are far ahead for several
decades from Ukraine on economic potential.
The modern Russian scientist, Academician
S.Y. Glaziev in his book “Theory of Long-term Technoeconomic Development” gives the following (Table 1
and 2) detailed characteristic of technological structures.
In general, the post-industrial economy has features that
distinguish it from the industrial one: 1) enhancing of
decision-making efficiency; 2) increasing of competition
in the information service market; 3) increased role of
intellectual labor; 4) equality in information capabilities
of large, medium and small enterprises; 5) the usage of
new forms of payments and electronic payment systems;
6) the transition to information transmission through
telecommunication networks; 7) overwhelming
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in the concept of technological determinism with respect
to innovative development of Ukraine.
“We believe that the neoindustrial form already has
an important influence on the economy, and that this
influence is continuing to grow. The question is whether
this trend can be verified empirically. There is no simple
answer to this. Most indicators have been constructed
to support another view of industrial activities. There
are, however, a great number of direct as well as indirect
indicators showing thai the traditional way of organising
is changing. What will come instead is perhaps not quite
clear. In addition, such comprehensive conversions arc
often so slow to develop and long-term that (hey are
seldom captured by general statistics. What is apparent,
however, is that traditional industrial work is decreasing,
and that service production is increasing — not least the
industry-related part of it. There arc also indications that
industries or businesses that arc dominated by project
organisation arc growing in number, and that the flow
process in traditional organisations is being replaced by
project organisation, or at least is being supplemented by
projects” [29, p. 4].
The Russian President Dmitry Medvedev personally
is engaged in innovations. He is the first of the country’s
leaders who actively writes about this in his blog in
Internet. He requires from the officials to develop a
worldwide network: assessment of work of his
subordinates includes this characteristic too. The foreign
experience in advanced technology implementation is
intently studied. During his visit to the U.S.A., the Russian
leader visited the famous Silicon Valley in California — a
place of the highest concentration of innovative companies
and productions. Considering that the problem of
modernization is very acute for Ukraine as well, there
are reasons to look attentively at the actions of neighbors,
to assess what has been already done, to borrow new
and advanced experience in accordance with our terms.
In this case, to look at the experience of neighbors is
necessary without the “blinkers” — then it will be
possible to avoid many mistakes and miscalculations.
Now, the most popular theme in the Russian press
is the small innovative town in Skolkovo, a kind of
analogue of the aforesaid American Silicon Valley. Range
of views on this subject is very broad: from the ecstatic
to the categorical disbelief in achieving the end result.
Despite the promises of considerable financial injections
in the “Skolkovo”, many of the doubters pay attention to
the ways of implementing of the new: the apical and
bureaucratic establishment of the small innovative town,
the fundamental nature of government funding and the
corresponding influence of bureaucrats on business
management. The presence of foreign participation in
this process makes little difference.
The draft law “On the Innovation Center “Skolkovo”
involves pooling efforts of the government and private
business to accelerate the emergence of new innovations

routes. Economic symbols of this period were coal and
transport infrastructure. The third wave (1880-1930
years) was based on the usage of industrial production
of electricity, the development of heavy engineering and
electrical engineering, based on steel products, new
discoveries in the field of chemistry, the formation of
the chemical industry. It was the oil boom in the U.S.A.,
creating a powerful military-industrial complex in
Europe, the widespread introduction of radio and
telecommunications. Automobile and aircraft production
begins to develop, as well as nonferrous metals,
aluminum, plastics, and durable consumer goods
production. Large companies, cartels and trusts appear.
Small companies are absorbed by large ones, there is a
concentration of banking and financial capitals.
The fourth wave (1930-1980 years) is characterized
by formation of structure, which is based on the
subsequent development of energy with the usage of
petroleum, petroleum products and gas, as well as
communications, new synthetic materials. This is the era
of mass production of automobiles, tractors, aircrafts,
various types of weapons, durable consumer goods,
construction of highways, airports. Computers and
software appear and are distributed rapidly. Atom, firstly,
is used for war, and later for peaceful purposes. In the
market oligopolistic competition dominates, transnational
corporations are formed.
The fifth wave, which began in the mid-80”s of the
XX-th c., is based on achievements in the field of
microelectronics, computer science, biotechnology,
genetic engineering, development of new types of energy,
space and satellite communications. There is transition
from isolated firms or even transnational corporations to
a single network of companies, connected with electronic
means of communication, which cooperate in the fields
of technology, production quality control, investment
planning.
More visible become signs of the next — the sixth
and seventh — technological structures. The sixth gives
impetus to a new stage in the development of medicine,
nano- (10-9) and biotehnology, the seventh — to creation
of picotehnologies (10 -12 ), technologies of “cold
thermonuclear synthesis”, which should drastically change
the energy potential of Earth’s civilization. The economic
structure according to technological structures
characterizes quite objectively the degree of existing
technological base progressivity of the country. To analyze
the structural aspects of the economic development of
Ukraine in the context of technological structures in
international statistics, the approach of grouping of the
relevant industries is used, that, in principle, provides certain
economic technology type (technological structures).
Obviously, such a classification is quite relative, but
according to many experts, it can be an effective tool for
analytical economic evaluation of the technological
evolution of industrial modernization of investment activities
22
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Table 2
Institutional structure of technological modes [20]
Socio-economic
characteristics of
mo des

Modes o f economic
regulatio n in the
lead ing countries

International
regimes
economic
regulatio n

of

Number of technological mode
1

2

Freedo m
of
trade,
res triction
of
The destructio n
of
govern ment
feudal
mono polies,
intervention,
the
restrictions on trade
emergence of sectoral
unions, free trade
trade u nions. Formation
of social legislation

Political, financial and
British dominan ce in com mercial dominance
international
trade, of the UK. Freedom of
finances
international trade

Competition b etween
individual
en trepreneurs and small
Major
economic firms, their associations
in the
partnership,
institutio ns
which
p rovide
co operatives
of
individual capital

Organization
of
scientific research in
national academies and
scientific
societies,
local scientific and
Innov ative activity engineering societies.
organization in the Individual engineering
lead ing countries
and inventive enterprise
and
partnership.
Professional training of
personnel
with
or
without dis continuing
work

Production
concentration in large
organizations.
Development of joint
stock companies, which
provide
a
capital
concentration on the
principles of limited
liability

The formation of
res earch institution s.
Accelerated
professional
develop ment, its
education and its
internationalization.
Formation of national
and international
systems of security,
intellectual property

3

4

5

Government regulatio n of
strategic
types
of
information
and
communication
Expansion of the
Development of pu blic
infrastructures , chang es
institutions of state
social s ecurity
in th e regulation of
regulation. State
institutions, military financial institutions and
ownership of natural
industrial complex.
capital markets, while
monopolies, basic
Keynesian state
reducing the state's ro le
infrastructure, in
reg ulation of economy
in the economy. Th e
particular, social
decline of union is m.
Possible emergence of
participatory centralized
state
Polycen tricity of wo rld
economic
s ystem.
Imperialism
and Economic and military
Regional
b locs.
colonialization. End of dominance of U.S. and
Formation of institutions
British rule
USSR
of glo bal regulatio n of
economic activity
Cons olidation
firms,
production concentration
Transnational
International integration
in cartels and trusts.
corporation, oligo polies
of small and m ediu mDominance
of
on international markets.
sized firms on the b asis
monopolies
and
Vertical integration and
of
information
oligopolies.
production concentration.
technologies, production
Concentration
of
Divisional
hierarchical
financial capital in the
and
marketing
con trol and domination
banking
system.
integration. Supply "just
of technostructure in
Separation
of
in tim e"
organizations
management
from
ownership
Specialized
research
dep artments in most of
firms.
State
subs idy
Horizontal integration of
assistance of military
R & D, production design
res earch
and
Creating in-house
of learning based on
dev elopment activities.
research departments.
Cals-technologies.
The use in production of Involvement of th e state
Compu ter networks and
to the field of civil
scientists and engineers
compatible
research .
res earch
and
with university
State support for new
dev elopment.
The
education. National
technologies,
and
dev elopment
of
institutions and
university-industry
secondary, higher and
laboratories . The total
collabo ration.
New
vocational
edu cation.
primary education
modes of ownership for
Transfer of tech nology
software
and
through licens ing and
biotech nology
inves tment
by
transnational
corporations

other wonders, from which some people’s jaw dropped
in amazement, actually represented technologies and
innovations of the end of the last century. They do not
carry anything new today, advanced edge of science and
perspective technologies are completely on other side.
Criteria of Skolkovo under which you can get the
benefits and government support, include a prerequisite:
the project must be implemented with the participation
of foreign experts and institutions of higher education,
as well as comply with presidential priorities of
modernization development. The latter ones include:
energy efficiency and energy conservation, including

and their commercialization. This should be a stimulus
for the innovation sphere development in general and the
formation in Russia qualitatively new competitive research
teams. Judging by what was presented in the hall of
Congress recently, passed the St. Petersburg International
Economic Forum, the authors of the bill and those who
will lead the Skolkovo, do not understand very clearly
the difference between innovations, technologies, and
prospective projects for which it will be required other
technological priorities. Mobile phone, replacing a ticket
in the transport, device in real-time mode, carrying out
medical scans of the body and putting the diagnosis, and
24
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American company General Electric has built DnieproHPP
(Hydro Power Plant) using the most advanced at that
times technologies and scientific knowledge. Siemens
engineers have come to look at this miracle. By the way,
this company then refused to build such a power station,
because it did not possess such technologies and did not
produce the units of necessary power. Henry Ford built
such Car Plant of Gorkov that he didn’t even have there,
in Detroit. And there are many such examples. And what
comes next? General Electric, Siemens and Ford went
further, and we have remained on the sidelines of the
technological progress. Even the best Soviet refrigerators
“Minsk”, “ZIL” and “Oka” were only an imitation of the
American fridges of mid-20-s years.
There is one more very important, but almost nonmentioned aspect of this innovation. We are talking about
the defence capability of a country. For many people, it
became self-evident that our MIC (military-industrial
complex) remains at the forefront, and that we are able
to produce virtually the entire range of modern weapons.
Unfortunately, this is not true. And the latest achievements
of the Ukrainian armourers inspire not so much pride in
them as a growing concern for our army. Not only
because of its funding, but because of the ability of our
MIC to equip it in a real way. And this is directly related
to implementation of innovations. Does anyone seriously
think that our neighbors will be shared with the most
advanced knowledge and technologies that have military
applications? In the U.S.A. there is a famous agency
DARPA — Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
Without his permission no knowledge and technologies
are transmitted to other countries. As a result, India
supplies the U.S.A. with the programmers, but is unable
to build its own nuclear submarine, manufactures the
tanks and aircraft on Russian licenses. And Russia itself
buys the ship-helicopter-Mistral-typed, although France
stopped building such ships two years ago.
All the aforesaid make us think that the wellpublicized innovation in Russia is no more than an
imitation. For what purpose — we may express different
assumptions, the Russians know better. But in view of
this we should pay attention to another detail of this
advanced technology pursuit. It has become fashionable
to ask people what they are willing to sacrifice for
progress. In Russia they don’t ask, but they tighten the
screws. And they explain with one thing: the mobilization
of society for a great purpose. And all nonbelievers, the
protesters and those who have their own opinions should
keep silence and keep out of the way in the hike on the
high road of progress.
We have not even borrowed an imitation of
innovation, but in the second aspect we already actively
use that should not be used. But we should remember
how the possibilities of Skolkovo were assessed by the
Russian specialists, working in Silicon Valley, at a meeting
with Medvedev. They said frankly to the Russian

innovative energy technologies; nuclear technologies;
space technologies, especially in the field of
communications and navigation systems; medical
technologies: equipment, medicines; strategic computer
technologies and software. With this a particular project
participant may not be in Skolkovo at that moment. In
principle, there is nothing special. Taking into account
modern communications, geographical dispersion is not
an insurmountable obstacle. Nevertheless, the purely
technologically concentration in a certain place has
significant advantages. It is no mere chance that not many
people leave Silicon Valley — on the contrary, people are
eager to get there.
Next comes the most interesting. According to the
Russian federal law the research activity is strictly regulated
by the management company, authorized at its discretion
even not to recognize the research as such in the case of
disorders of “the mechanism of interaction of persons
involved in the project realization”. With regard for the
fact that the invitation to co-operation has been already
adopted by the Finnish Nokia, the German concern
Siemens, the U.S.A. software giant Microsoft, the
participation in Technopolis of the research units of aviation
company Boeing may by possible, and when non-admission
to the preferences of the Russian industry the prospect of
transferring the Russian economy in the regime of
intellectual outsourcing is very real (from the English
outsourcing, outer-source-using: usage of an external
source or resource). In our practice, the most often such
functions are transmitted to outsourcing as accounting,
support of operations of office, transport services, support
of computer network and information infrastructure,
advertising services, security, etc. These are important,
but ancillary functions, and in the case of implementation
of innovations the outsourcing can lead to long-term
subordinate position, when specialists in Skolkovo will
work to provide service for Scientific Research and
Experimental Design programs of foreign firms.
Example of a country, who actively implemented
outsourcing in the advanced technologies, is India. Its
specialists have become a major supplier of software for
the U.S.A. But in general, this has led to a chronic backlog
of Indian science and technologies from leading
countries. In the country it is modified and improved
what was invented and implemented by others a long
time ago. All this is very reminiscent of Nikita
Khrushchev’s famous slogan “to overtake and surpass.”
Only our history and practice have shown that without
real freedom (including economic one) it will not be a
success even in overtaking, not to mention “to surpass”.
Individual achievements in the field of aviation and space
technology in the Soviet times set off only vividly the
constant lag and making no headway of most part of the
science and industry. Even borrowing of the most
advanced knowledge and technologies has not become a
solid basis for the development of the USSR. The
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Table 3
Ukraine’s potential by technological structures [21, p. 44]
Technological structure
(ТS) (production research
intensity,%)
ІІІ ТS (0,16)
IV ТS (2,41)
V ТS (7,43)
VІ ТS (4,36)

Industrial
production
57,59
38,18
4,19
0,04

Financing
of technological
developments
6,86
69,47
23,55
0,12

Innovation
expenses

Investment of
capital

29,55
61,16
8,64
0,64

74,67
20,38
4,52
0,43

Investment of capital in
modernization and
technical extension
82,51
10,88
6,56
0,04

break and which were not artificially disaggregated and
sold for a pittance, did not lose their innovative capacity.
According to the information of Ministry of Economy,
every third company with the number of 500-1000
working persons carries out activities, aimed at scientific
and technological and innovation production development,
new technologies, modernization and renewal of
production assortment. Such activities are carried out at
half of the enterprises with 1000-5000 working people,
and 3/4 of enterprises with the number of employees
over than 5000 workers, engineers and technical workers.
Unlike other countries, where small businesses display
innovative activity and offer new products on the market,
in Ukraine quite the opposite situation is observed,
unfortunately. So, in particular, only one of 17 companies
with the number of workers up to 50 people shows
innovative activity, every tenth and every fifth company,
according to statistics, provides innovative development
of its production, funding for R & D, acquiring licenses
on intellectual property and related to them “know-how”,
machinery, appliances and manufacturing equipment,
carrying out technological preparation of production or
other innovative activities. These mentioned phenomena
became a serious factor in preserving the country’s
dilapidated technological structures.
Backlog of Ukraine in modernization of its
technological base from the leading countries may lead to
the transformation of the domestic economy in raw-material
addition and to loss of competitiveness in developed
markets. Such a threat is growing in conditions of transition
of developed countries to the most advanced — to 6-th
technological structure, which is based on the continuous
renewal of all the product life cycle, taking into account
the changing of market situation. As a result of realization
of standards of “electronic description” of production, the
integrated computer technology of improvement is formed
not only of production technology, but also of patterns of
production realization, after-sale service, and on the basis
of a paperless, lightning exchange of information between
interconnected subjects of the market, even on different
continents. The most large-scale manifestations of this
“ultrastructure” there are in Japan.
Prior to the spread of the 6-th technological
structure, the fundamental science, R&D, production and
consumption of products functioned separately. But the

president that they don’t believe in the project, and
suggested to move the final implementation of projects
into California for a very simple and very important reason
— because of the lack of economic freedom and
bureaucratic control. After all, Silicon Valley was not
appeared by decree of the American president, or someone
else, and at the request of the heads of leading companies,
as well as for reasons of technological and financial
feasibility. And if not, we will never have the technical
and scientific progress.
If we are going to follow Russia’s example, it is
necessary to determine the following: we simulate
innovations — or are involved in them seriously. It seems
we are still deteriora sequor — follow the worst. It’s not
even arrest of the head of the representation of the
Adenauer Foundation in Ukraine, it is the polls in the first
reading of the Tax Code: otherwise, it may be called solely
as the onset of the reaction. So, are we going to reform
the Ukraine?..
According to expert estimates of scientists [22],
reproductive structure of the existing industrial potential
of Ukraine in the perspective of technological structures
has the form presented in the table 3. From the given
table it is clear that now in Ukraine in the majority of
industries the 3-rd and the 4-th technological structures
dominate — together they exceed 95 percent of industrial
production, in contrast to the developed countries, where
the 5-th structure has become ruling and we see the rapid
formation of the 6-th technical structure. The tendency
of attraction to the 3-rd and 4-th relic structures reflects
a simple reproduction of the technology base state, which
was formed in the past.
Technologies of the 5-th structure, which are based
on extensive usage of computer technology in technical
systems, in Ukraine are involved in a miniscule scale
(4,19%), and it can’t see the priority of investment flows
to this group: only 4.52% compared with almost 75%,
which are sent to businesses of the 3-d structure.
Reorientation of the Ukrainian economy to the 5-th
structure was established very tardily, which further
increased much more during the hasty, comprehensive
privatization, which destroyed the unity of many unique
technological systems. Results of the analysis
convincingly indicate that medium and large domestic
enterprises, where a single technological chain did not
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analytical tool. S-shaped curve shows the relationship
between the costs, associated with the development of
new technology or new product, and the results, obtained
from invested money.
As the predictions of scientists say, in the fifth
technological structure, the beginning of which fell on
the 90-s of the XX-th century, and the core of which, as
was already mentioned, is the electronic industry, fiberoptic technology, biotechnology, genetic engineering,
space technology, the individualization of production is
provided, as well as meeting the needs and desires of
both the individual and society as a whole, a full
understanding of the phenomenon of spiritual life, which
will be controlled on the basis of the so-called
psychonetics. This all will open the doors to a new era to
“real, natural” uncontrolled society, where on the political
nano-level the struggle for survival and dominance
disappears forever.
Analysis of the state of modern innovative
development indicates the acceleration of neoindustrial
changes in the global industry — technology, structure,
scope, territorial distribution and organization of
production, as well as in cooperation of the countries of
the world, the general form of which becomes an
international technology transfer. Countries share
innovations with each other in the process of holding
international conferences, seminars and exhibitions.
During the discussion and exchange of views, experience
between scientists, the innovations acquire a new content,
more strength and weight in society, covering large areas
and branches of science. There are conditions for creating
a single global market of research and technical knowledge
and advanced technologies (thanks to the Internet) as a
new economic resource. It should be noted that in these
conditions principled reassessment of the role of “human
factor” took place. It is modern innovative changes which
are associated with creativity, intelligence, knowledge,
innovation of man as the main carrier of innovative ideas.
In Ukraine, by such parameter as output the higher
technological structures — the fifth and sixth — form
about 4%, and the sixth technological structure, which
determines the prospects of high-tech development of
the country in the future, in our country is almost absent
(less than 0.1%). About 58% of manufactured products
is fallen on the lowest — the third technological structure
(technologies of materials building industry, ferrous
metallurgy, shipbuilding, metal processing, light industry,
woodworking, pulp and paper industry) and 38% — on
the fourth. In terms of financing of scientific and
technological developments such situation is: almost 70%
of funds is consumed by the fourth and only 23% — by
the fifth technological structures. Innovation expenditures
are allocated in following way: 60% — the fourth
technological way and 30% — the third (total — 90%),
while the fifth is only 8,6%. Concerning investments,
which actually determine the future for the next 10-15

6-th technological structure is improbable without
software integration of connected processes and in this
sense it, certainly, is the most knowledge-intensive. In
this regard, there is an urgent need in a complex analysis
of the totality of conditions of a technological
“breakthrough” in Ukraine to the stage of the 6-th
structure, perhaps — bypassing the stage of development
of the 5-th technological structure. In our opinion, to
make such a breakthrough is real even taking into account
the existing maximum depreciation of technological
equipment in the leading sectors of the country’s
economy. But this requires a substantial correction of
the entire state scientific and technical policy. It should
be oriented to maximum centralization of investment
resources, ensurance of priorities of funding of basic
scientific researches, R&D and to development of
industries of the 6-th technological structure.
The subsequent increase of GDP on the basis of
structurally depressed industries, as well as of increasing
of output of non-competitive production is inappropriate.
With the resumption of purchasing demand, the
businesses and citizens can give the advantage of buying
more high-quality imported goods, equipment and
machinery. This may cause overstocking of domestic
products, the decline in production, as well as the
devaluation of the hryvnia, exchange rate inflation. The
problem of demand for domestic goods, including
industrial purposes, will persist even when renewing the
domestic aggregate demand. Till the quality of Ukrainian
goods are improved significantly on the basis of technical
reequipment of the enterprises, mainly by means of
competitive production, to prevent the decline in
production the National Bank of Ukraine will have to
maintain artificially a high rate of devaluation of the hryvnia
to make import uncompetitive. And this is not the best
way with a significant amount of negative side effects.
The development of each structure favours the
ascent of civilization on a new, higher level, which creates
the next in the historical process and significantly increases
the economic opportunities of society. Complicating
significantly the economic inter-linkages and enhancing
their nonlinear nature, technological structures form an
appropriate industrial structure, which has a decisive
influence on the process of production of goods and
services. The transitional processes from one
technological structure to another one are characterized
by favorable market conditions and high rates of
economic growth. The transition from one technology
to another is not a gradual and continuous thing.
According to the American researcher G. Foster, the new
technologies is the suddenness, not predicted process, it
is a gap, not a gradualness. R. Foster introduces the
concept of technological discontinuity, which marks the
transition from one technology to another, and the
development of each technology is characterized by the
logistic S-shaped curve, which serves as the primary
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thing — these developments are directly designed to serve
people and improve their quality of life. In this, I see a
special social significance of our project, its humanitarian
value”[25]. According to the words of Taruta, the interest
in collaborating with scientists in a new direction clarifies
the positive experience of using of nanodevelopment at
the metallurgical enterprises of “Industrial Union of
Donbass”. However, when creating a “NanoMedTech”,
a profit was out of a question — Sergey Taruta confessed
— that, fortunately for scientists, did not stop a
businessman in the first stage to spend $1 million on a
laboratory creation and purchase of special installation.
“And the development will require much more money, it
will be tens of millions of dollars”, — added Taruta.
The first full-scale project, the implementation of
which began “NanoMedTech” — is the industrial
production of nanoparticles of metals, metal oxides and
other materials on a unique method of electron-beam
deposition in a vacuum. This technology, developed in
the Institute of Electric Welding of Paton by academicians
Boris Paton and Boris Movchan, has no analogues in the
world and produces nanoparticles of various elements
and their combinations — affecting the vital activity of
organisms at the cellular level — from any material! “The
main advantage of this technology is that it allows us to
obtain very pure nanoparticles of virtually the entire
periodic Table of Mendeleev. And advantage of the
installation for production of nanomaterials is in its high
productivity, what is very important for the industrial
use. Moreover, it is protected by patents”, — said General
Director of “NanoMedTech” Igor Parneta. According to
his words, all patents on this technology in the medical
direction have been already purchased by the company
itself, and the works are carried on with customers
concerning many projects [25]. It will be possible to apply
domestic nanoproducts not only in medicine, but in
agriculture or veterinary medicine. However, medicine is
the basic direction of the new company. Furthermore: as
Boris Paton stated, already in 2011 it is planned to bring
to market the medicines, based on nanoparticles.
According to opinion of Paton, the first medicine will be
created on the basis of silver nanoparticles, which, as
the scientist noted, can help humanity to get rid of a
number of diseases, including cancer. “Here, you can
get and ointments too, as well as gels, based on silver
powder” — he says. The company would develop more
quickly, — adds General Director of “NanoMedTech”
Igor Parneta, — if the State took upon itself the function
of the integrator of projects... In the meantime, this work,
as Parneta states, is carried out by the company itself,
which takes considerable time and energy. And all this at
a time when the developed countries have officially
recognized that nanotechnology have the future is, and
allocate record amounts of money for their development.
In particular, total global investments in nanotechnology
development annually exceed 15 billion dollars! The most

years, we have these proportions: 75% are sent to the
third technological way, and only 20 and 4.5% — the
fourth and fifth, respectively, technological ways. In the
technological part of capital investments (technical reequipment and modernization) 83% are accounted for
the third technological way, and only 10% — for the
fourth.
These data indicate an extremely threatening
situation, which is observed in the Ukrainian economy,
since currently the future structure of production is being
laid, where the third technological structure will dominate.
At the same time, in the countries — the world leaders in
the technological progress currently the following
industries are being developed:
the industries of the sixth technological structure —
biotechnologies, in particular, cell biology; aerospace
industry; nanotechnologies; new materials;
optoelectronics; artificial intelligence systems;
microelectronics; photonics; microsystems mechanics;
information superhighways; software and simulation
tools; molecular electronics; human resource management
systems;
the industries of the fifth technological
structure — pharmaceutical, automotive, chemical and
tool industry.
Consequently, it is clear that the priorities that have
been actually formed in Ukraine in recent decades, do
not respond to those prevalent in the world. The real
strategy of the economic breakthrough of Ukraine may
be based on accelerated development of those domestic
industries that have proved to be competitive in domestic
and foreign markets. Increasing tax revenues from such
businesses will generate financial and budgetary base for
the state support of science-intensive industries of the
fifth and sixth technological structures.
In July, 2010, in the International Center for Electron
Beam Technologies of the National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine the new company “Nanotechnologies in
Medicine” was presented. Designed for industrial
application of advanced developments of the Ukrainian
scientists in the field of nanotechnology, this company is
unique thanks to the fact that it has finally united the
Ukrainian scientists and businessmen. The initiators of
its creation became the President of NASU, Academician
Boris Evgenievich Paton and a prominent businessman
Sergey Alekseevich Taruta, who was an investor of this
huge project. “The scientific potential of our country is
huge, scientific developments are unique, but they will
remain only on paper, or simply will flow abroad, if they
are not be fed with the investment by the state or private
capital — said Sergey Taruta at the presentation. — That’s
why it is important so much to establish a mutually
beneficial partnership in the sphere of innovations, from
which as a result everyone will win. Nanotechnology is,
without exaggeration, the technology of the future, and
we must think about the future. And the most important
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2. Cooperation agreement with a foreign partner.
3. Ensuring the structural units, involved in
nanotechnology research, mutually complementary
equipment.
4. Support with personnel, training, scientific
exchanges.
5. Funding support by involving money of regional
and national programs, local oligarchs.
6. Elaboration of national and regional strategies of
diversification of traditional industries of the specialization
of regions and cities.
7. Business incubation of SE (Small Enterprises)
support and replication of nanodevelopment.
Prospects for development of the global market of
nanotechnologies are enormous. Thus, experts of the
leading company on marketing research RNCOS forecast
its total growth in 2010 to 18%. According to the report
of “Nanotechnology Market Forecast to 2013” in March
of this year, a niche, related to agricultural production
will be particularly dynamic in development — within
the next two years, this market will grow to 50% and in
the total amount will form 1.6 trillion dollars.
Thus, the last decade of the XX-th and the beginning
of the XXI-st centuries are characterized by significant
changes in the global economy. A new phase of the
scientific and technological revolution and the
internationalization of capital flows has transformed the
main models of economic development. Target model,
which the most of the countries are trying to introduce,
is the economy of growth. But at this time, such
indicators as the dynamics of innovation, investment
flows are, have been replaced in the ratings of economic
estimates by the factors of technological speed and
concentration, which determine the degree of high-tech
growth in the modern economy. In the world it is not
just a gradual evolutionary transition to the new economic
structure which takes place, it is the global not so much
neoeconomic, but primarily NEOINDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION, predetermined by technological, financial
and environmental changes, the transition to the latest
high-tech, highly productive and flexible forms of
production, which indicates the dominance of humanityorientation economy in the world.
For example, even at this moment, such countries
as Norway, Canada, reoriented its economy to the creation
and usage of modern knowledge, which in more than
50% ensures the growth of their national wealth. The
most stable increase of scientific and technological
potential the U.S.A. demonstrates: total expenditures on
R&D in recent years make an average 220,0-225,0 billion
dollars a year. According to the level of “internetization”
the first place goes to Iceland (44,6%), Sweden (40,4 %),
Norway (36,2 %) and the USA (21 %). Thus, one of the
most motive factors of economic development of the
leading part of the world economic commonwealth of
the late XX-th — early XXI-st centuries became a new

amounts of money on these investigations are spent by
the U.S.A. and Japan...
“Innovative breakthrough is evident. And Ukraine
has a unique chance to “jump into the last car of this
train of innovation,” — noted the chairman of the
Ukrainian State Committee on Science, Innovation and
Information Vladimir Seminozhenko, being present at the
presentation. However, in order not only to “jump into
the train, but go in it”, Ukrainian nanotechnologies,
according to opinion of the scientists and businessmen,
need a state coordinating center. To make, it they propose
to establish the research Institute of Nanotechnology in
Ukraine. According to Boris Paton, a newly established
Institute in the form of “coordinating council of scientists”
will have to assume the function of the integrator of
activity of the research institutions and private investors
in a single process of development of specific knowledgeintensive products with high intellectual value. Vladimir
Seminozhenko on behalf of the State undertook help to
the national nanotechnology. According to him, with the
time from nanotechnologies the state will receive a million
times greater than is spending on their development now.
Semynozhenko also promised that in the new Tax Code
will provide substantial benefits for the nanotechnology
industry. “Technology development of the sixth order,
the core of which nanotechnologies are — is Ukraine’s
most direct and shortest route to the economic growth
and leadership, — said Vladimir Seminozhenko. — Today,
when business and government are united in the
understanding of the importance of science for the future,
we have a chance to help Ukraine out in leaders in the
global science and economics. This is a very positive
signal to the scientists, including future ones” [25].
We can talk as well about the prospects of the
emerging cross-border nanotechnology cluster on the
basis of divisions of Belgorod State University and
Lugansk National University of Shevchenko, Donetsk
Physico-Technical Institute of Galkin, and the Institute
of Industrial Economics of NAS of Ukraine presented in
Table 3. In this case, it should be noted that in the present
time Belgorod State University from the Russian side and
the Institute of Industrial Economics of NAS of Ukraine
and Lugansk National Pedagogical University of
Shevchenko have legally formalized their relations by
making an agreement on the scientific and technical
cooperation. The Institute of Industrial Economics of
NAS of Ukraine and Donetsk Physico-Technical Institute
NAS of Ukraine set up their branches in the respective
departments of Luhansk Taras Shevchenko National
University.
In the first approximation the basic stages of
formation of a cross-border nanocluster,based on carried
research, can be formulated:
1. Creation of head Affiliated Institution on the
problem of the Institution of NAS of Ukraine in the
appropriate department Ukrainian university — a partner.
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Table 3
Structure of transboundary nanocluster

Organizationparticipant

Belgorod State
University
(Russia)

Lugansk
National
University of T.
Shevchenko

Donetsk
PhysicoTechnical
Institute
of
National
Academy
of
Sciences of Ukraine

Units

1. Department
of Physics
2. Center for
Nanostructured
Materials and
coatings
3. Business incubator

1. Departments: High
Pressure Physics and
Advanced Technologies;
Physical materials science;
magnetism and phase
transition theories;
Low-temperature
magnetism and radio
spectroscopy at high
pressures

Complementary
Equipment

Electron
scanning and
atomic force
microscopes,
etc.

1. Department of
Physics.
2. Branch of
Donetsk
PhysicoTechnical
Institute
3. Branch of
Economy and
Law Institute
4. Businessincubator (draft)
1. X-ray
diffractometer
DRON - 3.0
2. Ellipsometer

Results of the
interaction within
the cluster

Getting and the introduction of nanopowders, nanofilms and
nanosensors of various modifications into the industry.

1. PPMS-9-Installing
2. Electron microscope AM-200
3. Pilot line for production
of nanomaterials, etc.

Institute of
Industrial
Economics of
National
Academy of
Sciences of
Ukraine
1.
Department
of Problems
of Regulatory
Policy and
Entrepreneur
ship
Development

Org. Design

Scientific and
methodologic
al support

countries, that most of all suffer from the global financial
crisis. Among the range of economic, political, social
and other reasons that led to the inability of the domestic
economy to resist worthy the challenges of the current
crisis, one of the defining, in our opinion, is precisely the
lack of correspondence of quality of technological
development in Ukraine in recent years to modern global
trends. The general backwardness of the technological
base of the national economic system, the weakness of
mechanisms for its innovative renewal — all this greatly
increased the negative impact of the global crisis on
Ukraine and make difficulties in process of overcoming
its negative effects. However, the current economic
situation in Ukraine is an indication that this problem will
continue to be one of the most pressing.
Technological difference in structures of domestic
economy, the existence of different techno-economic
sectors, market and industry segments — it is a feature of
the transition phase of its development in the technological
and structural dimensions. The results of implications of
“catch-up” model to a large extent determined the mixed
nature of techno-economic model of the Ukrainian

quality of the interconnection of science, technology and
economic growth. Technological changes on the basis
of innovation, reducing the duration of the research,
followed by rapid implementation of their results in
industry and other sectors of national economy, reducing
life-cycle of products, enhancing the role of interactions
between economic agents as a condition for obtaining
the desired economic results — are the most obvious
examples of the changing of nature of organizational
economic and socio-economic processes, that led to
persistent economic development and improvement of
living standards of the leading countries in this period.
As the realities of the present show, exactly relying
on such a relationship of scientific, technological and
economic factors, the most developed countries are trying
to overcome the negative effects of the current global
financial crisis. Stimulation of further progressive
structural changes of national economic systems in
combination with anti-crisis measures aimed at regulating
socio-economic processes in the global economy scale
gradually yield some positive results.
Unfortunately, Ukraine found itself among the
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held, the question of resumption of positive dynamics of
domestic production largely depends on changes in
demand and prices on individual world commodity
markets. Other factors may include those relating to the
capabilities of our companies to produce competitive
production. Therefore, at present Ukraine has to create
not only the conditions to reach the pre-crisis economic
results, but also to improve significantly the level of
competitiveness of production.
We can not allow the political crises co-exist with
economic ones in Ukraine. With all the conditions and
processes that occur in the country, we need step by
step to stabilize production and to ensure its progressive
development. No political activities should lead to
economic destabilization, because the whole country
suffers from it. Distribution of recessionary processes
in the world, falling demand and prices on world
commodity markets found its echo in the internal
processes of the country and negatively affected the
situation of the real economy sector. Currently, however,
there is stabilization of situation and gradual recovery of
industrial activity in certain sectors of the economy. Thus,
the situation in the Ukrainian economy has stabilized, the
first signs of its gradual adjustment to external shocks
have appeared.

economy, where sectors of different competitiveness coexist: some of them are characterized by low
competitiveness of industries and technologies of mass
use; others — by a significant potential of promising areas
of fundamental and applied researches in a number of
productions; the third — by the big export opportunities
of traditionally industrial and resource-transit industries.
We can not stop disturbing about the question,
whether to require from the government to implement
just a part of the long-overdue reforms now — in the
context of the global financial crisis? On the one hand,
the decline and stagnation of the domestic economy, the
transformation of the global economic system are
precisely the moment when it should and can be
reconstructed to become more competitive on the end
of the global crisis. On the other — where is any guarantee
that the reforms, initiated during the crisis, will not play
against us, finally destroying the economy? To make
serious reforms, money is needed. And, as it is known,
there is always lack of them in our country. The
progressive development of the international community
as a major sociological regularity in the world history
with the transition from one era to another, higher in its
development, motivates the acceleration rate of changes
as a technological basis — of equipment and technology
generations, — and significant changes in socio-economic
forms of self-organization and philosophy of social
development. The forms and methods of manufacturing
processes organization and industrial relations are altered
perceptibly, and with it the systems and management
mechanism change too.
Is it worthy to say about the current economic crisis
as a kind of “time-break” for Ukraine to implement as
much of the structural reforms as possible? This question
arose before the humanity not today. As well it troubled
M. Tugan — Baranovskiy, A. Bogdanov. This global crisis
requires a global response, but unfortunately, the
responsibility for the actions will remain at the national
level. Each country has developed its own stimulus
package of measures to maximize their impact on its own
citizens, rather than a global impact. When assessing the
size of stimulating activities, the countries balanced the
cost relative to their own budgets with the benefits in
form of more rapid growth in employment in their own
economies. Precisely because of this it is necessary to
adopt a coordinated global stimulus package of measures.
Economic stabilization of itself is a long-term
process. To get pace, that Ukraine had until August 2008,
will be problematic in the coming year or a year and a
half, because there are factors that are not related to
internal capacity of the country. And dependence on the
world market still exists: in particular this applies to the
global demand for the Ukrainian products (products of
metallurgy, chemistry, engineering). Although currently
the development policy of the domestic market and the
reorientation of production to the domestic market are
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011
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Chumachenko М. G., Amosha O. I., Lyashenko V. І. Neoindustrial Ways of National Ukrainian
and Donbass Regional Economic Development
Priorities which have been actually formed in
Ukraine in the last decades do not answer those which
are widespread in the world. Strategy of economic
breach of Ukraine is really can be based on speed-up of
the development of those domestic productions which
led to competitiveness on the internal and external
markets.
Keywords: innovation, technology, postіndustrialism,
neoіndustrialism.
Чумаченко М. Г., Амоша О. І., Ляшенко В. І.
Неоіндустріальні шляхи розвитку національної економіки України та регіональної економіки Донбасу
Пріоритети, які фактично сформувалися в Україні
в останні десятиліття, не відповідають тим, що поширені у світі. Реальна стратегія економічного прориву
України може базуватися на прискореному розвитку
тих вітчизняних виробництв, які довели конкурентоспроможність на внутрішньому і зовнішньому ринках.
Ключові слова: інновація, технологія, постіндустріалізм, неоіндустріалізм.
Чумаченко Н. Г., Амоша А. И., Ляшенко В. И. Неоиндустриальные пути развития национальной экономики Украины и региональной
экономики Донбасса
Приоритеты, которые фактически сформировались в Украине в последние десятилетия, не отвечают
тем, которые распространены в мире. Реальная стратегия экономического прорыва Украины может базироваться на ускоренном развитии тех отечественных
производств, которые довели конкурентоспособность
на внутреннем и внешнем рынках.
Ключевые слова: инновация, технология, постиндустриализм, неоиндустриализм.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE OPEN MARKET
The problem.
The modern design of the economic development
does not allow to estimate for certain the dynamics of
interaction of capitals of subjects of the free market and
to predict the result of this interaction in time.
It appears to be valuable for practice to reveal laws
operating interaction of capitals during the periods of
maximum freedom of the market (market freedom) and
the absence of the determined influences. It will also allow
to predict partially determined processes occurring at free
market barter.
The analysis of the last researches and
publications.
The modern neoclassicism economic theory, which
is the “basic flow” of the modern economic science, offers
limited general legal norms for all individuals. In this case,
the market becomes the sphere of free exchanged
commodities [1-3]. It is supposed that a market is a natural
process for all individuals. The individuals can pursue their
aims. There is a “spontaneous order” in chaos of their
actions, providing them freedom of choice. According to
neoclassic, the main difference between market and
directive types of economic coordination is that the
liquidation of spontaneous self-development destroys the
economic freedom. For example in [4] it is established
that the forecasting degree goes down in the periods of
chaotic conduct of the market, i, e. in the conditions of
the ideal free chaotic state. Usually, for description of
interaction of capitals at the free marker the mathematical
vehicle of game theory is used, as the most adequately
describing the conduct of subjects of market relations,
aspiring to maximization of the profit in the process of
barter. This interaction takes a place, as a rule, in pairs.
The result of it is getting the profit by either both of
the subjects of the barter, or by one of them.
The commodity price is exposed to fluctuations
depending on the state of affairs of market and the cost
price of commodity. It results in that the got profit of
each subject of the market is exposed to casual
fluctuations, depending on numerous factors and can
change from positive to the negative values and the capital
of subjects of the market barter is exposed the vibrations
of the increase.
The aim of this article.
The aim of this article is to create a mathematical
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

model, describing the interaction of capitals in the open
market and allowing to predict their change.
Main body.
For description of change of capitals of market
subjects the use of vehicle of stochastic functions [6] is
comfortable, where the change of individual capital would
be described as realization of stochastic function of
increase of capital. For example, as it is shown on a
fig.1, a few realizations describe the conduct of individual
capitals: f 1 (x) f 10 (x).
In its turn, the conduct of a stochastic function is
described by the average parameters: by the function of
the expected value M (x) and the function of dispersion
and by the coefficient of correlation corr (x1, x2) as
well. These parameters allow to describe the conduct of
the examined stochastic function reliably enough. For
simplicity of analysis it is necessary to examine the simple
unextended reproduction of capital. In this case M(x) of
stochastic function of an increment of capitals will be a
constant, as the total capital in such system will flow
only from one subject of the market to another.
We will consider a situation, when probability of receipt
arrived it will be higher, than at other at some part of commodity
producers, I.e. will take a place primordial preference between
commodity producers, conditioned uneconomic reasons.
Barter will be, naturally, made in pairs, where probability of
receipt arrived by a commodity producer, and for a commodity
producer with preferences kp(n).
On the terms of setting of norms (1):
p (m) + kp (n) = 1
(1)
and probability of event of receipt arrived by one or
another commodity producer will correspond the
polynomial law of distributing (2):
p ( m, n ) =

(m + n)1
× p (m)m × (k × p (n)) n
n1 × m1

(2)

Where p(m, n) is probability of event of receipt
simultaneously without preference p(m) and receipt it
was arrived by a commodity producer p(m) by a
commodity producer with preference kp (n) .
Consequently, a task is taken to find derivative
function (2) which can be calculated numerally or
graphically (fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Dynamics change of the system from 10 individual capitals:
f1(x), f10(x) through 50 acts of barter, x

barter and without any economical preference. At
consecutive increase in certificates of barter it is possible
to see dynamics of change of capitals of commodity
produces on a fig. 4.
Cross-correlation function of the examined casual
function is more than 0 and continuously increases from
0 in an initial point to 1, that can be seen from the resulted
graphs (fig. 1, 3, and 4).
Thus, the assumption supposition that free market
barter between equal and free commodity producers does
not result in the redistribution of additional product
between them, doesn’t correspond to falls short of
objective historical experience and mathematical laws of
functioning of such systems. There is a correlation
between the presence of additional product at separate
commodity producers after the acts of barter and by the
presence of additional product for the same commodity
producers as a result of subsequent acts of barter.
Consequently, in accordance with the developed
mathematical model of open market, having a free
market barter between free commodity producers, that,
actually is the ideal condition of market economy,
system of commodity producers, inevitably, through
the open market, disintegrates for eventual time and
eventual number of acts of barter on groups with all
by the increasing difference of capitals, inevitably
arising up because of the act of mechanism of the
open market. Thus any intermediate groups under
incomes in this case are not formed, and vice versa,
they more diminish, that can be seen from the change

From (1) and (2) follows that at aspiring k k to
endlessness the stake of additional product of commodity
producers with preference aims by 1, and for commodity
producers without preference stake of the got additional
product — by 0. It means that in this case the additional
product of society practically fully flows in accordance
with probabilistic laws to the commodity producers with
preferences. As a result the most credible distributing of
additional product among commodity producers such,
that for commodity producers with preferences the most
credible amount of additional product will be in k one
times more than at the others, I.e. will take a place uneven
distributing arrived, increasing with every act of
exchange.
In the case of absence of preference at a barter a
situation will coincide with a situation in a task from the
theory of chances about destruction of a player [8], in
obedience to which probability of receipt arrived by a
player will be proportional its capital, i.e. will take a place
preference in connection with the difference of capitals,
and a task will be taken to previous one.
Consequently, the examined casual function of
increase of capital will look like as presented on a fig. 1,
where curves 3 and 4 have a tendency to the increase of
capital, and other curves — to its loss up to 0. Dispersion
of such function will look like as resulted fig. 3, i.e. will
increase with motion of barter, here will be stratification
of the system of commodity producers:
The large sum of capital provides preference at
34
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Fig. 2. Function of the most credible correlation of
incomes: general an income is equal to 10; stake of the
most credible income of commodity producers with
preferences, n=8

Fig. 3. Expected value and dispersion of casual function of
dynamics of capitals

Fig. 4. Dynamics of stratification of the system from 50 commodity producers — n with an initial capital,
20 in accordance with a mathematical model, consistently the stages 1, 2, 3, 4.
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Fig. 5. Successive change of the calculation curve of Laurence 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
for the examined model of commodity producers

Fig. 6. A histogram is an amount of population, N is a gross product per capita, v

of calculation curves of Laurence for the examined
system of commodity producers (fig. 5), and there is
continuous increase differentiation between commodity
producers.
The increase of amount of commodity producers
and their capitals does not influence on end-point of the
offered model.
For confirmation of adequacy of the developed
model of open market we will compare its results to

functioning of the real market with parameters, near to
free. The world market of international trade can be the
example of such market, where as a result of action of
rules WTO [9] there is relatively an equal in rights free
barter, therefore this system of barter can exemplify
verification of the developed model. The histogram of
the indicated world market is resulted on a fig. 6.
We will consider every habitant of countries of
world market, as individual buyer or seller, possessor of
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individual capital and, according to data of the World
Bank [10], will build a histogram an amount of population
is a specific gross receipt per capita.
On a histogram an inexplicable failure is obviously
looked over in its middle part, that provoke untiglobal
organizations on various speculations on this occasion.
In our opinion, this situation fully coincides with the
conclusions of the offered model of the open market and
is investigation of mathematical laws of functioning of
the systems of free barter of free commodity producers
(see of fig. 4), i.e. the offered model is confirmed practice
of the real open market of international trade.
Conclusions.
1. The mathematical model of barter of free
commodity producers is developed, adequately describing
the real open market and allowing forecasting the dynamics
of its changes.
2. The economic market system of free commodity
producers can be examined as an aggregate of realization
of casual function of stock accumulation for the subjects
of free market barter.
3. Accumulated by the subject of free market
barter an additional product is increasing preference in
the subsequent acts of barter in the conditions of open
market.
4. The presence of preference at barter in the
conditions of the open market conduces to stratification
of capitals of commodity producers, and the presence
of increasing preferences — to unlimited stratification.

Dubovikov N. М. Mathematical Model of the
Open Market
The mathematical model of barter of free
commodity producers is developed on the basis of vehicle
of casual functions and game theory, adequately
describing the real open market and allowing forecasting
the dynamics of its changes, coming from its primary
descriptions. Model adequacy is confirmed by the world
statistical information.
Key words: mathematical model, the free market,
algorithm, barter.
Дубовиков М. М. Математична модель
вільного ринку
Розроблена математична модель товарообміну
вільних товаровиробників на основі апарату спадкових функцій та теорії ігор, яка адекватно описує вільний
ринок та дає змогу прогнозувати динаміку його змін
на базі його початкових характеристик. Адекватність
моделі підтверджується світовими статистичними параметрами.
Ключові слова: математична модель, вільний ринок, алгоритм, товарообмін.
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Дубовиков Н. М. Математическая модель
свободного рынка
Разработана математическая модель товарообмена свободных товаропроизводителей на основе аппарата случайных функций и теории игр, адекватно описывающая реальный свободный рынок и позволяющая прогнозировать динамику его изменений, исходя
из его первоначальных характеристик. Адекватность
модели подтверждается мировыми статистическими
данными.
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GREEN ECONOMY — POLITICAL BALANCING TRICKS OR PREDETERMINATION
all productions exacerbating the problems of waste and
greenhouse gases emissions;
• The State as a supreme sovereign to take over
management of the process of building a green economy
and all costs associated with it, as the environment and
human health are the highest form of public interest.
Traditional Keynesian theories cannot ensure the
long-term sustainable development. To survive life on
Earth, contemporary capitalist economy promoting social
inequality and wasting natural resources must be replaced
by a steady green economy. Of course, this must be
done globally by achieving consensus among all countries
in the world, as well as mutual respect toward their
interests. There are many possible ways for Bulgaria’s
integration into the European and world economy, but
most reasonable, from the economic point of view, would
be building a green economy.
There is no logical alternative to green economy in
our country. Definitely, there are many possible ways for
development, but with regard to the economic logic and
price effectiveness, it would be recommended that the
Republic of Bulgaria should choose an environmentally
friendly economic and business model. Unfortunately, when
talking about the economic value of preserved environment4
the logic has no place in our country. The relatively preserved
environment in Bulgaria has a high economic value, because
of the country’s natural conditions that provide opportunities
for the production of green products.
“Green” is only the production5 that contributes to

The Green Economy is one that is good for the
environment. Instead of “green economy”1 we can use
the terms “ecological economics” (“ecology —
economy”) and “sustainable economy”. Each of these
terms has its own specifics, but the common between
them is the recognition of the need for prompt and decisive
actions to eradicate the harmful effects of human activities
on the environment.
To be called green, an economy should meet certain
social and ecological criteria2 (Fig. 1):
The predetermination of social and ecological criteria
for the green economy is hardly disputable, although their
ranking is a matter of priority from a strategic point of
view. Furthermore, I believe that the idea of «a new type
of Keynesian policy” determined as macroeconomic
policy stabilizing aggregate demand, rather than stimulating
it (as in traditional Keynesianism), deserves attention.
Moreover, a self-sufficient economy with zero growth
would solve the problems with the depletion of natural
resources. In this sense, the current crisis and slowdown
in economic growth provide a unique opportunity for
transition from economy always eager to growth with
devastating impacts on the environment and human health
to environmentally friendly economic system. Such a
transition is a radical one and can be carried out only in a
radical way with radical measures3:
• Elimination of all capital investments and sectors,
which create instability and threaten the environment,
human health, including nuclear energy, war industry and
1

For the purposes of this study it is not necessary to go into “the deep waters” when clarifying the terminological nature of the “green
economy”. Therefore we accept, without claim to comprehensiveness, that it is defined as good for the environment. The word “green”
may also be replaced with ecological or environmental, while the term “ecological economics” is a combination of ecology and economy.
From a human perspective, ecology is the idea of what surrounds us. Economy, broadly speaking, is a human matter. In the broadest sense
it is a scientific principle: economy of the universe, economy of psychology, economy of nature, economy of happiness. Human society
has been developing on the basis of the economy; the human culture is even higher. Only human existence has greater importance than the
economy. “Ecological economics” is understood as the attitude of the conscientious owner towards natural resources. However, who is the
conscientious owner? — The man, in one form or another. That’s why ecohomics is a promising area. For details see: Sabev, D. “The Green
Economic Alternative for Bulgaria”. Economics. — Vol. 1. — 2008. — P. 24.
2
Todorov, I. Achieving sustainable development through European economic integration, reforming the international financial system
and building a “green” economy. Dissertation, p. 122.
3
Todorov, I., op.cit., p. 122 — 123
4
It is known that certain aspects of preserved environment (aestheticism, awe, curiosity — devoid of measurable economic benefit)
may not be realized by the impersonal institution on the market, for which the prices are a regulator of economic activity. Also, we should
not overlook the destructive component of human kind, as well as the frequent refusal to cooperate because of mistrust in “the neighbour”,
a task described as the so-called “prisoner”s dilemma”. This does not exhaust the factors for conflicts of human inertia. Most importantly,
however, is that this situation could be changed as the green economy (the basis of the green economic policy is the environmental
education) has higher comparative value versus the traditionally collapsing, as well as post-industrial economy causing its indirect
“suffocating pressure”. Sabev, D., op. cit., p. 23.
5
The definition differs from the idea of “less harmful than the rest products on the market”, since there is no ecological utility of such
an idea.
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Large-scale investments in the
public sphere and human
resources promoting the
development of environmentally
friendly activities, production
and consumption
Increase in costs with a
direct contribution to the
protection of life and
biodiversity on the planet

Reduction in military
spending until total
elimination

Reduction and
elimination of capital
investments, which
although increasing the
living standard of people,
cause damages to their
health and the
environment

Social and
ecological criteria
for green
economy

Transition to renewable
energy sources to achieve
complete independence
from fossil fuels and
nuclear power

Break with neoliberalism
and implementation of
new type of Keynesian
policy

Fig. 1. Social and ecological criteria for green economy

increasing the sustainability of human existence on Earth.
The green products demand grows internationally and their
prices are high. The internal market for green products has
also good prospects: potential customers are local population,
tourists and potential environmental migrants from
overurbanizated economies to peripheral part of Bulgaria.
The country’s potential to create a green economy
can be measured through analytical and statistical concept
called “Demographic Pressure”. It measures the pressure
exerted by people on the environment because of their
number, consumption and mainly because of their
economic activity, which underlies the function “Power
of Activity”6. As a basis is used the concept of natural
region — a part of the biosphere historically formed by
the interaction of anthropogenic and natural factors.
Something similar called “historical district” is set in the
UN development programs; the German ethnologist Leo
Frobenius in the early XX century called it “Paideuma”:
the natural aspect of human economic culture; the Russian
Academician Berg uses the term “horonomical” (from
Greek χώρος , room) in order to explain the principle, on
which the form of human habitation has been built.
The “Demographic Pressure” is the ratio of GDP
(value added) generated in a natural region, the area of this
territory, adjusted by degrees of population density, its
economic activity, the pace of urbanization and the
analytical coefficient of natural degradation (e.g.
deforestation). It is determined as the humans’ impact as
a result of their economic activities — entrepreneurship

and consumption — on a region with certain characteristics
of resources and specific environment. Regarding this
indicator, Bulgaria has a unique location: the demographic
pressure here is among the lowest in Europe according
to a research carried out in 50 key countries. Demographic
pressure in Bulgaria is 50% lower than in Romania, 40%
lower in comparison with Turkey (despite the vast
territories in Asia Minor, where the GDP is negligible) and
nearly two times lower than in Greece. Demographic
pressure in Bulgaria is also significantly lower compared
to the countries, which joined the EU in 2004. Just for
information, the countries with the highest demographic
pressure in the world are the following: Republic of Korea,
the Netherlands, Japan, Germany, Switzerland, Italy.
From the above stated can be concluded that our
country has a competitive advantage — low economic
pressure, respectively low pressure on the environment
as a result of human activities, which is evaluated by the
market and there is a specific demand of preserved nature
on behalf of individuals and price. The demand of
preserved nature leads to counter-supply7.
In the absence of government regulation the
overvalue of the pure nature is fully distributed among
the first buyers of the preserved plots of land, which then
form the secondary market. If the State allows the overvalue
of the preserved environment to be fully distributed
according to the market principles, this overvalue will be
lost and the government will have to restore it using public
funds. EU membership provides good opportunities for our

6
Zahariev, El. “The Green Economy — Determinant in the Development of the Economic Policy Adequate to the Challenges of XXI Century”.
In „Horizon 2020 to Economic and Business Knowledge”. Volume I, Svishtov: “D. A. Tsenov” — Academy of Economics, 250 — 262.
7
For details see: Sabev, D., op. cit., p. 26.
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other are: fear, laziness and corruption — at the highest
levels of political authority9”.
The reasons for the selected harmful to the environment
model of economic development in our country are
shortsightedness, incompetence and corruption of the
political elite, easy and quick profit-seeking companies and
individuals, unawareness of the true importance of the
preserved environment by the majority of people, etc. There
is no civilian control and management of natural resources
in our country. Bulgaria takes the last place in the EU not
only with regard to the level of GDP per capita, but also
concerning knowledge on environmental protection and
green business.
The State should educate people about the green
economy. If they realize the importance of preserved
nature, the idea of conservation and restoration of natural
resources will get political support through their voting
power. I do not support any political power and will not
do it until there is such one with an explicit program for
building a green economy in our country — the
environment protection and the economic revival as well.
Party interests are short-term and are shared by a small
circle of people; national interests are long-term and much
broader than the next government office term. Universal
interests are higher than national interests, since they are
related to the survival of human species10.
Humanity has destroyed or endangered the existence
of one fifth of the species on Earth. Bulgarian Black Sea
waters fall into the second most polluted category. The
negative effects of business activity on the environment
in our country are a fact, despite the population decline
and the relatively low absolute level of GDP per capita.
Therefore, the natural resources of our country must be
protected with a special legislative initiative.
Green economy means creating higher benefit with
less use and no loss of resources. Green and traditional
economies are incompatible concepts for many reasons11:
• “Ecology — Economy” is based on long-term
interests of society and the industrial economy — based
on the interest of businesses to maximize their profits in
short term;
• The traditional economy is based on the mass
consumer culture that encourages the waste of natural
resources;
• The market does not realize the importance of
preserved environment, since it possesses enormous
quantitative characteristics.
The transition from traditional to green economy
requires a green economic policy. “Green economic policy”
is a specific type of management of labor supply, products
and services, which from a macroeconomic perspective is
an objective with a long-term planning horizon of an
appropriate “green” structure of national economy. In

country to trade in green products in and through the EU.
The low degree of urbanization and the abundance of fertile
soils can make Bulgaria one of Europe’s leading
manufacturers of expensive organic foods (plant-growing
without chemicals and „humane animal husbandry”) and
an expensive, but a favorite place for soft tourism and
recreation8. In our country, not only make we no attempts
in this direction, but also erase the rudiments of
entrepreneurial farming, from where the “pure” stockbreeding production comes. This opportunity can only be
used in case of firmly demonstrated commitment and resultoriented policy on behalf of the State. Currently such are
missing. The utilization of EU funds for agriculture and rural
development is difficult; there are protests of farmers, and
the trade in plant products is governed by suspicious groups
under the indifferent gaze of state institutions.
The preserved environment provides our country
unique ecological advantages over the overurbanizated
West, which unfortunately we do not use. One of the major
macroeconomic problems of Bulgaria is the huge foreign
trade deficit. This problem can be solved by building a
green economy that favors the export of significant
quantities of green products at high prices. Bulgaria has a
huge budget surplus, but the nation’s resources are not
invested in major environmental projects.
To build a green economy specific actions on behalf
of the State are needed for protection and restoration of
the environment using budget funds, i.e. resources of
the nation. Of course, only budget financing would not
be enough to build a green economy, but it is a crucial
need, because it will show businesses that the State finally
takes its inherent duties and responsibilities for
conservation and restoration of the national resources.
Budget financing of the environment projects can be
supplemented by funds from the Operational Program
“Environment”, as well as private financing.
Bank loans have a key role in building a “green”
economy. In recent years, the aggressive bank lending has
had a negative impact on the Bulgarian nature, which makes
us a nation of consumers that do not even think about the
fact they have to repay their liabilities one day. Interest and
principal are paid primarily with natural resources in their
most accessible form — with plots of land, and funds from
loans are invested mainly in non-productive assets.
Oversupply of property and indiscriminate construction
endangers the environment and destroys the economic value
(profit), which could be derived from the nature in case of
a sustainable management. In support of the above is the
statement that „New constructions are not only harmful
like an area flooded with concrete, but they also disfigure
the landscape, as well as the ethnosphere in the small rural
areas. Shortsightedness is only one possible explanation for
the bad model of economic development in Bulgaria. The
8

Ibid., p. 24.
Sabev, D., op. cit., p. 25.
10
Ibid., p. 25.
11
Todorov, I., op. cit., p. 124 — 125.
9
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something else we do well. What is worse is that we will
have to import even most simple ideas, to which we could
come alone, but we just neglect them. The idea of a green
economy can hardly flourish by itself, because we do
not want to stop using traditional materials, but we want
to create conceptual products. This requires funds, which
must be first found and then effectively invested.
Moreover, if the seed is a world-recognized need for
sustainable and human economy, and the soil is internal
feature and external demand for “green” at high prices,
the watering can, through which the “live-giving liquid”
could be poured, is the government economic policy. State
enterprises have proved ineffective and the government
in the huge number of cases should not directly manage
the funds raised. However, the State should directly
regulate economic direction providing a good
environment: institutions and incentive measures13.
Furthermore, mass consumer culture on PseudoAmerican model was formed under the indifferent gaze
of the public institutions, which led to sharp increase in
consumer spending with a direct negative impact on the
environment.
The lack of environmental assessment in loan
disbursement and utilization reflected in indiscriminate
and harmful to the environment construction. Bulgarian
politicians widely use terms suck as: “sustainable
development”, “environmental standards”, “responsibility
towards future generations”, “environmentally friendly
economy”, but a comprehensive state environmental
protection policy is absent. The reasons are many and
varied (Fig. 2):
Indeed, as we look deeper into the above various
kinds of reasons for the lack of a comprehensive state
environment protection policy, it seems to have one
haunting question: Who would be the politician opposed
to the unimpeded making money? Resistance, however, is
mandatory from an economic perspective, as this
“unimpeded” making money is related to destruction of
wealth at a much higher value than the income received,
for which wealth “entrepreneurial” politicians and
businessmen do not even suspect. Green products become
more expensive, when suppliers realize their actual value.
The higher the sellers evaluate their green products, the
higher will be the price that the buyer is willing to pay for
them. Bulgarian population begins to understand intuitively
the high economic value of the preserved environment
and green products, but it is still far from its full realization.
The primary task of the State, which is not currently
implemented, is to increase awareness of the
environmental and economic value of pure nature.
There are all prerequisites for successfully building
a green economy (Fig. 3):
Having in mind the above stated we should loudly
say that we have “the greatest biodiversity in Europe”,

terms of the global financial crisis that began at the end of
2007, the main concerns of politicians who make economic
decisions are the economic growth and employment. They
are worried about food shortages due to the rebellious nature,
which can cause global inflation and economic slowdown
— unemployment. Moreover, the struggle to maintain the
economic growth is justified by the argument “jobs”. Of
course, these are serious concerns that cannot be left
unanswered, since our country has an open economy, heavily
dependent on global economic situation. In Bulgaria,
however, the problem of “unemployment”12 and (or) inflation
stands differently, because the country has a shortage of
skilled labor. This shortage will lead to labour demand in the
future and new jobs creation. The State should manage the
creation of new jobs and staff in order to be sure that they
are suitable for the green economic structure we strive to
achieve. Education is crucial for the appropriate
macroeconomic management and labour demand. Newly
created jobs and staff must not destroy, but preserve and
reproduce environment, i.e. shortly said, the new jobs
preserve the nature. They may be far more environmentally
friendly or even favored by nature in comparison with
“traditional” industrial production, whose environmental price
is high and we all pay it. It could be stated that the current
economic development of Bulgaria does not comply with
its resource potential, it even destroys it.
Shortsighted economic policy of Bulgarian
governments can lead to irretrievable loss of precious
natural resources that are competitive advantages of
our country on the world market. The government signed
contracts to implement environmentally hazardous energy
projects with Russia, leaving areas with unique natural
features outside the protection of the European Program
“NATURA”. Bulgarian Investment Agency honors mostly
construction companies with the title “Investor Class A”,
beaches and national parks are being massively built up.
Considering the above mentioned, some authors
rightly pose the question: “What are we going to have in
2023, when according to some scenarios oil peak will be
reached and energy prices will increase sharply?” Of
course, the answer is construction of pipelines in
cooperation with Russia and perhaps two nuclear power
stations. In addition — we will have destroyed area.
Destroyed opportunities for recreation of labor resources,
international specialized tourism, organic agriculture,
wildlife reserves, sustainable fisheries, herbs, etc. — just
the things that would be then sought. And the popular
knowledge economy, which should start building from
now on — it will be gone. Since in Europe emission
standards will become far more stringent, we will have
to import, among others, also environmental equipment
— machinery from Austria and Germany instead of the
ability to produce such. Ultimately, it is not necessary to
produce it; we can purchase it using the profit of

12
In terms of human economy, it is difficult to determine what is the lesser evil — unemployment or inflation. Moreover, they can
occur simultaneously in a period of stagflation.
13
Sabev, D., op. cit., p. 26 — 27.
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The Government does not
want to have problems
introducing unpopular
for the business and
population environment
measures

Reasons for the lack
of state environment
protection policy

Government officials
directly benefit from the
plundering and
destruction of
unprotected natural
resources

In the Bulgarian politicians
minds the green idea means
denial of trouble-free making
money

Fig. 2. Main reasons for the lack of state environment protection policy
The world
increasingly
recognizes the need
of sustainable and
humane economy

Prerequisites
for building a
green economy

The international
demand for green
products at high
prices grows

Our country has
the natural
resources for green
manufacturing

Fig. 3. Prerequisites for successfully building a green economy

billions to promote environmental projects and green
businesses. Even the U.S. Congress discusses various
measures to reduce greenhouse gases — from regulatory
measures such as increasing fuel efficiency of automobiles
or requiring electricity companies to produce most of the
energy using renewable sources, to carbon taxes and a
cap-and-trade system for power stations.
From the environmental point of view, many of the
ideas discussed here are justified. It is doubtful, however,
that they offer opportunities to quickly restart the economy.
What does it mean? First, the global financial crisis was
caused by very different problems — the real estate bubble
burst and lending from St. Petersburg to San Francisco,
the related implosion of the heavily indebted international
banking sector and the resulting collapse of the real
economy. These urgent issues will not be resolved by
switching to hydrogen vehicles and installing solar roof
panels. Second, in the light of truth we must admit that
eco laws both create and destroy jobs. In the U.S., for
example, because the country relies on cheap coal—fired
power plants, restrictions on carbon emissions will lead to
higher energy prices. (How much higher remains an open
question.). Companies with older technologies or working
in the energy intensive industries will have to make higher
production costs, which may lead to termination of their
activity or looking for new ways to do their business outside
the country, where electricity prices are lower and
restrictions on greenhouse gas emissions are not so strict.

which must be protected and multiplied. We would be
hardly satisfied if the main we deal with is to translate
European laws into Bulgarian, to harmonize our legislation
and win foreign funding under “programs”. Furthermore,
it is hardly believable that anyone could consider seriously
the fact that the construction of eco trails and wind
generators on protected areas can be classified as major
projects, moreover, that funds under the Operational
Programme “Environment” are not Bulgarian.
Finally, ecology became part of the society’s agenda
and politicians from London to Seoul began to spend
billions on clean technologies, which — according to
them — create new jobs. Nevertheless, if we all do not
accept the risk to hurt us a little more than we expected,
the green revolution can end before it has really started.
The American president Barack Obama expressed
his great expectations for the environmental agenda with
the promise to invest $ 150 billion in green technology
over the next decade. “It will help us transform our industry
and bring the country out of the economic crisis, creating
5 million new green jobs, which are going to be well paid
and can not be exported,” he said in November. A similar
call for international “Green New Deal” (a reminder of
Roosevelt’s New Deal during the 1930’s) towards “low
carbon recovery” made ??the British Prime Minister
Gordon Brown. UN requires one percent of global GDP
to be invested in environmental initiatives. Rich countries
like Canada, Japan and South Korea follow the call spending
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Bulgaria is a small country and the best way to integrate
into the global economy is finding a market niche based on
national competitive advantage. Such a niche is undoubtedly
the green economy. It is the most logical way for the
development of Bulgarian economy, it promises good profits
to producers of broad strata of Bulgarian society. Through
the green economy can be simultaneously implemented the
goals of existence, economic objectives, social objectives,
as well as objectives of cultural maturation of the nation.
The economic value of green environment is greater than
the economic value of the smoking chimneys and holiday
complexes. This economic value is destroyed by unfair,
shortsighted and without any concern for the national
interests attitude of the politics, government and business in
Bulgaria. Consequently, the State authority loses large
amounts, ideology, political doctrine, as well as opportunities
for national consolidation and wealth in the future.
Unfortunately, we still cannot boast an adequate
environmental policy. This could be seen from the
disturbing trends in the utilization of EU funds for
environmental infrastructure projects in the first months
of 2010, which in the opinion of the Commission are
crucial to successful implementation of “Environment”
and ISPA programs. A positive result can be achieved
only if the efforts of the central administration are
supported by competent and responsible actions of the
municipalities, but such actions of the municipal and
regional structures related to the utilization of EU funds
have not been yet a focus of public interest. So far,
experience shows that the quality of local project
preparation and management is crucial — both for their
successful implementation and for their failure.14
The preparation of the National Green Investment
Scheme has started after the Parliament approved the
amendments of the Environmental Protection Act. The
government concept of green investments includes active
sales of gas emission reductions under Art. 17 of the Kyoto
Protocol, as well as companies’ actions in relation to the final
adoption of the Second National Allocation Plan for emission
allowances, which will secure the full participation of Bulgarian
companies in the European markets for trading with carbon
quotas. It is highly possible that the expectations of the Ministry
of Environment and Water of Bulgaria for revenues of 400
million euros in the National Trust Eco Fund are to be realized,
despite the unfavorable market situation of free emissions.
The funds will be used for subsequent financing of
environmental projects in the sphere of energy efficiency,
transport, waste management, etc. Long-term effects of the

program are to encourage businesses to participate in the socalled green economy and create conditions for additional
employment and new green jobs. Such an approach in the
development of national economies is also stimulated by the
European Commission priorities formulated in the Community
Development Strategy 2020.
Zakariev Elenko. Green Economy — Political
Balancing Tricks or Predetermination
The Green Economy is one that is good for the
environment. Instead of “green economy”15 we can use the
terms “ecological economics” (“ecology — economy”) and
“sustainable economy”. Each of these terms has its own
specifics, but the common between them is the recognition
of the need for prompt and decisive actions to eradicate the
harmful effects of human activities on the environment.
Key words: green economy, balance, ecology,
effects, activity.
Захарієв Еленко. Зелена економіка — політика балансу хитрощів або приреченості
Зелена економіка — єдина, найкраща для навколишнього середовища. Замість „зеленої економіки” використовують терміни „екологічної економіки”, „екологія — економіка”, „підтримувана економіка”. Кожен
з цих термінів має власні специфічні особливості, але
спільне між ними — розпізнавання потреби в швидких і вирішальних діях, щоб знищити небезпечні впливи людських дій на навколишнє середовище.
Ключові слова: зелена економіка, баланс, екологія, ефекти, діяльність.
Захариев Эленко. Зеленая экономика — политика баланса уловок или обреченности
Зеленая экономика — единственная, наилучшая
для окружающей среды. Вместо «зеленой экономики» используют термины «экологической экономики»,
«экология — экономика», «поддерживаемая экономика». Каждый из этих терминов имеет собственные специфические особенности, но общее между ними —
распознавание потребности в быстрых и решительных
действиях, чтобы уничтожить опасные влияния человеческих действий на окружающую среду.
Ключевые слова: зеленая экономика, баланс, экология, эффекты, деятельность.
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See: The Economy of Bulgaria — April 2010. — Report of the CED: http://www.ecom.bg/.../iconomikata na bulgariya_yanuari_2010_g
For the purposes of this study it is not necessary to go into “the deep waters” when clarifying the terminological nature of the “green
economy”. Therefore we accept, without claim to comprehensiveness, that it is defined as good for the environment. The word “green”
may also be replaced with ecological or environmental, while the term “ecological economics” is a combination of ecology and economy.
From a human perspective, ecology is the idea of what surrounds us. Economy, broadly speaking, is a human matter. In the broadest sense
it is a scientific principle: economy of the universe, economy of psychology, economy of nature, economy of happiness. Human society
has been developing on the basis of the economy; the human culture is even higher. Only human existence has greater importance than the
economy. “Ecological economics” is understood as the attitude of the conscientious owner towards natural resources. However, who is the
conscientious owner? — The man, in one form or another. That’s why ecohomics is a promising area. For details see: Sabev, D. “The Green
Economic Alternative for Bulgaria”. Economics. — Vol. 1. — 2008. — P. 24.
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INVESTOR MYOPIA AND LIQUIDITY PREFERENCE AS THE COMPLEMENTARY
CONCEPTS
The modern industrial and post-transitional (and also
most of developing) economies are characterized by use
of various durable assets in both production and
circulation. Choice among such assets plays enormous
role because it determines character of macrodynamics
of the described economies. There are two fundamental
cases for this statement. Firstly I will describe in detail
first case and only after this description go on to the
second one.
This first case is that some assets, for example,
diverse fixed capital ones, are productive and create GDP
and employment, but other assets, for example, money,
are not. Shift toward non-productive assets implies
underinvestment (in physical capital) which will depress
real activity and lead to unemployment, because
increasing demand for such assets will not be met by
increasing supply, and it generates Say’s Law being
violated. Therefore fluctuations in the demand for
different durable assets will create the basis for inherence
of business cycle to the any decentralized economies
using long-lived real capital equipment and non-productive
assets (Rozmainsky, 2010a). It is clear that understanding
of choice among durable assets is the necessary condition
for understanding of macrodynamics of described
economies.
The only school of economic thought which
explores it is Post Keynesian Economics. This school
indeed emphasizes agents’ choice among durable assets,
as it follows from Keynes (1936, ch. 17) and famous
Post Keynesians themselves (Davidson, 1969, 1972;
Minsky, 1975; Chick, 1983; Carvalho, 1992; see also
Rozmainsky, 2010a). Increase of demand for nonproductive assets really generates recession and
unemployment (Davidson, 1972; Carvalho, 1992). But
why non-productive items can be attractive?
The explanation of it is concerned with more than
famous concept of liquidity preference, put forward by
Keynes in his magnum opus (1936). Broadly speaking,
Keynes himself treated liquidity preference as the demand
for the most liquid asset in the economy — money. But
his modern followers (Wray, 1990, 1992; Dequech,
2000a) treat this concept as the demand for highly-liquid
assets rather than non-liquid ones. Due to such treatment
we can take various spectra of money substitutes and
other liquid assets into account.

As a rule, non-productive assets are liquid, in
contrast to productive ones. Money and bonds are rather
more liquid than plant and equipment. Agents often want
to have liquidity. Firstly, due to liquid assets agents can
postpone decision, “to wait for an opportunity” (Dequech,
2000a). Secondly, owing to possession of liquid assets
their owners can fulfill contractual obligations when
current and especially expected in the near-future financial
inflows decrease; so “our desire to hold money as a store
of value is a barometer of the degree of our distrust of
our own calculations and conventions concerning the
future. … The possession of money lulls our disquietude”
(Keynes, 1937, p. 116; see also Davidson, 1972;
Dequech, 1999, 2000a). It is a very famous precautionary
motive. Thirdly, liquidity preference can take place when
liquid assets’ holding gives possibility to “beat the market”.
It is a speculative motive (Keynes, 1936). Thus, because
of these different motives, and first of all due to
precautionary motive, agents can prefer highly liquid nonproductive assets, and such choice does the harm for
the economy. The precautionary motive can be
considered as the reverse side of law animal spirits in the
situation of high degree of fundamental uncertainty.
“Paraphrasing Keynes, one could say that liquidity
preference has to do with an urge for inaction, rather
than action” (Dequech, 1999, p. 426).
It is clear also that liquidity preference alone does
not depress real economy. Each and every agent holds
some stock of liquid assets independently from three
above-mentioned motives. Such holding is not dangerous
for real economy and can be explained, for instance, by
means of so-called diversification motive (Gurley and
Shaw, 1955). Only high or increasing liquidity preference
generates recessions and depressions accompanied by
underinvestment. And the main cause for it, as I just
mentioned above, is low (or decreasing) animal spirits, i.
e. high or increasing “degree of disquietude” of agents.
This disquietude often interacts with macroeconomic
conditions. So high (or increasing) liquidity preference
can be viewed as a macroeconomic phenomenon and
also as the main reason for downward phases of business
cycles.
In short, shifts across the spectrum of productive
and non-productive durable assets are explained rather
satisfactorily by Post Keynesian Economics. This
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explanation is provided on the foundation of liquidity
preference concept. Due to three main reasons, first and
foremost due to precautionary motive, agents strive for
highly liquid assets which are very often non-productive.
It leads to business cycles in general and to heavy
recessions and depressions accompanied by
underinvestment in particular. All other schools of
economic thought are defective because they have no
such mode of explanation of “non-tranquil” dynamics of
market industrial and other decentralized economies.
There are, however, other treatments of
underinvestment which are present in mainstream
economics (Miles, 1995; Dickerson et al., 1995;
Cuthbertson et al., 1997; Satchell and Damant, 1995).
Underinvestment can be concerned with short-termism,
which is usually defined as the pessimistic underweighting of expected future returns and/or the excessive
discounting of expected future returns” (Juniper, 2000).
It is clear that so defined short-termism leads to refusal
from realization of some investment projects.
Furthermore, as Juniper (2000) has pointed out, shorttermism favors strategies of labor-shedding and assetstripping instead of strategies of skills formation and
asset-renewal (this aspect will be explored below).
The very important point is that all analysis of shorttermism encompasses only equity market. Usually shorttermism is explained through an exploration of
relationships between shareholders and managers (for
instance, see Dickerson et al., 1995). Moreover, shorttermism as the behavioral feature regards only these types
of economic agents. The main reason for it is turnover
on managerial or shareholder side (Dickerson et al., 1995;
Juniper, 2000).
Short-termism can be represented in more extreme
form, although this form is often treated as a something
which differs from short-termism itself. I imply investor
myopia which means that agents evaluate consequences
of their decisions only over short-time horizon (Juniper,
2000). I believe that investor myopia is both really
powerful cause of underinvestment and important
determinant of portfolio (and real investment) decisions
(Rozmainsky, 2010b, pp. 35 — 36). Therefore it matters.
But unlike liquidity preference, investor myopia is not
concerned with cyclical fluctuations of macroeconomic
activity. This myopia can be treated as the special
institutional barrier to economic growth. Unfortunately,
there are neither consistent theory of short-termism nor
satisfactory analysis of investor myopia (as the most
radical and important form of short-termism). The latter
is almost completely unexplored phenomenon.
The goal of this paper is to develop coherent theory
of investor myopia as the very important barrier to
economic growth in most countries with transition and
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

developing economies. I suppose that it can be realized
through inclusion of investor myopia into Post Keynesian
Economics, because it is this school that focuses upon
choice among durable assets and the leading role of fixed
capital investment in the long-run economic development.
More exactly, I will prove that investor myopia can be
treated as a phenomenon which is complementary to
liquidity preference. The latter is by no means substitute
for the former. Both these phenomena are both reaction
on high degree of fundamental uncertainty and reasons
for low and/or decreasing fixed capital investment and
related issues. But there are also serious differences
between these two concepts, and these differences will
be explored in this paper.
Therefore, the absence of investor myopia in Post
Keynesian Economics is the serious gap in this rather
systematic approach (Chick, 1995). On the other hand,
no other approaches can give satisfactory theory of
investor myopia. The point is that all other competing
approaches do not focus upon choice among durable
assets; but otherwise realistic analysis of investor myopia
is impossible, because this phenomenon affects first and
foremost mentioned choice.
One of differences (explored in detail below) between
investor myopia and liquidity preference regards the above
mentioned second case for a statement about enormous
role of durable assets. This second case is that some such
assets are concerned with technical progress, but other
assets are not. I think that liquidity preference usually does
not influence on choice among these types of assets (it
affects only on above-described choice among illiquid
productive and liquid non-productive items), unlike investor
myopia. The latter can lead to long-run adverse path of
economic development. This adversity is concerned with
that agents choose those real investments which do not
lead to technical progress and innovations’ diffusion.
But firstly there is a necessity to give more rich
definition of investor myopia, and to discuss the basic
forms of this phenomenon. I will make it in the following
Section 1. After, in the Section 2, I will illustrate basic
differences between investor myopia and liquidity
preference. In particular, I will show that the former can
be rather more dangerous for the real economy than the
latter. Then, in the Section 3, I will turn to the analysis of
fundamental factors generating investor myopia. I will
demonstrate that all such factors are elements of
institutional environment. The conclusive comments will
be contained in the final Section 4. The main aspect of
these comments is to show special role of the State in
overcoming of investor myopia.
1. Investor myopia: essence and forms
As I have already mentioned, investor myopia takes
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place when agents evaluate consequences of their
decisions only over short-time horizon (Juniper, 2000).
At that, investor myopia is usually treated as a
phenomenon confined to the equity market (Juniper,
2000). It seems to me that it is necessary to exceed the
bounds of equity market in order to provide full analysis
of this phenomenon.
The point is that choice among durable assets is
rather more expanded event than some decision regarding
equity market. Acquisition of fixed (and also human or
health) capital, different non-equity speculations, various
illegal activity — all these things can be both type of
choice of durable assets and transactions beyond equity
market. Investor myopia can exist whenever decision
about purchase of durable asset(s) should be made. And
always investor myopia shows itself to be a shift toward
assets bearing short-term income across the whole
spectrum of durable assets. Therefore investor myopia
affects not only structure of stock market and choice
between asset-renewal and asset-stripping (Juniper,
2000). This phenomenon can determine ratios between
productive and mediatory activities, between skills
formation and skills erosion, between health promotion
and health loss, between technical-progress-inducing
industries and other ones, between legal and illegal
activities, and so on. Now I will give more detailed
consideration of these “incarnations” of investor myopia.
a) The choice between productive and nonproductive activities. In any economy there is some ratio
between these types of activity. Other things being equal,
productive activity bears income in more distant future
than non-productive — mediatory and speculative — one.
For instance, successful speculation can utterly enrich
agent for the day unlike any agricultural or industrial
production. Here investor myopia embodies in the form
of shift to trade and speculations. It is clear that such
shift seriously distorts sectoral structure of the economy
and leads to fall in productivity and technological
degradation. It had been a scourge of many former
socialist countries in the beginning of their transition to
the market economic systems in the turn of the 1990s.
Some countries like Russia and Ukraine up to now suffer
from this economic disease and therefore are faced with
the barriers to growth. The same problems grip some
developing countries of Africa and Asia.
b) The choice between accumulation of human
capital and erosion of skills. A role of investor myopia
(more exactly, a role of short-termism as the excessive
discounting of expected future returns) as the barrier to
“skills formation” was mentioned in the literature (Juniper,
2000). But this aspect needs to be explored in detail. In
order to accumulate human capital people should have
long-term horizon planning, because more high skills

generate gains only in the distant future. Diffusion of
investor myopia among agents can lead to the erosion of
skills, when people begin to make occupational choice in
favor of activities which do not require high skills. The
examples are jobs for common labor and various
mediatory activities. Such shifts together with brain drain
had contributed to technological degradation in many
transitional economies in the beginning of the 1990s. The
same problem is relevant for many post-transitional
countries now.
c) The choice between accumulation of health capital
and health loss. This aspect, unfortunately, is totally ignored
in economic analysis. In general, “health can be viewed as
a durable capital stock that produces an output of healthy
time” (Grossman, 1972, p. 223). In other words, health
capital is the factor which increases period of use of human
capital. The problem is that health investment can generate
significant only in very distant future. Therefore investor
myopia destroys inducements to invest in health capital.
Moreover, people characterized by such myopia often make
choice which leads to health loss. I imply increasind demand
for alcohol and drugs, and also just “unhealthy way of
life”. Agents do not believe in (distant) future and not care
about their health. As a result, health capital decreases. It
adversely affects both life expectancy and economic
development. The examples are Russia, Ukraine and some
other post-transitional countries.
d) The choice between technical-progress-inducing
industries and other ones. Broadly speaking, any
investments can contribute to technical progress. Such
assumption is valid in any very abstract growth model
(Palley, 1996). But if we make more detailed analysis
then the conclusion must be made that some investments
foster strongly technical progress, other investments are
not. Usually embodiment of technical improvements is
not only complex but also long process. Therefore
investments concerned with such embodiment bear profit
more lately than other ones. Put differently, expansion of
potentially technically-progressive industries is possible
only when agents have long-term planning horizon. On
the contrary, when agents evaluate their future
performance only over short-time horizon, such
industries cannot develop, and new inventions cannot be
embodied. It is the serious issue of many countries with
developing and post-transitional economies.
e) The choice between legal and illegal activities.
The existence of more or less significant illegal sector in
all developed, post-transitional and developing economies
is at the present time not secret for economists. But
causes of agents’ choice of illegal business, determinants
of dynamics and structure of this sector, and also
consequences of its expansion are up to now not
satisfactorily explored. It is serious lacuna in modern
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economics. It seems to me that one of the most promising
modes to fill it is use of concept of investor myopia. The
point is that activity within the framework of illegal sector
is almost always short-term (Oleynik, 2000, ch. 6). The
point is that illegal business implies activity under
conditions of high likelihood of applying legal sanctions
by the State. Therefore participants of illegal sector are
guided by only short-term outcomes. It means that when
some agent tries to choose between legal and illegal
activities, if his (or her) behavior is characterized by
investor myopia, then he (or she) will make decision in
favor of “shadow economy”. That is why rapid growth
of illegal sector in almost all countries with transition
economies (especially in Russia and Ukraine) should not
be surprising.
These are main forms of “embodiment” of investor
myopia. In short, entrepreneurs with investor myopia
aspire to make money (a) by means of trade or various
(stock, forex, real estate) speculation, (b) in the industries
bearing quick income, or (c) within the framework of
illegal sector. Workers (employees) with investor myopia
do not accumulate their human/health capital and rush
for unskilled occupations, including activity within the
framework of three just mentioned “spheres”. The
consequences regarding shareholders and other
participants of financial markets were already explored
(Dickerson et al, 1995; Juniper, 2000), and I will not
touch upon this issue.
It is clear that effects of diffusion of investor
myopia are both adverse and somewhat similar to effects
of increase in liquidity preference. Time to compare in
detail investor myopia with liquidity preference has come.

Investor myopia, on the other hand, relates to longrun, as it follows from the above consideration. Investor
myopia changes fundamental decisions determining
sectoral and occupational structure of the economy. Such
decisions are more irrevocable than decisions which
depend on a state of macroeconomic conditions. So
investor myopia, unlike liquidity preference, affects such
“long-run problems” as economic growth, structural
dynamics and technical progress.
Furthermore, increasing and/or high liquidity
preference by its nature cannot be long-run
phenomenon! Why? Because often increasing and high
demand for highly liquid assets is not concerned with
getting profit. The objective of agent who becomes
more liquid is survival (at least, if his liquidity preference
is conditioned by precautionary motive). But such
behavioral strategy, at least, if this strategy is one of
any entrepreneur, cannot continue for a long time. When
agents start business, they do it on order to make —
big or even “maximal” — money. To be in business
only for the sake of survival makes no sense at all. If
some business allows only to survive then the best
decision is to exit (under condition, of course, if this
business is not concerned with some social or other
non-economic objectives, see Arlacchi, 1986; Boltanski
et Th?venot, 1991). That is why I cannot fully agree
with Grahl (1988) who treats increase in liquidity
preference as a cause of lengthy productivity decline in
the 1970-80s in the Western countries (although this
point of view is interesting).
Investor myopia, on the contrary, does not preclude
striving for big (if not maximal) profit. Therefore it can
remain anyhow long. So investor myopia not only affects
more long-term decisions than liquidity preference, but
it by its nature is more long-term phenomenon. Put
differently, liquidity preference, according to above
definition of Dequech (1999), is “an urge for inaction”.
Then investor myopia can be defined as “an urge for
action bearing only short-term outcomes”.
Here the paper comes to the very important note.
The main difference between these two concepts can be
expressed in the following way. Increase in liquidity
preference is a special behavioral reaction. It is a sensible
(Davidson, 1991, 1996) reaction on changes in
macroeconomic conditions and different psychological
moods and emotions embodied in “animal spirits”. High
and/or increasing liquidity preference cannot be considered
as something rooted in the human nature. Investor myopia,
on the contrary, should be treated as a special behavioral
norm. Naturally, it is not completely exogenous, as I will
show below. But it often becomes deeply rooted in the
human behavior. Therefore investor myopia cannot be
eliminated by favorable changes in macroeconomic

2. The principal differences between investor
myopia and liquidity preference
As I already noted both investor myopia and liquidity
preferences are reactions to high degree of fundamental
uncertainty and affect — adversely for the real economy
— choice among durable assets. But there are principal
(and interconnected) differences between two these
concepts, and because of it they should not be substitutes.
First of all, these phenomena relate to different time
“runs”. Increasing liquidity preference is short-run
phenomenon. It emerges in response to negative changes
in macroeconomic conditions or adverse alterations in a
state of “animal spirits” (Keynes, 1936; Dequech, 1999,
2000a). Increase in liquidity preference both generates
and is generated by macroeconomic recessions. Therefore
growing preference for liquidity can be treated as both
cause and effect of cyclical fluctuations of
macroeconomic activity. That is why liquidity preference
concept is an integral part of any realistic theory of
business cycles.
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conditions or by increase in spontaneous optimism. If
liquidity preference can be described as a macroeconomic
phenomenon, then investor myopia as a behavioral norm
can be treated as institutional phenomenon. It means that
investor myopia problem exceeds the limits of purely
macroeconomic analysis. In order to fully comprehend
this problem it is necessary to take institutional factors
into account. As institutional phenomenon and behavioral
norm, investor myopia should be considered in connection
with main elements of institutional environment. I suppose
that this phenomenon is determined by some important
both formal and informal institutions. So theory of investor
myopia becomes new addition to the analysis of institutional
boundaries to economic growth (North, 1990).

degrees. Thus, degree of uncertainty surrounding
economic agents is a positive function of degree of legal
contracts enforcement provided by the State. So, bad
performance of the State in this sphere can increase
degree of uncertainty.
It is clear that the most of fixed capital investment
cannot be realized without complex and sophisticated
system of forward contracts. The low degree of legal
enforcement of contracts, other things being equal,
decreases general amount of forward contracts; hence,
it leads to agents’ refusal from some long gestation period
real investment projects.
It is also clear that all these aspects are relevant to
investor myopia problem. The great difficulties concerned
with legal forward contracting impede to assure future
costs and other important economic variables. Therefore
evaluation of too distant performance becomes senseless.
Hence investor myopia takes place. Agents begin to
confine themselves only to short-term planning horizon.
Only improvement of performance of the State in this
sphere is able to solve investor myopia problem. It means
that the more role of long gestation period investment in
the economy, the better legal enforcement must be. Bad
enforcement leads to adverse changes in both volume
and structure of real investment and also to technological
degradation. Here there is very important institutional
barrier to economic growth.
Another relevant institutional factor is concerned
with informal institutions. I imply here first and foremost
“a style of relations” between agents. This style is
determined mainly by the “degree of pursuit of selfinterest” by separate agents. The high degree of such
pursuit means opportunism (Williamson, 1985; Dunn,
2000).
The phenomenon was extensively analyzed by
Williamson and some other New Institutionalists. But this
analysis had almost exclusively microeconomic character.
However opportunism should be considered also as an
important factor influencing long-run macroeconomic
variables.
The point is that opportunism always means low
degree of mutual trust between agents, when each agent
has low propensity to form any links with other agents.
Therefore quantity of contracts in a society with high
opportunism is less than quantity of ones in a society
with low opportunism or without it. It is clear that
opportunism negatively affects both investment activity
and inducement to work (and to innovate). Needless to
say, any complex and lengthy economic activity implies
both links with different sides and confidence in
predictability (and honesty) of their actions.
Increase in the degree of opportunism can be
described through tools of standard macroeconomic

3. The main institutional causes of investor
myopia
The importance of institutions, as is well known, is
to reduce degree of uncertainty. This statement is shared
not only by the Post Keynesians (Davidson, 1972, 1988,
1991; Dequech, 2000b; see also Rozmainsky, 2010a),
but also by the New Institutionalists (North, 1990; 1991,
1995; Eggertsson, 1990). This goal can be attained by
both types of institutions. I mean formal and informal
“rules of games”.
The most important formal institution which
decreases uncertainty is the law of contracts. The point
is that legal forward contracts are to assure many future
outcomes and flows. Thereby, such contracts reduce
degree of uncertainty and give entrepreneurs possibility
to determine, at least, level of future cost. Without it any
long-term economic activity makes no sense. That is why
some Post-Keynesians consider legal forward contracts
as the most fundamental institution of market “monetary”
economy (Davidson, 1972, 1988, 1991; Carvalho, 1992;
see also Rozmainsky, 2010a). In particular, only forward
contracts make investments with long gestation period
possible. This feature as a rule characterizes fixed capital
investments, including investment-embodying technical
progress.
But forward contracts must be legally enforceable.
Only in such case this institution will be really able to
reduce uncertainty and to create foundations for any longterm economic activity, including fixed capital investment.
Such legal enforcement is provided by the State. The
absence of the State protection of forward contracts in
the form of legal enforcement creates broad possibilities
for recontracting without penalty and various violations
of contractual obligations.
Broadly speaking, absolute absence of any legal
enforcement of contracts means that explicit money
forward contracts system cannot function. But
enforcement is ordinal phenomenon. It can have different
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analysis as a leftward shift in the aggregate supply curve,
because this phenomenon acts as a strong disincentives
to work, to invest etc. Producers will supply the same
amount of real output only for higher prices. Here we
can see that opportunism is both high institutional barrier
to growth and cause of cost inflation. For example,
accelerated inflation in all transition economies in the
beginning of the 1990s can be explained, in particular, as
an effect of increased degree of opportunism.
For our analysis it is important that increasing
opportunism narrows planning horizon. If agents do not
trust each other they will not put into practice of any
lengthy (and complex) activities. Increased opportunism
instills psychology of participants of illegal sector in
“ordinary” people. They begin to strive for short-term
gains. The calculations of long-term outcomes become
an exception.
So absence or low degree of opportunism is not
less important condition for high level of real investment
than legal enforcement of forward contracts. Although,
broadly speaking, high opportunism can be an effect of
failure of the State as “a legal protector” of contracts.
The point is that inability or reluctance of the State to
enforce legally contracts induces people to behave in an
opportunistic manner.
But high opportunism is not dependent entirely on
contracts enforcement. Perhaps, the main cause of
opportunism is rooted in a sphere of moral norms. If
people do not follow moral norms or if these norms
themselves have been degraded, that high opportunism
is inevitable. Naturally, I cannot completely reject
dependency of this sphere on described enforcement of
contracts. But if this dependency exists that it is weak.
Moral sphere, first of all, is determined by cultural and
religious factors of a society (including an influence of
the State on these factors, as I will show in the next
Section).
It is likely that defects of institutional environment
in the forms of failure of the State — as the body
enforcing legally contracts — and high opportunism are
the both main institutional “diseases” of many countries
beyond nations with industrially developed economies and
fundamental causes of myopia-induced chronic
underinvestment in these countries.
The described factors are not only causes of investor
myopia. Other elements of institutional environment can
also affect planning horizon of agents, for instance, rules
determining rights and duties of different agents. Such
rules are both significant element of institutional
environment and goal of rent-seeking activity. By the way,
it means that degree of competition can be also treated
as an element of institutional environment. The point is
that extremely fierce competition impedes too long-term
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

calculations owing to unpredictability which is inherent
to such competition. But, on the other hand, highly
monopolized environment is also inconsistent with long
planning horizon of agents because perception of
“monopolistic protectability” discourages any complex
and time-consuming kinds of activity. Broadly speaking,
such aspects should be elaborated more seriously.
But nevertheless these aspects do not abolish the
statement that the main reasons for investor myopia are
both absence of clear legal enforcement of forward
contracts and high degree of opportunism. Indeed it means
that a question about a role of the State must be analyzed
in detail.
4. Conclusion: the State and investor myopia
The main practical conclusion of this paper is rather
Keynesian: an improvement of “state of affairs” is “in
hands of the State”. As the above analysis has showed,
collapse of fixed capital investment and/or chronic
underinvestment can be an effect of inability or reluctance
of the State to fulfil its main institutional function which
is a legal enforcement of contracts. Only “protectability”
of contracts provides some “acceptable” level of agents’
confidence in the long-term future and creates necessary
prerequisites for realization of complex and lengthy
investment projects.
But opportunism can also be a consequence of the
“government failure”. The point is that the State can mould
and change public ideology (PI) which can be defined as
the system of social goals, preferences and values
influencing on individuals’ objectives and values. PI both
affects and is affected by informal institutions. Moreover,
broadly speaking, PI can be treated as a special element
of informal part of institutional environment.
In described case the following idea is important.
The propensity to behave in an opportunistic manner
depends, in particular, on PI. Some PIs can taboo
opportunistic behavior, whereas other PIs can encourage
it. The example of the former type of PIs is the systems
of social goals, preferences and values in the Protestant
Western countries at the earliest stage of Western
capitalism development (Weber, 1965). Honest behavior
and strict observance of contractual obligations have been
unshakable principles of the Protestant ethic. That is why
violations of obligations in Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian
countries (centers of Protestantism) are rare in
comparison with all other countries and regions of the
world.
The example of the latter type of PIs is ideologies
in many transitional/post-transitional countries in the
1990s and 2000s, such as Russia, Ukraine etc. In each
of these countries at the beginning of 1990s the State —
mainly through mass media — had become to implant
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ideology of immediate enrichment and conspicuous
consumption instead of communistic system of goals,
preferences and values. In the course of this
“implantation” the most of moral rules common to all
mankind were declared as old-fashioned ones. Honest
and (all the more) self-sacrificing work had become
socially disregarded and disdained. So the State had
compelled people to be more selfish and money-grubbing.
Moreover, implantation of this new PI had opened broad
ways for various illegal activities. Naturally, opportunism
had quickly become to transform from occasional
phenomenon to behavioral norm. Often people enriched
with the violations of formal rules have obtained public
recognition (in mass media etc).
It is clear that new “transitional” PI has strongly
narrowed investor myopia in considered countries. Such
ideology of immediate enrichment and “luxury life” has
been inconsistent with purpose of steady economic
growth induced by rapid technical progress. Such purpose
is unattainable when the most investors are characterized
by myopia. I believe, that implantation of such PI is one
of the most important reasons for transformational
recession in many transition economies. And one of the
most strong means for providing high rate of growth is a
creation of new PIs which encourage honest (and perhaps
even ascetic) behavior.
In closing, both investor myopia and high liquidity
preferences are phenomena concerned with choice
among durable assets; and both these phenomena very
negatively affect real economy. Furthermore, overcoming
of investor myopia — as well as deliverance from
extremely high liquidity preference — is “in hands of the
State”. High liquidity preference can be eliminated by
expansionary fiscal and monetary policy of the State.
Investor myopia can be eliminated by both clear
enforcement of private contracts and active struggle with
opportunism. It is the State that is responsible for both
these “policies”. In short, investor myopia can be treated
as a consequence of the “weak State”, which cannot
mould institutional environment consistent with market
economy characterized by high allocative efficiency and
successful macroeconomic performance. That is why it
seems to me that described “theory of investor myopia”
can shed new light upon fundamental economic problems
of post-transitional and developing countries.
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Розмаїнський І. В. Інвестиційна короткозорість і перевага ліквідності як взаємодоповнювальні поняття.
Стаття є спробою розробки цілісної теорії інвестиційної короткозорості, що існує, коли агенти не враховують довгострокові наслідки своїх дій. Інвестиційна короткозорість трактується як поняття, що доповнює перевагу ліквідності: обидва феномени породжують низький рівень інвестицій. Але, при цьому, інвестиційна короткозорість, на відміну від переваги
ліквідності, є більш довготривалим явищем, пов’язаним з серйозними вадами інституційного середовища. Основний практичний висновок полягає в тому,
що за подолання інвестиційної короткозорості є відповідальною держава. Позбавлення від інвестиційної короткозорості може допомогти у вирішенні багатьох
фундаментальних економічних проблем країн, що розвиваються, і постперехідних країн.
Ключові слова: інвестиційна короткозорість, перевага ліквідності, інституційне середовище, форвардні
контракти, опортунізм, держава.
Розмаинский И. В. Инвестиционная близорукость и предпочтение ликвидности как взаимодополняющие понятия
Статья содержит попытку разработки целостной
теории инвестиционной близорукости, имеющей место, когда агенты не учитывают долгосрочные последствия своих действий. Инвестиционная близорукость
трактуется как понятие, дополняющее предпочтение
ликвидности: оба феномена порождают низкий уровень инвестиций. Но, при этом, инвестиционная близорукость, в отличие от предпочтения ликвидности,
является более долгосрочным явлением, связанным
с серьезными изъянами институциональной среды.
Основной практический вывод состоит в том, что за
преодоление инвестиционной близорукости несет ответственность государство. Избавление от инвестиционной близорукости может помочь в решении многих фундаментальных экономических проблем развивающихся и постпереходных стран.
Ключевые термины: инвестиционная близорукость,
предпочтение ликвидности, институциональная среда,
форвардные контракты, оппортунизм, государство.

Rozmainsky I. V. Investor Myopia and Liquidity
Preference as the Complementary Concepts
The paper contains attempt to develop coherent
theory of investor myopia, which takes place when
agents do not take long-term outcomes of their activity
into account. Investor myopia is treated as a concept
which is complementary to liquidity preference: both
can lead to underinvestment. But, at the same time, the
former is more long-run phenomenon which is
concerned with serious defects of institutional
environment. The main practical conclusion is that the
State is responsible for overcoming of investor myopia.
This phenomenon can be considered as the key to many
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THE THEORY OF DEMAND: CRITICAL ANALYSIS
additional profit or decreasing price on this commodity,
or decreasing price on complementary commodities.
Such understanding of the volume of demand does
not conflict with essence of demand as a solvent necessity.
But demand as a solvent necessity has, as we marked
before, two sides: natural and monetary. We think that it
is more expedient to divide concept of demand into two
categories: demand in natural form (as expression of
necessity) and demand in monetary form (as expression
of payment). Absence of such division conduces to the
one-sided understanding of demand, to confusion then it
is impossible to describe the change of volume of demand
exactly. For example, we will take the same commodity
— potatoes. Suppose that the annual family necessity in
potatoes in 2009 was 200 kg Family spend for purchase
of 200 kg of potatoes 800 hrn. (4 hrn. for a kg). In 2010
because of the change of family members (a son went to
army) annual necessity in potatoes is 150 kg. Because of
increased price for 1 kg of potatoes from 4th to 6 hrn.
family spend for purchase 900 hrn. How to define changes
in the annual volume of demand of family on potatoes?
If to examine the volume of demand only from position
of payment, then we must give answer: the volume of
demand of family on potatoes in 2010 increased from
800 hrn. to 900 hrn. If to examine the volume of demand
in natural form, then we must give such answer: the
annual volume of demand of family on potatoes in 2010
to compare with 2009 reduced on 50 kg. If not to divide
the volume of demand into demand in natural form and
demand in monetary form, then we will not be able to
give a monosemantic right answer, because different
parties of demand changed in opposite directions.
It is written in a textbook on the bases of economic
theory edited by V. D. Kamaev: “...A price change changes
only the volume of sales of commodities, but not demand”
[1, p. 64].
The similar point of view is hold by many modern
economists who analyzing demand, such as
Bazilevich V. D., Buryk P. Y., Vatamanyuk Z. G,
Grontovskaya E., Gupalo O. G., Dzyubik C. D.,
Didenko I. P., Kondrachova V. A., Kosik A. F.,
Melnikova O. P., Melnikova V. I., Panchishin S. V.,
Pivak O. S., Stasyuk I. V., Steblii I., Schuchno A. A.,
Yaremenko V. and many other in Ukraine;
Beloucova I. E., Bublikova V. V., Bulatov А. S.,
Nikolaeva I. P., Nosova S. S., Selischev A. S.,
Taranuha Y. V. and many other in Russian Federation.
Here that is written in a textbook on the economic
theory edited by I. P. Nokolaeva : “Thus, the action of

Goal of the article: on the basis of critical analysis
to specify some positions the theory of demand, which
modern economists are interpreting incorrectly.
One of conditions of successful operating of market
economy is development of scientific theory of market.
The major element of this theory is a theory of demand.
Ukraine comparatively recently had passed to the
market relations, therefore the market theory in Ukraine
is in the stage of forming. Some positions of this theory,
in particular, the theory of demand are not deeply
comprehended enough by some economists and as a
result interpreted incorrectly. A critical analysis and
specification of these positions are very actual and
necessary.
Demand is a solvent need. Such or very near in
sense definition of demand is given almost in all textbooks,
monographs and manuals, and it does not cause
objections.
The necessity of man finds expression in his desires,
interests and aspirations. Economic necessities can be
satisfied through products of labor: by consuming these
products, which in the conditions of market economy,
as a rule, are commodities or paid services. A desire to
buy these commodities or services is the first side of
demand. The second side of demand is possibility of such
purchase, i.e. presence of money for realization of such
purchase. Thus, demand is a not purchase itself, it is a
only desire and possibility of this purchase.
A purchase of commodity by customer is a sale of
this commodity by seller at the same time. The volume
of sales can coincide and not coincide with the volume
of demand. For example, if we want to buy 100 kg of
potatoes and its price at the market is5 hrn. for a kg,
then we must have 500 hrn. If we had only 400 hrn., we
will be able to buy only 80 kg of potatoes at this price.
Although our requirement in potatoes 100 kg, our demand
on potato will be only 80 kg at this price or 400 hrn. We
can satisfy our requirement in potatoes only on 80%.
For satisfying fully our needs in potatoes we must either
get an additional profit in 100 hrn. or at the same size of
profit, which we will set aside for purchase, prices must
decrease on other commodities which we were going to
buy and then all saved money we can use for purchase
of potatoes, or potatoes’ price must decrease from 5
hrn. for kg to 4 hrn. for kg. In this case we will be able
to buy 100 kg of potatoes in 4 hrn. for kg on 400 hrn.
For determination of volume of demand in natural form
(100 kg of potatoes in our example) does not matter what
factor increased our possibility of purchase: receiving of
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equipment for horse in the Middle Ages. But the essence
of 3rd order changed only, essence of 4th order be the
same. A protective equipment for horse will be handmade
thing, not a product of nature, but a product of man
labor, but not a commodity probably. This object would
continue be the product of labor. Its essence as a product
of labor took place, when it was a mug, a tank and a
barrel, and when it transformed into equipment for horse.
But main in our argumentation about the quantitative
changes of any phenomenon, that these quantitative
changes are change of the phenomenon itself in the limits
of the same essence and at changing of essence.
If we using our previous reasoning about the
quantitative changes of the phenomenon will back to
consideration of quantitative changes of demand, we must
mark that any changes of size of demand mean the change
of demand. So artificial dividing of these changes into
the changes of size of demand and change of demand
contradict the dialectical method of research and is
unfoundedness. If we examine demand as payment
necessity, then its size will be determined by necessity
and solvent, regardless of factors that change the size of
this payment — by changing of commodity’s price or
changing of customer’s profit. The division of influence
on the size of demand of price and non-price factors
changes nothing. The size of demand will increase in a
case of decreasing commodity’s price (it is essence of
the law of demand) and in a case when the profit of
customer increases. According to dialectics any change
of size of demand means the change of demand.
Economists confirm that the change of size of demand
takes place in a change of commodity’s price and in a
change of non-price factors, but in a first case demand
curve on graph didn’t shift and in a second — shifted. A
change in demand (or change of demand) takes place
only in a case when a curve on graph is shifted. If demand
curve on graph does not shift then the change of demand
does not take place. No other arguments for explanation
of these distinctions are given.
Because a change of demand contacts only with
shifting of demand curve on graph, we must notice that
at the change of price demand curve can substantially
change according to elasticity of demand at price and
type of commodity.
If it is absolutely inelastic demand, then practically
any changes of price will not influence on the size of
demand on this commodity and demand curve will be
vertical. If it is absolutely elastic demand, then demand
curve on this commodity will be horizontal [4, p. 46]. If
we will describe an demand for the Griffen’s commodity
or for Veblen’s commodity on graph then the demand
curve will have positive inclination that conflicts with
the law of demand [5, p. 48, 51, 52]. This very substantial
change of the demand curve on graph related to the change
of price economists do not consider as a reflection of
change in demand, while displacement of the demand
curve under non-price factors is considered as a feature
of change of demand. Where is logic?

price factor causes the change of size of demand, that is
visible on a demand curve. The action of non-price
factors causes a change in demand, but expressed by
shifting of demand curve to the right, if demand increases,
and to the left, if demand decreases” [2, p. 64].
In the same textbook, but in later edition, authors
mark: “These two concepts — a change of volume of
demand and change of demand — very meaningful for
conception of both demand and supply. They must be
clearly distinguished” [3, p. 64].
Speaking about necessity to distinguish the change
of size of demand and change of demand the indicated
authors and all other economists, interested in the problem
of demand, these distinctions explain only by one: shift
or not shift at these changes demand curve on graph. If
at these changes demand curve on graph is not shifted it
means that the size of demand changes only, and if
demand curve is shifted, then demand changes.
Thus, all these economists in explanation of
distinctions between these changes come running to the
same argumentation, not thinking over logic of this
argumentation.
According to dialectical logic any quantitative
changes of one or another phenomenon are changes of
the phenomenon itself. The law of transition of
quantitative changes into qualitative says that quantitative
changes take place without change of essence of this
phenomenon while will not get a certain limit. A transition
out of this limit causes change of essence of this
phenomenon, his conversion into another phenomenon.
Let’s take for an example such vessel as a small
mug with cubic measure 100 milliliters. If we will increase
the size of this vessel without changes of its proportions
and forms to 300 milliliters, then this small mug will
become an ordinary mug. If we will increase the size of
this vessel to 500 milliliters and will change its form,
which was made from grey steel , and cover it by white
enamel, it will mean not only the quantitative but also
some qualitative changes of vessel, but his essence will
not change. It will remain a mug, but more large. But if
we will increase the size of this vessel to 10 l, it will
transform from a mug into tank. This vessel already will
not be named a mug. It will be named a tank. The function
of this vessel will change too. It will not be a vessel for
drink, but a vessel for keeping water or some other liquid.
The change of first-order essence will happen. From a
mug a vessel will transform into a tank. One type of
vessel will transform into other type of vessel with the
change of its functional setting, but its deeper essence
will remain unchanging. It is used as a vessel. If we will
increase the sizes of this vessel to 100 or even 200 l, it
will change the essence, essence of 2nd order, by
transforming from a tank into a barrel. But it still be used
as a vessel, its essence of 3rd order will be the same. Its
deeper essence, i.e. essence of 3rd order, will change,
then we recast it on original armor for a horse, i.e. on
facility of defense of horse from darts, arrows and copies.
Then it would be not a vessel, but element of protective
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We must define criteria of change of demand for
finding out changes that is necessary to consider as
changes of demand. From our point of view such criteria
are: change of essence of demand and change of size of
demand.
The change of essence of demand takes place with
the change of type of commodity. Demand on a potatoes
is one type of demand, demand on bicycles is another
type of demand. The change of type of demand means
the change of essence of demand (essence of 1st order).
Individual and combined demand is also have different
essence. However their deeper essence is identical: they
are demand both, not another phenomenon as weather,
for example.
The second criterion of change of demand is a
change of its size (volume). As we marked before any
quantitative change of one or another phenomenon,
including demand, means the change of the phenomenon.
Consequently, the change of size or volume of demand
means the change of demand. Reasons that can change
size of demand could not be used as a criterion, i. e
feature that signs changes of demand. For example, if
to send the ray of light on a post, a post will throw
shadow. A post will serve as reason of arising shade
up, however it can be considered the sign of shade. If
to turn light off, shade will not be, in spite of presence
of post. It be the same for demand. It is impossible to
consider as a sign of change of demand reasons that
can change the size of demand, i.e. neither the change
of commodity’s price nor change of non-price factors
can serve as the sign of change of demand. For example,
if family profit intended for the purchase of potatoes is
500 hrn., at potatoes’ price in 5 hrn. for a kg, now
increased on 100 hrn. and got 600 hrn., but at the same
time the potatoesЃEprice increased from 5 to 6 hrn. for
kg, solvent of family will not change, i. e. demand will
be the same — 100 kg. Because demand is a solvent
necessity, the signs of change of demand can serve as
change of necessity and payment only in their interrelation.
Even change of each of these parties of demand in tearing
away from each other cannot serve as the signs of change
of demand. For example, if a necessity grew and solvent
didn’t change demand will stay the same. If solvent will
grow outside a necessity, demand will stay the same too.
Solvent surplus does not change the size of demand. For
example, if annual demand of family on potatoes is 200
kg at a price 5 hrn. for kg and family has a profit in 500
hrn. then family can purchase only 100 kg. If family
solvent will grow to 1000 hrn. demand of family will be
fully satisfied. Family will be able to purchase 200 kg of
potatoes, but if family solvent will grow to 1500 hrn.
demand of family will be on the level of 1000 hrn. family
will not buy potatoes over 200 kg because the purchase
of commodity over a necessity conflicts with good sense.
Thus, differentiation of concepts a change of
volume of demand and change of demand are a devised
problem that conflict with the dialectical method of
thought. Baseless, conflicting with dialectics are
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Fig. 1. Demand curve

explanations of changes of demand by shifting of demand
curve on the graph of demand because change of volume
of demand is a sign of change of demand, but not reasons
that change volume of demand (Fig. 1).
The next aspect of problem of demand is
configuration of demand curve. In a textbook “Economy”
Guravleva is described next picture:
It is written below: “On graph the curve DD goes
down from top to bottom. It caused by the law of falling
demand” [6, p. 95 — 96]. And further: “This law was
formulated by French mathematician Curno in the work
“Research of mathematical principles of the theory of
wealth”. According to his formulation of law, demand
on commodity makes some function of price, decreasing,
as a rule. Such position does not conflict with a market”
[6, p. 96]. Laughter and only.
According to the law of decreasing demand the
demand curve must deviate (to distort) to the left toward
axis and on graph it deviates to the right along axle. Such
explanation and illustration of curve on graph will
embarrass and nonplus any thinking reader.
The authors of textbook on the bases of economic
theory edited by V. D. Kamaeva try to explain such situation
as follows: “Decrease of demand takes place because every
subsequent purchase of the same commodity or service
gives consumer comparatively the less use, benefit,
satisfaction... the sale of every additional commodity
becomes possible only at a going down price... A declivous
pulldown curve has negative inclination because describes
reverse linear dependence between two variables — price
and amount of sales and also going down marginal utility
of every additional purchase of the same commodity that
explains falling of its price” [1, p. 64].
So satiation of demand causes its decreasing,
reducing and reducing of volume of sales. Decreasing of
demand causes reducing commodity’s price,
commodity’s price reducing causes the increase of
demand and increase of volume of sales. What to do
with the law of decreasing demand if demand grows in
reality? But even if demand grows, but grows inversely
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August, but not because the utility of 2nd sack of potatoes
decreased.
For conclusion, it is necessary to mark that incorrect
positions of modern theory of demand are conditioned
not by errors of separate economists and conditioned by
disintegration of the USSR and crash of the socialistic
system, by mass spreading in modern economic literature
of the bourgeois vulgar theories.

proportionally to price decreasing , i. e. at single elasticity
of demand the demand curve must be a line, but not
curve as it is presented on graph [4, p. 45].
So, as we see, a number of positions of the theory
of demand in works of modern economists is interpreted
incorrectly. It is necessary to say that all these erroneous
wrong positions of the theories of demand, analyzed in
works of modern economists, are not invention of these
economists. They are based on ideas and theories
proposed and published by western bourgeois vulgar
economists. There are theories of decrease and theory
of marginal utility which modern theory of demand used
as a background. These and other vulgar theories had
been critiqued by the classics of marxism, soviet
economists, but in a situation of firming historical and
economic conditions and disintegration of Soviet Union
former soviet and modern young economists are consider
now all these vulgar theories as truth.
There is inscription in a textbook on the bases of
economic theory edited by V.D. Kamaeva that the authorial
collective of this textbook awarded grant for the best
textbook from a fund “Cultural initiative” (Soros’ fund).
We know, who is Soros and what ideas he adheres to.
Therefore authorial collective of textbook got an grant
because one of the first began frankly to propagandize
the vulgar theories of bourgeois western economists.
It should be noted that some modern economists
also criticize the modern theory of demand and especially
sharply and justly criticize the theory of decrease of utility
and marginal utility [7, p. 144 — 152].
But let’s back to the theory of demand. If modern
economists explain the change of demand incorrectly then
how really change of demand, what is mechanism of
this change?
Such called law of decreasing of demand is
expressed in fact that satiation by one or another
commodity reduce demand. It is impossible to contest
this fact. However this law is only a tendency. Action of
law of increasing necessities, formulated by V. I. Lenin,
and also action of law of the increasing labor productivity
that increase the level of production and profits, create
more powerful tendency and real (actual) increasing of
demand. The tendency of decreasing of demand appears
not because of reducing utility as far as the satiation of
demand (the utility of consumption does not reduce and
even can increase, for example, the consumption of
drugs). If, for example, family wanted had money to
buy two sacks of potatoes for winter, but in a power of
unexpected circumstances, related to the place of keeping
of potatoes, family bought in August only one sack of
potatoes and the second sack of potatoes it bought only
at the end of September. In August demand on potatoes
got two sacks although it satisfied only a half of demand.
In September demand on potatoes reduced in 2 times
and got one sack only. However it does not means that
the utility of the second sack of potatoes became in two
times less than of first. Family demand on potatoes in
September reduced because it was partly satisfied in
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011
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INTERACTION OF REGULATORY REGIMES AND PRIVATE BUSINESS INTEREST
‘regimen’. In modern English language it means a
government, a particular system of governing [15,
p. 256]. The Dictionary of Ukrainian language explains
the word ‘regime’ as a state system, the system of
measures and rules, using for achieving a certain goal
[22, p. 146]. The French sociologist R. Aron writes that
any society has three kinds of secular power, and three
different kinds of regimes, they are economic, political
and military [2, p. 283]. F. Speer uses the notion of
‘regime’ in order to define a large group of interdependent
people, who submit to a certain more or less significant
extent to a certain social-economic order [24, p. 6].
G. Soros considers that ‘regime is a set of social
conditions existing simultaneously, sufficient to exist in
reality … The regime could be considered as certain set
of rules, dominating in a particular place for a certain
period of time … The regimes are connected with
governing and regulations [23, p. 76].
Economic regime could be regarded as the specific
kind of economic regulations, expresses in a certain
complex of economic stimuli and limitation [1, p. 186].
V. I. Lyashenko in his research [13, p. 92] introduced
a term ‘regulatory economic regime’, or regime of
management which could be considered a certain system
of management and described as the following equation:
RG = {G; S; I; R; P,Т}, where G is the infinite number of
aims, planned to achieve through the introduction of this
regime; S is the infinite number of subjects, subdues to
this regime; I is the multiplicity of norms, rules, regulations
and conditions, necessary to achieve the declared aims; R
is the infinite number of resources used in the process of
implementation of regime; P is the infinite number of policies
and strategies, targeted at the achievement of the declared
aims; T is the term of its operation.
The author draws an analogy with the scheme of
metamorphosis of the commodity by K. Marx and offers
systemic approach to regulatory regime in the following
way: І ⇒ RG = {G; S; I; R; P, Т} ⇒ І′ , where I and
І′ mean the private business interest before and after the
influence of economic regulatory regime.
Economic interests are the essential characteristic
features of driving forces in the process of formation
and development of economic subjects. Economic
interests mean the deliberate striving of economic subjects
to satisfy certain requirements, which are the objective
motive of their business activities. The interaction of
interests is the driving force of economic development.
Under the influence of social-economic regulatory regime
the interest of a businessman could have a neutral

The world experience shows, that the most important
feature of market economy is small private business.
Without the development of this sector it is impossible to
improve the economics processes, to introduce
innovations, to create new working places, that in its turn,
contributes to the economic growth of the country.
The process of formation and development of private
business in Ukraine is the evidence of the fact, that the
problem of additional financial ensuring of private business
activities is versatile. Its economic and legal foundations
are still in the process of their development. That is why
the research concerning the problems of influence and
interconnections of regulatory regimes in the field of
private business is urgent.
The analysis of latest investigations and publications
shows that the problem attracts great attention of
domestic and foreign specialists; among them
J. A. Schumpeter [26], Z. S. Varnaliy [5], O. I. Baranoskiy
[3], L. I. Vorotina [9], R. V. Rudik [20], A. V. Grinyuk
[10], V. K. Zbarskiy [12], I. A. Maksimenko [14],
V. I. Lyashenko [13], V. A. Rube [19], A. Hosking [25],
P. Drucker [11] etc. Although the problem of developing
private business and the ways of its stimulating in Ukraine
and other countries has been paid great attention, some
of its aspect still need further investigation.
The problems of development private business and
banking service are investigated as separate independent
fields. That fact leads to the lack of coordination in the
methods of their further development. Due to it, it is
necessary to carry out complex analysis of interaction
of private business structures and banking services in
the sphere of crediting, and consider them as the parts
of one integral process.
The bank crediting plays one of the most important
parts in stimulating renewing processes in the economy
of our country. It is considered to be the main source of
money resources for economic activities in the sphere
of small business.
Financial support of small private business in Ukraine
is accomplished by 176 banks and their 1369 branches;
1740 non-banking finance and credit institutions, including
1441 credit alliances [12, p. 50].
The main deterrent factor in the development of
small private business in Ukraine is the crediting, which
is difficult of access. It is the reason to analyse the essence
of economic relations between business structures and
banks in the process of crediting. For this purpose, we
should use the notion of regulatory regime.
The term ‘regime’ origins from Latin word
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Fig.1. The scheme of interaction of general state regime and the aggregate of branch regulatory regimes in the
economy of a state

private business, that is why each king of their activities
could be regarded as the branch regime, viz. credit regime,
deposit regime, currency regime etc.
Private business is another economic subject. The
activities of private business could be defined as the
interest of private business. When a business operator
wants to take credit, he meets the regulatory regime of
crediting in a bank or other financial institution. ]
Bank institutions give financing under the conditions
of crediting regime RGк = {Gк; Sк; Iк; Rк; Pк; Тк}, which
includes the following elements of regulatory regime:
Gk is the main goal of banking activities, i.e. to gain
profit;
Sk is the subject of branch crediting regime, which
is a crediting institution / creditor, physical or juridical
person, receiving credit resources (borrower), and
institutions, which regulate crediting activities of financial
institutions (the National Bank of Ukraine, etc.)’
Ik means norms and rules of crediting (bank rate,
security, warranty, guarantee, term of crediting) rules
and algorithms of calculating the level of solvency and
reliability of a borrower; the norms, defined by the
authorities, controlling and regulating the credit activities
of financial institutions (norms of reserving, discount rate
of the National bank);
Rk is the means of physical and juridical persons
(deposits), bank credits, charter capital, stock capital;
Tk is the main strategy of development of a financial
institution;
Tk is the term of crediting.
The interaction between the interest of private
business and the crediting regime of a bank takes place
at the market of financial services (Fig. 2).
During this interaction it is necessary to
coordinate the interest of both parts. From one side it
is a business operator striving to get a maximum profit,
and from the other side it is a bank, also striving to get

motivation, but it also could obtain both positive and
negative direction.
The priority direction of the state policy should be
to obtain positive value of I’.
All the structures, engaged in business activities on
the territory of Ukraine, are influences by the state regulatory
regime, which could be represented as the aggregate RGd
= {Gd; Sd; Id; Rd; Pd, Тd}, where : Gd is the number of
social-economic objectives, ensuring necessary general
social condition for the development of private business
activities, and sustainable economic development of the
state; Sd is the aggregate of state legislative and executive
authorities, the subject of private business activities;
financial institutions, which are also the subjects of this
regime; Id is the normative legal acts, representing the
multiplicity of norms, rules and regulations necessary to
reach the given aims; Rd is the aggregate of financial
resources, accumulating in the process of formation,
distribution and redistribution of state GDP; Pd is the state
policy and the strategy of state development for the given
period’ Td is the operation term of the regime.
Along with the general regime there are branch
regulatory regimes, operating in the particular spheres
(Fig. 1).
The interconnection and interaction of state and
branch regimes take place at the macro- and micro-levels.
The general state regulatory regime is synchronized with
the state policy of development in all the spheres. At
present the state policy of Ukraine is directed at driving
the economy out of the crisis. At the micro-level, a
particular set of rules and regulation is used for regulation
of different economic spheres. This set represents
regulatory regimes, viz. taxation regime, customs regime,
currency regime, investment regime, etc.
In the economy it is necessary to distinguish as a
separate branch the activities of financial institutions. They
render the unique financial services to the subjects of
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and the income got from credit operation. Banking
institutions decide credit rates and commission
remuneration independently (Fig. 4).
So, the first two components (Sector A and B) are
unchangeable. Components of credit rate, and a bank could
not change their size. The third component, sector B. is
the income, planned and corrected by a bank autonomously
depending on credit policy. Thus, taking into account the
average income of a bank, it is possible to determine 3
credit regimes: a general regime and two special ones;
stimulating and limiting. When using a general regime, the
bank could plan an average income from credit resources.
If the bank is highly interested in the increasing of
crediting, it could reduce the average level of income.
This credit regime is a special stimulating one. And vise
versa, when the bank introduces more tough credit policy,
it increases the average level of income, so this credit
regime is special limiting one.
State regulatory regime could not influence directly
on the process of credit rate formation. But the state
could influence on the credit rate by providing additional
resources at a favourable rate. The formation of credit

profit, and due to this reason it reduces credit rates
and soften the conditions of crediting. Another factor,
influencing on the bank policy, is its dependence upon
the rules and regulations, defines by the state
authorities, and control of the financial institutions (the
National bank of Ukraine).
It is impossible for a state to have a sufficient level
of developing private business structures, thus the state
regulatory regime should be directed to the regulating of
the conflict of interests and contradictions between the
private business structures and financial institutions in
the process of crediting, The state can influence on the
interests of the participating parts providing special
regulatory regimes in the crediting of private business
structures (Fig. 3).
The main contradiction in the crediting of private
business structures are the following: a high level of credit
rate, the necessity of pledge, a warrantor or a guarantee,
given by a third person. Credit payments include at least
two components: credit rate and commission
remuneration. Credit rates should ensure the discharge
of expenses used for crediting operations and reserving,
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А

B

Expenses for
obtaining resources

Expenses for
reserving

Expenses for
obtaining resources

Expenses for
reserving

Expenses for
obtaining resources

Expenses for
reserving

C
Average income

Credit rate according to
the current crediting
regime
Credit rate according to special
stimulating crediting regime

Average
income

Average income

Credit rate according to special limiting
crediting regime

Fig. 4. The structure of credit rate depending upon crediting regime

i.e. the level of credit rate, the demands concerning and
pledge and guarantee. These contradictions could have
negative impact on the interest of a business operator (to
work, develop, gain profit) and lead to their refuse from
further development, and in some cases even to closing
business activities. These contradiction are connected
with the fact, that the prior aim of private business is to
gain maximum profit. Using the equation of economic
regulatory regime for more retailed analysis of crediting
process allowed to understand and define the directions
of state influence, namely:
1) Stimulation of commercial banks to give credits
through releasing them from taxation on the costs,
directed for crediting small private business, and state
guarantees of paying credits back.
2) Reorientation of budget costs from direct
financing to the formation of foundations, helping to
stimulate small business crediting.
3) Active formation and operation of non-state
guarantee and insurance institutions for small private
business.
4) Efficient using of foreign investments [14, p. 18].
In order to overcome these contradiction, the state
should indirectly use certain economic regulations and
directly finance bank resources at favourable rates.

resource costs has many stages and depends on various
internal and external factors, which influence on the level
of credit rates directly or indirectly.
One of the main external factors, influencing on
the credit rate, is the discount rate of central Bank. The
discount rate of central bank is the payment, using for
refinancing bank institutions, taken in per cent [7, p. 338].
In Ukraine, the system of measures support small
private business, and the state is constantly improving
them. The first among these measures is the partial
compensation of credit rate. This direction is being
successfully realzsed in the programmes, supporting small
private business. The mechanism of using local budget
costs for partial compensation of credit rates in the shortterm and medium-term credits, given to small and medium
private business structures for the realization of investment
projects, is carries out according to the algorithm, Defined
by the order of the Ministry of Economy and State
Committer for regulatory policy and private business of
Ukraine, issued on March 6, 2006, №82/20 [18].
The second measure is the state guarantees which
could partially replace the pledge. In Ukraine the state
guarantees for small business crediting could be realized
by the formation of the department for credit guarantees
in the regional foundation for supporting private
business. It does not require the formation of supporting
foundation as separate juridical institutions in every
region of Ukraine.
Thirdly, the state could offer to the banking and
other financial institutions to use favourable regimes in
the sphere of taxation, licensing, etc., for stimulating their
activities in the field of crediting small private business.
Analysis of the interaction between private business
structures and banking institutions in the process of
crediting allows to conclude, that both business structures
and banking institutions act due to the regulatory regimes,
consisting of the combined elements.
In the process of interaction between banking
(financial) institutions and private business for obtaining
credit, we could evidence a number of contradictions,
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Kolesnikova G. V. Interaction of Regulatory
Regimes and Private Business Interest
The article by using the concept of a regulatory
regime deals with the nature of economic relations
between business entities and banking institutions in the
process of lending. It covers the features of the
interaction of entrepreneurial interest and credit regime.
There are contradictions that arise in the process of
lending and factors affecting their resolution. The role of
the state in resolving these conflicts.
Key words: small business, regulatory regime, credit
regime, national regulatory regime, entrepreneurial
interest, discount rate, the interest rate on the loan,
mortgage, guarantee.
Колєснікова Г. В. Взаємодія регуляторних
режимів та підприємницького інтересу
У статті за допомогою використання поняття регуляторного режиму розглянуто сутність економічних
відносин між підприємницькими структурами та банківськими установами в процесі кредитування. Висвітлено особливості взаємодії підприємницького інтересу та кредитного режиму. Виявлено протиріччя, що
виникають у процесі кредитування, та фактори, які
впливають на їх розв’язання. Також визначено роль
держави у вирішенні цих протиріч.
Ключові слова: мале підприємництво, регуляторний режим, кредитний режим, загальнодержавний регуляторний режим, підприємницький інтерес, облікова
ставка, відсоткова ставка за кредитом, застава, гарантія.
Колесникова А. В. Взаимодействие регуляторных режимов и предпринимательского интереса
В статье с помощью использования понятия регуляторного режима рассматривается сущность экономических отношений между предпринимательскими структурами и банковскими учреждениями в процессе кредитования. Освещены особенности взаимодействия предпринимательского интереса и кредитного режима. Выявлено
противоречия, возникающие в процессе кредитования, и
факторы, влияющие на их разрешение. Также определена роль государства в решении этих противоречий.
Ключевые слова: малое предпринимательство,
регуляторный режим, кредитный режим, общегосударственный регуляторный режим, предпринимательский интерес, учетная ставка, процентная ставка по
кредиту, залог, гарантия.
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GLOBALIZATION AND FACILITIES OF ORIGINAL INSTITUTIONAL ECONOMICS
AT RESEARCH OF INSTITUTIONAL CHANGES IN ECONOMY
I
For many years economists working in various
theoretical schools pay great regard to institutional changes
in economy. Most researches of institutional changes are
carried out within the neoinstitutional or the new
institutional economics frameworks. However the use
of heuristic potential of original (old) institutional
economics can enrich modern theories of institutional
changes.
Institutionalism as an important scientific school has
considerably strengthened its positions for the last twenty
years. It is caused by:
1) the development of the neoinstitutional or the
new institutional economic theory which became the
major direction of evolution of the modern neoclassical
economic theory;
2) the necessity of interpretation of radical
institutional transformations in economic traditions of the
post socialist countries, and also considerable acceleration
of the rate of institutional changes in the majority of
national economies;
3) the increased value of non-orthodox economic
theories which increasingly determine the development
of perspective scientific schools in the modern economic
theory. Old or original institutional economics along with
post Keynesianism and the Austrian school which are
non-orthodox schools generate the theories which give a
relevant explanation of modern institutional
transformations and globalization processes in a
postindustrial society.
Within the new institutional economic theory
framework the role of institutes as the restrictions at
realization of different economic actions is emphasized.
New institutional economics is also concentrated on

defining the institutes as restrictions while the main feature
of old institutional economics consists in modeling the
institutes as defining factors of agents’ informative ability1.
Hodgson also proves that the defining line of new
institutional economics is that, generally, institutes
influence upon behaviour of given individuals as
restrictions2. Besides, according to prevailing opinion of
neoinstitutionalists, institutes are the results of the
individuals’ choices and, thus, cannot cause an individual
choice3.
First of all, institutes have the information nature.
Thanks to them individuals not only receive the
information on the permitted and forbidden actions, but
also form their behavioral and informative models, which
define human actions.
Theoretical heritage of original institutional
economics can provide very useful instruments for
investigations of modern institutional changes. Within the
limits of this article from a variety of concepts of original
institutional economics are used the research tools of the
theory of collective actions of J. Commons (elements of
which have received reflection in M. Olson’s works4)
and Veblen’s dichotomy for an explanation of institutional
changes.
II
Formation of effective modern economy requests
updating of old institutes and creation of new ones. The
evolution of institutes is closely associated with
mechanisms of regulation which can include measures
of state economic policy, and also actions of organizations
and groups of special interests. Therefore the Veblen’s
concept of dichotomy and institutional inertia can help
with the analysis of modern institutional changes.
Institutes are traditionally interpreted by economists

1
Khalil, E. Organizations versus Institutions // Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics. — 1995. — Vol. 151. — No 3. —
P. 445 — 66.
2
For more details, see: Hodgson G. M. Theory of economics and institutes: Manifesto modern institutional theory of economics. —
M., 2003. (Боле подробно См.: Ходжсон Дж. Экономическая теория и институты: Манифест современной институциональной
экономической теории. — М., 2003.) Hodgson G. M. The Approach of Institutional Economics // Journal of Economic Literature. —
1998. — Vol 36. — No 1. — P. 166 — 192.
3
Dequech D. The demarcation between the “old” and the “new” institutional economics: Recent complications // Journal of Economic
Issues. — Jun 2002. — Vol. 36. — No 2. — P. 567.
4
Although M. Olson is represent most probably Public choice theory, which converging with neoclassic, in his works and first of all
“Logic public action” affect influence Commons’ ideas. (Хотя М. Олсон является представителем скорее теории общественного
выбора, которая конвергентна с неоклассикой, в его работах и прежде всего «Логике коллективных действий» заметно влияние
идей Дж. Коммонса).
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as rules and mechanisms providing their performance,
and norms of behavior which structure repeating
interactions between people5. Further we will adhere to
this interpretation of institutes. Along with institutes
considerable influence on economic development is made
by regulation mechanisms. Regulation mechanisms
represent a class of power connections and relations
resulting in the organization of economic processes within
the limits of state and corporate structures and other
organizations.
There is a phenomenon described by T. Veblen in
last century which is typical for postindustrial economy.
Subsequently the phenomenon has been called “Veblen’s
dichotomy” (sometimes the term “dichotomy of VeblenAyres” is used by authors, stressing the contribution of
Clarence Ayres in the research of the given problem).
Usually Veblen’s dichotomy is connected with the
contradictions arising during social changes between
progressive technologies and the institutes, which hinder
development. Traditionally the agenda of Veblen’s
dichotomy is at the core of the theoretical agenda of old
institutional economics6.
Veblen noticed repeatedly in his works 7, that
institutes which are regarded as modern in given period
are the results and also the reflection of previous
development and functioning of economic processes and
the activity of individuals and organizations. Veblen’s
dichotomy allows us to concentrate on one important
feature of economic development of a society. This
feature can be characterized as asynchrony of the
evolutions of mechanisms of the organization, production
management and state regulation tools, on one hand, and
rules, institutes and institutional agreements, on the other.
Contradictions between organizational forms and
stable rules and mechanisms of enforcement, i.e.
institutes, consist in asynchrony of their alteration rates.

During the epoch of industrial revolution the given
phenomenon was analyzed by T. Veblen as a dichotomy
between the industry and business8. In Veblen’s dichotomy
business institutes focused on profit, represent the
regressive force. On the contrary, the industry advanced
by engineers according to technical progress and their
skills, is the progressive force. We will not analyze in
details the fact, whether T. Veblen who developed the
theory in the end of XIX — beginning of the XX century
was right or not. Important is the fact that Veblen
specified the contradiction between inert, slowly
developing institutes and more dynamical technological
changes and requirements of technological and economic
policy.
Usually the introduction of new technologies is
considered as an evolutionary process, and the decrease
in entropy of system, as well as the increase in quantity
of energy and information are regarded as selection
criteria9. We can designate three central concepts of
economic evolution: variety sources, a choice of
environment and the transfer mechanism10. The given
abstract sight at dynamical development of a technological
choice doesn’t pay enough attention to such factors, as
social norms, the market power and a state policy11.
However, influence of market forces and institutes on
dynamics of technological changes is essential. Moreover,
many researchers connect the possibility of working out
and introduction of new technologies with the formation
of institutional conditions12.
Institutes, ordering or forbidding certain actions and
(or) interactions of economic actors, form preconditions
for long-term and repeating relations and transactions.
Institutes create a set of possible variants of social action
that makes actions of individuals predictable and, hence,
reduces probability of deformation or destruction of the
social system. Social changes are an important factor of

North D. Institutes and economic growth: historical introduction // THESIS. — 1993. — T. 1. — Pub. 2. — P. 73. (Норт Д.
Институты и экономический рост: историческое введение // THESIS. — 1993. — Т. 1. — Вып. 2. — С. 73).
6
Wisman, Jon D., Smith, James F. American Institutional-ism on Technological Change // Journal of Economic Issues. — 1999. —
Vol. 33. — No. 4. — P. 887 — 902.
7
See, for example, Veblen T. Theory of the Leisure Class. — M. : Progress, 1984., Veblen T. The Theory of Business Enterprise. —
M. : Delo, 2007. (См., например, Веблен Т. Теория праздного класса. — М. : Прогресс, 1984., Веблен Т. Теория делового
предприятия. — М. : Дело, 2007).
8
See Veblen T. Theory of the Business Enterprise. — M. : Delo, 2007. (См. Веблен Т. Теория делового предприятия. — М. : Дело,
2007).
9
Weinel, Ivan, and Philip D. Crossland. The Scientific Foundations of Technological Progress // Journal of Economic Issues. — Vol. 23.
— No. 3 (September 1989). — P. 795 — 808.
10
Nooteboom B. Innovation, learning and industrial organization // Cambridge Journal of Economics. — 1999. — Vol. 23. — P. 129.
11
Wisman, Jon D., Smith, James F. American Institutional-ism on Technological Change // Journal of Economic Issues. — 1999. —
Vol. 33. — No. 4. — P. 887 — 902.
12
Rosenberg N., Birdtsel-Jr. L. E. As West became rich. The economic transformations of the industrial world. — Novosibirsk, 1995.
(Розенберг Н., Бирдцел-мл. Л. Е. Как Запад стал богатым. Экономические преобразования индустриального мира. — Новосибирск, 1995).
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social progress. Here we again face the fundamental
dichotomy between institutes with their inertia and a
constancy and necessity of formation of new structures
of management and technologies. In our opinion, institutes
and management mechanisms (as well as technologies),
should be considered irrespective of their progressive or
regressive role which they play during given
developmental stage. In Veblen’s dichotomy the
progressive role of techno structure and regressive role
of capitalist institutes reduces the explanatory force of
this theory in relation to evolutionary institutional changes.
Asynchrony of technological development and
regulation mechanisms is the reason of the significant
dichotomy, which defines laws of development of
different economic orders. At first sight existing institutes
represent an inert force, which restrains step-by-step and
progressive development of technologies, of global
markets and the realization of modernization projects.
However, it is not so. The degree of asynchrony between
technologies and regulation mechanisms on the one hand,
and institutes — on the other, influences the stability of
an economic order. High degree of asynchrony can lead
to destruction of economy and crisis corresponding to
the moment of radical institutional transformation in the
model of a bottleneck in evolution of institutes13. Thus,
Veblen’s dichotomy can be considered as a special case
of asynchronous evolution of institutes and technologies.
And it seems to be correct not to do any estimated
judgments concerning progressiveness of technologies
and techno structure on the one hand, and institutes, on
the other.
Since the concept of Veblen’s dichotomy puts
investigation of power in the centre of the agenda of the
economic theory14, the analysis of special interests groups
actions can become a key to understanding the influence

of asynchrony of development on evolution of the
institutional structure of an economic order15. Incompetent
statesmen who develop inefficient measures of regulation
will cause a smaller loss to economy if the institutional
structure contains strong market and democratic
institutes16.
The history shows us an example of continuous
interaction of two forces: dynamic force of technologies
which promotes changes and static force of official
statuses and traditions which hinder the changes 17 .
Individuals and groups introducing new technologies,
face resistance of economic agents who are interested
in preservation of old technologies. Such resistance can
reach considerable scales, as in the case with Luddites
movement. It is interesting, that the importance and
force of Luddites movement differed depending on
institutes and economic culture in various regions of
England 18 . Thus, degree of discrepancy of new
organizational forms to economic culture and institutes
defines the degree of reaction of the basic actors.
Moreover, the asynchrony between introduction of
technologies, organizational mechanisms and institutes
in the modern world, leads to phenomenon of neoLuddites19. And though the results of activity of neoLuddites hardly will stop technical progress, but they
can create considerable difficulties in case of slow or
inadequate institutional changes. Moreover, mechanisms
of regulation formed after introduction of new
technologies demand additional researches of a problem
of monopoly in hi-tech fields20.
If we consider the times of industrial revolution of
the end of XVIII—XIX centuries, it is possible to observe
an example of asynchronous development of technologies
and methods of the organization of production and
economic institutes. Many contemporaries had a negative

13

Volchik V. V. Neutral markets, not neutral institutes and economic evolution // Post-Soviet Institutionalism / ed. by R. M. Nureev,
V. V. Dementieva. — Donetsk : Kashtan, 2005. — P. 185 — 204. (Вольчик В. В. Нейтральные рынки, ненейтральные институты и
экономическая эволюция // Постсоветский институционализм / под ред. Р. М. Нуреева, В. В. Дементьева. — Донецк : Каштан,
2005. — С. 185 — 204).
14
Atkinson G. Views on Economic Order and Evolution // Journal of Economic Issues. — 1995. — Vol. 29. — No 4. — 1231 — 1240.
(Dec95).
15
Volchik V. V., Berezhnoy I. V. Groups of interests and quality of economic institutes // Economic bulletin of Rostov State University.
— 2007. — T. 5. — №2 (Вольчик В. В., Бережной И. В. Группы интересов и качество экономических институтов // Экономический
вестник Ростовского государственного университета. — 2007. — Т. 5. — № 2).
16
In a common, this statement is coordinated with the model offered by G. V. Egorov and K. I. Sonin. See: Its-ditch В, Sonin K. I.
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attitude to “industrial revolution” and the term itself for
the majority of people had a negative connotation21.
Technological changes will run faster, the newer
and less controlled is the branch of their introduction.
For example, in days of industrial revolution in England
cotton manufacture was a new branch; it was less
regulated by legislation, by shop rules and traditional
practice which interfered with technological changes,
unlike woolen and linen manufacture where development
of these branches was restrained by tradition and
regulation22.
In the context of the model of asynchronous
evolution of mechanisms of regulation and institutes it is
possible to give an explanation to Anthony Giddens’s
“paradox of democracy”. According to his concept, “The
paradox of democracy is that while it extends worldwide,
in mature democratic states which other world should
apparently imitate, grows the disappointment in
democratic processes”23. Disappointment in politicians
is first of all the reflection of discontent and aversion of
those mechanisms of realization of a state policy
(including economic) which are not coordinated with
existing institutes. But in the same work Giddens notices,
that according to sociological surveys, which were held
in the USA and other western large countries, more than
90 % of the population have declared the approving
attitude to the democratic form of governing. Also surveys
show, that the population of developed countries does
not lose interest to a policy and with trust concerns the
basic democratic institutes24.
Depending on degree of asynchrony of changes we
can make conclusions only about stability and rates of
changes of different economic orders. The situation when
development of institutes overtakes the rates of new
techno structure formation is possible. In that case the
process of institutional changes will be an important factor

of adoption or intensification of scientific researches and
inventions for industrial and trading needs.
Asynchrony of institutional changes, on the one
hand, and of technologies, management and regulation
mechanisms, on the other, also illustrate a phenomenon
of institutional inertia. As O. Williamson noticed25, inertia
is inherent to the uppermost level of institutional
hierarchies — “the social involvement” to which he relates
customs, morals, traditions, religion the greatest. This
top level of hierarchy defines long-term tendencies of
social order evolution. It is necessary to consider, that
the longer develops the reformed institutional system,
the more inert it will become. And one of the most
important roles is played here by groups of special interests
which in the majority of longtime stable societies are
considered to be the reason of social sclerosis26.
Application of the evolutionary approach to the
analysis of economic transformations allows us to make
a conclusion that behavioral models of the basic
economical subjects cannot be changed for a short time
interval because of the effect of institutional inertia. At
the analysis of institutional changes in economy it is
necessary to consider the influence of institutional
“genotype” of the previous economic order. Institutional
genotype is reflected, first of all, in the existence of steady
informal rules, customs and traditions which, first of all,
form the stereotypes of economic behavior and economic
culture as a whole. Such influence corresponds to cultural
national tradition. The involvement of groups with narrow
and comprehensive interests in the sphere of this or that
rule and institute27 creates conditions for functioning within
the limits of a social order of such rules and institutes.
The formation of markets is first of all connected
with the process of evolution of rules and institutes which
set action frameworks for cooperating economical
players28. However the above mentioned process can be

Cameron R. Short economic history of the world. From a paleolith to our time. — M. : ROSSPEN, 2001. — P. 206. (Камерон Р.
Краткая экономическая история мира. От палеолита до наших дней. — М. : РОССПЭН, 2001. — С. 206).
22
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very long or difficult connected with the creation of
institutional structure of the markets with a specific
exchanging property rights. For example, modern
financial markets can be considered as such markets.
Institutional inertia is also considered to be a
protective reaction of the system to the destroying it
institutional and technological innovations29. If it was
possible to implement all innovations, the system simply
wouldn’t be able to function normally in the case of
contradictions between the implemented institutes and
technologies.
It is necessary to consider, that institutes not only
set preferences, but also set structure of stimulus which,
in turn, can influence the choice of economic agents30.
Therefore considering various economic orders and types
of economic development, it is, first of all, necessary to
consider available institutes and also historical regularities
of their evolution.
Some social institutes show different economic
efficiency depending on what historical and time
frameworks they are considered. Historic facts about
the role of the institute of family in various cultures can
be considered as an important illustration. For example,
broad debate concerning the role of the Chinese family
as an agent of original and productive family capitalism
in China31. In White’s review on the given problem there
are two opposite opinions about the economic role of
Chinese family32. The role of the Chinese family institute
evolved from unequivocally regressive, standing on the
way of economic progress, to progressive institute on
which the modern family business enterprises are based
in Taiwan and Hong Kong33.
The recognition of inertia of changes of institutes
and behavioural samples demands attachment to any
reforms a genetic character that means transferring the
accent from a desirable end result to really existing heritage
of the past34. Hence, the system can be closed on its
previous inefficient institutional luggage. And if changes
in market and administrative mechanisms of regulation

are accelerated, the probability of negative consequences
of institutional inertia increases.
III
According to the concept of one of the most wellknown representatives of original institutional economics
John Commons, the nature of institutes is first of all
connected with social actions. Commons noticed that as
the benefits are economically limited; their acquisition is
regulated by social action. Social action creates the rights
and duties concerning the property and freedom without
which anarchy would reign in a society. Institutional
economy gives to social action its own place in the
arrangement of conflicts and order preservation in the
world of limited resources, private property and
inconsistency35. The central place in institutional economy
of J. Commons is given to power structures and groups
of influence whose actions form the institutional
environment.
According to Commons, except maintenance of
order and arrangement of conflicts power structures
should use working rules for cooperation encouragement
in manufacture and exchange, and also in the solution of
serious problems which have arisen owing to a pursuit
of own benefit as a result of economic interactions. These
functions do not arise automatically according to Smith’s
“system of natural liberties”, but should be generated by
corresponding stimulus created by “a visible hand of the
state”, and should be put into practice by means of various
sanctions, including threat of physical violence36.
Such social action creates state structures which
form the working rules, which direct the individual action.
While the basic power in the society is concentrated in
state hands, the set of other groups and organizations
(for example, such as commercial and industrial chambers
and associations of businessmen) also own a share of
independence and, hence, create and put into practice
their own working rules and rules of behaviour.
Commons speaks about hierarchy of governance
structure, such as the business enterprises, trade unions,

29
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church and the family. These formal organizations, and also
collectively defined set of working rules as social norms,
ethical principles and customs represent institutes — the
concept which Commons defines as “a social action for
restriction, liberation and expansion of individual action”37.
Elimination of conflicts and maintenance of an order
demands, that the transfer and use of the property rights
were regulated by rules and conventions in which
concepts of exchange, methods of payment and duties
of the parties in the course of an exchange are registered.
Since institutes represent a network of working rules
defining the rights, duties, liberties and the sphere of their
action, they influence contracts.
Two aspects of contracting are the most important.
The first consists in necessity of a steadfast attention to the
fundamental role of independence and conflict in economic
activities. Commons attaches special importance to the
bounded rationality, to the imperfection of information and
uncertainty of the future. As a result, contracts inevitably
become defective, and people resort to strategic agreements
and opportunistic behavior. All the above mentioned
information contains his “psychology of negotiations”; the
last falls under a standard term of egotism defined as “gaining
as more benefits as possible and as less damage as possible
without paying any attention to interests of other people if
there is no restriction which is impossible to overcome”38.
Thus, conflicts are inevitable, and for their solution lawful
courts and neutral third parties are required.
The second key aspect of the contract is nature of
legal relations which he creates between the parties. It
was mentioned above, that Commons defines the property
rights, and not the exchange of physical welfares, as the
basis of institutional economy. It leads him to the concept
of transaction which he describes as a fundamental unit
of measure in institutional theory.
According to Commons individual actions are
integrated into social ones, and transactions were the initial
unit of the analysis. Internalization of customs through habits
is the central element in social actions while individual actions
need to be supervised. According to Commons institutes
are being built from unorganized traditions to organized

“general unit”. Commons defines the term “ general unit”
as “a joint expectation” of benefits from three types of
transaction which are carried out for the account of
“working rules” and by means of the control of varying
strategic or restrictive factors which in their turn should
supervise others. Society supervises the individuals with
the help of working rules. These rules vary with change of
institutes. Each institute has its rules, and rules differ among
institutes. Rules arise from decisions of conflict termination39.
The change of institutes within the range of
Commons’ concept is first of all the result of adaptation
through a choice of the best institutional alternatives as a
result of social actions. The principle of a purposeful
choice stresses the decision-making role of those, who
can choose and define relevant rules. Hence, individuals
through social actions can choose and define rules for
economic interactions. It is connected with the problem
of rules formation and their coordination with available
institutional structure, elimination of conflicts and creation
of new possibilities for realization of transaction.
The further development of Commons’ ideas is
reflected in works of M. Olson who has applied the formal
device of neoclassic to the analysis of process of optimal
manufacture of social welfare which can be institutes.
The evolution of institutes in a modern society also
cannot be considered apart from interests of individuals
and organizations involved in their actions. Interests can
either coincide with stimulus, rules and restrictions set
by institutional structure, or contradict them. However
the change of status quo demands organized actions on
creation and introduction of an alternative institutional
innovation. It is impossible to deny the possibilities of
spontaneous evolution of institutes, i.e. without purposeful
action of groups of special interests. However such
variant in the short-term and medium-term periods seems
less probable. Moreover, if to consider evolution of
institutes not in Robinson Crusoe’s and Friday’s
hypothetical society, but in realities of modern economic
orders, the actions on introduction of institutional
innovations will be somehow connected with actions of
narrow or comprehensive groups of special interests40.
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is characterized by a stable set of institutes which form
space of possibilities in all spheres of a public life.
At the evolutionary analysis of action of groups of
special interests it is necessary to define what is selected
in development of an economic order. Within the limits
of our concept are selected, i.e. arise, stop their existence,
increase or reduce the quantity of participants groups of
interests either with narrow, or comprehensive interests.
However the most important point is the fact, that groups
of interests are considered as innovators, which initiate
the creation of institutes, and also support the structure
of social connections and stimulus which define the order
of their functioning.
As the group is considered through a prism of an
involvement of action of different institutes, change of
personal membership in the group does not render strong
influence on rules, routines and institutes which are
supported by the group. As an example from the Russian
history can be considered the economic and enterprise
activity of Old Believers who followed certain informal
institutes, for example, specific economic ethics43.
It is necessary to consider the problem of long
functioning of stable groups. In transition economy the
influence of groups of special interests on the process of
institute creation is shown most obviously in a short time
interval. However ex ante is very difficult to define, how
the introduction of this or that institute will be reflected
in economic efficiency. Institutes introduced by narrow
groups of special interests, for the purposes of
redistribution and extraction of the rent are more probable
to be less effective, than the institutes introduced by
groups with comprehensive interests.
The fundamental reason of an inefficiency of groups
of interests as institutional innovators is their long stability
and irremovability within the limits of political system.
After M. Olson’s works became standard the thesis that
big groups provide their members with collective benefits
worse, than small groups. Also big groups are less stable.
Therefore, if the problem of stability of interest groups
or “a social sclerosis” can be solved at the expense of
flexibility of political institutes that gives an opportunity
for a society with an abundance of groups of special
interest groups to form and function economic and

Such groups can exist either in obvious, or in implicit
kind. For example, different trade unions represent
particular groups of special interests which often play a
role of institutional innovators. However the introduced
institutional innovation can exist in the form of formal
institute for a long time even in the case when the trade
union, which initiated its acceptance, stops its existence.
But here we face a case, when the formal group is replaced
with an informal group with comprehensive (or on
occasion special) interests, included in the action of the
given rule and enforcement mechanisms, which constitute
the institute.
M. Olson’s model of collective actions of special
interests groups is the general theory (formal and
metatheoretical)41 which can give us only conceptual
frameworks (frames) or patterns for decision-making
or research problems in the conditions of limited
rationality.
If the society lacks groups interested in execution
of rules, which contains the institute (even having formal
character) such institute ceases to function de facto, but
exists as integral norm de jure. Therefore we can connect
the process of evolution of institutes with the process of
formation and transformation of interest groups.
Organizational structures and regulation
mechanisms can also be formed under influence of both
individual and social action. However their formation is
connected with purposeful search of optimum (probably
in some cases satisfactory) mechanisms of authoritative
coordination. Here we can face a problem when purposes
and methods and regulation mechanisms contradict
existing institutes which have developed evolutionarily.
It can be described within the limits of an offered
theoretical asynchrony of institutes developments and
mechanisms of regulation and technologies.
Any state represents a difficult organization where a
certain balance of interests of basic influential groups is
reached. However the concept of a state as a settled
gangster42 is also realistic. But the nature of such a settled
gangster is represented not individual, but social. That means
groups can (and should) come to a consensus concerning
collecting incomes (rent, taxes) from the under control
population involved in the given social order. The social order

41
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political institutes effectively44. But in traditional and
underdeveloped societies where the majority of social
communities is represented by primary groups and
religious communities, the principle of “a social
sclerosis”, destruction and removability of groups should
be considered taking into account the peculiarity of such
societies and their economic systems.
Following the logic of M. Olson, the main causes
of regress of institutional structures of rich, developed
economy are actions of groups of special interests in an
affected by “a social sclerosis society” and, as
consequence, a choice of inadequate economic policy
which, eventually, leads to relative and absolute delay of
economic growth45.
Groups of special interests gradually form
institutional environment with higher characteristics of
inertness and, hence, steadier against external shocks of
institutional import. However such groups inevitably form
preconditions for formation of a social sclerosis which,
in turn, inevitably leads to stagnation. There arises a
question: what built in mechanisms can the society
generate for opposition to the tendency of an inevitable
social sclerosis as consequences of long periods of stable
development of a society with amplifying groups of
narrow special interests? It is possible to offer the
following explaining hypothesis: effective economic
development in the long-term period is possible if
mechanisms periodically destroying or updating the
structure of groups of special interests, evolutionarily
developed in a society are formed. The updating process
of groups of interests should reduce the degree of
asynchrony changes. On the other hand, actions of stable
and long existing groups (mainly with narrow interests)
will promote increase of asynchrony which can lead to
system crisis and destruction of institutes.
The evolution of groups of special interests has in
many respects defined directions and quality of updating
processes. The West phenomenon is in many respects
defined by formation of independent and competing
groups of interests. Globalization forms not only new
mechanisms and channels of communications, but also

changes the quality of institutes which, in turn, set rules
and restrictions for the basic economic actors.
Modern trends of development of economy and
society are neither absolutely new, nor irreversible. Often
irreversibility of globalization and economic progress is
proved by facts of development of technologies 46.
However the given thesis is not obvious taking into
account a large quantity of historical examples when
technological and institutional innovations underwent
process of regress.
Discussion of the role of groups of special interests
in the evolution of institutes cannot be conducted apart
from the question of allocation and identification of
specific groups and definition of the degree of their
influence. There is a requirement both in the historical
description of formation and functioning process of such
groups, and measurement and statistical representation
of parameters of various groups of interests. Sociologists
and political scientists have saved up a lot of data which
can be used by economists. However it is still difficult to
find the data, which allows defining or illustrating
significant dependences between actions of groups and
formation of institutes. Here we face difficulties of
acquisition of relevant data. Probably, here exist not only
technical, but more methodological obstacles. The
classification of groups of interests depends on the
existing in the society tradition of lobbying and its
institutional economics. In case of transition economies
the problem of accurate classification of groups of
interests becomes complicated because of the mobility
of institutional restrictions.
According to the concept of a bottle neck in the
evolution of institutes of a group of special interests is
that unit which passes selection47. If groups of interests
collapse or transform, so that there is nobody in this or
that society to support the fulfillment of this or that rule
or to carry out sanctions for its nonfulfilment. However
groups of interests as already mentioned above, are
difficult to define accurately, especially in relation to
specific institutes. Therefore at doing a particular research
we should compare benefits and costs from actions on
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identification of specific groups, gathering and estimation
of quantitative data.
If we investigate the evolution of institute which
has a certain rank in the system of economic
communications, it is necessary for us to define a group
which is interested in or benefits from an existing state
of affairs. Eventually groups will change their
structure. But the personal structure will not have a
crucial significance if the institute is supported by the
group in its new structure. In other words, the
evolution of institutes and groups of interests is
considered as interconnected and interdependent
processes. However the development of new rules,
agreements and institutes demands considerably
stronger unity of groups, and also can be connected
with higher costs of social actions, than the
maintenance of functioning of institutes.
Between the buildings of original and new
institutional economics there should not be any
impenetrable walls. It is also important to understand,
that researches of evolution of institutes should promote
decrease in monopolization of the market of scientific
ideas. Therefore the given article is an attempt of research
of institutional changes from convergence positions of
institutional approaches in the economic theory. The
phenomenon of asynchrony of changes focuses its
attention on that “the growth” of effective institutes
should correlate with the formation of corresponding
mechanisms of regulation and social actions of groups
of interests.

in economy. Most researches of institutional changes are
carried out within the neoinstitutional or the new
institutional economics frameworks. However the use
of heuristic potential of original (old) institutional
economics can enrich modern theories of institutional
changes.
Keywords: research, institutional changes,
economics, facilities.
Вольчик В. В. Глобалізація й засоби інституційної економіки в дослідженні інституційних змін
в економіці
Економісти, які багато років працюють в різних
теоретичних школах приділяють належну увагу інституційним змінам в економіці. Більшість досліджень
інституційних змін здійснено в межах неоінституційних структур економіки. Проте використання евристичного потенціалу оригінальної (старої) інституційної економіки може збагатити сучасні теорії інституційних змін.
Ключові слова: дослідження, інституційні зміни,
економіка, засоби.
Вольчик В. В. Глобализация и средства институциональной экономики в исследовании институциональных изменений в экономике
Экономисты, много лет работающие в различных теоретических школах, уделяют должное внимание институциональным изменениям в экономике.
Большинство исследований институциональных изменений осуществляется в пределах неоинституциональных структур экономики. Однако использование эвристического потенциала оригинальной (старой) институциональной экономики может обогатить современные теории институциональных изменений.
Ключевые слова: исследование, институциональные изменения, экономика, средства.

Vol’chik V. V. Globalization and Facilities of
Original Institutional Economics at Research of
Institutional Changes in Economy
For many years economists working in various
theoretical schools pay great regard to institutional changes
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POLITICAL FACTOR’S IMPACT
ON THE UKRAINIAN STOCK MARKET DYNAMICS
The stock market plays a pivotal role in the growth
of the industry and commerce of the country that
eventually affects the economy of the country to a great
extent. It is reason that the government, industry and
even the central banks of the country keep a close watch
on the happenings of the stock market. The stock market
is important from both the industry’s point of view as
well as the investor’s point of view.
Stock market development depends on a group of
macro- and micro- environmental factors. Microenvironmental factors are issuers, investors, financial
intermediaries. Macro-environmental factors comprise
economic, demographic, legal, political, and social
conditions, technological changes, and natural forces [1].
Schwert (1989) examined how strongly the volatility
of macroeconomic variables was correlated with stock
market volatility. He found that the most of variability
cannot be explained, but that a number of variables exhibit
some correlations.
The process of market transformations in Ukraine
has created the preconditions for the formation of the
securities market, which led to a commitment in the study
of this problem among native scientists. This is reflected
in the works of Y. Petruni, V. Oskol, G. Kalac,
V. Sheludko and others [2]. A number of economists such
as W. Sharp, F. Black, M. Showls, Petruni,
В. Evtushevskiy, А. Mozgovoi claim that political factor
is one of the most significant macro-environmental factors
that affect the stock market dynamics [3].
Therefore, the main purpose of this paper is to
determine interdependence of political events in Ukraine
and stock market state through making a comparison of
the chronological order of political events with dynamics
of the stock market development main indicators.
Chronological analysis has been as follows.
Periodization of the stock market changes has been
provided; the time period from 2000 to 2009 was
investigated. In our case the key indicators of the stock
market prosperity are:
• PFTS index;

• FDI Rate of growth.
We chose these variables, because they represent
accepted measures of the Ukrainian stock market
performance.
The main idea of this paper, then, is to provide a
clearer mapping of political circumstances and the stock
market volatility interrelationships.
Alesina et al show that countries with lesser
government stability have lower levels of economic
growth [4]. Barro records similar evidence: revolutions
and political assassinations have negative impact on
investment [5].
Political factor has a significant influence upon
financial and economic indicators such as: state of
economy, prices and rate of inflation, interest rates,
unemployment, welfare, exchange rates, stock market,
and foreign direct investment [6].
A number of theoretical and empirical articles argue
that political instability hinders stock market growth [7].
Specifically, it has been suggested that political instability
increases policy uncertainty, which has negative effects
on productive decisions. A high probability of a change
of government implies uncertain future policies, so that
risk-averse economic agents may avoid taking important
economic decisions or might exit the economy, preferring
to invest abroad [8].
Different political events have different influences
for the stock market changes and foreign investors’
behavior. In this paper political events are divided
according to their after-effect character:
• Events with a positive effect.
• Events with a neutral effect.
• Events with a negative effect.
Political events which took place during the
observed period and could have positive, neutral or
negative impact on the performance of stock returns in
Ukraine are presented in Table 1.
These data were chosen on my own from
periodicals considering the importance and attention that
were given by mass-media.
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Table 1
The main political events which could have impact on the dynamics of stock returns in Ukraine
(April 2000 — May 2009) [9, 10]
№
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Date
16 April 2000
16 Sept 2000
28 Nov 2000
26 April 2001
31March2002
28 May 2002
16 Nov 2002
12 June 2003

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

19 Sept 2003
Oct-Dec2003
1 Jan 2004
17 April 2004
Oct-Dec 2004
20 Jan 2005
21 Dec 2005
1 Jan 2006
26 March 2006
6 July 2006
December 2006
Apr–June 2007
30 Sept 2007
5 Febr 2008
8-12August 2008
8 October 2008
May 2009
August 2009

Political events
Referendum on additional authorities of the President of Ukraine
Disappearance of journalist H. Gongadze
The beginning of the cassette scandal
Resignation of Victor Yushchenko and the government
Parliamentary elections
V. Litvin was elected the Head of the Verkhovna Rada (Rada)
Resignation A. Kinakh and the government
Kuchma’s speech about the necessity of changes in the Constitution of
Ukraine
Agreement on creation of the Common Economic Area (CEA) was signed
Tuzla crisis
Mortgage Law came into a force
Rada passed the draft of the Agreement on creation of CEA
Presidential elections and the “Orange” revolution
Inauguration of Victor Yushchenko
EU determined to assign status of country with market economy to Ukraine
Reform which limit the power of President and strengthen Prime-Minister
Parliament elections. V. Yanuckovich was elected the Prime-Minister.
A. Moroz was elected speaker of Rada
The Law required to enter WTO was passed
A political stability in Ukraine
Unscheduled Ukrainian parliamentary election
WTO accession
Armed conflict between Russia and Georgia
The Ukrainian parliament was dissolved by president Yushchenko
Diplomatic conflict between Ukraine and Rumania
“Gas war” with Russia

The stock market index (First Ukrainian Securities
Trading System (PFTS) index) reacts to any changes
immediately. “The PFTS trading platform transacts the
lion’s share of agreements for securities in Ukraine. PFTS
index is the only acknowledged “thermometer” which
precisely shows the political and economic “temperature”
of the Ukrainian securities market” [11]. PFTS accounts
for about 90% of foreign trade [12].
Positive political events have more significant impact
on behavior of stock returns. Market reaction to the
mainly positive events may be indicative of the fact that
economic agents are more likely to revise their estimates
of future returns upward than downward, or that positive
news are more informative than negative news. From
another point of view, the fact that only positive values
of news have significant effects on stock returns reveals
information about market efficiency [13]. In order to
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

Impact
Positive
Negative
Negative
Negative
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Negative
Neutral
Negative

indicate relationship between stock market dynamics and
political events in Ukraine (list of them is introduced
earlier) stock market dynamics graph is presented on
Figure 1. We use the indexes of PFTS to illustrate
Ukrainian stock market development. Using the Figure 1
it will be possible to see how stock market indexes react
to different political events in the state.
According to the Figure 1 it can be seen that
parliamentary and presidential elections have positive
impact on stock market dynamics whereas conflicts and
scandals lead to changing the situation for the worse.
The change of government which is in the
constitutional framework, contribute to the economic
growth, while forced regime change has a significant
destimulating effect [14].
To investigate Ukrainian stock market dynamics
comprehensively the corresponding periodization should
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— political events with negative impact;
— political events with neutral impact;
— political events with positive impact
Fig. 1. Performance of PFTS index in 2000 — 2009

be provided. Breakpoints of stock market indexes underlie
fragmentation. Namely, beginning of 2004 year which
can be characterized as rapid increasing and beginning
of 2008 when sharp decreasing may be observed.
Thus, 3 periods of stock market performance can
be studied: 1. 2000-2003; 2. 2004-2007; 3. 2008-2009.
Additionally, the use of time series data allows us to
test the influence of political events on the FDI inflow
growth.
The first part of the period investigated. 20002003 is the period of Ukrainian stock market formation.
The relevant dynamics can be characterized by
insignificant changes. Despite government replacement
and “cassette scandal”, enactment «About extra miles
concerning Ukrainian stock market development” and
signing the Agreement on creation of the Common
Economic Area helped to regulate stock market
movements. Figure 2 demonstrates PFTS index and FDI
dynamics. According to this figure after parliamentary
elections in 2002 investors became more active and it
could be explained by stabilization of political situation in
Ukraine and introduction of new laws and stock market
peculiarities [15].
Ukrainian stock market since the beginning of its
existence (1993) and by the end of 2000”s had a miserable
size. Trading volumes and overalls reached neither that
of the European markets, nor the Russian ones.

Development of the stock market stalled primarily because
of the lack of legislative framework and weak technical
support.
The second part of the period investigated. The
first major foreign investors have come to the Ukrainian
market since the Orange Revolution. A second surge of
interest in the West to the Ukrainian public companies
has fallen to 2007 — during the economic boom preceding
the crisis. By the time the leading exchanges in Ukraine
was PFTS [16].
In the past three years the Ukrainian equity market
has grown from one of the smallest in the region, FDI
growth from 2004 until 2007 was 343%. This dramatic
growth in Ukraine’s market capitalization when compared
to Hungary, Poland and Czech Republic is explained by
the positive effect of the Orange Revolution. Serious
engine for the stock market was also the end of the
election race and the stabilization of political situation in
Ukraine. After new president coming to power rating
agencies have improved forecasts for the country since
the uncertainty has disappeared. “This has led foreign
investors to pay attention to domestic securities”, a trader
Oleg Samokhin said. In addition, residents took up the
largest investment companies in the country, actively
promoting its market.
An enormous growth of FDI and PFTS index was
depicted on the Figure 3. It is related to several political
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— political events with negative impact;
— political events with neutral impact;
— political events with positive impact
Fig. 2. Performance of PFTS index and FDI inflow over a time period from 2000 until 2003 [16]

— political events with negative impact;
— political events with neutral impact;
— political events with positive impact
Fig. 3. Performance of PFTS index and FDI inflow over a time period from 2004 until 2007

reforms and presidential elections. Even the appearance
of political stability led to the growth of Ukrainian stock
market indices quickly. The price of domestic securities
was actively growing, sometimes even against the
negative performance of world stock exchanges.
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

Assignment market economy status to Ukraine by
European Union influenced stock market index and as a
result had a profound effect upon investors’ behavior. In
Ukraine, the growth of securities has traditionally been
accompanied by any change of power. Hopes of investors
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— political events with negative impact;
— political events with neutral impact;
— political events with positive impact
Fig. 4. Performance of PFTS index and FDI inflow over a time period from 2008 until 2009

on the positive developments in the economy and the
real activity of financial services groups in the
redistribution of financial and industrial resources played
role in this process.
The third part of the period investigated. If in 2007
the yield of the Ukrainian stock market has been one of the
best in the world, in 2008, on the contrary, the downfall of
PFTS stock index has become one of the biggest.
First, the PFTS index lost 76% of its value it returned
by the end of 2004 — early 2005”s, and the capitalization
of Ukrainian stock market has declined in virtually
quadruple — from $ 110 billion to $ 22.5 billion. Ukraine
was included in the list of countries with the most adverse
current economic situation such as Hungary, Baltic States,
etc. The dynamics of stock market in 2008-2009 is shown
on the Figure 4.
In addition, the growing political tensions related to
the upcoming presidential elections in late 2009 and the
lack of consolidated position of all branches of
government, most likely was not allow the Ukrainian
government to take effective decisions to stabilize the
economic situation in the country.
Preparation for the presidential election-2009 was
a key event of the year, which was given special attention
by the Ukrainian politicians. In this regard, the adoption
of important reforms needed to address a number of
economic problems in the country was delayed and was
implemented through the prism of their own political
ambitions that will only exacerbate the confrontation
between the ruling political elite and will not bring positive
results for the stock market growth [17].

It was proved that the influence of the political factor
is the most important explanatory variable. This is in line
with our prediction that political instability is harmful for
stock market development.
This paper looked at the links between stock market
dynamics and political events in the Ukraine in detail.
Our time series’ case study of explores the main indicators
of Ukraine’s stock market development. Moreover, we
investigated the links between stock market volatility,
political events and FDI inflows.
Political situation in the state stipulates improving
of situation on the stock market and the attraction of
investors, so political events with negative impact
(unscheduled parliamentary elections, conflicts,
government resignations etc.) lead to stock market index
drop, and, as a result, FDI inflow reduction.
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Factor’s Impact on the Ukrainian Stock Market
Dynamics
This paper studies the correlation between the main
political events and performance of the Ukrainian stock
market over a time period from 2000 until 2009. The
study of stock market performance is based on the
analysis of separate political events, the PFTS index
dynamics and inflow of foreign investments.
Key words: stock market, political factor, index,
foreign direct investment (fdi).
Малишко О. В., Тихомирова О. С. Вплив
політичного фактору на динаміку фондового ринку України
У статті визначено взаємозв’язок між основними політичними подіями та розвитком фондового ринку України протягом 2000 — 2009 років. Дослідження ґрунтується на аналізі основних політичних подій,
динаміки індексу ПФТС та припливу прямих іноземних інвестицій.
Ключові слова: фондовий ринок, політичний фактор, індекс, прямі іноземні інвестиції (піі).
Малышко А. В., Тихомирова О. С. Влияние
политического фактора на динамику фондового
рынка Украины
В статье определяется взаимосвязь между основными политическими событиями и развитием
фондового рынка в Украине на протяжении 2000 —
2009 годов. Исследование фондового рынка основано на анализе основных политических событий,
динамики индекса ПФТС и притока прямых иностранных инвестиций.
Ключевые слова: фондовый рынок, политический фактор, индекс, прямые иностранные инвестиции
(пии).
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PUBLIC ELECTRIC TRANSPORT ENTERPRISES:
CONCESSION OR BANKRUPTCY?
The personnel reform should be directed at the working
places optimization, i.e. at the mass reduction of workers
to eliminate duplications of the jobs performed. The
economic reform assumes the inventory of all PE
facilities. It makes it possible to revile and cut off some
considerable expenses sources and look for some new
sources of revenue. But the given reforms will not cause
the surplus in the balance. The car fleet comprised at the
disposal of PE is the major source of income and as a
rule is in the condition of complete physical and moral
wear and is extremely rarely renewed. One more “dept
pit” for PE is the transportation of privileged categories
of passenger the compensation for which (in the form
of subventions) the tram-trolleybus departments either
don’t receive from the state budget at all or receive it
extremely seldom and not in full amount.
Thus, the tram-trolleybus departments of Ukraine
with their great capacities, areas, material-technical base
eventually come to the stage of bankruptcy and get the
status of a morally obsolete way of transportation.
The second variant of the electric transport PE is
giving the state facilities to concession to business
structures or private entrepreneurs.
The logic of the concessional agreement is simple:
if the state has some property it must have the right to
sell it or to give it into a temporary control on the
compensation basis [2]. At this the state controls itself,
without releasing the property, without losing its
controlling functions.
With concessional agreements, it’s important to find
a competent manager, to determine the order of the
concessioner’s actions, the size of payments and their
structure, but the property stays in the states ownership.
Hence, if the manager occurs inefficient, the state has
the right for its move right up to the annulment of the
agreement with maintaining all the allocations invested at
the moment [2]. Thus, concession is advantageous both
for the state and entrepreneurs.
With a competent concessioner, the tram-trolleybus
enterprises would not only survive, but would bring great
revenue catering in the sphere of the city passenger
transportation since this kind of transport has a number
of advantages:
— it does not pollute the air with the products of
combustion;
— it can work in the system of many units;
— its rolling-stock lifetime is longer than that of
buses;

Housing public service is a multi-branch complex
which due to certain reasons doesn’t perceive economical
reforms and extremely seldom undergoes internal
changes. This leads to moral and physical wear of the
property of public enterprises which comprise the city
housing public service. Let’s concentrate our attention
on the city electric transport enterprises which are the
best indicator of the modern condition of the city property.
In the conditions of the market economy the city
electric transport is the most economical, ecological and
available kind of transport; the overwhelming majority of
population of any city use it. At the same time, the modern
conditions of this branch of housing public service can be
defined as crisis [1]. The objective necessity of overcoming
crisis phenomena in the public electric transport enterprises
demands the search for new forms and methods of
economy, original decisions and methods of management,
directed at providing the stable activity of the enterprises of
this branch as well as their further development.
Many home and foreign economists studied and analysed
the problems of stable development of public house service
(PHS) enterprises. Among them are: I. Blank, A. Gradov,
M. Porter, A. Sheremet, A. Agadganov, V. Kuks, A. Melnik,
I. Osipenko, A. Sadykov, T. Strokan, A. Fineberg and others.
The problems concerning the reforms in the activity
of the unprofitable electric transport enterprises directed
at withdrawing of them from the economic emergency
are relatively new for economical science. The process
of organization and management of the electric transport
enterprises in the new economic conditions demands
some new approach to their activity because the
functioning of such PHS enterprises is quite specific while
the positive experience of the branches of industry
reforming as well as the foreign firms experience can
not be always used unchanged.
The significance of the problem of optimizing the work
of tram-trolleybus departments as well as withdrawing them
from the stage of bankruptcy caused the necessity of the
research and are the subject of this article.
Nowadays the public electric transport enterprises
have two variants of development:
1) optimization of the enterprise expenses and the
search for some new sources of income;
2) giving the electric transport PE (public
enterprises) facilities to concession.
According to the first variant, the personnel and
economic reform is the simplest of all possible directions
of the PE management from the economical point of view.
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Electric transport PE resources
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Fig. 1. Electric transport PE resources and their spheres of application

concessioned electric transport enterprise is to concentrate
all the business of passenger service in the same hands.
Otherwise private transporters should be involved.
Let’s reveal the needs of private transporters in their
mutual work with the public electric transport enterprises
in case the bus passenger service is not in the competence
of the tram-trolleybus departments but in private property.
The rapid development of passenger service led to
the saturation of this market segment of the city
infrastructure with private transporters and transport
enterprises whose buses work on the common routes in
express mode. These transporters have either their own
material-technical base or work on the contract basis.
But as practice shows, the proper basis or the basis
given for servicing is often unable to meet all the
transporters demands. The legislation of Ukraine in the
sphere of passenger transport [4] requires from the
transporters material-technical base the availability of the
resources shown in figure 2.
The material-technical base as a whole together with
the qualified personnel is more than some private
enterprises can afford as there appears an expenses item
for maintaining the base and paying wages.
Thus, the resources of a public electric transport
enterprise, namely: the material-technical base, the
qualified personnel, the car park, the master stations for
controlling the schedule of transporters facilities moving

— the expenses for the electric transport fleet maintenance
are lower than for the maintenance of the bus fleet;
— the system of regeneration can be installed on
the electric transport; it saves and redistributes energy
especially at the sections with difficult relief [3];
— the electric transport PE is the only kind of
passenger transport which carries the privileged category
of passengers free of charge.
Let’s analyze the possible directions of the
development of the electric transport enterprises given
to concession.
Firstly, let’s define the available resources and,
accordingly, the probable spheres of these enterprises
activity. The spheres of activity depending on the
resources the electric transport public enterprises have
are shown in figure 1.
The next step is to consider in detail the probable
activity for the concessioned electrical transport
enterprises.
One of the major directions of the activity of the
electrical transport enterprises is the cooperative bus
passenger transportation. In Ukraine the bus passenger
service is either in private property or in the property of
the tram-trolleybus department (TTD). The belonging of
the bus passenger business can be defined by the availability
of the permissions for this activity issued by city executive
committees. The most acceptable variant for the
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011
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Material-technical base of a modern transport enterprise

The set of tools for technical servicing of auto transport means
The set of medical equipment
The rooms with visual information for briefings on the road safety,
labour protection and fire protection
Repair sites with a pit, washing equipment for the vehicle servicing
Qualified personnel trained in different branches of servicing
Mechanics specializing in transport facilities repair, on duty for
releasing vehicles on route
Medical workers providing medical services and drivers control
before releasing on route and after coming back to the garage
Workmen for servicing units and aggregates responsible for road
safety and rolling-stock repair
Road safety engineers
Labour and fire protection engineers
Guards

Fig. 2. Material-technical base of a modern transport enterprise

The next direction of using the TTD resources is
freight transport. As for the freight traffic, it’s very
difficult to find the repair depot and the parking place
due to vehicles great size. The repair depot and the car
park of the electric transport PE have all the resources
and means for servicing large facilities. Thus, the TTD
material-technical base also fills the market segment of
lorries servicing and repair.
Metal working. Practically every public electric
transport enterprises has a mechanized shop which is
completely equipped with the tools for metal working,
and with competent management the PE can get a certain
niche on the market of metal working.
Hence, with some investments and competent
management the concessioned electric transport
enterprises go beyond the “economic depression” habitual
for the given branch of economy and find their realization
in the directions sown in figure 3.
Thus, to provide the due level of passenger
transportation in the public transport it is extremely
important to ensure the proper work of the corresponding
public enterprises without loss, and first of all — the city
land electric transport [5]. The public electric transport
enterprises of Ukraine can be given “the second breath”

and routes completely meet the requirements of private
subjects of management on the city transport market.
Simultaneously with the work of the bus fleet, the electric
transport rolling-stock should be loaded with passengers as
much as possible. That is to provide passengers with more
comfortable conditions for lower prices which will attract
passengers from the private bus transport to the public electric
transport. And this will accordingly lead to the increase of the
electric transport revenue.
As the price policy of passenger transportation in the
electric transport is much lower than in the private transport,
there is no problem of the price. The most significant is the
question of comfort of the public electric transport rollingstock given to concession. The question is being solved in
two directions: renewing of the fleet and reconstruction of
the available one. The fleet renewing can be referred to the
variants requiring some expenses because the cost of new
units of electric transport is very high. The idea of
reconstruction looks more realistic and attractive as the
capital repair and modernization of the electric stock
appearance requires less money than buying new vehicles.
The example is the PE “Kharkov wagon repairing plant”
which deals with modernization and refreshing of the old
transport units. Although this process also requires deposits.
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Modern city passenger and freight
transport with qualified personnel and
resources

Parking place

Advertising company in
the sphere of the city
passenger servicing

Modern service station

Directions of the concessioned
electric transport PE activity

Modern car washing
installation

Petrol station

Modern metal working
enterprise

Fig. 3. Directions of the concessioned electric transport enterprises activity

and put into the proper state at the condition that these
enterprises are given to concession.

is paid to giving these enterprises to concession as the
only possible way of financial sanitation of the municipal
transport service and the development of private business
on the tram-trolleybus department basis.
Key words: concession, public enterprises (PE), electric
transport, city passenger transport (CPT), tram-trolleybus
department (TTD), material-technical base (MTB).
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Мелентьєв Д. Ю. Комунальні підприємства
електротранспорту: концесія чи банкрутство?
У статті здійснене систематизоване дослідження
варіантів і можливих напрямів розвитку комунальних
підприємств електротранспорту. Велика увага приділена питанню передачі цих підприємств в концесію як
єдиному можливому варіанту фінансового оздоровлення муніципального транспорту та розвитку приватного
бізнесу на базі трамвайно-тролейбусних управлінь.
Ключові слова: концесія, комунальне підприємство (КП), електротранспорт, міський пасажирський
транспорт (ГПТ), трамвайно-тролейбусне управління
(ТТУ), матеріально-технічна база (МТБ).
Мелентьев Д. Ю. Коммунальные предприятия
электротранспорта: концессия или банкротство?
В статье проведено систематизированное исследование вариантов и возможных направлений развития коммунальных предприятий электротранспорта.
Большое внимание уделено вопросу передачи данных
предприятий в концессию как единственно возможному варианту финансового оздоровления муниципального транспорта и развития частного бизнеса на
базе трамвайно-троллейбусных управлений.
Ключевые слова: концессия, коммунальное предприятие (КП), электротранспорт, городской пассажирский транспорт (ГПТ), трамвайно-троллейбусное управление (ТТУ), материально-техническая база (МТБ).

Melentyev D. Y. Public Electric Transport
Enterprises: Concession or Bankruptcy?
The article presents the systematized study of some
variants and probable directions for the development of
the public electric transport enterprises. Great attention
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CATEGORY OF PROPERTY RIGHTS IN RUSSIAN CIVIL LAW
Rising of the problem. The category of the real
rights always was extensively discussed by civilists of
many countries. Scientific ideas about the real rights have
passed a long evolutionary way from legal naturalism
(the relation of the person to a thing) to modern
understanding of the nature of any legal relationship as
human relations.
Despite considerable number of researches, the
problems of a category of the real right continue to remain.
Till now on the basis of modern ideas about legal
relationship as the relation between persons theoretically
the classification groups of the real rights from the rights
obligations are not proved up to the end. There is no
logically exact definition of concept of the subjective real
right and as consequence of it there is an uncertainty of
an establishment of the list of kinds of the subjective real
rights. As a result it causes collisions not only at
explanation of the nature of the concrete subjective civil
rights, but also at the analysis of ways of their protection.
The analysis of the problem mentioned above is
lighted up in works of foreign and national scientists like
S. Alekseev, A. Babaev, V. Bezbah, J. Baron, N. Varadinov,
U. Drobnig, M. Braginskiy, U. Mattey, E. Suhanov, K.
Sklovskiy.
The main purpose of scientific research is to
analyze the regulation of property rights and other real
rights by the Civil Code of the Russian Federation. Also
it is necessary to explore the critical issue of market
regulation of property relations that is relevant in light of
the requirements of the Decree of the President of the
Russian Federation (2008) about the need to improve the
Civil Code.
Exposition of main material of research.
Probably, any other problem isn’t as important for
understanding of the right as a whole, as a problem of
dualism of civil law, i.e. its divisions on real both liability
laws and institutes. The real rights make out and fix an
accessory of things (material, corporal objects of a
property turn) to subjects of civil legal relationship, in
other words, statics of the property relations regulated
by civil law. It makes difference from the liability laws
which are making out transition of things and other objects
of civil legal relationship from one participants (subjects)
to another (dynamics of property relations, i.e. actually
civil turn), and also from the exclusive rights, having
object non-material results of creative activity, or means

of an individualization of the goods (“intellectual” and
“the industrial property”). Such approach to the
characteristic of the real rights is typical to the Russian
right as parts of the European continental legal system
which has traditionally developed under strong influence
of its German branch [1, p. 384].
From this point of view legal specificity of the real
rights is made, first, by their absolute character
distinguishing them from relative, of liability laws. As to
authorized person here resist (as potential infringers of
its rights and interests) all other participants of a property
turn (“all third parties”), it receives absolute means of
civil-law protection against their any possible
encroachments. In respect of obligation in the role of the
offender in relation to the person authorized person
(lender) may only responsible person (debtor), in
connection with which the civil-legal protection of
creditors is limited to their relationship.
Secondly, all real rights make out the direct relation
of the person to a thing, giving the chance to it to exploit a
corresponding thing without participation of others
persons. In obligations relations authorized person can
satisfy the interest only by means of certain actions of the
obliged person (on assignation, manufacture of works,
rendering of services etc.). Therefore, the specificity of
property rights traditionally is seen in the fact that their
target may be just the thing and besides — some
individually, and therefore the loss of items will
automatically be terminated and the property rights to it.
Object of a liability law is the behavior of the obliged person,
and the duty of the last can pass to other persons as
assignment. Thus, the real rights receive the, special legal
regime which is distinct from a mode of liability laws.
Thirdly, the real rights possess before obligations
such advantage, as definiteness of their status as it is
established only by the law. Not casually at definition of
the legal person in the Civil code of the Russian Federation
it is underlined that their founders have the right of the
property to property of legal bodies or other limited real
right (the right of economic conducting or an operational
administration). For the subject of a property turn
extremely important presence of the status, known to all
creditors. And in this sense the design of the real right is
exclusively convenient.
On objects, and also under the maintenance and
ways of protection the real rights differ as well from
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exclusive rights (absolute by the legal nature), making
out intellectual property relations. Here it is a question of
a legal regime of non-material objects by the nature: ideas,
artistic images, decisions of scientific and technical
problems, symbols, etc., at least and expressed in the
certain material form (in manuscripts, pictures, drawings,
on a magnetic tape or a diskette etc.) . Such objects can
be used simultaneously by several (many) a person,
including their founders and alienation of their material
carriers at all always means simultaneous alienation and
the given objects. Therefore their use usually occurs to
the help of special contracts (license type), and for
protection of the rights of their founders or owners
special civil-law ways are used. It all tells about
convention of concept “intellectual” (and “industrial”) to
the property. Though its objects, certainly, are the goods
in economic sense, their assignment and a turn (alienation)
are legally made out differently, than assignment and a
turn of usual things.
However, these signs do not always allow a clear
distinction between in rem and rights of obligation. Thus,
the rights of a lessee of another’s property, at first glance,
are responsible for most of the above signs of real rights.
They, in particular, have continued due to the change of
the owner and lessor are protected from any person’s
rights title holder. However, the rights of tenants are, of
course, Obligations, and not in rem in nature (although
the debate about the legal nature were still in prerevolutionary Russian literature). The fact that they always
arise in contract with the owner of the leased property
and its contents, including various options orders leased
property until its disposal are determined by the terms of
a specific lease (under which the amount of rights every
time a tenant can be different). For property rights that
situation is impossible.
Nature and content of the limited real rights is directly
determined by the law, not contract, and their occurrence
often happens against the will of the owner. Defining the
scope and content of property rights by virtue of their
absolute cannot be granted “tyranny of individuals — it
is the exclusive prerogative of the state. Therefore, the
law itself should set all their varieties and to identify
components of their specific powers (the content). As is
known, the relationship of obligation, in most cases arising
under the contract, the participants largely free to
determine their content and conditions, including the
establishment of conditions of transactions, though not
by law but not contradicting it, that excludes private
(exhaustive) list types of contracts. In the proprietary
relations arising not only by the will of the participants,
the latter are not free to determine their content. Therefore,
the law defines a comprehensive list (numerus clausus)
limited real rights.
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Some modern works are returned to the submission
of Property Act as the person to the thing. Others, because
of the presence of signs of real rights and obligations
come to the conclusion that perhaps the most civil matters
are mixed — the proprietary Obligations “and that there
is a trend towards convergence of proprietary and
Obligations Act. Still others expand the list of limited real
rights almost to the limits of landlords’ obligations by
referring to the real right of many of the rights (pledge,
retention), united under a common doctrinal and
conventional term “title of ownership”.
The modern Civil code of the Russian Federation
names the section devoted to absolute property rights
“the Property right and other real rights”. In the legal
literature it was noticed that at existing level of scientific
workings out the category of the real right is in the same
vulnerable position, as “an intellectual property” category,
being faster in the literary image, rather than the exact
legal term.
The concept “the real rights” is the base which
covers the property right, servitudes and other concepts.
From the analysis of art. 209 — 306 of the Civil Code of
the Russian Federation should conclude that the act does
not include a definition of “property rights” and thereby
depletes the conceptual system of civil law [2, p. 67].
V.K.Rajher in the work “the Absolute and relative
rights (To a problem of division of the economic rights)”
(1928) criticizes understanding of the real right as “direct
domination over the corporal things, legally invisible
communication between a thing and the subject” [3,
p. 101]. Also refers to a remark L. Petrazhitsky, who
considered this view “naive realism” — a consequence
of “fetish objects”, and quits the conclusion that “the
concept of property law cannot claim scientific value.”
Later, J.K Tolstoy notes that the position of V.K. Rajher
negatively assess the possibility of inclusion in the Soviet
civil law property rights, had an influence on the legislator
with the codification of the 60-ies [4, p. 52].
During the Soviet period in connection with the
nationalization of land and most other properties, as well
as the establishment of “campaign organized by the”
property turnover need in the category of property rights
anymore. Already in the Civil Code in 1922 was named
only three of these rights, and during the codification of
civil law in the early 60”s. XX century, this category has
been completely eliminated, and property law even
formally been reduced to a right of ownership.
The exception was artificially created for the needs
of nationalized planned economy, “the right of operational
management,” symbolizing the relative autonomy of the
estate of state legal persons (Article 21 of the Principles
of Civil Legislation of the USSR and Union Republics in
1961 and Art. 93.1 Code of the RSFSR, 1964, entered
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into it in 1987). However, in the contemporary literature
it is not seen as a real right, because after the law, lawyers
avoided this terminology.
As a result, not only the special research of this
problem, but also the terminology of property law for a
long time disappeared from the national civil law. With
the revival of the named category in the laws on the
property in 1990 and then in the new Civil Code of the
Russian Federation found that in the theory of Russian
civil law there is no uniform treatment of property rights,
the need for the existence of which is to date no doubt.
It is proposed property law to determine how law
whose subject is the thing in the material sense of the
word that further strengthens the ownership of this thing
and the attitude of a person to it, i.e., direct rule over this
thing through a set of specific powers, and enjoys absolute
protection.
In order to improve the legislative framework of
market economy, legal security of international economic
and humanitarian ties Russian President issued a decree
on July 18, 2008 № 1108 “On improvement of the Civil
Code of the Russian Federation” [5].
Conclusion. Everyone knows that property rights
are central to the system of property rights and civil law
in general. In order to ensure the stability of the civil
legislation of the Russian Federation and the further
development of its core principles of the new level of
development of market relations, it is necessary to conduct
a deep study of the teachings of ownership and other
rights on the basis of which should give a clear definition
of property rights in the law.
Since the legal right of ownership serves as the most
comprehensive property law, it is proposed section II of
the Civil Code of the Russian Federation “Ownership and
other real rights” entitle “Property Law”, which will
provide a clearer understanding of this category and will
improve the practical application of civil law.

Lebed A. V. Category of Property Rights in
Russian Civil Law
In the article the author investigates regulation of
the property right and other real rights by the Civil Code
of the Russian Federation. As the Civil Code does not
contain a definition of the real right, the author offers a
variant of definition of this category. Article has a practical
orientation, offers on improvement of the Civil Code of
the Russian Federation.
Key words: the real right, the property right, the
civil legislation of the Russian Federation.
Лєбєдь А. В. Категорія речових прав у російському цивільному праві
У статті автор досліджує регулювання права
власності та інших речових прав Цивільним кодексом Російської Федерації. Оскільки Цивільний кодекс
не містить дефініції речового права, автор пропонує
варіант визначення цієї категорії. Стаття має практичну спрямованість, зокрема внесено пропозиції щодо
вдосконалення Цивільного кодексу Російської Федерації.
Ключові слова: речове право, право власності,
цивільне законодавство Російської Федерації.
Лебедь А. В. Категория вещных прав в российском гражданском праве
В статье автор исследует регулирование права
собственности и других вещных прав Гражданским
кодексом Российской Федерации. Поскольку Гражданский кодекс не содержит дефиниции вещного права, автор предлагает вариант определения данной категории. Статья носит практическую направленность,
в частности вносятся предложения по усовершенствованию Гражданского кодекса Российской Федерации.
Ключевые слова: вещное право, право собственности, гражданское законодательство Российской
Федерации.
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UKRAINE IN THE PROCESSES OF ECONOMIC CONDITIONS DEVELOPMENT
TRANSNATIONALIZATION: POSSIBILITIES OF TNC’S INNOVATIONAL POTENTIAL
ATTRACTION
of foreign economic openness of the country etc, the
issue of ensuring conditions for sustainable economic
development has not been conclusively resolved. During
the period of 1990-2010 GDP per capita in Ukraine
decreased by 27%. According to different estimates [1;
2] it makes up 14.3— 19.5 % from that seen in U.S. and
is substantially lower than the same index in the most
post-socialistic countries of Central and Eastern Europe,
former USSR (Slovenia, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Poland, Baltic countries etc.) In the report of the UN
Development Programme “The real wealth of nations:
the ways of human development” [3] Ukraine was called
a country with high level of human development (mainly
due to high educational component of human capital) —
in 2010 HDI (Human Development Index) was equal to
0.710. Nevertheless not only the formation of middle class
did not take place in Ukraine (as an important precondition
for sustainable economic development), but also, the
differentiation of society deepened (in 2010 HDI, adjusted
for inequality is equal to 0.652).
Considering the problem of national economic
systems progressive development tasks’ realization in
countries that have experienced a systemic transformation
and at the same time considering the objectivity and the
overwhelming character of transnationalization processes,
it is necessary to state the main principle — it is impossible
to perceive the global economic processes indifferently.
Scientists [4] note “the advent of transnational economic
era”, or new “civilization of transnational business”. Today
among 100 largest economies in the world, 52 — is TNC,
and the rest are the states. From this point of view, the
interaction between post-transformational countries and
TNCs so to say “at the intersection” of the national
economies and spheres of economic activities can not take
place. At the same time it is necessary to keep in mind that
the nature of TNCs is dual and contradictory (meanwhile
such duality is inherent in TNC of both foreign and national
origin). Respectively the consequences for the economic
development of the abovementioned interaction can be both
positive and negative.
In a globalized world the economic relations system
(particularly those that occur with the participation of TNCs)

Transnationalization is an integral feature of the
modern world economic development — process, the
participants of which are virtually becoming all countries.
Usually, the participation of the countries in the processes
of transnationalization is different: one countries are
passive recipients of the development’ results as the aftereffects of foreign TNCs, the other countries have such
economic systems which are the base for creation of
powerful TNCs and formation of so-called geo-economic
influence. The relationship between economic
developments of countries, where the transition from
administrative-command economic system to market took
place, and transnationalization, that as the process of
economic globalization became very active exactly in 90ties of ХХ century, manifests with considerable
specificity. Such differences were formed and still exist
not only compared to the current post-socialist countries
with the traditional market economy, but also are traced
in comparison with economic development and
participation in the world economic development
processes (particularly in the processes of
transnationalization) of the countries, which overcame
the transition period of system transformation.
Significant contribution to the theoretical
comprehension of the transnationalization problems,
institutionalization of global economic processes,
development of transnational corporate systems, global and
international strategies of TNC have made such foreign
scientists: as D. Berch, А. de Gius, J. Dunning, R. Kaplinski,
R. Coase, R. Оllіо, P. Peckar, М. Porter, А. Rugman,
F. Fukuyama, S. Hymer, Е. Helpman and others. Significant
contribution in the study of theoretical problems associated
with the activities of TNCs have made the following
domestic scientists: P. Buriak, А. Hal’chynsky, V. Horbatov,
М. Kyzym, D. Lukianenko, V. Muntiyan, L. RudenkoSudareva, S. Iakubovsky and others.
Considering the problem of economic development
terms transnationalization in Ukraine it is necessary to
state, that during the 20-year period (including positive
— Ukraine has become a market economy state) many
changes have taken place. But in accordance with very
active process of market reforms, privatization, provision
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development of the country” is the dissemination of
innovative processes in the economy based on efficient
use of TNC’s assets.
The concept of the economic terms of development
transnationalization should precede the fact that economic
and industrial policy in particular, should become a well
organized system of measures, where the innovational
component is considered as decisive backbone element.
This condition, considering the specifics of the modern
world economic development is the principle for ensuring
parity of economic relations of Ukraine in the system of
international division of labor and the possibility to avoid
dependence on multinationals by expanding their own
base of high-tech sector.
Unfortunately, in fact the possibilities of industrial
cooperation and scientific and technical cooperation with
major domestic enterprises with foreign companies are
not fully used in Ukraine, although the international
partnership relations practice provides many positive
examples. Particularly the experience of China is
exemplary. In 1993 Motorola created the first foreign R
& D laboratory in this country; now the number of foreign
units has increased to 700 [7, p. 23]. At the same time
another direction is implemented in the country: first
slight, gradual, but consistent principles of scientific and
technical cooperation with foreign multinationals
expansion, carried through the programs of China’s
economic development, helped to transform this country
into one of the most active participants of
transnationalization — into country the economy of
which is characterized by high rates of own TNCs
organization and rates of foreign investment. In 2008,
the number of Chinese enterprises abroad reached 1,000
units more than in 160 countries [8, p. 25].
As for the entry of domestic entities to the structure
of foreign TNCs it is necessary to state that in modern
terms TNCs are increasingly moving to the complex
integration of the units into the parent company, refusing
to delegate the affiliates, situated in receiving countries,
certain limited (thus discriminating against such units)
functions. In terms of the opportunity to become an equal
participant in a single corporate system, participation of
Ukrainian subsidiaries within foreign TNCs (but not at
the actual state of economic situation) should potentially
be considered positively.
For CIS countries (especially for Ukraine, Moldova,
Georgia, Kyrgyzstan) in the structure of “value creation
chain” the technology and production experience received
from parent company indeed dominates. Their share
makes up 42%. However, Ukraine these are mostly
marketing technologies. This situation is explained by the
fact that the majority of subsidiaries are operating in the
area of trade, where large proportion of the elements of
cost (60%) is imported [9, p. 32].
The possibility of participation of domestic
enterprises’ in world economic processes of cost creation,

is mediated above all by functions of government influence
institutions, but the problems related to the national
development remain the prerogative of the institutions of
government regulation. In the context of macroeconomic
development interests the issues of TNCs’ activities must
be solved within a reasonable industrial policy. Without this,
two groups of problems (complications) can arise for national
development. They are as follows: 1) inconsistency between
national and local interests of domestic multinationals may
cause the fact that each of these companies will sell to foreign
markets only practice of own competitive advantages export,
exactly their activities will be focused on purely pragmatic
interest — to produce and sell what is easier and cheaper;
2) inconsistency between national interests and the interests
of foreign multinationals may result to either the dependence
on foreign capital (in terms of proper state transnationalization
control weakening), or limit the country’s participation in
the process of international division of labor (in terms of
excessive closeness of the country because of the excessive
strengthening of such control).
Considering the global economic processes and the
need to adapt to them in the interests of macroeconomic
development, the need in determination of Ukraine’s place
in the processes of transnationalization is arisen. The main
prerequisite for this is the presence of large domestic
companies, which tend to the status of TNCs.
According to the business-rating “TOP-100. The
largest companies in Ukraine” data this sector in the economy
of Ukraine is being formed successfully. In 2009 rating such
companies as NAK Naftogaz Ukrainy, Metinvest,
Energorynok, Azovstal, TNK-BP Commerce (companies
that had the largest net income); Kyivstar, Metinvest, NAK
Naftogaz Ukrainy, Northern GOK and Privatbank (the most
profitable companies) were noted [5].
Domestic companies also show a decent result
against the background of large national capital origin
processes in CEE. In 2009 according to the Deloitte three
Ukrainian companies entered the top ten in CEE — NAK
Naftogaz Ukrainy, MetInvest Holding, Ukrzaliznytsya.
Compared with 2007 and 2008 the number of Ukrainian
companies in the ranking fell, but positive fact is that
Ukraine is ahead of most countries in the named region
in terms of revenue growth, which equaled to 21 % with
an average value increase to 16.8; the exception makes
up only industrial sector which suffered the most from
the consequences of the crisis [6].
However, it is necessary to emphasize that the
increase in of large corporations’ scale is not that main
feature at which the significance of TNCs for national
economic development is assessed — important is that
how the processes of big companies creation and the
growth of national GDP correspond to each other, how
actively financial-industrial groups, TNCs and other
similar structures participate in the formation of national
budget, paying taxes etc. One of the most important
criteria in the system “TNC activity is the economic
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striving for sustainable income growth causes producers
to position themselves in the service sector value chain
accumulation, because they nowadays (into the parts of
the chain mentioned) became growing areas of rent
receiving [12, p. 16, 25, 26]. Hereby, the distribution of
world income actually happens with direct participation
of TNCs, TNB and other economic and financial structures
of similar level. Respectively countries of TNC’s origin,
according to the status gained get the possibility to receive
the results of international economic activity in form of
distinct part of inflows.
The general trend of modern world economic
development is increasing the provision of services —
factor and non factor. In the context of clarifying the
transnationalization function mechanisms which are
considered by us as the possibility to form the conditions
of economic life, it is necessary to highlight special
significance of the first factor services1, whose influence
in creating “value chain” is becoming more crucial. This
is especially true for services related to the formation of
“non-substantial” factor incomes, the provision of which
mediates international movement of intellectual products
— copyright, trademark, design, marketing products, etc.
It is necessary to emphasize, that owing to the
intellectual part of the TNCs’ cost, firstly, they receive a
larger share of their incomes, and, secondly, due to
advantages in the possession of intellectual capital, create
barriers for other participants of market relations. Having
the desire to acquire the widest possible effect of scale
(that is, desiring to maximize the total profit), TNCs
through subsidiaries, and other way, spread operations
abroad. Under these conditions the integration of mobile
and weakly mobile resources of receiving countries
(natural resources, labor) with mobile resources of TNCs,
which is knowledge, entrepreneurial skills and also capital.
The activity of TNCs usually goes in favor of
countries from which they originate, and efficiency as a
result of TNCs’ business causes progressive economic
development of country-based macro-society. At the same
time activities of foreign TNCs in host countries can not
be measured definitely, because (taking into consideration
“correlation of forces” of the both sides in fact) the
probability of absolute equivalence of commodity,
technological, information and other types of exchange
seems to be very idealistic.
On the one hand, Ukraine gets an opportunity to
establish mass production of goods at low cost,
producing products in branches of foreign TNCs for
technology that transmitted by the parent companies. But
on the other hand, the presence of TNCs in the economic
environment of the country allows foreign corporations
to obtain excess profits. This is, firstly, due to high prices
on the world market, fitted to the new products that offer

global mechanism of which is determined by TNCs is
directly related to creating economic development terms.
The effect for the Ukrainian side from such interaction
is determined by the place, which is occupied by the
company in “value creation chain”. Undoubtedly in the
system of interaction “parent company — subsidiary
company” competence of the first (parent company) will
always remain the most important links of production
and marketing activities and, respectively, the defining
links of value accumulation. For example: style, design,
type of model construction (model range), brand, leading
technology etc. Successful activity of Nike, Inditex
(Zara), Procter & Gamble, Apple, Microsoft fully
confirms this fact. Dominating in the value creation chains
parent companies, besides, create opportunities for
subsidiaries to engage in the formation of world income
and receive tangible benefits during the partition. The
practice of international business shows that according
to the growth of subsidiary importance in creating value
(especially if its activities are related to R&D) not only
the entity but also the country of subsidiary’s origin
receives benefits (stable revenue, employment,
technological development, etc.).
In recent years a tendency to increase the
technological gap between the Ukrainian industry and
production in developed countries in most military and
high-tech industries. It remains as scientists state [10,
с. 52], modern foreign trade and investments are weakly
correlated with the needs of economy’s real sector in
innovative technologies and materials. The potential of
foreign trade as the component of integration into world
market preserves and largely sets the position of Ukraine
as the producer and supplier of medium and low
technology industrial products. According to the State
Statistics Committee of Ukraine the share of firms that
introduced innovations in 2009 was 10.7%, and share of
innovative products sales in the volume of industrial
production makes up 4.8% [11]. Thus, from the point of
view of economic development based on innovation,
neither possibilities of foreign TNCs nor large enterprises
in Ukraine today are still nonrealized.
Transnationalization of economic development terms
in Ukraine is being held ineffectively. Meanwhile,
underestimation of this significance may “cost” the country
quite expensive. Countries are participants of world income
formation, but TNCs, gaining nowadays more and more
power, create a significant alternative to the means of state
foreign policy as a mechanism of its distribution.
R. Kaplinski states, that due to the strengthening of
globalization the income distribution between countries is
complicated. First, by barriers to entry intensified —
benefits come to those who can create new opportunities
in rents at the removal of barriers to production. Secondly,

1
Formation of factor services income due to the international movement of factors of production: capital (interest, dividends, and
profits), technologies (license fees), labor (wage), and also land (payments for its use — royalties).
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exchange (licenses trade) and cross-border information
exchange. Since Ukraine occupies rather insignificant place
in these processes, its participation is evaluated mainly as
potentially possible — nowadays it is not substantial, but
requires compulsory expansion in the future.
Export of innovation in the form of R&D is a new
but growing phenomenon. R&D are becoming an
independent object of supplies. Export of innovations is
very efficient and therefore profitable business, but above
all requires a high concentration of capital. Therefore,
mainly large corporations from developed countries are
involved in the process of R&D internationalization; among
developing countries — Central and Southeast Asia (above
all China, India). The contribution of CEE and CIS countries
in the international technology exchange is small.
Global information space is the infrastructure of
post-industrial society based on economically developed
countries; there the formation of transnational media took
place. “Transnationality” of mass media implies the
existence of established information supply and
distribution system in many markets. Global informational
space, as a manifestation of scientific and technological
development, is the system of world information
communications, where the system is based on modern
information and communication technologies, and
Internet is a factor for creation of this system. Structures
of three types dominate in the global transnational media
system: global groups, large media, which operate on
regional markets and large media, acting in the national
information space [14, p. 57 — 58].
Transnationalization processes, occurring in our time
in the field of cross-border information exchange, as a
result of growing magnitude and influence of corporate
structures in this sector have become essentially
determinative in political, economical and security spheres
in different countries. That’s why given the need to ensure
the conditions of the domestic socio-economic
development, the importance of TNCs operating in the
information field can not be underestimated.
Summarizing, it must be stressed that the main
criterion for policy towards TNCs given economic and
social development of national systems is the degree of
dissemination of technologies in the host country. The
criterion on which we emphasize is the following: provided
that there are both domestic and foreign TNCs in the
domestic economic environment and the country does
not have any positive changes, such as the modernization
of production, development of science, raising the share
of firms whose products are related to higher
technological lifestyles, etc., it indicates the inefficiency
of state measures of regulation and inefficiency of state
policy towards TNCs. It is important not only to create
their own TNCs and “attract” foreign companies, but
also be able to use their technological advantage. In our
time the level of innovativeness defines the borders
between rich and poor countries and creates the base for

TNCs and containing typically high share intellectual
component in the cost, and secondly, due to low cost —
cheapness of its other components, including labor.
The reality of transnationalization deployment, which
occurs through the mechanism of interaction between
by the parent companies and their subsidiaries in Ukraine
shows that in terms of national interests these processes
are far from perfect. Imperfection is primarily shown in
the fact that (а) the activities of foreign companies in
Ukraine are oriented mainly to serve the domestic market
of the host country and not to manufacture export
products in Ukraine, (b) the presence of foreign TNCs’
subsidiaries in Ukraine is poorly linked to the spread of
new technologies.
In Ukraine, about 70% of the final product is aimed
at domestic market. The representatives of foreign
companies recognize that the capacity of Ukrainian
commodity market is the main reason for their business
in the country. Research shows [13] that for parent
companies, production in the CIS countries with the aim
of exporting to the EU is not strategically important issue.
Subsidiaries placed in the CIS diverted abroad only small
amounts of intermediate products (17% of total
production amount). It means that they are poorly
integrated into vertical production chains of TNCs.
Regarding the use of advanced, especially industrial
technologies, it is necessary to conclude that investors
who invest capital in the CIS and directly in Ukraine are
not interested in the transmission of technologies, that
significantly differentiates the content of economic
relations between the parent companies and their
subsidiaries (а) in CIS countries and (b) in Central Eastern
and Southeastern Europe. Foreign analysts [13, p. 72]
indicate that the external technological impact through
FDI, even if it exists in fact, is limited by rather narrow
range of companies and sectors.
The way out can and should be provided by the
state above all focusing on priority areas of economic
development according to designed innovative
development programs designed, funding from the state
budget, centralized funds focusing on the most profitable
projects. In fact the thing is in creation the conditions
for producing the breakthrough technologies in Ukraine
at the expense of state and not about improving the
imitating innovations. It is worth adding that the institution
of national innovation systems in any country was not
founded solely by market or through private enterprise.
In the absence of government support, Ukraine in the
processes of transnationalization of economic
development conditions will gradually continue to lose
ground in the international division of labor and distribution
of world income, and the task of national economic
development will be solved increasingly difficult.
When determining the contours of Ukraine’s
participation in the processes of transnationalization two
aspects should be noted. They are international technology
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progressive economic development in those countries,
which identified it for their purpose and consistently
implement it.
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Ukraine in the Processes of Economic Conditions
Development Transnationalization: Possibilities of
TNC’s Innovational Potential Attraction
The problem of TNCs’ innovative potential use to
ensure the economic development of Ukraine is
considered in the article. The scientific position on the
needs in economic and social development of national
systems the extent of technologies’ dissemination in the
country is that main criteria according to which it is
necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of state policy
towards TNCs is being grounded in the article.
Key words: economic development, innovations,
transnationalization, transnational corporation (TNC).
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умов економічного розвитку: можливості залучення інноваційного потенціалу ТНК
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PROBLEMS OF PENSION SYSTEM REFORMS, FINANCIAL SYSTEM STABILITY
AND CAPITAL MARKET DEVELOPMENT IN THE COUNTRIES WITH TRANSITION
ECONOMY
In most countries with transition economy there is a
challenge of securing minimum subsistence level for the
people above retirement age. Current systems of pension
provision in most countries with transition economy are
based on the principle of solidarity of generations. This
principle supposes that the pensions to the people above
the retirement age are paid out of the contributions paid by
the employers or employees. Thus this is a pay-as-you-go
system also referred as PAYG system.
Most countries with transition economy have chosen
Chilean model as a benchmark for performing pension
system reform. Pension reform in Chile began in 1980 —
1981. Chilean model supposed transfer of pension system
from the principle of solidarity of generations to the principle
of funded pension provisions. Chilean model supposed
management of pension funds by private management
companies. This model led to growth of capital market
and created relationship between pension contributions and
pension benefits [7]. However, this model had also weak
sides and was connected with significant threats. The
system is based on “Defined Contributions” (DC) and not
“Defined Benefit” (DB) principle. This principle is
sustainable for voluntary pension funds but has significant
threats when talked about mandatory pension system and
social security of the population. As practice showed, actual
Chilean model could not fully provide the persons
participated in the system with minimum level of pension
benefits. In 2008 a new reform began in Chile which was
aimed to reduce potential threats and risks and provide
people with the minimum level of subsistence. A new pillar
of pension system was introduced which was based on
the principle of solidarity of generations [11]. Therefore it
is of high importance to study and examine all the risks
and threats related to the pension system reforms.
Especially it is important in the countries with transition
economy where the income of population is on the low
level and the introduction of fully funded pension system
may lead to a situation where pension benefits do not cover
the level of minimum subsistence.
The list of Central European, Eastern European and
Central Asian countries where Chilean model of capital
funded pension system is fully or partially Introduced or
Not Introduced is shown in Table 1.

The Republic of Armenia may be viewed as a
classical example of transition economy. Before 2007
retirement benefits were paid from the budget of the
State Fund of Social Insurance of the Republic of
Armenia. The expenses of the Fund were mainly paid
out of the mandatory social insurance contributions.
The Fund was operating on the balanced principle which
supposed adequacy of social benefits including
retirement benefits to the contributions of mandatory
social insurance. The retirement benefits did not secure
minimum subsistence level. In this situation the
retirement benefits could be increased only by increasing
the rate for the contributions of mandatory social
insurance. The latter for a country with transition
economy where the wages are almost on the level of
minimum subsistence was not appropriate. As an
alternative the use of the funds of the State Budget was
seen. Taking into consideration this circumstance, in
2008 the State Fund of Social Insurance was reorganized
into a state service. The budget of the State Fund of
Social Insurance was eliminated and the contributions
of the mandatory social insurance were directed to the
State Budget. The retirement benefits started to be paid
out of the State Budget. This made it possible to increase
the amount of retirement benefits simultaneously not
increasing the rates for the contributions of social
insurance [13]. Actually, the increase of the amount of
retirement benefits was funded at the expense of current
and future payments (increase in budget deficit) of
taxpayers. However, this way of increase of the
retirement benefits is not reasonable and possible for a
long run because will lead to an incommensurable
increase in budget burden.
The problem of development of pension system in
the countries with transition economy is also deepening
by the ageing of the population and existence of a substantial
informal sector of the economy. Thus, at the end of 2008
in the Republic of Armenia there was about one person
getting retirement benefits per one person making
contributions of social insurance. As a comparison, for a
system to be considered sustainable this correlation must
be 3:1. According to calculations based on actual and
estimated demographic data, particularly — birth and death
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Table 1
List of Central European, Eastern European and Central Asian Countries where Capital Funded Pension System
is Fully or Partially Introduced or Not Introduced [7]
Countries where capital funded pension system is fully
or partially introduced
Armenia
Bulgaria
Croatia
Estonia
Hungary
Kazakhstan
Latvia
Lithuania
Macedonia
Poland
Romania
Russian Federation
Serbia
Slovakia

Countries where capital funded pension system is not
introduced
Albania
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Czech Republic
Georgia
Kyrgyzstan
Moldova
Slovenia
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
Ukraine
Uzbekistan

rates, longevity, the above correlation will be worsening in
line with the ageing of the population and in the near future
the number of people getting retirement benefits will surpass
the number of the people who makes contributions of the
social insurance [14].
At the same time, the current system of pension
provision does not provide relationship between the amount
of retirement benefits and the amount of contributions of
the mandatory social insurance paid. As a result, the persons,
who make the contributions of the mandatory social
insurance, are not interested in making these contributions
which leads to the formation of informal sector of labor
market and concealment of income.
It is obvious from the above analysis that the pension
system needs to be radically reformed to secure its further
sustainable development and financial stability. As a solution
of the problem introduction of multi-pillar system of
pension provision is recommended. This system supposes
existence of the following pillars of pension provision:
Pillar 0 — supposed for the persons who does not
have sufficient length of service and participation in
contributions of mandatory social insurance. This pillar
is aimed at the securing the minimum level of subsistence.
The length of the minimal service and participation in
contributions of social insurance sufficient for getting
retirement benefits are set up in accordance with the
legislation of the country. For example, according to the
Law of the Republic of Armenia on State Pensions, the
minimum length of service (during which contributions
of mandatory social insurance are made) sufficient for
receiving retirement benefits is currently 25 years (not
taking into account exceptions provided for by this law
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

and other legal acts) [10]. So, Pillar 0 is funded directly
from the State Budget.
Pillar 1 — supposed for the persons who have
sufficient length of service and participation in
contributions of mandatory social insurance. Pillar I of
the pension system supposes implementation of the
principle of solidarity of generations, i.e. retirement
benefits of current pensioners are formed out of
contributions of current employers and employees [8].
However, in accordance with the Law of the Republic of
Armenia on Income Tax, these contributions will be
included in a unified income tax, which will make them
quite difficult to be identified [9].
Pillar 2 — supposed for the persons who have
participated in the mandatory fully funded system of
pension provision. Persons, who participate in the
mandatory fully funded system, make mandatory
accumulative contributions which are accumulated on
the individual accounts of these persons. The retirement
benefits are paid out of these funds.
Pillar 3 — supposed for the persons who have
participated in the voluntary fully funded system of
pension provision. Persons, who participate in the
voluntary fully funded system, make voluntary
accumulative contributions which are accumulated on
the individual accounts of these persons. The retirement
benefits are paid out of these funds [2, 12].
The funds of the fully funded pension system will
be accounted in separate individual accounts of
participants of fully funded pension system. The Central
Depository of Armenia will be responsible for the
maintenance of the individual accounts. These funds will
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be under the management of private pension funds
managers. The pension funds and the pension funds
managers will be selected by the owners of pension
accounts. The pension funds managers will invest the
accumulated pension funds into liquid and reliable financial
assets [6, 8]. The person may use the funds accrued on
the individual pension account:
— at the retirement age,
— before the retirement age in case of changing
citizenship and permanent residency,
— before the retirement age in case of a high-risky
or incurable disease included in the appropriate list as
established by the authorized body of the Government [8].
Diversification will serve as a main criterion for
making investment thus mitigating credit and other risks.
As a result of investment, it is supposed increase in the
value of the balances of pension accounts.
Notwithstanding, for reaching the above objective
existence of a large amount of reliable financial assets
and highly liquid securities market is necessary. Today,
the securities market in most countries with transition
economy is at the stage of formation (in some countries
with transition economy — early development) where
the only reliable and liquid financial assets are the state
securities. In this situation the fully funded pension
accumulated funds are to be invested either in the state
securities or in the foreign securities. In the former case,
it is beneficial in short run from the standpoint of lowering
maintenance costs of public debt as the supply of funds
to be invested in the state securities will increase
meanwhile the demand for the funds will remain
unchanged. However, with the course of time, the increase
in accumulated funds will lead to scarcity of financial
assets to invest since the public debt cannot increase by
the same rate as accumulative pension funds [1]. In case
of investing in foreign securities there will be outflow of
capital from the country. At the same time, investments
in the foreign securities will be connected with substantial
risks, particularly — currency and legal risks. Therefore,
for the further sustainable development of pension
systems in the countries with transition economy it is
crucial to pay attention to the development of the
securities market and, especially — the capital market.
In turn, development of funded pension system may serve
as an engine for the development of the securities market.
Participation of rural population in funded pension
system is another issue. Determination of their income
which must be the basis for making contributions is a
serious problem. The problem is connected with both
the reliability of data and the development of optimal
methodology for calculation. Such methodology may be
based either on cadastral valuation of income of the rural
population or on the introduction of accounting

agricultural production in accordance with specific
standards. The former approach requires thorough
assessment and regular reassessment of the results of
agricultural production by the appropriate governmental
agencies. In case of use of this method the income of a
specific person is determined on the basis of mean data.
Therefore, the income calculated with this method is
conventional income. The alternative solution is the
introduction of accounting of results of agricultural
production in accordance with specific standards.
However, introduction of such accounting is not feasible
in the first phase of the pension system reform and must
be accomplished gradually, discovering shortcomings of
the system and enhancing the mechanisms of accounting.
Problems will arise also if the rural population does
not participate in the mandatory funded pension system.
In case they do not participate in the mandatory funded
pension system the size of their pension benefits will be
significantly lower than the mean size of the pension
benefits in the country. This may lead to the intensification
of social tension in the rural communities and creation of
additional factors contributing to the outflow of the
population from the rural communities. Taking into
account that the nonparticipation of rural population in
the mandatory funded pension system will be mainly
conditioned by the difficulties of calculation and
accounting mentioned above and not by their
unwillingness to participate, it is necessary to determine
the sources for compensation of differences in pension
benefits in urban and rural communities.
Thus, introduction of mandatory fully funded
pension system will allow:
— to increase amount of retirement benefits
simultaneously not increasing mandatory social insurance
contributions rates and budget burden,
— to make relationship between amounts of
retirement benefits received and amounts of contributions
paid, increasing interest of employees to present their
real incomes.
Nonetheless, introduction of mandatory fully
funded pension system is connected with substantial
risks. First of all, it must be taken into account that
accumulated funds are to be invested in certain financial
assets. The future value of these assets depends on many
factors both of economic and noneconomic nature.
Moreover, both economic and noneconomic factors
may substantially influence the price of the portfolio of
financial assets. Among economic factors both
microeconomic and macroeconomic factors are to be
stressed. From the standpoint of the participant of the
fully funded pension system, the main risks are
connected with irrational management of assets and
mitigation of risks. From the standpoints of financial
90
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stability of pension system as a whole, the main risks
are connected with macroeconomic fluctuations and
possibility of appearance of financial crises. As a result,
in the course of 20 — 30 years of making accumulative
pension contributions (before the retirement age) there
may be not only substantial decrease in value but also
total impairment of the portfolio of financial assets in
which the accumulated pension funds are invested. In
such a situation, the burden of pension provision will
lie on the first two pillars of pension system, i.e. on the
State Budget and distributive system of social insurance.
Therefore it is necessary thoroughly to assess all the
possible risks and develop mechanisms for mitigation
of risks. Main mechanisms of mitigation of risks may
be setting standards for diversification of assets in which
the accumulated pension funds are to be invested and
developing legal base for the protection of interests of
the participants of the fully funded pension system.
Diversification of assets in which the accumulated
pension funds are to be invested supposes availability
of variable reliable financial assets and existence of high
liquid securities market. Taking into account that the
securities market in many countries with transition
economy is currently in the stage formation, it is
important to pay attention to the development and
regulation of the securities market, as well as to the
development of mechanisms of protection of the rights
of investors in the securities.
In such a situation when there is a lack of reliable
financial assets where the accumulated pension funds
may be invested, substantial portion of these funds will
be invested in bank deposits. Therefore it is also important
to introduce principles of Basel III into banking system.
These principles have been developed after the last global
financial crisis and have anti-cyclical character. This is
especially important for the investment of accumulated
pension funds which are to be invested for long period.
Especially, it is important to introduce a leverage ratio as
a supplementary measure to the Basel II risk-based
framework which will substantially decrease cyclicality
[2, 3, 4, 5]. The main formula for calculation of Basel II
risk-based capital adequacy is as shown in Formula 1.

Credit Risk = (A1 — P1)R1 + (A2 — P2)R2 + … +
(An — Pn)Rn
(3)
Where: A1, A2,… An — are the assets grouped by
the same risk weights,
P1, P2,… Pn — are provisions for depreciation of
the assets grouped by the same risk weights,
R1, R2,… Rn — are the risk weights.
In Basel II risk-based framework any asset is
weighted with its credit risk weight for the purpose of
calculation of capital adequacy. The assets which have
low credit risk are attributed with low credit risk weights
whereas assets which have higher credit risk are
attributed with higher risk weights. Many financial
assets are attributed credit risk weights according to
their credit rating rewarded by credit rating agencies,
such as Standard & Poor’s (S&P), Moody’s or Fitch.
These credit ratings may be quite high in the period of
economic boom but may fall down rapidly in the course
of recession. Thus, low-risk investments of pension
funds may turn out rather risky in the course of
recession. The same is due to the bank investments.
And it may turn out in a short period of time that the
funds of investors are invested in very risky assets and
that the bank capital is not adequate to that risk. This
may be avoided by putting floor to the risk-weighted
capital adequacy which may be done by setting leverage
ratio of the total capital and the assets.
Main conclusions and suggestions: It would be
reasonable to introduce fully funded pension system
gradually. The main pillar of pension system should
be the pillar based on the principle of solidarity of
generations and not the pillar of mandatory fully funded
pensions. Such an approach to the pension reform will
allow continue pension reform simultaneously not
exposing the State Budget to excessive risks. The
portion and importance of mandatory fully funded
pension pillar should be increased proportionally to the
development of the securities market, and particularly
— the capital market, and the mechanisms for the
protection of interests of the participants of the fully
funded pension system.

Capital Adequacy = Total Capital (Tier 1 and
Tier 2) / Risk-Weighted Assets
(1)
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Багдасарян А. Проблеми реформ пенсійної системи, стабільності фінансової системи й розвитку ринку капіталу в країнах з перехідною економікою
У більшості країн з перехідною економікою в
процесі перетворення пенсійної системи з’являються проблеми. Як рішення пропонується багаторівнева система формування пенсії. Ця система припускає існування рівнів, побудованих на принципах „payas-you-go” системи і накопичувальної системи. Проте введення обов’язкової системи страхування пенсії
пов’язане з істотними ризиками. Представлена стаття присвячена аналізу ризиків уведення обов’язкової
системи страхування пенсії й головних механізмів
послаблення ризиків так, як і соціальних аспектів реформи.
Ключові слова: пенсія, фінанси, перехід, економіка, ризик.
Багдасарян А. Проблемы реформ пенсионной
системы, стабильности финансовой системы и
развития рынка капитала в странах с переходной
экономикой
В большинстве стран с переходной экономикой в
процессе преобразования пенсионной системы появляются проблемы. В качестве решения предлагается
многоуровневая система формирования пенсии. Эта
система предполагает существование уровней, основанных на принципах “pay-as-you-go” системы и накопительной системы. Тем не менее, введение обязательной системы страхования пенсии связано с существенными рисками. Представленная статья посвящена анализу рисков введения обязательной системы страхования пенсии и главных механизмов ослабления рисков
также, как и социальных аспектов реформы.
Ключевые слова: пенсия, финансы, переход, экономика, риск.

Baghdasaryan A. Problems of Pension System
Reforms, Financial System Stability and Capital
Market Development in the Countries with
Transition Economy
In most countries with transition economy
problems of reforming the pension system arise. As a
solution introduction of multi-pillar system of pension
provision is recommended. This system supposes
existence of pillars based on the principles of both payas-you-go system and funded system: Nonetheless,
introduction of mandatory funded pension system is
connected with substantial risks. The presented article is
devoted to the analysis of the risks of introduction of
mandatory funded pension system and the main
mechanisms of mitigation of risks as well as the social
aspects of the reform.
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CHINA’S ECONOMIC GROWTH AND SINO-RUSSIAN ECONOMIC RELATIONS
the rest of the world put together.1 At the same time the
Chinese products of light and textile industry are in
demand in the world market because of their low cost
and high quality.
Economic development of China are becoming
fundamentally crucial to the health of the global economy.
China’s economy and its international importance have
both risen exponentially since the start of the reform
process and now have a profound effect on the global
economy as a whole. China could become the world’s
largest economy sometime as early as 2025. Economic
commentators are describing China as “number one”, as
inevitable and inexorably becoming the largest economy
in the world. Although this thesis is quite debatable, the
very fact of rapid economic development of a such largescale economy, despite the influence of the world financial

For more than two decades China’s GDP has
growing by approximately 10% a year. The rise of China
is one of the most important force reshaping the world
economy at the beginning of the twenty-first century. In
2010 China became the world’s second largest economy
and accounted for almost 20% of the world growth. As
a result China became the world’s top manufacture in
2010, surpassing Germany.
China contributed two thirds of the increase in world
consumption of aluminum and copper and almost all the
increase in world consumption of lead tin and zinc. Now
China’s share in global coal, zinc and aluminium
consumption is more than 46%. In 2009 China’s
economy consumed twice as much crude steel as
European Union, America and Japan combined. It bought
more cars than America and more mobile phones then
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China, Asia, and the New World Economy, Edited by Barry Eichengreen, Charles Wyplosz, and Yung Chul Park, Oxford University
Press, 2008, p. 4.
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Table 2
Some countries shares in world’s GDP, Exports of Goods and Services and Population (2010)
World GDP
United States
Euro Area
Germany
France
Italy
Japan
United Kingdom
Canada
Russia
China
India

World Export of Good and
Services
9.8
26.1
8.0
3.5
2.9
4.6
3.5
2.5
2.4
9.4
1.7

19.7
14.6
4.0
2.9
2.4
5.8
2.9
1.8
3.0
13.6
5.4

World Population
4.5
4.8
1.2
0.9
0.9
1.9
0.9
0,5
2.1
19.7
17.8

Source: World Economic Outlook, April 2011, p. 171.

crises, is very important. Only 10-12 years ago, the idea
that China might ever overtake the U.S. in terms of scale
and total output would not have been took seriously. This
is no longer the case. As Table 2 shows the share of
China in world’s GDP, export of goods and services now
is 13,6% and 9,4% accordingly. China remains a relatively
poor country, with GDP per capita only about one-twelfth
that of Japan and the USA (the gap will be considerably
lower in terms of purchasing power parity), but Chinese
are now two time richer than they were ten years ago.
Trade balance of China characterized by proficiency
for the last twenty years. As a result China became the
first country on the sizes of currency reserves which in
2010 reached 2,6 bln. dollars. During last years currency
reserves of China annually grew for 200 billion dollars
and more. The surplus of external trade of China have
reached 8% of GDP in 2007, but was a little reduced by
4,9% in 2009 due to the global crises. On the other hand
in a number of large countries chronic deficit of trade
balance is observed. For example, in the U.S. the negative
balance of foreign trade in 2008 reached 6.2% of GDP.
Many economic analysts name global trading
imbalances as one of reasons of the world crises. The
reason for the Peoples Republic of China’s efforts to
increase currency reserves is the necessity to defend the
country in case of regional or global financial crises.
Significant currency reserves allow to support stability
of national financial system and raise ability to resist the
international risks and speculative impacts.
A larger China has greater implications for the world
economy. Demand for food, metals, manufactured goods,
energy and other resources are becoming much higher.
Of special interest is China’s demand for energy,
2
3

especially coal and oil. As estimated, China’s total demand
for energy will grow at 4.1% a year to 2025, as opposed
to 1.3% in the United States and 0.5% in Japan. These
growth rates allow for continued increases in energy
efficiency, but no major breakthroughs during the next
two decades. By 2025 China will be consuming 14.2
million barrels of oil a day, well over twice Japan’s
consumption, and two-third that in the United States.1
At current energy prices energy consumption in China is
projected to double by 2017 and triple by 2025 from its
2008 level. China affects world market prices. China’s
share in global oil consumption rose from 6% in 2000 to
11% in 2010.2 Coal consumption, mainly to generate
electricity by 2025 will more than double to 3.5 billion
tons, 40% of total world consumption. As China grows,
its dependence in imported materials will also grow. China
has ample coal and is rich in some other minerals, but in
general China is not a resource-rich country and it has
already become dependent on imports of iron are to feed
its voracious demand for steel, copper, and especially
oil, where domestic exploration has so far produced only
disappointing results.
Foreign direct investment (FDI) in China increased
by 19,1% and reached USD106bn last year. Only in
January 2011 it rose by 23.4% in comparison with
January 2010 and totaled USD10.03bn, according to
official data from China’s Ministry of Commerce. The
services sector received USD4.69bn of FDI, up to 31.8%
from January last year, while FDI inflows in the
manufacturing sector rose by 18.9% to USD 4.7bn.3
Foreign direct investments play important role in external
economic relations of China. It is source of new machinery
and technologies that helps to maintain fast development

World Economic Outlook 2011, p. 93.
Beijing Review, 17 February 2011, http//www.bjreview.com/headline/txt/2011-02/17/
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Table 3
Global FDI inflow, top 10 host economies, 2009 and 2010 ( billions of dollars)
country
United States
China
Hong Kong, China
Belgium
Brazil
Germany
United Kingdom
Russia
Singapore
France

2009
153
95
52
24
26
36
71
36
15
34

2010
228
106
69
62
48
46
46
41
39
34

Source: World Investment Report 2011, UNCTAD, p. 4.

of economy. At the same time cooperation with foreign
capital is important part of “open door policy” of Chinese
government and represents a series measures, called to
promote growth of competitiveness on foreign markets.
Until recently the investment activity of Chinese
companies remained within the country but lately they
have started to look abroad. China has gained ground as
important investor in recent years as result of its rapid
economic growth, abundant financial resources and
strong motivations to acquire resources and strategic
assets abroad. It is very important that Chinese companies
are looking abroad for a few reasons: to gain access to
international markets, to buy materials and to get technical
expertise. In the past years China’s direct investment
abroad has rapidly increased. China turned into one of
the biggest investors and keeps the 5 th-6th place in the
world. The data of the table 4 shows that the volume of
China’s foreign direct investments in 2010 has reached
68 bln. dollars. So we can see the steady trend of
strengthening of China’s positions in the world investment
process. In 2010 there were several mega-deals (over 3
bln. dollars) involving China. Examples include the
purchase of resource-based Brazil’s company “Repsol”
by China’s Sinopec Group for 7 bln. dollars.4 China tends
to host greenfield investment rather than cross-border
M æ As. At the same time, Chinese companies are
becoming important players in cross-border M&A
markets, which several years ago were dominated by
some developed countries.
Today China’s participation in global investment is
just 8%, mainly in major developed countries’ government
bonds; but tomorrow this money can be spent to acquire
companies and protect China against other countries’
possible defaults and devaluations.
4
5

China’s FDI outflow has been actively encouraged
by the Chinese government as part of its policy of gradual
capital account liberalization. Since 2002, some measures
have been taken each year to ease restrictions on FDI
outflow. Chinese government has encouraged FDI
outflows not only to advanced economy, such as the
United States and Western Europe, but to some countries
in Asia and Latin America in order to ensure more reliable
sources of raw materials and upstream products for
processing in China. Many of these capitals go to Hong
Kong and represent so- called round tripping investments
which return back to China to take advantages of
preferential tax treatment of foreign investment relative
to domestic investment. The United States has over the
past decades accounted for about 10% of China’s capital
outflow.
Still some experts consider Chinese expansion as a
risk: for example, the US tries to control Chinese access
to its market. Under these circumstances investments in
Europe and Russia is another options for China.5 This
strategic choice has great impact for the Russian market.
Although two thirds of Russia’s land is located in Asia,
culturally Russians perceive themselves more European
than their Asian neighbours. China has developed into
Russia’s most important and valuable neighbours, due
its scale, the size of the common border and its likely
impact on development.
Economically speaking China has developed into
Russia’s key partner, in particular in the development of
Russia’s Siberia and Far East. In 2010 trade volume topped
USD56bn, making China Russia’s third biggest trade
partner, though this is below the level of China’s trade
with a number of other partners. In 2009 trade declined,
but China reported significant trade growth with Russia

World Investment Report 2011, UNCTAD 2011, P. 10.
Russia and India Report, 24 September 2010 (“Russia and China Boost Ties”, Alexander Lukin).
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Table 4
Global FDI outflow, top 10 home economies, 2009 and 2010 ( billions of dollars)

country
United States
Germany
France
Hong Kong, China
China
Switzerland
Japan
Russia
Canada
Belgium

2009
283
78
103
64
57
33
75
44
42
38

2010
329
105
84
76
68
58
56
52
39
42

Source: World Investment Report 2011, UNCTAD, p. 9

in 2010. Bilateral trade last year increased by 43.1% and
reached its pre-crises level.6
The preferred currency between China and Russia
is US dollars. However, due to the US financial crisis
and the increasing volatility of both US dollar and euro,
both countries are exploring ways to avoid dollar trade
settlement. The Russian rouble is now trading against
Chinese yuan in the Chinese interbank market. Moreover
the Chinese renminbi which was until recently a
domestic Chinese currency and not convertible, will this
year be allowed to trade against the rouble in Russia.
The Russia-Sino Chamber of Commerce of Machinery
and electronic Products has been set up to optimize
their trade structure and change the model of trade
development.7
Nevertheless, Russia is concerned about its
growing import/export ratio, declining equipment
exports, and low levels of mutual investment. Thus
the completion of a new pipeline from Russia to China,
scheduled for last autumn, will allow Russia to double
its oil exports to 30 million tonnes a year and make
Russia one of the China’s top-three crude oil suppliers
alongside Saudi Arabia and Angola. The 1,000-km-long
pipeline will transport 15 million tons of crude oil from
Russia to China per year from 2011 until 2030,
according to an agreement signed between the two
countries. About 72 kilometers of the pipeline is in
Russia, while 92km of it is in China. The first 42,000
tons of crude oil flowed on Sunday morning, 2nd
January 2011. The pipeline, which starts in the fareastern Amur region in Russia, enters China at the
Mohe and terminates at the northeast China’s Daqing
City. In return for 300 million tons of Russia oil over
20 years, China agreed to lend Russian oil pipeline
6
7

company Transneft USD15bn and state-run company
Rosneft USD10bn. Until recently oil was transported
mainly via a slow and expensive railway route.
The energy sector especially has great economic
potential for both countries. Russia is continuously looking
for new outlets, not only in the West but in the East as
well. Due to the Chinese energy dependency, ties between
both countries can become closer and more stable. The
two countries are now working on a number of other
major projects in the energy sector. Still one of the most
important issues is the price on Russian gas export to
China. ( Russia asks a price for Gazprom gas deliveries
equal to that charged to European customers and Beijing
wants a discount). Due to the dependency and impact
on each others’ economy, both China and Russia have
avoided direct political confrontation, on problems such
as North Korea, territorial disputes with Japan, and
Russia’s ties with other countries in the region.
Subsequently hundreds of political, economic, cultural
and other bilateral events were held in 2010-2011.
Although, there are difficulties in Sino-Russian relations,
due to impact of conflicts to both economies they rarely
become the subject of public debate.
Significant progress has been made in investment
and technological co-operation and the two countries have
agreed on mid and long term co-operation plans in
investment, energy, nuclear power, aerospace, and
science. There are a few Russian-Chinese investment
projects in high technology linked to the creation of joint
technology parks both in Russia and China.
In 2009 Russia and China signed a programme for
co-development of Russia’s Siberia and the Far East and
China’s northeastern provinces. The plan involves
numerous cooperation projects between particular regions

Ministry of Commerce People’s republic of China, http:// mofcom.gov.cn/
Russia and India Report, 24 September 2010 (“Russia and China Boost Ties”, Alexander Lukin).
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to develop 158 facilities in Russia and Chinese border
areas. It covers wood industry, chemicals, construction,
infrastructure, agriculture, and several energy export
projects. Thus, there is a good foundation for mutual
co-operation. There are, however, some point of concern,
one of the most important being the competition from
former Soviet countries, who also have oil and gas
reserves. Oil pipeline projects have been negotiated
between China and Kazakhstan, and oil is already being
shipped. Chinese companies have been into Kazakh oil
assets since the end of 1990s. Now their share in total oil
production in Kazakhstan is about 25%. China took part
in the building of 1,000km pipeline in Kazakhstan, which
was opened in 2007 and goes from the central region to
the north western border. Now this pipeline is being
extended through the whole territory of Kazakhstan and
will lead to the Caspian Sea with its enormous oil
resources.
Kazakhstan is becoming less Russia-oriented and
tries to diversify its co-operation with other countries. It
views China as one of its major economic partners. In
February 2011 President Nazarbaev and Chinese leader
Hu Jintao signed several agreements in different fields.
They reached beyond the energy sector and included cooperation in the fertilizing industry, in construction of
high-speed railroad between Astana and Almaty, Chinese
loans for Kazakhstan’s petrochemical complex and an
agreement to supply 55,000 tons of uranium from
Kazakhstan to China.8
Such developments present direct competition with
Russia. Furthermore, some experts have argued that this
economic rally could one day lead to serious conflict, as
Russia tries to sustain its historical domination in Central
Asia in the face of growing Chinese influence.9

2010. — Access mode : http// www.voltairenet.org./
6. World Economic Outlook, April 2011, International
Monetary Fund (IMF) 2011. 7. World Investment Report
2011, UNCTAD, 2011.
Kotlyarov N. N. China’s Economic Growth and
Sino-Russian Economic Relations
The article examines the main aspects of China’s
economic growth and its impacts on the world economy.
By using latest statistical dates the author analyzes the
main trends and changes in China’s participation in the
development of the global economy, world trade and
foreign direct investment flow. Special attention is given
to China’s economic relation with Russia.
Key words: China, Russia, world economy, natural
resourses export, crises, foreign investment, economic
development.
Котляров М. М. Китайське економічне зростання й китайсько-російські економічні відносини
У статті розглянуто головні аспекти китайського
економічного зростання та його зіткнень у світовій економіці. Використовуючи найостанніші статистичні дані,
автор аналізує головні тенденції і зміни китайської ролі
в розвитку глобальної економіки, світовій торгівлі й
іноземного прямого інвестиційного потоку. Особлива
увага приділена китайським економічним відносинам
з Росією.
Ключові слова: Китай, Росія, світова економіка,
експорт природних ресурсів, кризи, іноземні інвестиції, економічний розвиток.
Котляров Н. Н. Китайский экономический
рост и китайско-российкие экономические отношения
В статье рассмотрены главные аспекты китайского экономического роста и его столкновений на мировой экономике. Используя самые последние статистические данные, автор анализирует главные тенденции и
изменения китайского участия в развитии глобальной
экономики, мировой торговли и иностранного прямого инвестиционного потока. Особое внимание уделено
китайским экономическим отношениям с Россией.
Ключевые слова: Китай, Россия, мировая экономика, экспорт природных ресурсов, кризисы, иностранные инвестиции, экономическое развитие.
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DETERMINANTS OF PERSONAL ECONOMIC AWARENESS
Introduction. The problem of determining and
evaluating economic awareness of various social and
demographic groups of the population is of great
importance, because studying economic awareness
determines the economic behavior of the population. One
of the strong assumptions of classical economic theory
of perfect competition is the existence of full awareness
and information as to market opportunities. The rising
complexity and wider range of financial products, the
increasing dynamics of new products development, and
the growing amount of economic and financial information
raise the importance of economic and financial literacy.
The purpose of this study was to examine the
differences in personal economic awareness between
different groups of population according to their
characteristics, and to investigate the determinants of
personal economic awareness.
Theoretical framework. In last twenty years, a
wide range of studies on economic awareness was
conducted. Most of these studies found low levels of
economic and especially financial awareness of the
population. For example, Jacob et al. (2000) found
extremely low literacy in economics, personal finance,
and consumer issues among the majority of Americans,
especially young people. Chen and Volpe (1998) surveyed
924 college students to examine their personal financial
literacy. They found that students gave more correct
responses to questions devoted to general knowledge,
savings and borrowing, and were less aware about
insurance and investment. A survey conducted by the
Institute of Certified Financial Planners (1993) in USA
showed that poor knowledge of investment fundamentals
was the most common problem encountered by their
clients, and that financial illiteracy was a major problem
when making individual financial decisions. According
to a survey of Italian households, 35 percent of potential
investors were unaware of stocks and 50 percent
unaware of mutual funds (Guiso and Jappelli, 2003). This
data indicated a lack of basic economic information and
financial awareness.
Total economic awareness commonly includes
awareness on everyday economic activity,
macroeconomic problems, financial and bank issues.
Evel’kin (2002), who examined economic awareness of
the wide public in Belarus, considered awareness on

obvious, everyday problems, such as rising prices and
the availability of goods in stores, and deeper economic
problems such as the state of production, the development
of business etc. However, the main determinant of
economic awareness is knowledge of financial issues.
There are many studies devoted to finance literacy,
in which defining and measuring financial literacy also
includes common and daily-used economic issues and
terms, which is why it is very difficult to make a precise
division between economic and financial literacy. Marriott
(2007) measured personal financial awareness and attitude
to debt by a questionnaire grouped around four main
themes: employment (e.g. minimum wage, tax allowance,
income tax rates, and terminology), fees and loans,
banking and finance, and general expenditure. The
questionnaire included both questions about the meaning
of widespread financial indices and current values of these
indices. For example, he asked about the description of
an asset, definition of a debit card, current exchange rate,
meaning of annual percentage rate, meaning of inflation,
meaning of the consumer price index, current rate of
inflation, meaning of base rate, meaning of liquidity,
current base rate per cent, VAT calculation, minimum
wage, NIC (National Insurance Contributions) percent
rate, meaning of NIC, base for NIC calculation, income
tax rate, etc. Thus, the index of financial awareness
included many issues of general economic knowledge.
Other scholars considered financial literacy and
awareness as knowledge concerning only financial issues.
Mason and Wilson (2000) defined financial literacy as
the “individual’s ability to obtain, understand and evaluate
the relevant information necessary to make decisions with
an awareness of the likely financial consequences”
(p. 31). The concept of financial literacy has recently
been renamed to financial capability, but it is still a
relatively new concept with no widely accepted definition
(Atkinson, 2005).The European Commission defined
financial literacy as the capability of consumers to
understand retail financial products with a view to making
informed financial decisions (EU-Commission, 2005). A
similar definition of financial literacy was given by the
U.S. Financial Literacy and Education Commission that
defined financial literacy as the ability to make informed
judgments and to take effective actions regarding the
current and future use and management of money. In
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other words, financial literacy is the effective use of
information in the decision making process (Basu, 2005).
Knowledge about markets and investing can be
considered a fundamental dimension of personal financial
literacy (Braunstein and Welch, 2002).
Lusardi and Mitchell (2006) created a questionnaire
for measuring financial literacy. The three questions
examined the working of interest rates, the effects of
inflation, and the concept of risk diversification. Ford
and Kent (2010) also developed three dimensions for
measuring financial awareness. The first scale dimension
related to familiarity with financial terms such as priceto-earnings ratio and volatility. The second scale reflected
understanding of market terms such as the Dow Jones
Industrial Average and bearish market behavior. The third
scale reflected awareness of current market context by
understanding contextual factors such as current price
levels and trends of various asset classes. The
questionnaire on financial literacy developed by Hilgert
and Hogarth (2003) covered cash-flow management,
general credit management, saving, investment,
mortgages, and a broad category of other financial issues.
A majority of the studies revealed a strong
connection between economic knowledge and behavior.
According to Guiso and Jappelli (2003), awareness might
be of first order importance in determining behavior of
potential actors in the financial markets. Basu (2005) also
stressed that financial literacy must begin by explaining
the need and importance of good financial decisions, that
should lead to a set of information that consumers will
need to make informed decisions. Without financial
literacy, the full and informed participation of individuals
in economic life is more difficult (Habschick, Seidl and
Evers, 2007). Endsley (1995) wrote about situational
awareness of financial markets. He defined it as a state
of knowledge that preceded decision making and
performance, which involved perceiving critical factors
in an environment, understanding their meaning, and
projecting what could happen to a system in the near
future. For example, debt could be managed better if
persons possess adequate personal financial awareness
(Marriott, 2007). Individuals need financial literacy in
order to cope with the increased complexity of their needs
and financial products (Habschick, Seidl and Evers, 2007).
Personal characteristics of various population
groups can significantly affect economic awareness.
Many studies found significant gender differences in
economic and financial awareness. Lusardi and Mitchell
(2008) stressed that women displayed a lower level of
knowledge than men, particularly with regard to risk
diversification. Women generally possessed lower levels
of investment knowledge (Chen and Volpe, 1998;
Oppenheimer Funds, 1997) and financial market
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

awareness (Ford and Kent, 2010) compared to their male
counterparts. Volpe, Chen, and Pavlicko (1996) also found
that male students were more knowledgeable than female
students. Danes and Hira (1987) revealed that males knew
more about insurance and personal loans, but females
knew more about issues covered in the section of overall
financial management knowledge.
The life cycle can also have an impact on economic
awareness. Guiso and Jappelli (2003) found that
awareness was positively affected by demographic
variables — birth cohort (age), education, and income.
Many studies on youths and adults revealed low scores
for economic, financial, and consumer awareness (Chen
and Volpe, 1998; Hilgert and Hogarth, 2003). On the
contrary, Lusardi and Mitchell (2006) found an alarmingly
low level of financial literacy among older individuals in
the United States. Chen and Volpe (1998) revealed that
students in the lower class ranks, young (under age 30),
and with little work experience had lower levels of financial
knowledge. Many studies found a quite strong and positive
relationship between education and financial awareness
(Guiso and Jappelli, 2003; Lusardi and Mitchell, 2007).
Others found that low-income consumers, and those with
less education, tend to have below-average financial
literacy scores (Kotlikoff and Bernheim, 2001; Reifner,
2003). Also, Jacob et al. (2000) found that consumer
and financial literacy of low-incomes and immigrants
were lower than that of other populations.
Participants from dissimilar ethnic backgrounds
have different levels of financial knowledge; foreign
students earned lower scores than their American
counterparts (Chen and Volpe, 1998). Many recent
immigrants face both social and language barriers to
using mainstream financial institutions (Jacob et al.,
2000). Kohli (2011) also stated that migrant workers
had limited understanding of the guest country’s language
and therefore lacked awareness of features of the labor
market. They also lacked awareness of general everyday
issues and services. According to Ford and Kent (2010),
experience plays a significant role in financial awareness.
Thus, immigrants who came from countries of origin
where the population traditionally does not participate
in the financial market would be less aware than the
native population. Hern?ndez-Coss (2005) mentioned
the following reasons that restricted immigrants from
participation in formal financial systems: immigrants
might tend not to trust formal financial institutions,
because of the poor levels of banking penetration in
their country of origin and lack of cultural familiarity
with them. But migration is a channel for empowerment
as it generates experience and creates more awareness
(Bhaskaran and Mehta, 2002). Immigrants can benefit
from being part of a close-knit migrant community, and
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they often learn from each other about financial channels
and possibilities (Herná ndez-Coss, 2005). Economic
awareness of immigrants shows the extent to which
they have adapted economically to the new conditions
in the host country and, hence, influences their
economic integration.
Method. Data collection and demographics of the
sample. Data were collected in 2010-2011 in Israel.
Combining convenient and snowball samples, 500
individuals from all over Israel were surveyed via a
questionnaire. The questionnaire was produced in Hebrew
and Russian (for immigrants from the FSU who constitute
85% of the immigrant population in Israel) and
administered by speakers fluent both in Hebrew and
Russian. The respondents could therefore choose the
language of the questionnaire. The Hebrew version of
the questionnaire was compared with the Russian, using
a back-translation method and inspection by speakers
fluent in both languages in order to ensure equivalence
of meaning.
The gender distribution in our sample was almost
equal: 45.8 percent of the respondents were women
and 54.2 percent were men. Native-born individuals
constituted 52.6% of the sample (263 persons) and
immigrants constituted 47.4% (237 persons). The
mean age of the respondents was 37.3 (the minimum
age was 19 and the maximum age was 73). The mean
income of an immigrant in this sample was about
2300$. This corresponded with the Israeli Central
Bureau of Statistics, according to which the mean wage
was about 2430$ in 2010-2011. For immigrants, their
duration living in the host country was 18.2 years.
This corresponded with the national statistical data,
indicating that nearly 60 percent of all immigrants of
the last thirty years came to Israel in the early 1990s.
Thus, the demographic characteristics of the sample
in this study corresponded with the national statistics
as to gender division, mean income and duration living
in Israel.
Measures. Variables describing the respondents’
human capital were age (a continuous variable measured
in years), gender (coded “0” = female and “1” = male),
origin (coded “0” = immigrant and “1” = native-born),
income (categorized on a scale of “1” = have no current
income to ”7” = over 4300$), employment (coded “0” =
unemployed and “1” = employed), and education in terms
of credentials (categorized on a scale of 1—7 where “1”
= less than 12 years of schooling; “2” = up to a
matriculation certificate; “3” = a matriculation certificate;
“4” = vocational studies; “5” = undergraduate degree;
“6” = graduate degree; “7” = doctoral degree). In order
to clarify difficulties in respondents’ characteristics
between the clusters this variable was recoded to 4

categories (“1” = up to and including a matriculation
certificate; “2” = vocational studies; “3” = undergraduate
degree» and “4” = graduate or doctoral degree). The
variables that were relevant only for immigrants were
duration living in the host country (a continuous variable
measured in years) and age at immigration (a continuous
variable measured in years).
Based on the literature review, a list of components
for awareness was created. In order to distinguish groups
of components of awareness, I used factor analysis that
determined 4 factors.
— Factor 1: Financial awareness: meaning of
convertible bonds (loading 0.809), number of stocks that
were included in the Index of Derivatives (MAOF)
(loading 0.756), the best world rating for stocks (loading
0.744), meaning of the FOREX market (loading 0.672),
and determinants of stock market prices(loading 0.556).
— Factor 2: Macroeconomic awareness: last year’s
inflation rate (0.777), last year’s unemployment rate
(0.720), and minimum wage (0.550).
— Factor 3: General economic awareness: name
of the Head of the Central Bank (0.835) and percentage
of VAT (0.779);
— Factor 4: Bank awareness: possible collateral for
a bank (0.679), banking transactions subject to
commissions (0.668), and interest rates relevant for yearly
bank deposits (0.561).
Total variance extracted by the four factors was
54.6% (Rotation method: Varimax; eigenvalue > 1.0). A
score for each factor was calculated by creating an index
of all items included in that factor and by calculating the
average score of these items. Thus, we received four
variables: financial awareness, macroeconomic
awareness, general economic awareness and bank
awareness. Total awareness index was calculated as the
average score of all the items of awareness.
Results. Differences in Economic Awareness.
First, hierarchical clustering was used to determine
the optimal number of clusters, which was found to
be three. They were: highly aware persons (Highaware), lowly aware persons (Low-aware) and aware
about daily economic activities but ignorant about
macro issues (Daily-aware but macro-ignorant). The
relevance of classifying components of awareness on
macroeconomic, financial, bank and general economic
awareness was corroborated by the factor analysis,
which determined four factors
Then, a hierarchical clustering algorithm was
performed to divide the respondents into three clusters
based on their scores of the awareness components. The
contribution of each of the four factors to the formation
of the clusters was examined with the ANOVA test. The
study revealed that each of the four factors contributed
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Table 1
Cluster Analysis Results: Final Cluster Centers for the Awareness Factors
Components of Awareness
(1 – 4)

1. Financial awareness
What are convertible bonds?
How many stocks are included in the Index of
Derivatives (MAOF)?
What is the best world rating for stocks?
What is the FOREX market?
What determines stock market prices?
2. Bank awareness
What kind of interest rate is relevant for yearly
bank deposits?
What banking transactions are subject to
commissions?
What can be collateral for a bank?
3. Macroeconomic awareness
What was the inflation last year?
What was the unemployment rate last year?
What is the minimum wage?
4. General economic awareness
Who is the Head of the Central Bank?
What is the percentage of VAT?

significantly (p-Value < 0.000) to the formation of the
three clusters. Table 1 presents the cluster analysis results,
which show that each cluster is characterized by a
different combination of emphases on awareness’
components.
The data were also presented in the form of a Radar
graph (Fig. 1) for the presentation of cluster analysis
results. The graph clearly depicts the three clusters.
The grades of awareness components were placed on
the axes.
The figure shows that awareness about bank
activities and operation and general economic awareness
were higher than macroeconomic and financial awareness
among the respondents of all three clusters. The lowest
was financial awareness that concerned less common
issues such as bonds markets, derivatives, stock and
FOREX market.
The wide public is familiar with bank activity, since
it encounters this sort of activity in everyday life. People
are aware of common issues such as VAT percentage
because they buy goods every day. They also hear in the
news about decisions by the Head of the Central Bank,
whose authority in Israel is greater than in other countries
and is thus involved in public economic daily life much
more than in other countries. Even representatives of the
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

p-Value

Clusters
1 - High
Aware

2 - Low
Aware

1.28
1.29
1.12

3 - Daily
Aware but
Macro
Ignorant
2.04
2.08
1.55

2.82
2.75
2.59

0.000
0.000
0.000

2.70
2.52
3.53
3.45
2.82

1.23
1.20
1.56
2.44
1.92

1.88
1.73
2.93
3.33
2.70

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

3.79

3.20

3.78

0.000

3.75
3.01
2.81
2.60
3.62
3.61
3.74
3.48

2.20
1.56
1.20
1.27
2.23
2.85
3.07
2.64

3.52
1.94
1.52
1.45
2.85
3.20
3.37
3.03

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

“Low—Aware” cluster showed fairly high general
awareness (2.85 on a scale of 1 to 4).
Characteristics of Identified Clusters. The features
that characterized respondents in each cluster were
analyzed (Tab. 2). The results of the study revealed that
gender and origin, income and for immigrants duration
living in the host country explained the distribution of
respondents between the clusters. The study revealed
that native-born men were overrepresented and immigrant
women were underrepresented in the “High-Aware”
cluster. The division of immigrant men and native-born
women among the clusters was very similar, hence, these
groups showed quite similar patterns of awareness. No
differences were found between clusters as to
respondents’ age, age at immigration (for immigrants
only) and education.
Determinants of economic awareness. Regression
analysis was conducted in order to explore the
determinants of each component of economic awareness
(Tab. 3). The range of independent variables covered the
respondents’ demographic characteristics (gender, origin,
age, education, income and employment). Dependent
variables were financial awareness, macroeconomic
awareness, general economic awareness, and bank
awareness.
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Financial awareness
4
3
2

Macroeconomic
awareness

1

Bank awareness

General economic
awareness
1-High Aware

2 - Low Aware

3-Daily Aware but Macro Ignorant

Fig. 1. Components of Economic Awareness by Three Clusters
Table 2
Characteristics of the Clusters (by Components of Awareness)
Issues

Clusters
1 - High
Aware

Age
Gender * Origin
Immigrant Female
Immigrant Male
Native-born Female
Native-born Male
Education
Up to and including a
matriculation certificate
Vocational studies
Undergraduate degree
Graduate or doctoral degree
Income (scale of 1 to 7)

2 - Low
Aware

Test
3 - Daily Aware
but Macro
Ignorant
35.1
100%

38.7
100%

36.4
100%

15.10%
27.20%
22.80%
34.90%
100%
31.80%

37.30%
29.30%
20.00%
13.30%
100%
41.90%

43.30%
25.00%
16.70%
15.00%
100%
38.30%

17.50%
33.80%
16.90%

16.20%
24.30%
17.60%

13.30%
35.00%
13.30%

4.16

3.33

3.36

p-Value

ANOVA
Chi-square,
χ2 = 43.217

NS
0

Chi-square

NS

ANOVA

0

F=8.964
For immigrants only:
Age at immigration
Duration living in the host
country, years

21.9
19.5

22.3
16.1
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18.6
17.5

ANOVA
ANOVA
F=3.960

NS
0.02
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Table 3
Regression results for components of awareness

Independent variables

Gender
Age
Immigrant or Native-born
Education
Income
Employment
(Employed/Unemployed)
(Constant)

Financial awareness,
R2=0.212****
(0.000)
Beta
.175****
(0.000)
-.228****
(0.000)
.301****
(0.000)
.229****
(0.000)
.065
(0.202)
-.149***
(0.001)
(0.000)

Macroeconomic
awareness,
R2=0.904****
(0.000)
Beta
t-statistics
.138***
3.061
(0.002)
-.015
-.304
(0.761)
.174****
3.850
(0.000)
.045
.914
(0.361)
.174***
3.183
(0.002)
-.057
-1.211
(0.227)
(0.000)
10.730

t-statistics
4.151
-5.126
7.154
4.991
1.277
-3.363
10.146

Total awareness
R2= 0.148****
(0.000)
Beta
.166****
(0.000)
-.129**
(0.006)
.256****
(0.000)
.163***
(0.001)
.111**
(0.038)
-.132***
(0.004)
(0.000)

t-statistics
3.801
-2.786
5.837
3.405
2.080
-2.863
18.676

Notes: **** Sig.<0.000; *** Sig.<0.005; ** Sig.<0.05; * Sig. < 0.10.

Only three regressions — for financial awareness,
macroeconomic awareness and total awareness — were
significant (Sig. < 0.000), whereas about 21% of the
variance of the financial awareness, about 15% of the
variance of the total awareness and 9% of the
macroeconomic awareness can be explained by the
independent variables of the model. Table 3 shows that
total awareness was significantly affected by all the
independent variables. Men reported higher financial,
macroeconomic and total awareness than women did.
Native-born persons showed higher financial,
macroeconomic and total awareness than immigrants did.
However, the impact of these factors on the components
of awareness was not identical. The education level and
employment positively affected only financial awareness
and total awareness. The older respondents were, the
higher financially and totally aware they were. High
income contributed to macroeconomic but not to financial
awareness.
Conclusions. The study distinguished four types
of economic awareness: financial awareness,
macroeconomic awareness, general economic
awareness, and bank awareness. All respondents were
divided into clusters according to their levels of
awareness of these components.
The study found quite a high level of awareness
about daily bank activities and operation and general
economic issues, and relatively low levels of
macroeconomic and especially financial awareness. This
finding is in accordance with Evel’kin (2002) who
stressed that the most economic interest was limited to
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

the most obvious, everyday problems, whereas deeper
economic problems attracted only a small part of
population.
The personal characteristics of the respondents in
three clusters were different. Slightly more than one
half of the respondents in the “High Aware” cluster were
male, native-born, and highly educated. On the other
hand, female, immigrant and low-educated persons were
overrepresented in the “Low Aware” cluster. Hence,
immigrant women were found to be doubly
disadvantaged: firstly, gender-disadvantaged, and
secondly, disadvantaged because of being immigrants
and thus having less experience and poorer information
about the host country’s market. Living longer in the
host country increased economic awareness. The
income of high-aware persons was significantly higher
than that of other groups.
Thus, the study revealed that the factors that
significantly affected awareness were gender, age, being
an immigrant, education, income and being employed.
Education, employment and age significantly positively
contributed to financial awareness. It was surprising to
find that persons with a higher income did not show
higher financial awareness, although they were more
aware about macroeconomic issues.
This study has some policy implementations.
Understanding which groups of population have low
economic awareness can help decision makers to develop
programs strengthening economic and financial
awareness. Enhancing awareness would help people to
better manage better their debts and financial and pension
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assets. For immigrants, possessing economic awareness
can speed up their integration in the host country.
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Kushnirovich N. O. Determinants of Personal
Economic Awareness
This study examined the differences in personal
economic awareness between different groups of
population, and investigated the determinants of raising
economic awareness. The study found quite a high level
of awareness about bank activities and general economic
issues, and relatively low levels of macroeconomic and
especially financial awareness. The factors that
significantly influenced economic awareness were
gender, age, education, income, being native-born, and
being employed. Male, native-born, highly educated
people were overrepresented in the high-awareness
cluster, whereas female, immigrant, low-educated
persons were overrepresented in the low-awareness
cluster. Therefore, immigrant women were found to be
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doubly disadvantaged. The income of high-awareness
persons was significantly higher than that of lowawareness persons.
Key words: Economic Awareness, Financial Literacy,
Immigrant Women.
Кушнірович Н. О. Детермінанти особистої
економічної обізнаності
У роботі досліджено відмінності на рівні особистої економічної обізнаності між різними групами населення. За допомогою методів факторного,
ієрархічного, кластерного й регресійного аналізу
визначені детерминанти економічної обізнаності населення. Дослідження виявило досить високий
рівень знань про діяльність банківської системи й
загальної економічної обізнаності. Макроекономічна, а особливо фінансова обізнаність населення були
значно нижче. Як показало дослідження, стать, вік,
освіта, прибуток, зайнятість на ринку праці і факт
імміграції мають значний вплив на економічну обізнаність. Чоловіки, люди з високим рівнем освіти,
корінні мешканці країни склали більшість у групі з
високим рівнем обізнаності. Відповідно жінки, люди
з низьким рівнем освіти, а також іммігранти склали
більшість в групі з низьким рівнем обізнаності. Таким чином, економічна обізнаність жінок-іммігранток є найбільш низькою. Дохід людей з високим
рівнем економічної обізнаності значно вищий, ніж
у людей з низькою обізнаністю.
Ключові слова: економічна обізнаність населення, фінансова грамотність, жінки-іммігрантки.

Кушнирович Н. А. Детерминанты личной
экономической осведомлонности
В данной работе исследованы различия в уровне личной экономической осведомленности между разными группами населения. С помощью методов факторного, иерархического, кластерного и
регрессионного анализа определены детерминанты экономической осведомленности населения. Исследование выявило довольно высокий уровень
знаний о деятельности банковской системы и общей экономической осведомленности. Макроэкономическая и особенно финансовая осведомленность населения были значительно ниже. Как показало исследование, пол, возраст, образование,
доход, занятость на рынке труда и факт иммиграции оказывают значительное влияние на экономическую осведомленность. Мужчины, люди с высоким уровнем образования, коренные жители страны составили большинство в группе с высоким
уровнем осведомленности. Соотвественно женщины, люди с низким уровнем образования, а также
иммигранты составили большинство в группе с
низким уровнем осведомленности. Таким образом,
экономическая осведомленность женщин-иммигранток является наиболее низкой. Доход людей с
высоким уровнем экономической осведомленности значительно выше, чем у людей с низкой осведомленностью.
Ключевые слова: экономическая осведомленность населения, финансовая грамотность, женщиныиммигрантки.
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IMMIGRATION IN THE 1990s FROM THE FORMER USSR AND THE HIGHER
EDUCATION SYSTEM IN ISRAEL IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE 1990s
Introduction
Immigration, which has been a characteristic of
most developed countries in recent years, has a
considerable effect on many areas of life, including
education. This effect is felt not only by the immigrants
but also by the natives. As academic achievements,
especially in higher education, are one of the main avenues
to future mobility in modern society, the effect of
immigration on education should have one of the most
important influences on the society that accepts and
absorbs immigrants. Moreover, as most immigrant
students lack strong social and economic networks, their
academic achievements become one of the only
springboards for social advancement in the destination
country. Thus, the manner in which immigrants fit into
the various levels of the education system is a significant
indicator of how they will integrate into society as a whole
in the future. Furthermore, the integration of immigrants
in the education system may have differential effects on
other social groups, and as such, immigrant integration
can serve as a tool for educational stratification for
members of the native population as well.
This study deals with the mass immigration to Israel
from the former Soviet Union which began in September
1989 and has continued to this day, albeit in smaller
numbers. Some 830 thousand people had immigrated to
Israel by the end of the last decade of the 20th century, of

them 40% children and youngsters up to age 29. In
absolute numbers this was the largest immigration since
the State of Israel was established in May 1948. In addition
to its impressive size, this wave of immigration from the
former Soviet Union was marked by two additional
characteristics: a very low percentage of immigrants with
financial means, and a very high percentage of immigrants
with some post-high school education (including
academic schooling). Consequently, this immigration
constitutes a unique case for examining the effect of the
combination of great “human capital” with very limited
“economic capital”.
The aim of the study is to examine the influence of
the 1990s immigration from the former Soviet Union on
the chances of learning (do they attend school?) and the
patterns of learning (where and what do they learn?) of
the immigrants who came to Israel from the former Soviet
Union in the 1990s and on Israel-born children in the
country’s higher education system in the first half of the
1990s.
The policy of expanding the higher education
system in the first half of the 1990s
At the end of the 1980s six universities2 offering
bachelor studies operated in Israel, as well as a few nonuniversity institutions of higher education, including the
Bezalel School of Art, the Academy for Dance and Music,
and regional colleges. Although high school matriculation
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certificate eligibility rose during the 1980s (from 20% of
all adolescents in the relevant age group in 1980 to 30%
in 1990),3 the Israel Council of Higher Education (ICHE)
and the Committee for Planning and Budgeting (CPB)
adhered to their policy of not expanding the higher
education system.4 This is what the CPB wrote in its
1989 report, a short time before the wave of immigration
began:
The system as it stands in 1988 is capable of
absorbing foreseeable additional demand for bachelor
degree studies. Therefore, in order to maintain an
appropriate academic level and to avoid a degradation
of the value of the bachelor degree, the Council did
not see any necessity to establish additional
institutions (CPB decision 39/7, January 11, 1989, see
CPB Annual Report, p. 70).

The wave of mass immigration from the former
Soviet Union that began at the end of 1989 substantially
changed the CPB’s conceptions about expanding the
system of higher education in Israel. As early as July
1990 the CPB appointed a sub-committee to examine
ways to expand the supply and variety of institutions of
learning for bachelor studies (CPB report, 1991, p. 70).
Moreover, at the beginning of the 1990s immigrant
absorption in the higher education system became the
main focus of discussion, both in the ICHE and the CPB.
As the annual CPB report from that period states:
Absorbing these immigrants in the higher
education system is an issue engaging the CPB in
1990-91, both in terms of immediate absorption of the
immigrants in the system and in terms of preparing
for the next few years, when a large wave is expected
to arrive (CPB Report, 1991, p. 67).

During this period, the principle guiding the CPB
was that the wave of immigration from the former Soviet
Union would brings students who had ceased their studies
at various stages, as well as youth that had completed
their high school studies and were interested in beginning
their higher education studies (CPB Report, 1991, p. 67).
Therefore, the Committee expected “an additional 30
thousand immigrant and veteran students in the higher
education system beginning in 1991. Of them, 2/3 would
be from the new immigrants and about one third would
be from local natural increase” (Ibid., p. 68). As to
absorbing the immigrant students, the CPB instructed
the academic institutions to “absorb all those with suitable
skills for studies. In other words, without changing the
3
4

acceptance standards in the faculties and without
affecting the absorption of local Israelis” (authors’
emphasis, Ibid., p. 67). As the then-presiding head of the
CPB, Prof. Yaacov Ziv explained:
Despite the maximal importance of absorbing
appropriate immigrant students, we should not
infringe on the opportunities for Israeli-born
youngsters to study. The acceptance thresholds will
be equal for all and will be similar to those now in
force, and those who meet them will be accepted. Of
course, this will require an additional expansion of
the higher education system. (Yedion, 1, p. 1).

As for the expansion of the academic institutions,
the CPB instructed the institutions to absorb “this
addition…mainly in the institutions on the periphery,
[authors’ emphasis] in keeping with the policy of
dispersing the population and strengthening the northern
and southern regions, as well as from academic
considerations, to strengthen the institutions that have
not yet reached optimal size” (Ben-Gurion University, Haifa
University and Bar-Ilan University) (p. 68). The planned
increase at the time was as follows:
The Hebrew University in Jerusalem — 2000 students
Tel Aviv University
—
2000 students
The Technion
—
2000 students
Bar-Ilan University
—
5000 students
Haifa University
—
5000 students
Ben-Gurion University
—
6000 students
Other institutions of higher education — 4000 students
Regional colleges
—
2000 students
At the beginning of the 1990/91 academic year the
CPB allocated NIS 16.5 million to the universities as
immediate assistance for absorbing immigrant students.
Of this amount NIS7.5 million were transferred to the
CPB by the Administrator General, at the initiative of then
Justice Minister Dan Meridor, and NIS 9 million were
transferred by the Ministry of Finance (Yedion, 1, p. 1).
Thus, in the 1990/91 academic year, governmental
participation in the regular budget of the universities
(together with income from tuition) covered more than
80% of this budget, in contrast, for example, to 52% for
the 1983/84 academic year (Yedion, 1, p. 4). Greater
budgeting of the universities by the state continued during
the first half of 1990. As a result, the higher education
system, mainly the universities, began to expand intensively.
Implementation of the expansion policy of the
higher education system in the first half of the 1990s
Figure 1 about here

From a publication of the Adva Center: Eligibility for Matriculation Diplomas by Settlement, 2003-2004, 2005.
In the 1980s the ICHE and the CPB rejected all proposals to expand the higher education system.
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Fig. 1. Rate of growth of the number of first year students from the 1990/91 — 1994/95 academic years,
by institution
Source of data: Central Bureau of Statistics, various years.

Over a period of five academic years (from 1990
to 1995), the number of first year students attending
bachelor studies at the universities increased by more
than 40%. Using the distinction between universities
developed by Yogev (2000), the six universities were
divided into two strata: the elite universities (the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, the Technion and Tel Aviv
University), which aspired to general excellence, and the
designated universities (Bar-Ilan University, Haifa
University and Ben-Gurion University), which were
intended to serve specific or geographically peripheral
populations. According to this division it can be seen
(Fig. 1) that the main part of the growth (about 90%)
resulted from expansion in the designated universities,
whose population of first year students doubled (a 103%
increase at Ben-Gurion University and a 94% growth at
Haifa University). In contrast, the elite universities —
the Hebrew University, Tel Aviv and the Technion —
registered a gain of about 20% while the Technion actually
registered a 15% decrease in the number of first year
students.
In addition, the areas of study also expanded
differentially during this period with the major growth
registered mainly in the humanities and social sciences.
Thus, the number of new students in the humanities
increased by 2,924, of them 938 in the elite universities
and 1,986 in the designated universities. At the same
time, certain fields of study shrank in student numbers
in these years at the elite universities, such as
agriculture, engineering, the social sciences and
architecture.

It should be emphasized that in the first half of the
1990s expansion occurred not only in the university sector
of the higher education system but also in the nonuniversity sector — the colleges. Even before the College
Law was enacted in 1995, the non-university sector was
already undergoing processes of expansion and
academization, such as in the teacher education and
technological colleges.Thus, for example, the number of
first year students in these colleges grew from 2,968 in
1990 to 5,520 in 1994. However, growth in the nonuniversity sector in this period represented less than 30%
of the entire increase in the number of first year bachelor
students in the higher education system.
To this point, we have described expansion of the
higher education system in the first half of the 1990s.
The question that arises is: Did the immigrants for whom
the higher education system tailored its expansion policy,
mainly as a constructive step for absorbing them, actually
take advantage of it? To answer this question we will
first discuss how the immigrants fit into the higher
education system.
How the immigrants fit into the higher
education system in the first half of the 1990s
Regarding the integration of the new immigrants in
the higher education system, three main points should be
emphasized:
First, the percentage of immigrants, male and
female, among the students in the first half of the 1990s
was similar to their percentage in the population of the
same age group, about 7% (CPB Report, 1995/96).
Second, as can be seen in Fig. 2 the percentages
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Fig. 2. Percentage of immigrants in the incoming class of 1995/96, by academic institution
Source of data: Central Bureau of Statistics, publication 1068.
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Fig. 3. Percentage of immigrants in the incoming class 1995/96, by areas of study
Black = expanded areas of study Gray = areas of study not expanded
Source of data: Central Bureau of Statistics, publication 1068

of immigrants in the elite universities exceeded those
in the designated universities, except for Tel Aviv
University. For example, the percentage of immigrants
in the Technion was estimated at 16%, while at BarIlan University they constituted only 8% of the
students.
Third, the percentage of immigrants among students
in the exact sciences was greater than those in the
humanities. Thus, for example, the percentage of
immigrants in the computer and technology sciences was
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

estimated at about 20% but in the humanities the figure
stood at only about 8%, in the social sciences 5% and in
law only about 2% (Fig. 3). Similarly, about 40% of the
immigrant students were registered in the natural sciences
and mathematics faculties while among the native Israeli
population this figure stood at only 15%.
Analysis of the data about the integration of
immigrants in the higher education system, together with
information about implementation of the policy to expand
the higher education system in the first half of the 1990s
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shows that the expanded university framework, ostensibly
to absorb new immigrants, was utilized mainly by native
born Israelis: from 1990-1995, the number of first year
students in universities grew by more than 40%. But the
percentage of immigrants did not exceed 16% among
first year university students. In other words, immigrants
in the higher education system explained only about 22%
of the 40% expansion. This being the case, the question
that arises is: Which native Israeli groups took advantage
of the massive expansion of the university sector in the
first half of the 1990s?
Who “gained” and who “lost” as a result of
immigration in the early 1990s?
In order to answer the question of which groups
won and which lost out as a result of the expansion of
higher education following the mass immigration in the
1990s, a descriptive analysis was conducted of the
probability of learning in an academic institution5 over
time. Performing a longitudinal analysis makes it possible
to distinguish between general trends and specific local
influences.
The source of the data used for this analysis was
17 personnel surveys conducted from 1979-1995. As
the analysis deals with probability figures for each year,
all those who attended an academic institution before the
survey year were excluded from the sample. The sample
included all native-born Israelis, Jews and Arabs, women
and men, ages 18-30. Only this age group was used in
the sample because it encompasses more than 90% of
those attending first year studies in institutions of higher
education. The odd ratio was calculated as the number
of students in an academic institution in survey year t in
contrast to the number of those who were not attending
such an institution.
By examining Fig. 4, “The odd ratio of attending an
academic institution among Jews,” two conclusions arise
about the first half of the 1990s:
First, in these years a gap began to develop in
favor of women in terms of the odd ratio of attending
an academic institution. In this period, the percentages
of those attending institutions of higher education rose
for both women and men, but the rate of increase was
larger for women than for men. As can be seen in Figure
6, men maintained the same rate of increase that
characterized the 1980s while for women it rose. Two
possible reasons can explain this. The first is that, as

noted earlier in this article, the areas of study that
expanded in the first half of the 1990s were in the
humanities, the so-called “female” subjects; the second
reason is that the academization process, begun in the
1980s and intensified in the early 1990s, affected teacher
education institutions and the teaching profession. Most
of those who took advantage of this process were
women.
It can be assumed that the “female” areas of study
did not expand because more women wanted to study,
that is, it was not the increase in demand that was
responsible for the full expansion, but rather the increased
supply of learning places in these areas was the main
cause of expansion. Offering more places in higher
education institutions was part of the policy of expanding
the higher education system, ostensibly to absorb young
immigrants from the academic institutions of the former
Soviet Union.
This raises the question of why these specific areas
of study expanded so massively and not other areas of
study such as the exact sciences which were preferred
by the immigrants. In this context we can only assume
that the reason that humanities studies were expanded in
the universities can be attributed to economic
considerations: the cost per student in the humanities was
lower than the cost per student in the exact sciences.
However, it should be noted that the CPB reports makes
no reference to which areas of study should be expanded
for absorbing new immigrants, even though the ICHE
knew6 that the immigrants tended more towards the exact
sciences.
Second, despite the fact that in the first half of the
1990s the odd ratio of attending an institution of higher
education rose for males, it is possible to assume that the
immigration of the 1990s somewhat “impinged” on their
learning pattern, in that the immigrants tended to study
exact sciences, in other words the “male” professions, in
the elite institutions which did not expand in this period. A
salient example of this is the Technion. In the first half of
the 1990s, the number of first year students in the Technion
declined by 15%, despite the fact that the percentage of
new immigrant first year students at the institution stood
at more than 20%. In the 1989/90 academic year the
percentage of candidates rejected by the Technion was
about 30% but in the 1992/93 academic year this figure
rose to 37% (Statistical Journal No. 11, 1994). As the

5
The odd ratio of learning in an academic institution is calculated as the ratio between the probability of attending an academic
institution and the probability of not attending such an institution.
6
As early as 1991 the following appeared in the newsletter of the ICHE and the CPB: “The updated forecasts also take into account
the tendency among some of the new immigrants to learn in non-academic post-high school settings, in order to acquire a profession
quickly and to help support their families. A similar phenomenon was observed among immigrants who arrived from Romania in the
1970s” (Yedion, 1, p. 1).
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Figure 4. The odd ratio of attending vs. not attending an academic institution among native born Israel Jews ages 18-30
Source of data: Central Bureau of Statistics, Human Resources, 1979-1995.
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Figure 5. The odd ratio of attending vs. not attending an academic institution among Israeli Arabs ages 18-30
Source of data: Central Bureau of Statistics, Human Resources, 1979-1995.

probability of attending an academic institution rose among
Jewish native-born Israeli men in this period (Fig. 4), it
can be said that those “harmed by the immigration of the
1990s” did not abandon the higher education system but
rather continued their studies in less prestigious academic
institutions or in areas of study with lower acceptance
requirements. One of the indicators of this is the growth
of the departments of the exact sciences and engineering
in the designated universities, such as Ben-Gurion
University, in the first half of the 1990s.
Having discussed the probability of Jewish men
and women studying at an academic institution (Fig.
4), Fig. 5 presents the probability of such studies among
the Arab population. Unlike the situation for Israeliborn Jewish women and men, it is apparent that the
probability of attending an academic institution among
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

Arab men and women did not change in the first half
of the 1990s. One of the explanations for this lies in
the choice of areas of study among the Arab population.
Arab men and women tended to choose academic
institutions in the “female” “applied” areas of study,
such as nursing and education. These were some of
the same areas of study selected by the immigrants.
Therefore, the expansion of these areas of study in
the first half of the 1990s did not affect the probability
of Arabs to attend academic institutions in this period,
as the expansion in learning places was taken advantage
of mainly by the immigrants. Thus, the relative number
of learning places remaining for the Arab population
did not change.
Summary and Discussion
The wave of immigration from the former Soviet
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Union substantially changed the conception held by the
ICHE and CPB about expanding the higher education
system: they made a sharp transition from a policy of
“numerically freezing the system” in the 1980s to a policy
of massive expansion whose aim was to absorb new
students, most of them immigrants. As Professor Yaacov
Ziv, then-head of the CPB, wrote in 1990:7 “The higher
education system is facing a planning and organizational
revolution the likes of which we have not known since
the state was established” (Yedion, 1991, 1, p. 4).
At the beginning of the 1990s, the absorption of
immigrants in the higher education system became the
focus of discussion, both in the ICHE and the CPB. The
working assumption of the CPB in this period was that
the wave of immigration from the former Soviet Union
brought students who had left their studies in their home
countries at different stages, as well as youngsters who
had completed their high school studies and were interested
in beginning their higher education studies (CPB Report,
1991, p. 67). Similarly, discussions in the ICHE and the
CPB noted the forecast that the immigrants manifested a
tendency to study in post-high school institutions that
were not necessarily academic, in order to acquire a
profession quickly so that they could help to support
their families (Yedion, 1991, 1, p. 4).
In keeping with the new policy, the higher education
system expanded by 40% in the first half of the 1990s
by 40% (in terms of the number of incoming first year
students being accepted). However, the immigrants
accounted for only about half of this growth —
immigrants who had migrated at higher academic
education age did not seek further academic studies as
predicted by policy makers of the higher education
system. The immigrants, who were supposed to be the
main beneficiaries of the more widely open doors of higher
education in Israel, were not the only ones to benefit,
and in fact were not even the main beneficiaries.
One of the reasons that masses of young immigrants
did not storm the gates to enter the higher education
system was that most of them came from families of
limited economic means. In addition, they lacked sufficient
mastery of the Hebrew language. Therefore, the young
immigrants tended to choose practical studies that did
not require good mastery of Hebrew but that would
provide them with remunerative employment after
completion of their studies. Areas of study such as
engineering, computers, the sciences and nursing were
perceived as suitable for them. As was shown in this
article, these areas of study accounted for a very small
part of the entire expansion process, as most of the

7

increased capacity was concentrated on areas of study
in the social sciences and humanities.
These findings raise questions as to the extent that
the expansion policy influenced the extent to which the
immigrants were absorbed in the higher education system,
and whether the lack of expansion of the areas of study
that were of interest to the immigrants blocked their entry
into the higher education system. As we are not working
in laboratory conditions, the answers to these questions
must remain in the realm of suppositions only; but it is
clear that the expansion policy as it was implemented
could not lead to the massive entry of immigrants into
the higher education system. Rather it was like the flat
plate on which the fox presented food to the stork in la
Fontaine’s renowned fable.
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was the development and implementation of new
educational policies in Israeli higher education. These
policies had two main goals: providing opportunities for
newly arrived immigrants, so they would be able to attend
institutions of higher education in Israel, and (b) building
the infrastructure (potential) for absorbing and educating
future immigrants.
As the result of these policies, the number of first
year students enrolled in higher education during 19911995 increased by more than 40%. However, despite an
apparent success of these policies: it is still unclear if
these reforms were able to increase the number of
immigrants enrolled in institutes of higher education. This
paper aims to provide an answer to this question.
Key words: education, immigration and social
stratification.
Чачашвілі-Болотін Світлана, Шавіт Йосси,
Аялон Хана. Імміграція 90-х років з СРСР/СНД
як чинник реформи системи вищої освіти в Ізраїлі
Одним з наслідків імміграції з СРСР/СНД на
початку 90-х років було проведення державної політики розвитку системи вищої освіти в Ізраїлі —
для прийому тих іммігрантів, які приїхали раніше, з
урахуванням прогнозованої на найближчі роки масової російської імміграції. У результаті цієї політики протягом п’яти років (1991 — 1995) кількість студентів першого року навчання в університетах Ізраї-
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лю збільшилося більш ніж на 40%. У цій статті
розглянуто питання: чи досягла така державна політика своєї мети — збільшення кількості іммігрантів,
що вступають до ВНЗ Ізраїлю?
Ключові слова: освіта, імміграція й соціальна
стратифікація.
Чачашвили-Болотин Светлана, Шавит Йосси, Аялон Хана. Иммиграция 90-х годов из СССР/
СНГ как фактор реформы системы высшего образования в Израиле
Одним из последствий иммиграции из СССР/СНГ
в начале 90-х годов было проведение государственной политики развития системы высшего образования в Израиле — для приема уже прибывших иммигрантов с учетом прогнозируемой на ближайшие годы
массовой русской иммиграции. В результате этой политики в течение пяти лет (1991 — 1995) число студентов первого года обучения в университетах Израиля увеличилось более чем на 40%. В данной статье
рассматривается вопрос: достигла ли такая государственная политика своей цели — увеличения числа
иммигрантов, поступающих в вузы Израиля?
Ключевые слова: образование, иммиграция и
социальная стратификация.
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BROWNFIELDS IN URBAN STRUCTURE
Introduction
The mining industry developed in Donetsk and
Makiivka has determined the functional and planning
structure of their town-building systems. The latter have
been developing under enormous transformation of the
natural landscape through location of industrial productions
within urban territories. The urban lands occupied by the
industrial building make up over 20% of total urban territory
of the city or 33% of all built-up lands. Donetsk and
Makiivka are the cities where deindustrialization is the main
reason for shrinking. As a result, there are non-operating
enterprises in these cities what causes worsening of
sanitary-hygienic situation on the nearest housing space
and recreational territories and creates the conditions for
forming separated architectural-planning structures of the
city. So-called “brownfields” is result from changing
patterns of industry and development in many regions.
The loss of the industry, the resulting unemployment and
the reluctance of new investors to take on the technical
problems and liabilities associated with brownfield sites,
affect the economic prosperity of the region, particularly
in urban locations. Municipalities are often unable to
revitalise brownfield from within their own resources, and
their city centres and environs remain degraded and underutilised. In common usage brownfields refer to previously
developed land or derelict, encompassing a range of sites
in terms of size and location.
There are many definitions of the term “brownfields”
(Tab. 1).
The problems connected with disturbance of the
ecological, social and town-building processes are
discussed in the native literature [5 — 12]. The researches
point out the so-called “derelict lands” which are the
damaged, polluted or out of economic turnover territories
because of an anthropogenic and technogenic impact.
Their size and location have a great influence on formation
of the functional and planning structure of the city.
Derelict lands are the lands which have been spoiled or
are occupied by rubbish heaps, scrap-heaps, precipitation
tanks, slag-heaps, spoil banks, aggregates quarries,
industrial wastes (including metallurgical), as well as the
flooded and derelict lands which can be used for town
building only after their recovering and re-cultivation.
City authorities in Ukraine face the problems of territorial
character which have been accumulated during the last years;
they include worsening of the ecological situation, transport

problems, territorial difficulties in the development, inharmonic
perception of the architectural look. Moreover, these problems
have sharpened much in the present situation. At the same
time, understanding of this problem at national level is absent,
approaches to management of development of such territories
are not defined.
Background
There are over 200 large polluted and cluttered up
land zones, 46 spoil heaps, 14 non-operating mines on the
territory of Donetsk. Makiivka has over 100 waste dumps,
9 closed mines. 19 mines are to be liquidated in Donetsk ans
Makiivka. Soil on the territory and near the industrial entities
includes 26 dangerous chemical elements, among them are
mercury, lead, cynic, chromium as well as nitrates, nitrites
and chlorides. There is a rising tendency in derelict lands,
the share of annually re-cultivated lands does not exceed 12 % of total derelict lends in the city [9].
In Donetsk and Makiivka the most typical derelict
lands are waste piles. According to the statistical data
available, there are 138 waste piles on Donetsk territory
(tab. 2).
138 waste-rock territories occupy about 1000 ha
(2,6%) of total urban territory. Taking into account that
all the waste piles have a sanitary protection zone in the
size up to 500 m, losses of lands suitable for town building
are much greater.
Policy Cycle
The problems concerning management of
brownfields arise periodically as the proposals to use these
lands are offered. Mostly, the discussion of the above
problems is initiated by the sate enterprise
“Ukruglerestructurizatia”, because city authorities have less
influence on solution of problems of lands occupied by
waste piles as compared with the influence of state bodies,
business entities, which wish to start their activities on
these territories, and representatives of the Ministry of
Emergency Situations in the case of downfalls, flooding,
collapses. This is explained partly by the fact that the city
does not have sufficient financial resources.
Solution of problems concerning handling with
waste piles is duties of their owners (those who have
them on balance) or the state enterprise
“Ukruglerestructurizatia” that is the liquidator of coal
mines. The mines that operate on Donetsk territory has
only 34 waste piles on their balance, the rest 104 waste
piles are not on balance at all, they are really unowned.
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Table 1
Definitions of “brownfields”

CABERNET
(Concerted Action on Brownfield
and Economic Regeneration
Network)
[1]
EPA (U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY)
[2]
HUD (U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development) [3].
John Hulewicz, environmental
health supervisor in the Elkhart
County health department [4].

Brownfields is sites which:
have been affected by former uses of the site or surrounding land;
are derelict or underused;
are mainly in fully or partly developed urban areas;
require intervention to bring them back to beneficial use; may have real
or perceived contamination problems.
Term “brownfield site” means real property, the expansion,
redevelopment, or reuse of which may be complicated by the presence or
potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant.
Brownfields ? abandoned, idled or under-used real property where
expansion or redevelopment is complicated by the presence or potential
presence of environmental contamination.
A brownfield site is an abandoned industrial property with an
environmental or safety stigma attached to it.
Table 2

Characteristic of waste piles located on Donetsk territory
Number

% of total number

Active burning

28

20,3

Active non-burning

4

2,9

Active, total

32

23,2

Inactive burning

25

18,1

Inactive non-burning

81

58,7

Inactive, total

106

76,8

Total

138

100

Burning, total

53

38,4

Non-burning, total

85

61,6

Planted

26

18,8

One of the problems of brownfields management in
agglomeration Donetsk-Makiivka is the property right
problem. According to the article 8 of the Law of Ukraine
“On Waste” [10], waste is the object of property right. In
addition, territorial communities are the owners of the waste
produced on the communal ownership objects or located
on their territory and do not have an owner or the owner
of waste is not known (unowned wastes). According to
the Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine “On
the Procedure of Identifying and Registering of Unowned
Wastes” [11], the bodies of local self-government must
create regular working commissions aimed at solution of
unowned waste problems, including transfer of the above
waste into communal property. The commission of this
type was created in 2009, but none of the decisions on
transferring waste piles into property of the territorial
community was made. The reason is that the profile ministry
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

(Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine) is not
engaged in solution of this problem. City authorities asked
many times to provide them assistance in defining the
owners of waste piles of already liquidated mines, those
which under liquidation or sometimes of operating mines
but nobody answered.
City authorities understand that it is necessary to
make optimization of technogenic landscapes. The
measures should be aimed at their recovering and
increasing of productivity, as well as at optimal
reconstructing and planning of the technogenic
landscapes taking into account all needs of the society. It
is also necessary to recover nature-oriented, economic
and esthetic value of the natural-technogenic complexes.
The purpose of territorial transformation of the industrial
districts in cities is to enhance the quality of the whole
urban space and, thus, increase the standard of living of
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the citizens. The matter is to use the capacities of given
territories as much as possible; provide their stable
development; raise the competitiveness and develop the
social and economic potential. To provide it, the city
executive committees have corresponding departments
and offices both in Donetsk and Makiivka, including
Department for Construction and Perspective
Development, Main Administration for Construction and
Architecture, Department for Land Resources
Management, Capital Construction Administration, Chief
Economic Office, Ecological Security Department.
There are no significant funds in the city budgets to
provide the efficient management of brownfields. So, the
task of city authorities is to find the investors for
implementing the projects on cleaning of territories and
building of multi-functional complexes; to choose optimal
projects which would satisfy the current requirements to
the space; to organize and hold auctions; to control whether
a new functional purpose of former industrial zones
corresponds to the needs of the city itself and general plan.
Despite many difficulties in solution of problems
concerning brownfields management, there are some
positive examples both in Donetsk and Makiievka. In
2008, utilization of the waste pile in Makiivka was made
at the expense of a non-state investor. Now, on this
territory one can see a trade centre “METRO
Cash&Carry”.
This is a first and only example of effective using
of non-operating mines’ waste pile in Donbass and in
Ukraine on the whole. One can say about re-profiling of
the former industrial objects. In 2007, Donetsk City
Council adopted the decision on transfer of a land plot
under lease on the terms of exploiting existent
constructions consisting of the economic and engineering
blocks with further building and exploitation of the retailentertainment centre and many-stored car parking. In
2010, the owners of one ruined enterprise have turned
the deserted premises and the nearest waste pile into an
exhibition complex of modern art.
In 2009, the stadium Donbass Arena was opened on
the territory of Lenin Komsomol Park. The stadium was
built on initiative and with direct support of the businessman
and people’s deputy of the Verkhovna Rada from Donetsk;
the stadium is of great importance for running football
matches EVRO-2012. After opening of this stadium, the
zone of Lenin Komsomol Park was extended much due to
liquidation of dust heaps with further planting of the
territory. Around the forgotten waste pile the private
investor has arranged two mini-football fields, and the
communal enterprises have made the road to them.
So, the projects like above are financed by the investors
who take interest in this or that territory, and the city
authorities provide the conditions necessary for implementing
the projects and take control within their powers.
Preservation and development of the nature complex
as a main component of planning structure, that performs

environment-forming, ecological, recreational and
sanitary functions promoting thus stabilization and
environmental improvement, ecological safety, creation
of conditions favourable for the rest and improvement
of people’s health, provides a rational use of urban
territory, as well as further development of ecosystem,
preservation of landscapes, extension of green zones
taking into consideration ecologization of city’s industrial
complex. The General Plan of Donetsk till 2031 within
solution of problems concerning regulation and utilization
of industrial waste provides the following:
physical liquidation of waste piles in the central zone
of city: Iljicha avenue, microdistrict “Vetka”, Schorsa
street, 9-th January street (Gorky mine); in the area
“Bakhmutka”;
extinguishing of burning waste piles (18);
planting of old (non-burning) waste piles at a height
of 50 metres;
making waste piles having cone cutting not over 50
metres plane;
planting of non-burning waste piles;
technological processing of waste piles as a valuable
secondary resource;
sharp increase in dumping of waste piles in
developed mining working;
reducing sizes of waste piles’ sanitary protection
zone taking into consideration measures taken;
using of technogenic forms of waste piles’ relief
for organizing extreme recreation-sporting rest;
technological processing and liquidation of Donetsk
metallurgical plant’s slagheaps [12].
Besides, according to the General plan of city
Donetsk the territories of existent industrial enterprises
are classified into five groups using sanitary and ecological
criteria, among them are:
territories of industrial groups awaiting complex
town-building reconstruction and rehabilitation territories
according to special projects. This refers to the industrial
groups in which the main enterprise is planed to be closed,
re-profiled or radically reconstructed because of economic
and ecological reasons;
territories vacated from industrial production.
In total — 13 objects. For the period till 2031 523,3
ha of industrial lands in Donetsk should be vacated. It is
1, 35% of urban territory.
To make effective use of the territories with
brownfields, the city authorities should do the following:
specify the terms and character of reorganization
of industrial territories, especially when they are planned
to be used in another way, taking into account the
engineering infrastructure;
study carefully the issues connected with evaluation
and usage of the socio-cultural potential of industrial
buildings and constructions, formation of a “green” zone
within the city and solve the problems of socio-economic
development of the city in close cooperation;
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create systematic conditions for using the land in
the most rational way;
establish a register of industrial building territories
useful for reconstruction and building of new objects,
and provide the access to this information for the potential
investors;
use administrative and economic tools (incentives)
for attracting the investments in the remote districts of
the city;
using administrative and economic tools create such
conditions for the owners of non-operating enterprises
that they could implement the projects on reconstruction
of the territory independently.
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Kuzmenko L. M., Soldak M. O. Brownfields in
Urban Structure
The article deals with problems concerning
management of industrial city development, one of which
is the problems of the so-called “brownfields” on its
territory. Approaches to determining brownfields, which
are in the world practice, are represented. The necessity
of understanding this problem in deciding questions of
urban development in Donetsk and Makiivka is grounded.
The directions are identified, realization of which will
provide effective use of brownfields.
Key words: brownfields, city, development,
management.
Кузьменко Л. М., Солдак М. О. Занедбані території в міській структурі
Статтю присвячено проблемам управління розвитком індустріального міста, однією з яких є наявність
на цій территорії так званих „занедбаних територій”.
Представлено підходи до визначення занедбаних територій, які наявні у світовій практиці. Обґрунтовано
необхідність розуміння цієї проблеми у вирішенні питань міського розвитку Донецька й Макіївки. Визначено напрями, реалізація яких буде сприяти ефективному використанню занедбаних територій.
Ключові слова: занедбані території, місто, розвиток, управління.
Кузьменко Л. М., Солдак М. А. Заброшенные территории в городской структуре
Статья посвящена проблемам управления развитием индустриального города, одной из которых является наличие на его территории так называемых «заброшенных территорий». Представлены подходы к
определению заброшенных территорий, существующие
в мировой практике. Обоснована необходимость понимания этой проблемы в решении вопросов городского
развития Донецка и Макеевки. Определены направления, реализация которых будет способствовать эффективному использованию заброшенных территорий.
Ключевые слова: заброшенные территории, город, развитие, управление.
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ANALYSIS OF APPROACHES OF TERRITORIAL DEVELOPMENT DISPARITIES
SMOOTHING ON MUNICIPAL LEVEL IN UKRAINE
Problem starting.
Territorial proportions (disproportions) are definite
correlation between two or more components of regional
socio-economic systems that are expressed in differences
in various indicators of their condition and development.
The proportions reflect historical process of economic
development of the territory, its place in world and regional
economy and aggregate influence on local development
of economic and social factors.
Differences in territorial development in Ukraine
hinder formation of the integrity of its socio-economic
space, and at critical levels they can generate socially
unacceptable consequences. Thus, the need to solve
the problems of territorial transformation is important
task of modern government of territorial development
in Ukraine. In this context the territories are understood
as relatively isolated economic systems, which form
social environment and give reasons for territorial
separation of administrative units. City should be
identified as one of the most important hierarchical levels
of such areas.
Recent researches and publications.
The problem of estimation of inter-territorial
disproportions of socio-economic development and
improving the ways of their smoothing was lighted up in
the works of such foreign and domestic scientists as
O. Barabakov, D. Bell, A. Hotlyb, V. Volokhov,
L. Ivanchenkov, V. Morhachev, T. Saati, I. Shevchenko,
Y. Chepurko.
The main material.
In the context of investigated problem attention
should be paid to experience of the countries that have
developed mechanism of territorial regulation. “Leipzig
Charter of sustainable European city” emphasizes the
need of realization of principles of integrated urban
development policy. Extract: “The politics of integrated
urban development should be understood as simultaneous
and fair taking into account the needs and interests relevant
to the development of the city.
Integrated urban development policy is a process.
This process is carried out coordination of the central
areas of urban policy in the spatial, temporal and business
plane. It is vitally important to involve business leaders,
groups with general interests, public society. Balance of
interests, achieved due to integrated urban development,
provides a basis for consensus between state, regions,

cities, citizens and business entities. Politics of urban
development should be secured at the national level” [1].
Thus, European practice indicates need of realization
of city development smoothing regarding their specificity
and interests.
“Smoothing” is understood as rapprochement of
levels of socio-economic development of the cities in
terms of reduction of disparities of their development
priority to stimulate the economy and social sphere of
the most backward communities, creating conditions
for economic growth in all municipalities of the region
and country. Smoothing can be done through the
development of social sphere and infrastructure of
problem areas, due to redistribution of financial
resources within the framework of intergovernmental
relations, or by stimulating accelerated economic growth
municipalities.
The most important step of governing asymmetry
of urban development is to identify the disparities of
socio-economic development, which requires creation
of information and analytical base for carrying out
balanced smoothing policy. The main task of creating
of such database is to build a reliable and objective
basis for developing of regulation policy of urban
development, to define its priorities and in this regard
to take measures for selective support of certain
municipalities.
Basic requirements as for the information and analytical
framework is the possibility of its using for horizontal (intermunicipal) compare of certain indicators of territorial
development, compare data with medium (regulatory)
parameters and detection of deviations (imbalances), which
will determine the directions of policy cohesion.
The objectives of study of socio-economic
development of cities are:
— Collecting of general data about the economy
and social sector of the territories and identification of
system of parameters that will characterize level of their
socio-economic development;
— Detection of asymmetries in some sectors and
areas of social services and economic sphere;
— Identifying of groups of territories according to
their need of state aid;
— Creation of information base for further
development of recommendations for policy of smoothing
of asymmetry of cities development.
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Table 1
Differences of socio-economic development of cities of Donetsk Region

(σ )

Years
Index

2000

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Standard deviation of average nominal
wages
Standard deviation of investment in
fixed capital per capita

57,0

155,1

164,9

225,7

276,6

373,9

576,1

1499,2

1510,0

2523,6

3427,1

1730
Table 2

Differences of socio-economic development of the cities of Donetsk region which differ by population

(σ )

Years
Index
Standard deviation of average nominal
wages
Standard deviation of investment in
fixed capital per capita

2000

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

30,9

98,8

113,4

127,1

158,6

252,5

268,9

769,6

1174,5

2135,1

2871,4

1609,0

The problem of selecting of indicators that should
be investigated for estimation of socio-economic
development of cities and their comparison, is not
completely resolved neither at the theoretical level nor in
management practices. It is caused by various conditions
of cities socio-economic systems function, primarily
determined by the spatial factor.
Let’s illustrate the differences of socio-economic
development of cities in Ukraine on example of Donetsk
region, examining such factors as average wages and
the level of investment in fixed capital per capita. These
indicators were chosen by us as such that weakly depend
on the spatial factor and characterize social and economic
aspects of development in complex. Affiliation of
investigated cities to same region gives certain
independence from the budget impacts of the regions.
The general uniformity of these parameters can be
estimated due to index of standard deviation (Tab. 1).
We have investigated the performance of 28 cities
of the Donetsk region.
These data illustrate the growing regional disparities
of socio-economic development in Ukraine at the city level.
Evaluation of the impact of such spatial factor as
population of the city will be held through rate of standard
deviation of average nominal wages and investment in
fixed capital per capita between different groups of cities,
which will be divided according to population. This feature
is essential, because it may identify a local “economies
of scale” of socio-economic system and also may
influence upon efficiency of urban infrastructure.
We have selected the following group of cities in
the Donetsk region regarding their population:
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

1) “small cities” — cities with a population less than
50 thousand. (This group forms 9 cities)
2) “average city” — from 50thousand to
100thousand of population (This group forms 10 cities)
3) “large city” — from 100 thousand to 250
thousand of population (This group forms 5 cities)
4) “big city” — from 250 thousand to 500 thousand
of population (This group forms 3 cities)
5) “largest city” — with a population of more than
500 thousand of population, this group corresponds to
single city — Donetsk.
Corresponding calculations are given in Table 2.
Analysing the data of table 3 we can conclude that
the general differences of socio-economic development
of cities of Donetsk Region are more than between group
differences, but between group differences also increase.
In addition, attention also should be paid to the fact that
differences in terms of investment in fixed capital per
capita exceeds differences at average nominal wages
almost in 10 times. This situation is a consequence of
the implementation of smoothing policy.
State policy of smoothing of regional disparities at
the level of municipalities is reflected in Ukrainian
legislation, namely Law of Ukraine “ As for stimulation
of regional development” [2] and Resolution of the Cabinet
of Ministers of Ukraine “Approval of the Formula of
distributing of intergovernmental transfers (grants and
funds transferred to the state budget) between state
budget and local budgets” [3].
The first document explained the term of “depressed
territory”. The territory is going to be identified as
depressed in order to create legal, economic and
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institutional framework for organs of state and local
government to take special measures to stimulate the
development of such areas.
As depressive the following cities are recognized
— city of regional or republican (for Autonomous
Republic of Crimea) status, where the level of registered
unemployment, particularly long term unemployment, is
much higher, while level of average wages is significantly
lower than the corresponding averages of territorial
development of this group at least for 3 years.
In order to stimulate the development of depressed
territories the following measures can be carried out:
— State investments to development of production,
communication and social infrastructure;
— State support, including financial, to small
enterprises, promotion of infrastructure development
businesses, such as business centers, business incubators,
innovation centers and consulting, venture funds, etc.;
— Targeting of international technical assistance to
decision of socio-economic and environmental problems
and for other major events;
— Promoting employment, ensuring the proper
funding for retraining and professional development of
human resources, promotion of labor migration,
improvement of social services, including housing, health
and the environment;
— Provision of other state support for these
territories.
From our point of view, such approach for
determination of the cities that need government support
for bringing level of their development to the national
average, gives possibility to form the following conclusions:
— Number of studied criteria is very small, and
that does not allow to establish the causes of depression
and not to allow the detection of large number of socioeconomic problems in some cities, in fact it eliminates
features of certain territories in the study;
— This approach assesses the situation of the
territory comparing it with the provisions of other
territories, but does not take into account the dynamics
of absolute indicators of the city which change in time.
It does not allow identifying existing trends in the
development of the municipality;
— The boards of deviation of socio-economic
indicators of urban development and forms of state
support based on these indicators are not clearly defined.
One of the main mechanisms of smoothing of
territorial development in international practice is the budget
mechanism. Calculation of intergovernmental smoothing
grants in accordance with the said resolution of the Cabinet
of Ministers of Ukraine is maid according to the formula:
Те = аi (Vi — Dizak ),
(1)
where: Te — the amount of smoothing grants from
the State budget to local budgets (or the removal from
local budgets — to the State budget);

Vi — expenditures that are fixed by the relevant
local budget;
Dizak — revenues that are fixed by the relevant
local budget;
AI – smoothing coefficient
If the expenditures assigned to the relevant local
budget exceeds revenues (Vi> Dizak), the value of AI is
assumed to be 1. I.e. the State Budget ensures costs
assigned to the relevant local budget. If on the contrary
— the amount of income assigned to the relevant local
budget exceeds expenditure (Dizak> Vi), the value of AI
made ??is assumed to be less than 1.
For local budgets, which funds are transferred to
the State budget, they use smoothing coefficient AI —
0.95, except: the budgets of cities — regional centers,
where the number of existing population is more than
950 thousand persons, they use coefficient AI — 0.6;
budget of Kyiv, for which the coefficient AI is- 0.93.
The procedure of calculating of fixed income and
expenditure is subject to the following parameters:
1) financial standards of budget sufficiency and
coefficients to them;
2) the population and number of recipients of social
services;
3) index of relative solvency of the territory;
4) the projected revenue index of the basket of local
government budgets.
The volume of trash revenues of the budget is
determined by using index of relative solvency budget of
the territory based on the actual implementation of the
budget for the last three budget periods. The index of
relative solvency is ratio, which determines the level of
solvency of administrative unit compared to the average
level for Ukraine calculated per inhabitant. The
consequences of using this approach to the budgets of
Ukraine are displayed in the table 3.
Data shows that despite the increase in the amounts
provided to the municipal budgets in the form of
equalization (both in nominal and real terms), the fiscal
autonomy of cities decreases; they are increasingly
dependent on budgetary transfers. Thus, the Transfer
Policy of the country does not create incentives for urban
development (this is the main reason that differences in
investment to fixed assets grow faster than the differences
of mean wages).
To our opinion it is determined by two significant
drawbacks of the mentioned approach to the territorial
smoothing:
— Firstly, on city level it actually implements the
policy of not smoothing of territory development, but
ensuring the necessary minimum of social costs (in case
of budget deficits the coefficient AI in formula (1) is
accepted as being equal to 1);
— Secondly, in case of use of the said rules, increased
revenues will be accompanied by a decline in transfers,
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Table 3
Use of equalization to the budgets of Ukraine

Years
Index
Equalization Grant *, mln. UAH
Share of equalization grant in local
budget revenues, %

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

22880,2

30663,8

27169,5

32555,7

33356,3

20,6

23,0

18,1

21,7

25,1

* Data is presented in comparable form (to that of 2009), conducted by comparing the rate of GDP deflator

which reduces the interest of local authorities to increase
budget revenues, the city-donors also do not have in these
conditions sufficient incentives to increase their own
budgets (in fact 60% to 95% of the amounts of such
increase shall be transmitted to the central budget).
It should also be noted that the use of predictive
indicators in calculating equalization grant which are based
on the previous three-year statistics, from time to time
rises in failure to take into account recent significant
changes in the conditions of the territory development in
relation to the planned budget period.
Conclusion.
Thus, we can say that the current pace of socioeconomic development of cities in Ukraine is characterized
by increasing differences in their economic and social
condition and requires activation of cohesion policy
development in these territories.
Existing Ukrainian regulatory framework of
territorial smoothing determines the appropriate state
policy, based on insufficient indicators studied for its
formation (for example, indicators of the infrastructure
of cities are not considered at all), so a number of problem
territories may remain without government support. This
situation requires the development of a more detailed
approach to the study of territorial imbalances.
Fiscal equalization mechanism of municipalities’
development actually implements the policy of not
smoothing of territory development, but ensuring of
necessary minimum of social costs. Its operation does
not reduce dependence of the cities on transfers.
Moreover, its practical implementation makes nonstimulant impact to urban development budget, what
actualizes need of its improvement.
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The article analyses dynamics of disparities of socioeconomic development in Ukrainian cities and Ukrainian
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well as shows the ways of its improving.
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Мєдвєдєв Д. М. Аналіз підходів до вирівнювання диспропорцій територіального розвитку на
муніципальному рівні в Україні
У статті проаналізовано динаміку диспропорцій
соціально-економічного розвитку міст в Україні, розглянуто українське законодавство, що впливає на ці
співвідношення, указано шляхи його вдосконалення.
Ключові слова: територіальний розвиток, асиметрія, вирівнювання, міжбюджетні дотації.
Медведев Д. Н. Анализ подходов к выравниванию диспропорций территориального развития
на муниципальном уровне в Украине
В статье анализируется динамика диспропорций
социально-экономического развития городов в Украине, рассматривается украинское законодательство,
влияющее на данные соотношения, указываются пути
его совершенствования.
Ключевые слова: территориальное развитие,
асимметрия, выравнивание, межбюджетные дотации.
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SOVEREIGN CREDIT RATINGS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON FOREIGN DIRECT
INVESTMENTS INFLOW
The understanding of what drives national
prosperity has evolved over time. Natural resources,
population growth, industrialization, geography, climate
and military might have all played a role in the past. A
relative newcomer to this list of drivers — identified as
perhaps one of the most important modern engines of
productivity and growth — has been the innovation
excellence of a country. The “discovery” of innovation
as a driver of prosperity is not only an indication of the
rising social welfare awareness of nations. It also
constitutes an unexpected shift towards a more equitable
world and a fairer distribution of the fruits of global
prosperity at this critical stage of world economy
development. The prosperity of country no longer
depends solely on raw materials, capital and other
structural endowments, as the current unequal
distribution suggests, but increasingly mirrors a nation’s
innovation strength [1]. In such a manner an innovative
development of a country has became a fundamental tool
in improving its competitive position at a marketplace,
making able to emerge from crisis in a stronger position
and face new challenges of increasingly complex global
economy in a better way.
Surely, nations have come to recognize the
importance of innovative development for productivity
growth. Indeed, the global race for excellence in terms
of innovative development is already on. However, the
recognition of this importance and desire alone is not
sufficient to “win the race”, as usually, besides the
adequate structures, policies and institutions, innovative
development requires huge monetary injections.
In terms of this the internally accumulated resources
could be the cheapest way to finance the innovative
development, however, in the condition of their permanent
insufficiency, countries are laid under necessity to use
the opportunities of international capital flow and to attract
the external capital, either in form of foreign debt or
foreign direct investments (FDI).
Applying the capital structure theory, both these
means of external financing have their own peculiarities,
and are interrelated. An external debt usually, as opposed
to equity source of financing — foreign direct
investments, to a lesser extent dilutes the national

government control over the economy, a lender is entitled
only to repayment of the agreed-upon principal of the
loan plus interest, which can be forecasted and planned
for, and has no direct claim on future repatriation of profits
of business, in which the foreign capital is invested. In
addition, raising of debt capital is usually less complicated
in comparison to attracting the foreign investors capital.
From other side, debt and interest must be at some
point repaid, regardless of the financial difficulties of the
country, while equity providers will probably expect
returns only when business, they invest in, becomes
profitable. Government debt instruments usually contain
restrictions on the state authorities’ actions, or vice versa,
impose strict requirements regarding the policies, laws
and regulations to be introduced.
A significant debt overhang in the external capital
structure of the country may not only diminish the credit
position of the country, leading to higher interest rates
embodying larger risk premiums for lenders, but also
discourage the country’s foreign direct investments
attractiveness, as the foreign investors will either do not
wish to invest at all to the country or will expect
significantly higher investment returns as a result of higher
risks associated with huge amount of external debt payable
in the agreed time in future.
At the same time, while sovereign credit risks have
been intensively discussed in the literature on external
debt, the correlation of these two concepts, i.e., sovereign
credit risk impact on the foreign direct investments inflow
has been largely neglected in studies on the determinants
of FDI [2].
The World Investment Reports, published by United
Nations Conference of Trade and Development on an
annual basis, have been mainly dedicated to analysis of
reasons and trends of foreign direct investments flows
at international and regional levels, the World
Development Report has described the results of global
World Bank research on the foreign direct investments
determinants and indicators of country’s investment
climate [3, 4]. James K. Ho in his study “Maximum
resolution dichotomy for investment climate indicators”
[5] has tried to convert the investment climate indicators
into quantitative measures and to show the interrelation
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External assets &
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Macroeconomic policy

Fig. 1. Comparison of Standard and Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch’s sovereign ratings methodology profile

between them using the graphical visualization as a multiattribute dichotomy and exploratory data analysis tools.
Other studies investigated the influence of foreign
debt overhang and associated credit risks on countries
sovereign credit ratings and cost of subsequent external
borrowings [6] or criticized the methodologies of
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

recognized Credit Rating Agencies (CRAs) in assigning
the specific credit ratings to the countries. The first
attempts to combine these two categories have been made
by Jeffrey Kirk [7] and Peter Nunnenkamp [8], though,
their researches have been dedicated to empirical analysis
of 1980s and has been build on various hypothesis, which
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are no more applicable to current situation at global
marketplace.
The current need of tackling the problem of external
capital attraction for the purpose of innovative
development and insufficient reflection of interrelation
between the sovereign credit ratings and foreign direct
investments inflow has predetermined the objective of
the present study: to reveal the similarities in constraints
used by recognized CRAs in assigning the sovereign credit
ratings to countries and investment climate indicators and,
thus, to substantiate the influence of these ratings on
foreign direct investments inflow to the country.
In theory, investment decisions should be
determined by the investment opportunities itself, and
countries do not need to consider how to finance the
investment projects as the external capital markets could
always provide sufficient money with a fair charge to
cover their internal capital shortfalls [8, p. 5]. However
in reality capital markets are not entirely efficient and
information does not flow freely among investors and
firms. In terms of this, credit rating agencies (CRAs)
may play a key role in capital markets by helping to reduce
the informative asymmetry between lenders and investors,
on one side, and issuers on the other side, about the
creditworthiness of companies and countries [7].
The point is that in making their ratings, CRA’s
analyze public and non-public financial and accounting
data, as well as information about economic, social and
political factors that may affect the willingness and ability
of a government or firms to meet their obligations in
respect of the external debts in a timely manner.
Traditionally, CRAs have relied on quantitative and
qualitative measures; however, recently there has been
an increased reliance on quantitative statistical models
based on publicly available date, so that assessment
process has become more transparent and free from bias.
Though the process and methods vary widely
among CRAs, the factors, being assessed by the world
biggest recognized Credit Rating Agencies — Standard
and Poor, Moody and Fitch — to establish the country
sovereign ratings are found to have great similarities
(Fig. 1) [9 — 11].
Broadly speaking, factors used by leading CRAs in
determination of sovereign credit rating fall into five
general categories: political risks and international position
of the state; economic structure, performance and growth
perspectives; fiscal flexibility and government finance;
monetary flexibility; external debt burden.
A number of economists have estimated
econometrically the determinants of credit ratings of
different CRAs for both mature and emerging markets
[12 — 15]. In these studies small number of variables
explained up to 90% of the variation in the ratings: GDP

per capita and GDP growth (falling into the economic
structure, performance and growth perspectives
category), inflation (monetary flexibility category), the
ratio of the current account balance to GDP and the default
history (external debt burden category), level of economic
development (economic structure, performance and
growth perspectives category). Another factors, like, for
example, political stability, membership in international
organizations, trading blocks, or fiscal flexibility indicators
improved the explanatory power of the regressions, but
have not been affecting the credit rating change
significantly [15]. Regardless of this fact, market appears
to reward issuers when CRAs assign rating, especially
when the rating is high or increasing over the periods.
The point is that CRAs provide “independent and
reliable judgments” [16] in the form of credit ratings,
which are “coordination mechanisms” [17] for all
members of international credit market, including
investors, as they capture the overall state and significant
shifts in countries economic conditions, as well as potential
risks associated with them. In terms of investors, this
coordinating function appears mainly as a result of
sovereign credit ratings intersecting with investment
climate indicators.
The Investment Climate Survey conducted by the
World Bank measured specific constraints facing firms
in over 50 countries, and related them to measures of
firm performance, growth and investment. The World
Development Report 2005 summarized the results of the
survey by identification of six main categories of
indicators (investment climate indicators — ICI), shaping
the investment climate and influencing the foreign direct
investments inflow to a specific country: security and
stability, regulation, taxation, finance, infrastructure, labor
[4, p. 14].
Security and stability category of the Report has
described the “concerns about policy uncertainty due
either to vagueness and ambiguity in current policies and
laws, or how even well-defined policies will be
implemented in practice or evolve over time, reflecting
the credibility and ability of governments to deliver what
is promised”. Regulation reflected “procedures and costs
in obtaining business licenses and permits in compliance
with government regulations”, taxation — “function of
the size of government and the way the burden is allocated
among alternative sources”. Infrastructure has been
defined as “indicator of how well governments are
working to improve management of public resources
when they finance or subsidize infrastructure services”,
finance captured the level of “financial markets
development providing payment services, mobilization of
savings, and allocation of financing to firms wishing to
invest”. Labor represented a “skilled and healthy
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Fig. 2. Interrelation between sovereign credit ratings factors and investment climate indicators

workforce, with government taking the lead in making
education more inclusive and relevant to the needs of
firms, is essential for productivity and growth” [4].
The nature of these categories reveals that investment
climate indicators include but are not limited to the group
of factors, used by Credit Ratings Agencies in
establishment of the sovereign credit risk for a specific
country (Fig. 2).
Generally speaking, sovereign credit ratings provide
investors with an overall snapshot of the investment
environment in different countries and regions, which
together with deeper insight in other factors, such as
infrastructure and regulation systems can shape countries’
investment attractiveness and provide guidance on
possible risks and opportunities of the environment.
In making their decision whether invest into
particular business in a particular country, foreign direct
investors suffer from information asymmetries of capital
market, so they would rather use the publicly available
information of Credit Rating Agencies on countries credit
ratings historical trends and projections, then gather
additional information to capture the countries investment
climate and finally determines the peculiarities of the
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

business, they aimed to invest in. In other words,
sovereign credit ratings represents a base “brick”, shaping
the investors’ perception of the country and influencing
to a significant extent on foreign direct investments inflow.
The current study determines the innovative
development as a key to success towards national
prosperity, which is, however, impossible without
significant foreign capital injections either in form of
external debt or foreign direct investments. And while,
usually external debt is easier attractable, the debt
overhang in country’s external capital structure may lead
to several negative consequences, as possibly will diminish
the sovereign credit rating of a country, established by
Credit Rating Agencies. First, the deterioration of ratings
will lead to increase of interest on future external
borrowings, imposing additional unavoidable fixed costs
on economy, and, second, will deter foreign investors
from investing to particular country. This can be proven
by the fact that factors, used by CRAs in establishing the
sovereign credit ratings, are shaping the base indicators
of investment attractiveness of the countries, so that
decline of country rating would signal to investor of the
local investment environment deterioration, and, vice
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versa, their improvement would facilitate the attraction
of foreign direct investments to the country’s economy.
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Baranenko I. O. Sovereign Credit Ratings and
their Influence on Foreign Direct Investments Inflow
The factors, assessed by the world biggest
recognized Credit Rating Agencies, to establish the
country sovereign ratings have been analyzed and
categorized; the investment climate indicators, identified
by World Bank Investment Climate Survey have been
described; the similarities between these two groups of
categories have been revealed; and the influence of
sovereign credit ratings on foreign direct investments
inflow has been substantiated in the article.
Key words: sovereign credit rating, credit rating
agencies, investment climate indicators, foreign direct
investments, innovative development.
Бараненко І. О. Суверенні кредитні рейтинги та їхній вплив на прямі іноземні інвестиції
У статті проаналізовано фактори, оцінені найбільшими світовими визнаними кредитними рейтинговими агентствами з метою формування суверенних
рейтингів; описано індикатори інвестиційного клімату, що були ідентифіковані Світовим Банком у його
дослідженні інвестиційного клімату; визнано загальні
риси цих двох груп категорій; обґрунтовано вплив суверенного кредитного рейтингу на збільшення іноземних інвестицій.
Ключові слова: суверенний кредитний рейтинг, кредитне рейтингове агенство, індикатори інвестиційного
клімату, прямі іноземні інвестиції, інноваційний розвиток.
Бараненко И. А. Суверенные кредитные рейтинги и их влияние на прямые иностранные инвестиции
В статье анализируются факторы, оцениваемые
крупнейшими мировыми признанными кредитными рейтинговыми агентствами для целей формирования суверенных рейтингов; описываются индикаторы инвестиционного климата, идентифицированные Мировым Банком в исследовании инвестиционного климата; определяются общие черты данных двух групп категорий, приводится обоснование влияния суверенного кредитного
рейтинга на приток иностранных инвестиций.
Ключевые слова: суверенный кредитный рейтинг,
кредитное рейтинговое агентство, индикаторы инвестиционного климата, прямые иностранные инвестиции,
инновационное развитие.
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CHOOSING THE PORTFOLIO SELECTION MODEL
FOR THE UKRAINIAN STOCK MARKET
Definition of the Problem. According to Corrado
and Jordan, portfolio is a ‘group of assets such as stocks
and bonds held by an investor’ [1, p. 491]. Any asset or
their combination is characterized through the term ‘risk’
— ‘the possibility that actual cash flows (returns) will be
different than forecasted cash flows (returns)’ [2, p. 211].
Efficient, or optimal, portfolio lets an investor solve the
direct problem — to maximize the expected return from
their stock when a certain level of acceptable risk is given,
as Fabozzi, Modigliani and Ferri claim [3, p. 261]. In case
of indirect problem optimal portfolio provides an
opportunity to minimize risk when the level of expected
return is assigned. However, it is a rather complex task to
form such an effective portfolio, as the higher return on
assets is usually connected with the higher level of asset
risk. In order to minimize risks of stock investments with
the high return investors widely use the principle of
diversification, due to which, individual risky stocks almost
always can be combined in such a way that a less risky
portfolio (or their combination) is obtained [4, p. 239].
Since the 1950’s there have been developed a lot of
portfolio optimization theories, such as Markowitz
portfolio selection model, Sharpe single-index model,
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), Tobin portfolio
model [5], Black’s model, Tobin-Sharpe-Lintner model,
Quasi-Sharpe model, etc. that still are in demand. The
Ukrainian stock market is at its early evolving stage, and
the national investors do not have much experience in
managing their portfolios, especially individual investors.
Thus, the issue of the reliability of portfolio selection
models is up to date in the current circumstances of the
frequent fluctuations of the stock quotations and instability
of the whole Ukrainian stock market development.
Analysis of the Latest Researches and
Publications. The Ukrainian economists show their
disagreement about the appropriate models for the
portfolio optimization. Borschtschuk is in favour of the
Markowitz approach application to maximizing the stock
portfolio return [6]. Vasilenko and Dyba find that CAPM
should be used for optimization of the stock portfolio
[7]. Savchuk and Dudka offer a model based on the
Sharpe theory [8]. Kovalenko claims in his works that
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

the approach to choosing the best portfolio diversification
model should be individual, and such a model should
protect the investor from the stock prices fluctuations
[9]. The variety of opinions shows that this line of
research is relevant for the modern Ukrainian economy.
The object of the paper is, therefore, to determine
the most reliable portfolio selection model through their
empirical study.
Research Results. Let the expected return E(r)
from the stock portfolio and its riskσ p be determined
with the help of the following functions:
E(r) = RETURN(w ;σ i; ri),
σ = RISK(w ;σ ; ri ),
 p
i i
i
i = 1 to n, [8]
where w i is percentage of the ith asset in the
portfolio,
σ is some characteristic of the risk of ith asset,
 i
ri is the yield of the ith asset,
n is a number of assets in the portfolio.
In this case the problem of diversifying stock
portfolio is to find such a combination of stocks for which
the expected return is maximal and the estimated risk is
minimal.
The direct problem containing the given level of

riskσ req is of the form:

 E ( r ) → max;
σ ≤ σ ;
req
 p

 wi ≥ 0;
 ∑ wi = 1


(1)

The indirect problem with the planned expected
return E(r)req has the next form:
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E ( r ) ≥ E ( r ) req ;

σ p → min;

(2)
wi ≥ 0;
∑ w = 1
i

We will study two classical models of the portfolio
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selection — the Markowitz portfolio selection model and
the Sharpe single-index model — because of the simplicity
of obtaining the necessary data for evaluating these
models.
For optimal stock portfolio modeling we have taken
data on stocks of the six Ukrainian joint stock companies
for the last 20 weeks. According to Puxty and Dodds,
the return that an investor gets from the asset is equal to:
Re turn =

Dividends + ( Market pricet − Market pricet −1 )
Market pricet −1

[10, p. 141]

In the following calculations we take for the expected
return only relative weekly variations of the stock quotations
because currently most of the joint stock companies do
not set dividends to common stock, according to the
Securities and Stock Market State Commission [11]. For
our study we have chosen the businesses whose stock
prices grew since the beginning of 2010. The input data
are introduced in the Table 1. The calculations have been
made with the help of MS Excel application.
Let us use the Markowitz portfolio selection model
for determining the effective stock portfolio of the six
Ukrainian businesses. On the base of the input data we
have evaluated the return and risk for each stock, as
shown in Table 2. The expected return of the stocks is
fluctuating from 0.2% to 2.67%, their risk is also unequal
and belong to the interval from 2.78% to 6.06%. Thereat,
the highest risk absolutely objectively occurs for the stock

of Stakhanov wagon work with the highest return. Also
we have calculated the pairwise coefficients of the linear
correlation between the return on the stock which turned
out to be positive in all the cases according to Table 3.
While evaluating the efficient diversified stock
portfolio we have set the acceptable level of risk equal to
0.9% for solving the direct problem and the planned return
at the level of 1.2% for solving indirect problem. The
calculation results are given in Table 4. By the calculations,
both in the solution of the direct and indirect problems
the model does not include Nizhnedneprovsk tube-rolling
mill and Motor Sich stocks into the efficient portfolio.
For evaluating the parameters of the stock portfolio
according to the Sharpe model we need the data on the
general market return and the riskless asset return for the
expectational horizon. To estimate the stock market return
we have used the relative variations of the Ukrainian stock
index PFTS. For evaluation of the riskless asset return, which
is also changing in time, we have used the data on variations
of the price on public interest bearing bonds, as the Ukrainian
financiers Savchuk and Dudka offer [8]. The results are
given in Table 5. As one can see from the table, the stock
market return differs considerably from the riskless asset
return on its absolute values, as well as on variance.
Basing on the data of Tables 1 and 5 we have
calculated the parameters for each stock which are
necessary for Sharpe model constructing. The results
are summarized in Table 6.
Table 1

Data on Stock Quotations Variations, %

Date

Nizhnedne-provsk
tube-rolling mill

Ukrnafta

28.05.10
04.06.10
11.06.10
18.06.10
25.06.10
02.07.10
16.07.10
23.07.10
30.07.10
06.08.10
13.08.10
20.08.10
27.08.10
03.09.10
10.09.10
17.09.10
24.09.10
01.10.10
08.10.10

7.83
0.11
2.35
7.08
-1.17
-3.64
-4.83
-1.52
4.54
-7.40
2.34
-0.42
-3.34
0.00
-6.38
1.27
-0.80
1.15
1.14

15.79
15.31
-0.67
1.09
0.54
-6.06
-0.09
1.86
-2.63
2.29
-3.39
1.81
-0.77
1.42
0.45
0.13
-0.01
4.41
-2.56

Business and its code
Stakhanov
Auto-KrAZ
wagon works
40.89
-11.72
8.73
-0.56
-5.38
-8.89
-0.48
4.59
4.22
7.88
-0.93
-0.39
-1.32
0.86
7.34
-0.23
1.04
5.61
-0.36

18.01
-4.21
0.00
3.30
-4.26
-4.44
1.70
2.79
-0.54
0.00
-1.64
0.00
-2.22
1.14
1.12
-1.67
0.00
-1.13
-2.86

Ukrtele-com

Motor Sich

3.73
-1.20
4.23
23.67
-4.18
-10.94
-2.75
1.76
-0.40
-0.69
-1.58
-1.36
-3.94
-2.41
1.40
-0.05
-0.07
-0.77
-3.23

20.37
2.73
3.51
8.42
-1.42
-8.09
-0.39
-1.57
1.83
0.35
-4.04
0.45
-0.90
1.24
-0.34
-1.70
0.78
-3.06
-7.06

Remark: Developed by the author on the base of the data from [11-12]
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Table 2
Return and Risk of the Stock under Review

JSC

Code

Return, %

Risk, %

Nizhnedneprovsk tube-rolling mill
Ukrnafta
Stakhanov wagon works
Auto-KrAZ
Ukrtelecom
Motor Sich

NITR
UNAF
SVGZ
KRAZ
UTLM
MSICH

0.20
2.05
2.67
0.37
0.51
0.76

3.16
3.95
6.06
2.78
4.07
3.69
Table 3

Linear Correlation Coefficients for the Stocks

NITR
UNAF
SVGZ
KRAZ
UTLM
MSICH

NITR

UNAF

SVGZ

KRAZ

UTLM

MSICH

1.00
0.38
0.36
0.46
0.59
0.58

1.00
0.42
0.53
0.30
0.69

1.00
0.91
0.24
0.74

1.00
0.42
0.86

1.00
0.58

1.00
Table 4

Structure of the Optimal Stock Portfolio according to the Markowitz Model

While modeling the optimal stock portfolio, having
predicted the trend line of the general market return and the
riskless asset return, we have set the acceptable level of the
risk at 0.9% for solving the direct problem and the level of
the expected return at 1.2% for solving the indirect problem,
and also the general market return equal to 1% and the riskless
asset return 0.01%. The results of using Sharpe model can
be seen in Table 7. It follows from the table that for
maximizing the expected return the Sharpe model does not
include Motor Sich stocks into the efficient portfolio, and
the model does not include Motor Sich and Stakhanov wagon
works into the optimal portfolio for minimizing the risk.
Thus, after calculations there have been obtained two
effective portfolios when maximizing the expected return
(direct problem) and two optimal portfolios when minimizing
the risk (indirect problem) according to the Markowitz and
Sharpe models. One can compare these options in Table 8.
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

When solving the direct problem the value of the expected
return differs insignificantly (by 0.367%), and when solving
the indirect problem the value of the risk differs more than
by 1% (in the Markowitz model it equals 0.943%, and in
the Sharpe model it is equal to 1.759%).
In this particular case, the results of the Sharpe model
are suspected to be less precise, as the Ukrainian financier
Moiseenko claims that the Sharpe model is to be applied
‘when considering a large amount of the securities that
describe the large stock market share’ [13]. In conditions
of the developed and relatively stable stock markets of the
Western countries both classical Markowitz and Sharpe
models work effectively. Nevertheless, it is rather difficult
to predict the market return and the riskless asset return
for the evolving Ukrainian stock market. Hence, the
Markowitz model is defined as more appropriate one among
the two models considered.
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Table 5
Data on the Stock Market Return
and the Riskless Asset Return
Date

Market Return

28.05.10
04.06.10
11.06.10
18.06.10
25.06.10
02.07.10
09.07.10
16.07.10
23.07.10
30.07.10
06.08.10
13.08.10
20.08.10
27.08.10
03.09.10
10.09.10
17.09.10
24.09.10
01.10.10
08.10.10

12.87
2.14
3.11
5.82
1.10
-8.49
4.41
-0.48
1.45
1.21
3.60
-2.72
0.13
-1.47
0.04
-0.21
-1.40
-0.50
-0.97
-3.69

Riskless Asset
Return
0.21
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.05
5.75
-9.63
0.64
0.25
0.17
0.32
-0.59
1.65
0.04
0.03
0.01
0.00
1.07
0.00
0.00

It is worth mentioning that both of the portfolio
selection models demonstrate the advantages of
diversification. The portfolio consisting of stocks of
businesses from such industries as machine building,
telecommunications and oil producing, has the lower risk
than any of these stocks individually. The risk
diversification phenomenon occurs even if there exists
positive correlation among these stocks, although its
coefficients are rather low in some cases.
Conclusion. Basing on the results of the study, it
may be concluded that the Ukrainian investors should
use the benefits of stock portfolio diversification and to
optimize it applying the classical Markowitz model or
any other model developed on its base. However, if the
investors view a set of the stocks that make a large share
of the national stock market, they should apply the Sharpe
single-index model or any other models based on it. Also,
investors may include risk-free assets, e. g. treasury
bonds, into their portfolio, and use of the classical models
for may be the issue of determining the optimal portfolio
structure in this case demands further investigations for
the existing optimization models.
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Stock Parameters according to the Sharpe Model
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Structure of the Optimal Stock Portfolio according to the Sharpe Model

Prediction

Rm=1%
Direct Problem
Requirements
σp ≤ 0.9%
Stock Portfolio Structure
Nizhnedneprovsk tube-rolling mill
28.46%
Ukrnafta
14.61%
Stakhanov wagon works
27.09%
Auto-KrAZ
28.00%
Ukrtelecom
1.84%
Motor Sich
0%
Optimal Portfolio Parameters
σp = 0.9
E(r) = 1.403
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Table 8
Comparison of the Optimal Portfolio Structure according to the Markowitz and Sharpe Models

Requirements

Nizhnedneprovsk tube-rolling
mill
Ukrnafta
Stakhanov wagon works
Auto-KrAZ
Ukrtelecom
Motor Sich
Optimal Portfolio Parameters

Direct Problem
σp ≤ 0.9%
Stock Portfolio Structure
Markowitz
Sharpe

Indirect Problem
E(r) ≥ 1.2%
Markowitz

Sharpe

0%

28.46%
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38.34%
25.06%
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Shabalina L. V., Zhuravlyova D. V. Choosing
the Portfolio Selection Model for the Ukrainian Stock
Market
The paper deals with the issue of choosing the most
reliable portfolio diversification model for the Ukrainian
stock market. The optimal portfolio structure developed
on the base of the Markowitz portfolio selection model
and the Sharpe single-index model has been analyzed.
The conclusions about reliability of use of these two
models for the Ukrainian investors have been made.
Key words: portfolio, stock, portfolio diversification,
expected return, risk, stock market, markowitz portfolio
selection model, sharpe single-index model.
Шабаліна Л. В., Журавльова Д. В. Вибір моделі оптимізації портфеля цінних паперів для
українського фондового ринку
Проаналізовано структуру оптимального портфеля цінних паперів, побудованого на основі оптимізаційних моделей Марковиця й Шарпа. Зроблено висновок щодо надійності результатів цих моделей для
використання українськими інвесторами.
Ключові слова: акція, портфель цінних паперів,
фондовий ринок, диверсифікація, ризик, прибутковість,
модель Марковиця, модель Шарпа.
Шабалина Л. В., Журавлева Д. В. Выбор модели оптимизации портфеля ценных бумаг для
украинского фондового рынка
Проанализирована структура оптимального портфеля ценных бумаг, составленного на основе оптимизационных моделей Марковица и Шарпа. Сделан
вывод относительно надежности результатов этих моделей для использования украинскими инвесторами.
Ключевые слова: акция, портфель ценных бумаг,
фондовый рынок, диверсификация, риск, доходность,
модель Марковица, модель Шарпа.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS IN CAPITAL BUDGETING
Investments are one of the main factors of
economic growth. In market economy, a crucial condition
for sustained viability and development of enterprises is
the efficiency of capital invested in projects. The decision
to finance certain project is determined by the goals which
the company has set to itself.
Development of the enterprise may be carried out
in different directions. Some enterprises plan to develop
and organize manufacturing of new products, while others
purchase new equipment and thus want to reduce
production costs; others are planning creation of a new
sales structure. Despite the difference in development
strategies, all of them have one common feature — almost
every company represents an investment project or a set
of them. It is necessary to create project, to analyze its
strengths and weaknesses, to represent it to potential
investors, to ensure its funding and effectively manage
the process of its implementation. It means that there is
no need to avoid risks. The main purpose is the ability to
assess risk of the investment project and take measures
to reduce its negative consequences.
Project risks — a set of risks which threaten the
investment project or may reduce its efficiency
(commercial, economic, fiscal, social, etc.) [1, p. 86].
Nowadays under conditions of global financial crisis
the amount of investment project has reduced. Thus,
investors are not absolutely sure that the project will bring
benefits and profits in future.
Under such conditions occurs the necessity in such
methods of risk estimation which will help to take into
account risk at the stage of making and realisation of
decisions. One of these methods is sensitivity analysis
(SA). “SA shows to what extent the viability of a project
is influenced by variations in major quantifiable
variables” [2, p. 173].
Analytical sense of the method of risk assessment
is as follows: the greater the range of fluctuations in the
initial parameters (under which it is rated) of the project
is, the less risky this project can be [3, p. 64 — 65].
To find out whether SA is effective for investment
project or not, it is necessary to examine it in more details,
to identify its purposes, advantages and disadvantages.
According to Pedro Belli et al, sensitivity analysis
assesses risks by identifying the variables that most

influence a project’s net benefits and quantifying the extent
of their influence. It consists of testing the effects of
variations in selected cost and benefit variables on the
project’s IRR or NPV [4, p. 85]. In general the algorithm
of investment project risks analysis is presented in
Figure1.
So, SA is one of the tools of quantity risk analysis
and its purpose is to identify numerical values of the risk
events and their consequences, make quantitative
evaluation of risk, and establish a valid risk level in a
particular situation [5, p. 34]. Quantitative assessment
of the likelihood of some risks and their consequences
allows us to find out the most probable according to
their occurrence and magnitude value losses risks, which
could be objects of the further analysis for making decision
about the project feasibility [6, p. 490].
As Colin Drury points out, “SA enables managers
to assess how sensitive and responsive is NPV to changes
in the variables which are used to calculate it” [7, p. 405].
NPV depends on a number of independent variables:
• sales volume;
• selling price;
• variable costs;
• initial outlay;
• investment costs and their components;
• interest on loans, the discount rate, etc. [8, p. 92].
Drury states, the approach requires that the NPVs
are to be calculated under alternative assumptions to
determine how sensitive they are to changing conditions
[7, p. 405]. It means SA shows to what extent the viability
of a project is influenced by variations in major
quantifiable variables.
Due to the application of SA it is possible to indicate
those variables to which NPV is most sensitive, and the
extent to which these variables may change before the
investment results in a negative NPV [7, p.406]. In other
words, SA helps to find out why a project might fail.
According to this, it is necessary to review any critical
variables to assess whether there is a strong possibility
of events occurrence leading to a negative NPV or not
(Fig. 1). Besides, it is also important to pay attention to
the controll of those variables that NPV is particularly
sensitive to, once the decision has been taken to accept
the investment [7, p. 405].
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1st stage

Quality Analysis
• identifying the full range of risks
• description of the risks
• classification and grouping

2nd stage

Purpose: risks identification

Purpose: risk estimation

Quantitative Analysis
• formalization of uncertainty
• risk calculation
• risk assessment
3rd stage

Purpose: risk optimization

Minimizing the Risk
• projecting strategies
• choice of optimal strategy
• implementation strategy
4th stage

Risk Control
• risk monitoring
• risk reassessment and adjustment
• operational decisions in deviations

Fig. 1. Algorithm of investment project risks analysis

Three specific areas are normally considered when
conducting SA:
Aggregate costs and benefits. Simple SA of variations
effects in total project costs and total project benefits is
often aimed to indicate the joint influence of underlying
variables. However, in some special cases only this type
of analysis does not assist judgments on the range of
likely variation, or on the specific measures that might
reduce project risks.
Critical cost and benefit items. SA is usually most
effective if costs and benefits are subdivided into
disaggregated in some detail. SA is best done in respect
of individual parameters that are most critical to the
project. Concerning the benefit side, detailed SA typically
includes such parameters as output prices or tariff levels,
unit cost savings, and expected rate of growth in demand
for project outputs. Talking about the cost side, such
analysis typically involves productivity coefficients and
prices of major inputs. SA examines shadow prices used
in the economic analysis.
The effects of delays. Such types of delay as delays
in starting the project during the construction phase, and
delays in reaching full capacity utilization (as in industrial
projects) or in reaching full development (as in agricultural
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

projects) may occur in projects. Thus, it is important to
include the relevant delay factors in sensitivity tests [4,
p. 85].
Taking into account the data above, it is necessary
to mention that SA helps to identify project risks and
make quantitative evaluation of them. But it is obvious
that any method and analysis of investment project has
its own strength and weaknesses. SA advantages and
disadvantages are considered in the next section.
There are some advantages of using SA in
investment project. Firstly, “it shows how significant any
given input variable is in determining a project”s
economic worth” [9, p. 8 — 62]. It means that the analysis
displays the range of possible outcomes for the range of
input values, which shows decision makers the input
values that would have an impact on the project and make
it either “a loser or a winner” [9, p. 8 — 62].
Secondly, SA is an excellent technique to answer
“what if” question (e.g. What if the value of X factor
will change to N points?). “Generating answers to «what
if» question will help assess how well a proposal will
stand up to scrutiny” [9, p. 8 — 62].
Thirdly, SA is universal for the project. Thus, it can
be used for any measure of the project worth.
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Table 1
Calculation technique of the investment project critical points [8, p.93].

Critical Point

Formula for calculating
QBE =

IC − DFM 4(r , n)
FC
+
( P − VC )(1 − tax) FM 4(r , n) P − VC

PBE =

IC − FM 4(r , n)[ D − (1 − tax ) FC ]
+ VC
Q * FM 4(r , n)(1 − tax )

Break-even annual sales

Break-even unit price

Break-even variable costs per unit of
production

VCBE = pi -

Breakeven annual fixed costs
FCBE =

IC − FM 4(r , n)[ D − (1 − tax ) * FC ]
Q * FM 4(r , n)(1 − tax )

Q * ( p i − VC )(1 − tax) + D
IC
−
(1 − tax)
(1 − tax) FM 4
ICBE = ([Q( pi − VC )-FC](1-tax)+D)FM4

Maximum permissible value of the initial
investment costs
Maximum income tax rate

taxmax = 1Payback period of investment project
PP =

And the last but not the least, this type of analysis
can be used when there is not enough time, recourses
and information that is necessary for more detailed and
sophisticated techniques [9, p. 8 — 63].
Moving on, SA is quite simple for practical
application, but it has significant disadvantages. The main
drawback is that SA does not take into account the
probabilities of events occurrence [4, p. 87]. In other
words it does not contain “any explicit probabilistic
measure of risk exposure” [9, p. 8 — 63]. In this case
information has limited usage because it is unknown
whether this or that event is highly probable or highly
unlikely. In the last case, it can be argued that information
is useless for practical purposes.
The next disadvantage is that SA “does not take
into account the correlation among the variables” [4,
p. 88]. So, during this analysis the influence of each
separate variable on the resulting value is considered.
However, in practice, all variables affect the results of
the project and at the same time impair or improve NPV
resulting value (Tab. 1).
Finally, the practice of varying the values sensitive
variables by some arbitrary percentage may cover most
of the distribution for some variables, and only a fraction
for others [4, p. 87].
Method of SA combines both significant

IC − D * FM 4(r , n)
([Q ( pi − VC ) − FC ]FM 4(r , n)

IC
[Q ( pi − VC ) − FC ](1 − tax) + D

shortcomings and such advantages as theoretical
transparency, simple calculations, the economicmathematical naturalness and visibility of their
interpretation and is quite simple in its methodology.
As it has been mentioned SA of investment project
is used to assess the impact of any parameter of the
project on its results under the condition that other
parameters remain unchanged.
The techniques of SA conduction are as follows:
• Calculation of initial data;
• Calculation of critical points of investment project
(the most secure setting in which the break-even level of
production is achieved);
• Calculation of the sensitive margin of the factors
(it shows the percentage may reduce the index under
review to save the project from the losses zone);
• Ranking project indexes in terms of their impact
on NPV [10].
SA helps to evaluate the effect of various parameters
on the baseline index of the project (NPV). The next
model of NVP dependence on external and internal
indicators is used:
NVP = (Q pi - VCQ – FC – tax +D) * FM4(r,n) – IC,
(1)
where Q — annual sales; D — value of annual
depreciation; tax — annual value of profit tax; IC —
initial investment outlay.
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Having found out these indicators, we pass to the
calculation of the investment project critical points and
their sensitive margin (SM) (Tab. 1).
The next step is calculation of IRR:
(2)
After it sensitive margin of project indexes is
calculated [8, p.93]:
SMQ =

Q − QBE
*100% ;
Q

SMp i =

pi − p BE
*100%;
pi

SMVC =

VC BE − VC
*100% ;
VC

SMFC =

FC BE − FC
*100% ;
FC

SMIC =

IC BE − IC
*100% ;
IC

SMtax =

tax max − tax
*100% ;
tax

SMn =

n − PP
*100% ;
n

SMr =

IRR − r
*100% .
r

The lower value of SM is, the more vulnerable to
the negative impact of external and internal factors the
investment project is. It means the project which is
represented by financial indexes with low values of
sensitive margin has the higher degree of risk [8, p. 95].
Finally, indexes of the project are ranked by the
dependency on external and internal factors. Indexes
which have the highest degree of influence on results of
investment project take the highest position in this rank
[6, p. 500].
SA considers the change of each variable of the
project revealing the value of their critical values. In SA a
separate effect of each of them on the resulting value is
examined. It is advisable to use this method in conjunction
with other methods of quantitative risk analysis of
investment project at the stage of ranking factors by
dependency of their influence on the result.
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

Due to SA such data could be determined, which
have high level of impact on the project and could lead to
negative results. Besides, this method allows to identify
the strongest indexes which may compensate some risks.
Nevertheless, the impact of each project index on
the result is examined separately. It means, in practice all
variables affect the results of the project at the same
time having positive or negative impact on the NPV.
In conclusion, according to Pike and Ho, “SA is
the most frequently used formal risk measurement
technique” [11]. It is popular because of its simple
methodology, which boils down to the next steps:
• Calculation of initial data;
• Calculation of critical points of investment project;
• Calculation of the sensitive margin of the factors;
• Ranking project indexes in terms of their impact
on NPV.
Even without undertaking relatively complex
procedures which explicitly involve probabilities in
sampling scenarios or interpretation of results, SA is a
powerful and illuminating methodology. The simple
approach to SA is easy to take, easy to understand, easy
to communicate, and it is applicable to any model.
It is obvious that the biggest disadvantage is that
this method is univariate [11]. It means that SA is oriented
on changing only in one factor of the investment project.
While, in real life, changes in one factor lead to changes
in others.
Answering the main question, it is important to state
that SA is very effective for the investigation of the project
risks. But, SA can be used in conjunction with other
methods of quantitative analysis to get the more reliable
information about the risk of investment project.
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Zhamoida O. A., Matsiuk M. S. Sensitivity
Analysis in Capital Budgeting
Nowadays because of unstable economical situation
appears the necessity in such methods of risk estimation
which will help to take into account risk at the stage of
making and realisation of decisions. One of these methods
is sensitivity analysis. Term “sensitivity analysis” is
defined, the basic idea and purposes of sensitivity analysis
are presented, advantages and disadvantages of this
method are specified in the article.
Key words: sensitivity analysis (SA), investment
project, risk, project risk, measure, methodology, net
present value (NPV), internal rate of return (IRR).

Жамойда О. А., Мацюк М. С. Використання
аналізу чуттєвості під час розрахунку рентабельності капіталовкладень
Сьогодні за умов нестабільної економічної ситуації в країні з’являється потреба в таких методах вимірювання ризиків, які дозволять урахувати будь-які
відхилення на стадіях прийняття та реалізації інвестиційних рішень. Одним з таких методів є аналіз чуттєвості. У статті визначено поняття „аналіз чуттєвості”,
розкрито його зміст та основні цілі, акцентовано увагу на недоліках та перевагах цього методу.
Ключові слова: аналіз чуттєвості, інвестиційний
проект, ризик, інвестиційний ризик, методологія, чиста поточна вартість, внутрішня норма прибутку.
Жамойда А. А., Мацюк М. С. Использование анализа чувствительности при расчете рентабельности капиталовложений
Сегодня в условиях нестабильной экономической ситуации в стране возникает потребность в таких
методах измерения рисков, которые позволят учесть
любые отклонения на стадиях принятия и реализации
инвестиционных решений. Одним из таких методов
является анализ чувствительности. В статье определяется понятие «анализ чувствительности», рассматриваются его содержание и основные цели, акцентируется внимание на недостатках и преимуществах данного метода.
Ключевые слова: анализ чувствительности, инвестиционный проект, риск, инвестиционный риск,
методология, чистая текущая стоимость, внутренняя
норма доходности.
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RISK MEASURING METHODS:
MODERN APPROACHES
Today, the global financial crisis caused by the unstable
economic situation in the world, and in Ukraine in particular,
has a direct impact on investment. There appear more and
more factors that directly affect the risk of investment; the
level of uncertainty is increasing and it becomes difficult to
predict future cash flows. That is why, without measuring
the level of risk and predicting risky situations, investing
any money is potentially a disaster. An investment is called
to be risk-free only if its return is stable and reliable. Investors
would prefer a Treasury bill, which is a US government
security and is a risk-free investment, mainly because its
return is certain and guaranteed.
Entrepreneurs usually associate the word «risk» only
with the adverse economic consequences of management,
leading to loss of profits [1]. Hence a company is
constantly trying to achieve the appropriate mix between
profitability and risk to meet its shareholders’ needs and
to achieve wealth maximization. Consequently, the main
task of investment analysts is to select attractive projects
under conditions of uncertainty. But it is here that
business faces real challenges. As Block and Hirt point
out: “... the real difficulty is not in finding viable investment
alternatives but in determining an appropriate position on
the risk-return scale” [2]. In this sense, what companies
really need is a theory of decision making under
uncertainty since there is always risk in capital budgeting.
The desire of businesses to predict and, thus,
minimize potential losses led to a whole range of
qualitative and quantitative methods and techniques for
risk measurement (sensitivity analysis, simulation, and
other mathematical methods). Each of these methods,
with all their recognized efficiency, could either require
significant time and money, or depend on specific
technologies, software, etc. Therefore, it is essential to
determine what methods of risk measurement will
provide the most accurate forecast with the least amount
of time and resources consumed in each case.
The purpose of this paper is to determine an optimal
combination of risk measuring methods in the real
investment domain in Ukraine to ensure high reliability of
the estimates and to minimize the errors. The optimal
combination of risk measuring methods means minimum
(financial and time) expenditures on implementing the
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

method, while ensuring its validity, availability, and
reliability (minimal error and maximum practicality).
There is such a tendency in Ukraine that investing
in projects (90%) prevails over investing in shares (10%).
That is why this paper focuses on the capital investment
as the object of risk measuring.
The reliability of this research is ensured by its
methodology: a comparative analysis, methods of
generalization, systematization, and economicmathematical methods. In this paper risk-measuring
methods are practically applied.
To reach the goal this paper examines the methods
of risk measurement, their incorporation into the capital
budgeting process and suggests an optimal combination
of measuring risks for a particular investment project. It
is illustrated on the example of a project to be implemented
by one of the Donetsk chemical companies on introducing
new household chemical products in aerosol packaging
free from ozone-depleting substances.
The Ukrainian and foreign authors dealing with the
issue under research differentiate between two mutually
complementary methods of risk measurement:
quantitative and qualitative. The latter aims at defining
the factors and types of risks, while the former helps to
determine numerically the level of an individual risk and
the risk of the whole business. Being well aware that risk
measurement applies both of these approaches, in this
paper we will restrict our research to the qualitative
methods only because they are more practice-oriented.
In capital budgeting, there is no such thing as a riskfree project. The future cash flows of a project may
unexpectedly decrease or increase. The rate at which future
cash flows are invested may not remain the same. There
are many other factors that may reduce expected cash
flows: a loss of a market share, an increase in the cost of
goods sold, new environmental regulations, and a rising
cost of financing. Since there is always risk in capital
budgeting, a major job of investment analysts is to select
projects under conditions of uncertainty (Table 1).
When performing in such conditions it is crucial to
get a reliable informational support, so one of the key
prerequisites for the risk to be measured is the access to
reliable databases. As V. Chernov noticed: “... information
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Table 1
The Comparison of Risk Measuring Methods

Methods
Standard deviation,
probability
distribution and
coefficient of
variation
Simulation

Sensitivity analysis

Certainty equivalent

Opportunities

Deficiencies

It provides high reliability of the project
conclusions by taking into account the
probability of obtaining a certain level of
income in each year of the period studied.

It might happen that the probabilities of
selected outcomes are not quite true.

Simulation analysis lets decision-makers
test various possible combinations of events
thus carefully investigate the relationships
between the factors affecting the cash flows
that leads to a deeper understanding of the
project.
1. Sensitivity analysis allows determining
those variables to which the NPV is most
sensitive.
2. It enables managers to asses how
responsive the NPV is to a change in the
variables.
3. It helps to explain in details why the
project might fail.
Provides high reliability of the conclusions
by using the most probable value of
expected cash flows of the project.

Full-scale simulation may require large sums
of money.

Risk-adjusted
discount rate

The capital asset pricing model (CAPM)
approach allows determining a fair discount
rate of the project.

Adjusting for
inflation

Adjusting for inflation method allows
examine the effect of inflation on the NPV
of the project.

security during risk measurement does not only serve as
a source of data for analysis, but it also means the
reduction of risk” [3]. While processing the information
it is necessary to take into account the fact that it can be
useful and used effectively only under condition it
corresponds to certain requirements. Among these
requirements the analysts emphasize:
— reliability (a measure of the accuracy of
information transfer),
— objectivity (a measure of reflecting the reality of
information),
— completeness (exhaustive information received),
— relevance (the degree of how the information
corresponds to the task),

1. It requires that changes in each key
variable have to be isolated thus it does not
allow determining the cumulative effect of
changes in two or more variables.
2. It does not give any indication of the
probability for the key variables or a
combination of these variables to occur.
Sometimes it gets difficult to determine with
a high level of reliability the certainty
equivalent or the percentages of the expected
cash flows that are certain. Appropriately,
there is a probability of belittling the NPV of
the project.
There exists a risk that the beta for the new
project in reality may not be equal to the
average beta for a group of firms in the
particular industry or to the beta of market
portfolio.
The rate of inflation which is implicit in the
forecasts for the coming year, and is used by
this method may, in fact, be different than the
actual rate upon the occurrence of this time
period.

— urgency (the significance of information during
risk measurement),
— cost (affordable price level of information).
With quality information ensured, the next step is
to evaluate which method or their combination can
provide reliable data. The applied research by V. Khobta,
O. Solodova, S. Kravchenko, O. Fischenko, D. Egorenko
[4]. proved that the usage of only one method of risk
measurement is impractical; only a combination of
methods can provide a reliable research and ensure the
validity of accepted investment decisions.
The optimal combination of risk measuring methods
means minimum (financial and time) costs of
implementing the method, while ensuring its validity,
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availability, and reliability (minimal error and maximum
practicality).
Advisability of making an investment decision that
involves a certain degree of risk is detected only by its
estimates. Such estimation is especially important when
there is a choice of a particular solution from a set of
alternatives. Therefore, the problem of modern analysts
is to identify correctly a group of methods by means of
which the only right decision can be made.
In the economic literature there are several
approaches to measuring the risk and magnitude of income
of the enterprise in the face of uncertainty. Drury thinks
that traditional methods for doing this type of analysis are
standard deviation and probability distributions, simulation
technique and sensitivity analysis [5]. Block and Hirt argue
that there should be quantitative and qualitative measures.
To this extent they offer a number of basic statistical
devices to measure the extent of risk inherent in different
situations. Among them they name probability distribution,
standard deviation, coefficient of variation, the beta (β),
risk-adjusted discount rate, simulation models, decision
tree [2]. Shim and Siegel also pick out several methods to
incorporate risk into capital budgeting. They are riskadjusted discount rate, standard deviation and coefficient
of variation, certainty equivalent, semi-variance,
simulation, sensitivity analysis and decision (probability)
trees [6]. As Block and Hirt noted, all abovementioned
methods have much in common: “... they must recognize
the riskiness of a given investment proposal and make an
appropriate adjustment for risk” [2].
Before defining the optimum combination of
methods for measuring risk, it is necessary to analyze
the opportunities and deficiencies of each method. For
this research there have been chosen 4 methods
(Sensitivity Analysis, Certainty Equivalent Approach,
Adjustment for Inflation, Standard Deviation and
Probability Distribution Method) that are the most
accessible and popular in the real business and 2
(Simulation Technique, Capital Asset Pricing Model) that
represent the state of the art in risk measurement.
This part of paper is to illustrate a practical application
of the risk measuring methods for a project of introducing
new household chemical products in aerosol packaging
using energy-efficient and environmentally friendly
technology without the use of ozone-depleting substances.
This project is in progress at the “Impulse” company
located in the town of Alekseyevka, Donetsk region. The
founder of this company is JSC “Donetsk Chemical Plant”.
This company specializes in manufacturing perfumes,
industrial products and household cleaning products in
aerosol packaging.
The methods of risk measurement are practically
applied here. However, it should be specified that the
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

methods of ‘Simulation’ and ‘Capital Asset Pricing Model’
can not be used, because they require special costly
software that is not currently available.
Initial Data for the Project
Initial Investments (II) of the project is 17 801.84
thousand UAH.
Discount rate (r) is 16%.
Cash flows are the following:
Year
Cash Flow (thousand UAH)
1
339.63
2
3 517.30
3
6 554.83
4
6 995.48
5
7 073.33
6
6 314.66
7
6 283.52
8
6 258.95
After making some calculations, the Net Present
Value of the project was founded.
NPV = 3 260 thousand UAH
A positive NPV means that the project is worth
implementing. Therefore, project should be accepted.
Based on the data obtained the Payback Period of
the project and its Profitability Index were evaluated.
Payback Period = 6.7 years
Profitability Index = 1.18>1 Project is acceptable
After we have found the NPV, Payback Period and
Profitability Index of the project, we can move into the
risk measurement. First, to detect how sensitive the given
project is to the environmental change, it was used the
“Sensitivity Analysis”.
Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis is a popular way to find out how
the NPV of a project changes if sales, labour or material
costs, the discount rate, or other factors vary from one
case to another [3].
On the Table 2 you can see the changes in discount
rate and its impact on NPV. We have taken the discount
rate of 16% as a base and changed it in 3 percent to each
direction. As you can see, the project appears to be very
sensitive to the changes in discount rate. And than, on
the table 3, you can see as the same operations were
done with the sales volume. The sales volume was
changed by 3 percent in each direction and finaly, from
the data obtained it was concluded that the project is
extremely sensitive to changes in the discount rate and
less sensitive to changes in sales volume
Standard deviation, probability distribution and
coefficient of variation
This method gives us the opportunity to calculate
exact amount of expected risk for the project, it also
gives us the average measure of how far each of the
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Table 2
Changes in discount rate

Table 3
Changes in sales volume

three outcomes falls away from the expected value.
Generally, the larger the standard deviation (or the
coefficient of variations) is, the greater is the risk. With
the data before us, we compute three important statistical
measures— the expected value, the standard deviation
and the coefficient of variation [2].
The expected value is a weighted average of the
outcomes (D) times their probabilities (P). The standard
deviation is the measure of dispersion or variability around
the expected value, and the coefficient of variation is standard
deviation divided on expected value. [6] In our case, the:
(Expected Value) = 339.63 thousand UAH
(Standard deviation) = 25,2 thousand UAH
(Coefficient of variation) = 0,07 thousand UAH
Certainty equivalent approach
And to determine the Certain NPV, the certainty
equivalent approach was held. The idea behind the

certainty equivalent approach is to separate the timing of
cash flows from their riskiness [7]. Cash flows are
converted into risk-free (certain) cash flows, which are
then discounted at a risk-free rate. In other words, we
should multiply Expected Cash Flows at the Certainty
Equivalent Factors and then discount results [5].
The present value of certain cash flows of this
project is 16221.67 thousand UAH. Subtracting the initial
investment of 17 801.84 from 16221.67, we determine
the NPV of the project to be -1579.33. According to the
Certainty Equivalent Approach the NPV is negative and
indicates a high level of the project risk.
And finally as a result, it can be said that the
combination of the above methods has given us a
complete picture regarding the risks of the project. By
the method of the standard deviation and distribution,
the standard deviation of NPV of $ 25.2 thousand UAH
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Table 4
The Present Value of the Project Certain Expected Cash Flows at a Discount Rate 16%

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

∑

Certain
Cash Flow
322.65
3 165.57
5 571.61
5 596.38
5 304.99
4 420.26
4 084.29
3 755.37

Present Value Interest
Factor at 16 %
0.862
0.743
0.641
0.552
0.476
0.410
0.354
0.305

16 221.67

has been received. The method of the sensitivity analysis
illustrated the project’s sensitivity to change. The discount
rate and sales volume changed by 3 percent in each
direction. From the data obtained it was concluded that
the project is extremely sensitive to changes in the
discount rate and less sensitive to changes in sales volume.
The method of certainty equivalent approach gave a
negative NPV, which indicates that the management should
pay special attention to this project, and carry out the
ongoing monitoring, as the project is risky.
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Kostenok I. V., Fil E. V. Risk Measuring
Methods: Modern Approaches
This paper examines the methods of risk
measurement, their incorporation into the capital
budgeting process and suggests an optimal combination
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Present Value of Certain
Cash Flow
278.15
2 352.53
3 569.49
3 090.83
2 525.78
1 814.26
1 445.14
1 145.48

of measuring risks for a particular investment project. It
is illustrated on the example of a project to be implemented
by one of the Donetsk chemical companies on introducing
new household chemical products in aerosol packaging
free from ozone-depleting substances.
Key words: risk, method, investments, project,
enterprise.
Костенок І. В., Філь Є. В. Методи оцінки ризиків: сучасні підходи
У статті досліджено методи оцінки ризиків, визначено можливість їх використання у процесі капітального бюджетування та запропоновано оптимальну комбінацію методів для оцінки певного інвестиційного проекту. На прикладі проекту одного з провідних
хімічних підприємств міста Донецька було апробовано систему запропонованих методів.
Ключові слова: ризик, метод, інвестиції, проект,
підприємство.
Костенок И. В., Филь Е. В. Методы оценки
рисков: современные подходы
В статье исследованы методы оценки рисков,
определена возможность их использования в процессе капитального бюджетирования и предложено оптимальную комбинацию методов для оценки определенного инвестиционного проекта. На примере проекта
одного из ведущих химических предприятий города
Донецка была апробирована система предложенных
методов.
Ключевые слова: риск, метод, инвестиции, проект, предприятие.
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OPTION VALUATION
World option market is enlarging and this
phenomenon is proved by statistical data: an amount of
option contracts rose from 3.9 billion in 2002 to 9.28
billion in 2008 [1]. This corroborates increasing attention
of new members of this market, especially individual
investors, because dealing with options gives such
facilities as: hedging of risks, increasing cost efficiency,
getting higher percentage returns, getting less risk [2].
However, in order to make profitable and effective
investment decisions it is essential to operate with
accurate option prices. Sometimes lack of theoretical
knowledge negatively influences on investor’s ability to
make a right decision concerning choosing the most
appropriate option pricing model and calculate it. That is
why the aim of the article is to assess application of
existing option valuation models by means of comparative
analysis in order to suggest alternative instruments of
option valuation for individual investors.
There are three fundamental methodologies and
approaches used to calculate an option’s value in options
analysis:
1. Closed-form models like the Black-Scholes model
and its modifications such as the Generalized BlackScholes model (GBM);
2. Monte Carlo path-dependent simulation methods;
3. Lattices (binomial, trinomial, quadranomial, and
multinomial lattices) [3, p. 19].
Limited volume of the article does not allow
scrutinizing in details all existing option pricing models,
due to this fact only the most widespread models will be
analysed.
Before analysing the new facilities of option
valuation, simplifying the work of individual investors, it
is essential to familiarise with classic option pricing
models that are in the basis of option pricing software.
Binomial Option Pricing Model
Binomial (and trinomial) trees can be used to price
many types of options, such as plain vanilla options, exotic
options (like barrier options, digital options, Asian options)
and others. It is possible because of mapping out price
movements of the underlying security. Price movements
are represented by a grid of equally spaced time steps,
with a series of nodes at each step indicating the security’s
and the option’s prices. The security can move up or
down by a certain amount at each node, according to a
prespecified probability. The price of the option is
evaluated, and then discounted back to attain the price at
the first node, representing time zero. For many of these
trees, the European option price converges to the BlackScholes price [4, p. 70 — 83]. Valuation of American

options is done by estimating whether early exercise at
each node in the tree is possible. The benefit of binomial
(and trinomial) trees is that they can be used to value any
type of option and are very easy to implement. The
disadvantage of thus model is that the amount of increase
or decrease of the security at each node is usually fixed,
as well as the probability of an increase or a decrease. In
these models, jumps in asset prices are not permitted [5,
p. 707 — 712; 6, p. 205 — 209; 7, p. 80 — 83].
The binomial model assumes that the stock price
follows the binomial process, meaning that it can take on
only one of two values at the end of any defined period.
When the time interval between each price change node
is reduced to 1 month, or 1 day, the binomial assumption
becomes more plausible and the solution to the binomial
process becomes more complex (as is illustrated in
Figure 1). The mathematical procedure used to solve the
price tree shown in the figure is called the binomial pricing
model, which solves for the value of the call today, P0,
by working backward through each path shown in Fig. 1
[8, p. 868 — 869].
The primary drawback of the binomial pricing model
is that it does not provide an analytical solution to the
option’s price that can be determined from a formula or
hand-held calculator [3, p. 87 — 90; 9, p. 20 — 28; 10,
p. 48 — 55; 11, p. 151 — 155]. It is a recursive calculation
that generally requires about 30 to 50 time intervals to
produce an option price similar to that found in other
pricing models. However, the personal computer can
easily be programmed to do the calculations [8, p. 869].
Under certain conditions the binomial model gives much
more accurate option prices than does the Black-Scholes
model described next.
The Black-Scholes Option-Pricing Model
The problem of using a mathematical formula to value
an option has been studied extensively since the early 1960s,
but the path-breaking work occurred in 1973 when Fisher
Black and Myron Scholes published their option pricing
model. The Black-Scholes option pricing model quickly
became the standard used to evaluate option prices in the
fledgling options markets developing on the Chicago Board
Options Exchange (CBOE) and American Stock Exchange
(AMEX) [8, p. 869]. It is thought to be the most popular
option pricing model in the past 30 years, due to its simplicity,
closed-form solution, and ease of implementation [4, p. 112].
Since its publication in 1973, significant improvements and
extensions have been made to the model, which is used by
most professional option traders [8, p. 869].
If binomial option pricing assumed that the stock’s
continuously compounded rate of returns follows a
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Fig. 1. The Binomial Process for Stock Prices [8, p. 868].

normal distribution, and the time interval between the
nodes shown in Figure 1 approaches zero, then the
binomial model reduces to the Black-Scholes option
pricing model, given as the following equation:

C0 = S 0 N ( d1 ) − Xe − rT N ( d 2 )

(1)

where

d1 =

ln(S 0 / X ) + (r + σ 2 / 2)T
σ T

d 2 = d1 − σ T

(2)
(3)

and where
C0 = current call value
S0 = current stock price
N(d) = the probability that a random draw from a
standard normal distribution will
be less than d
X = exercise price
e = 2.71828, the base of the natural log function
r = risk-free interest rate (the annualized
continuously compounded rate on a safe asset with the
same maturity as the expiration of the option, which is to
be distinguished from rf, the discrete period interest rate)
T = time to maturity of option, in years
ln = natural logarithm function
σ = standard deviation of the annualized
continuously compounded rate of return of the stock [5,
p. 712 — 713].
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

It is known that a call can be created with a long
position in a fractional share of stock and borrowing.
The first term in Equation 1 shows the fractional amount
of stock to hold. The value of N(d 1), a cumulative
probability, will lie between 0 and 1, and when multiplied
by S, it shows the fractional share of stock required to
replicate a call. In the second term, the value of N(d2)
will lie between 0 and 1, and the term X(e-rT)N(d2) merely
shows the amount, also a cumulative probability, of
borrowing necessary to complete the arbitrage portfolio.
If the call is deep-in-money, both N(d1) and N(d2)
will be near 1.0 and the call’s value will approach the
current stock price minus the discounted value of the
exercise price, S-Ee-rT. for an at-the-money option, N(d1)
will be near .5. N(d1) also is called the hedge ratio of the
option because it indicates the amount of stock necessary
to create an arbitrage portfolio for the option. Conversely,
its reciprocal, 1/N(d1), indicates the number of option
needed to hedge one share of stock [8, p. 870].
Finally, there are several assumptions that must be
met to use the model of currency. Most importantly, the
model applies only to European-style options on stocks
that will not pay a dividend before the option expires.
Minor modifications can be made to adjust for dividends
for American-style calls, but using the model to price
American-style puts can produce incorrect prices [5,
p. 712 — 715; 4, p. 112 — 118; 6, p. 77 — 79].
To summarise, the big advantage of the Binomial
model in comparison with the Black-Scholes model is
that it can be used to accurately American options price.
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This is because the Binomial model gives an opportunity
to check the possibility of early exercise at every point
of option’s life (at every step of the binomial tree).The
main drawback of the Binomial model is that it takes too
much time to calculate option prices [10, p. 55 — 61;
11, p. 73 — 80; 7, p. 75 — 77; 12, p. 285 — 289; 13,
p. 99 — 101, 115 — 121].
The benefit of the Black-Scholes model is that it
gives an opportunity to investor to calculate variety of
option prices in a very short time. The disadvantage of
this model is that it cannot be used to accurately price
options with an American-style exercise as it only
calculates the option price at one point in time — at
expiration. It does not consider the steps along the way
where there could be the possibility of early exercise of
an American option. Various improvements are made to
the Black-Scholes price to enable it to approximate
American option prices (e.g. the Fischer Black PseudoAmerican method), but these only work well within
certain limits and they do not really work well for puts.
Nevertheless, these models are the basis of modern option
valuation opportunities that are scrutinised next [14].
Options software is a computer program facilitating
the technical analysis of available market data, which makes
it widely preferred by options traders for taking informed
decisions for buying or selling options. There are practically
two types of options software available in the market, each
type is designed for beginners and advanced options
traders. Beginners’ software includes teaching manuals
and tips on creating investing portfolios, using investing
techniques and formulating strategies. The software draws

from the experience of professional options traders and
offers various tools for profit maximization. The data is
presented in an easy-to-understand manner and illustrated
by charts and graphs. Software meant for advanced options
traders tends to be more complex. It comprises professional
level tools that facilitate a sound technical analysis of the
available data [15].
Further the main facilities of modern software for
option valuation will be viewed and made a conclusion,
what are benefits and risks of its application for individual
investors.
The Option Trader System
Let us assume a new investment proposal of the XTrade Brokers’ company — the Option Trader trading
systems. This program is an educational tool enabling the
proper understanding of options and the world of
instruments characterized by an asymmetric risk profile.
It also enables trade on 12 currency pairs and 4
commodities. The Option Trader trading system gives an
opportunity of opening and managing an account in EUR/
USD/CHF; a standard transaction size is 100 000 units of
the base currency (0.1 of a contract). Technically, this is
based on opening an option sub account, on which funds
are transferred, within the current Contract for Brokerage
Services between X-Trade Brokers and the Investor.
Fig. 2 shows the interface of working program
Option Trader. It allows the investor to make a single order
by choosing the option class (Vanilla, European digital),
instrument (12 currency pairs and 4 commodities), strike
price, option type, lots and expiry. Selecting the parameters
of order, investor has a facility to see the graphical

Fig. 2. XTB Option Trader: Demo Account, Making Order
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Fig. 3. XTB Option Trader: Demo Account, Making Strategy Wizard

Fig. 4. XTB Option Trader: Demo Account, One Click Strategy: Short Straddle

interpretation of it and one’s profit. Fig. 2 illustrates a
graphic of Vanilla call option, the instrument chosen is gold,
and expiration date is 14.10.2010, strike price — 1371.96.
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

Alongside it, Option Trader gives also an opportunity
to make a Strategy Wizard by instrument, scenario
(specification of how in your opinion price of the
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underlying instrument will change), loss limits and
investment horizon (Fig. 3). Apart from this, investor can
use One Click Strategy, which is shown in Fig. 4 (here is
Short Straddle strategy). There are 7 already made
strategies, it is also possible to create new ones.
The Visual Options Analysis
The second program which was chosen as an
example of software for option valuation is the Visual
Options program, which lets investor make a thorough
analysis of a trade before driving a bargain. This program
provides powerful two and three-dimensional charts for
analyzing option strategies. The 3D Chart can
simultaneously show the relationship between stock price
and expiration date versus profit/loss (Fig. 5). The 2D
Chart is designed for dynamic analysis, complete with a
“Slider” that lets investor vary parameters such as stock
price, volatility, days until expiration, and interest rate as
well as view the resulting effect on prices and profit/loss
for one’s portfolio. It is accessible to see how the trade
will perform over a range of projected prices [16].
Moreover, this software has 32 of the most popular
and effective options strategies built-in. The potential risks
and return of a strategy may be visually evaluated.
Whenever one change strategies or vary parameters, such
as stock volatility or risk-free interest rate, the charts
will be redrawn immediately. Besides, it is available to
use one of three option pricing models: Black-Scholes,
Binominal European and Binominal American.
Alongside it, free options data from CBOE (Chicago

Board Options Exchange) for virtually all options listed
on the CBOE, AMEX (American Stock Exchange), PHLX
(Philadelphia Stock Exchange), PCX or PSE (Pacific
Stock Exchange), and ISE (International Securities
Exchange) are downloaded by this program. It is also
available to build one’s own or to modify built-in strategies
in two ways: by changing theoretical terms or by selecting
option parameters from lists of downloaded option quotes
(option chains). Visual Options program also available
investor to export the portfolio data and charts directly
into Microsoft Excel. This allows easy sharing one’s
portfolio information with colleagues and partners [16].
From above mentioned, it is possible to make a
conclusion that such software as XTB Option Trader
and Visual Options Analysis simplify the work of individual
investors and gives variety of facilities. However, for
effective usage of these programs, investors do not have
to be the side-line expert, but to have the main theoretical
knowledge of option market.
Authentic option prices are of vital importance for
making profitable investment decisions. However, the
comparative analysis of the main option valuation methods
proved the complexity of practical application of these models
and their usage by individual investors. In order to facilitate
the process of decision making for individual investors two
types of modern software were proposed in this work.
There are some advantages of using options software
such as the fact that it is easy to use as it involves a point
and click interface, it offers tools to employ various strategic

Fig. 5. Visual Options Analysis, Short Straddle strategy
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models that are directed towards the maximization of profit
and minimization of risks, the complex analysis of a huge
database can be carried out in a short span of time. All
these opportunities are relevant for Ukraine because its
option market is developing (only since 2008).
In spite of all advantages of the option pricing
software, investors have to pay attention to its drawbacks
such as the fact that options software is expensive,
beginners may not be able to fully use all the available
features, overdependence on software is risky, as one tends
to become overconfident. Nevertheless such software
gives investors an opportunity to work regardless of time
and location. Apart from this, it also gives new opportunities
(especially for Ukrainian people) of extra earning to already
working people and students. Such products give facilities
to everyone who aspires to work on option market.
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Syniakova N. S. Option Valuation
This paper deals with the problem of option valuation
for individual investors because of its complexity. Basing
on the comparative analysis of the main option valuation
models, their advantages and disadvantages were
examined. In order to facilitate the decision making
process for individual investors two types of modern
option pricing software were proposed and described.
Key words: fund market, оption, price, cost.
Синякова Н. С. Оцінка вартості опціонів
Стаття присвячена проблемі оцінки вартості опціонів приватними інвесторами у зв’язку з її складністю. Проведений порівняльний аналіз основних моделей ціноутворення опціонів, на підставі якого виявлено їх переваги та недоліки. З метою спрощення процесу прийняття інвестиційних рішень інвесторами запропоновано розглядати два типи сучасного програмного забезпечення для оцінки вартості опціонів.
Ключові слова: фондовий ринок, опціон, ціна,
вартість.
Синякова Н. С. Оценка стоимости опционов
Эта работа посвящена проблеме оценки стоимости
опционов частными инвесторами в виду ее сложности.
Проведя сравнительный анализ основных моделей ценообразования опционов, были выявлены их преимущества и недостатки. С целью упрощения процесса принятия инвестиционных решений инвесторами предложено
к рассмотрению два типа современного программного
обеспечения для оценки стоимости опционов.
Ключевые слова: фондовый рынок, опцион, цена,
стоимость.
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THE PROBLEMS OF DEFAULT IN UKRAINE:
CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES
Lately has become actual a question of possible
default in Ukraine, which is actively discussed by experts,
specialists, politicians and mass-media [1 — 5]. In our
opinion, this problem in that or another aspect is arising
very sharply in many countries of world. This can be
explained by the peculiarities of the world economy as a
result of the financial crisis and rates of development of
national economies. We will make an attempt to
understand some aspects of this problem.
A term “default” means non-fulfillment of liabilities, i.
e. non-fulfillment of agreement of borrowing, non-payment
of percents in time or main debt on promissory note or
contractual requirements about issuing of lending bonds
Default can be declared by companies and states
what are unable to serve all or part of the liabilities. If
default is declared by the state, debts would be regulated
at an international level.
Will mark that according to official information of
International Monetary Fund from 1941 till 2004 135
defaults in a world took place as a result of the state
borrowing. So this problem is not new for the world
economy. But from time to time it becomes sharp, taking
into account changes in the financial system, displays of
economic recurrence. The risk of default is always, it
does not follow to be afraid, but it can not be
underestimate.
As a rule, default is cause of forming of national
debts as a result of state financial borrowing for coverage
of budget deficit. A national debt consists debt of central
government, regional and local organs of power, state
organizations and enterprises.
There are distinguished two types of national debt:
1) Internal-state debt to the proprietors of state
securities and other creditors, which is denominated in
national currency;
2) External-state debt to other countries,
international financial organizations and other persons,
which is denominated in foreign currency. This debt can
be prepaid due to export commodities or new borrowing.
It should be noted that a problem of national debts
now is very actual for a world economy on the whole. The
main question is not in a debt, but how it will be repaying.
Scientists and practices of different countries lately
are actively searching indicators that are able to foresee
the state default. The following approaches became
causes of these researches:
— Construction of theoretical models;
— Research of passing ahead indicators of default;

— Studying of prognosis possibility of the credit
rating and spreads.
According to report of International Monetary Fund
(IMF), there are 50 different indicators the changes of
which can be signals about approaching state default
which are usually exploring. The experts of IMF forecast
that in every year some country with probability about
20 % will not be able to meet its obligations.
In many countries of the world the sizes of national
debt are very large. Usually ratio of national debt toward
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is a criterion of the default
threat level. For example, in Italy and Greece the level of
state debts is exceed of 100 % of GDP, in the countries
of European Union according to report of 2009 — 60%
and arrives at 73,7% now, in the USA to January, 31,
2010 the general volume of national debt was 14,131
trillions of USD or 96,5% GDP of the USA. There are
countries, in which national debt exceeds 200 — 300%
national wealth, — Japan, Venezuela. In Ukraine a national
debt makes now 40,5 % of GDP (2010 year — 40% of
GDP). According to the experts of the World Bank the
external debt of Ukraine arrives at 82% GDP.
It should be noted that in some countries this number
is considerably less. So, in China correlation of national
debt to GDP arrives at 22%, in Russia — only 10%.
At the same time in some countries a situation is
determined by negative tendencies. For example, in Brazil
and Hungary ratio of national debt to GDP exceeds today
universal recognized level of security in 60%. Sometimes
the state debt reaches the level of GDP of country. Japan
during a few years has aggregate national debt higher
150% of GDP. The specialists of Organization of
Economic Cooperation and Development counted up, that
at preservation of the noted tendencies until 2050 the
national debt of Italy can reach 250% of GDP, Germany
— 300%, France — 400%, the USA — 450%, Great
Britain — 500%, Japan — 600%.
Let’s notice that real threat of a default has arisen in
America in August, 2011. Not to admit a default and
repetition of financial crisis, the Congress of the USA at
the desire of the President has agreed to lift public debt
level around to 1,5 billions of USD.
Foreign experts made a few rating of countries, in
which the threat of default is high enough. After one of
these prognoses, Ukraine takes sixth place in this list.
This list looks thus: 1 place — Venezuela, 2 — Greece,
3 — Argentina, 4 — Ireland, 5 — Portugal.
In order to elucidate whether there is a situation
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about default in Ukraine critical, we will consider the
structure of national debt of Ukraine, and also, what sum
it must pay in 2011 — 2013 years.
We should note, in year 2011 Ukraine must repay
debts and to pay for them credits on more than a 54
billions of UAH or 6,8 billions of USD. In the structure
of national debt we will distinguish the following
components:
1) Certain part of basic internal debts is on Internal
Public Bonds (IPB). In year 2011 it will be necessary to
repay IPB to the amount of 25,6 billion of UAH plus to
repay percents on them — 13 billions of UAH (a total
sum achieves 38,6 billions of UAH). Now there are
approximately 49% of all issued IPB in portfolio of
National Bank of Ukraine, additionally 36% are in own of
commercial banks. Non-residents keep only to a 6%
amount IPB. Therefore Ministry of Finance of Ukraine
can sell new issued IPB and use such money to repay
previous issues;
2) On Eurobonds Ukraine must repay 600 million
of USA plus percents on them at 440 millions of USD. If
will be no unexpected events on the world financial
market, these debts it is possible would be repay without
superfluous problems;
3) On external debts is needed to pay for credit,
which was given by EBRD on sum about 250 millions of
USD. It is possible to realize by placing of new bonds
and by prolongation of this credit;
4) It is necessary also to pay percents on credits of
IMF and other international financial institutes on the sum
about 350 millions of USD. It is possible to attract new
tranches for this.
Thus, a situation on the whole would be not critical,
if to realize applicable steps for payment by Ukraine its
national debt in time.
In 2012 — 2013 is necessary to expect the increase
of sum of debts because of new borrowing that will be
carried out, and it is necessary additional money for their
maintenance. As foreign experts consider, the peak of
debts payment on external borrowing of Ukraine is
expected in 2013.
Negative estimation by the experts of threat of
default in Ukraine is based on the low level of indexes
which testify to development of economy and country
on the whole. For example, in 2011 Ukraine took 73
places (from 192) in rating of life quality, 89 (from 130)
in rating of global competition and 162 (from 183) in
rating of economic freedoms.
By analyzing the financial state of any country, it is
necessary to take into account, in what conditions it
appeals financial resources, would be able to pay for these
borrowings, and also as far as they are sufficient for
further economic development. Another question is
connected with that: cheap or expensive is credit for legal
and natural persons?
It should be noted that money are enough expensive
for Ukraine because foreign investors consider that
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

securities of the USA, Germany and Japan are more durable
investment than Ukrainian. Therefore our country must
pay higher percents for the attracted resources. In addition,
in the Europe and the USA the state provides to enterprises
and population credits without limitations on annual 3 —
5%, in Ukraine it takes place not always (the level of percent
exceeds 20%). Thus, credit resources in foreign countries
are considerably cheaper, than in Ukraine.
The main problem of default touches providing of
normal work of financial sector, realizing clear policy
relative to the management of money-market.
It should be noted that now a question is not
practically examined in relation to the risks of corporate
defaults, which have deeper basis and negatively influence
on macroeconomic situation in Ukraine. It is typical for
large state companies, in particular “Oil-gas of Ukraine”.
As a negative fact will note that the sum of percents
on credits, which our state borrows from International
financial organizations, grows with every year. If in a before
— crisis period this amount was 2% on the profits of the
state budget (3,4 billions of UAH), in 2009 attained 4%
(billions of UAH), in 2010 — grew to 6% (15, 5 billions of
UAH), in 2011 — will be 8% (23 millions of UAH) and it is
without taking into account “body of credit”.
Nowadays the sum of debt on one Ukrainian citizen
is 9,5 thousands of UAH, in the same time in the USA at
the total sum of national debt in 14 trillions of USD, there
is more than 45 thousands of USD debt on each
American. In 2011 every Ukrainian must repay 1250 UAH
of debt, including that 750 of UAH makes “body of credit”
and 500 UAH are percents. In order to prevent default, a
government must continue collaboration with MVF in
order to receipt new borrowing. Here the question of
consequences of new borrowing and increasing of public
debt. Some experts consider that such situation is a threat
for national safety of Ukraine.
Except external economic consequences, default
negatively affects on the real economy of country —
loaner. Most substantial consequences are observed in a
bank sector. Banks hold considerable part of assets in
state securities; that is why default can sharply worsen
the indexes of liquidity of financial institutions and create
the threat of mass outflow of population deposits. It is
possible to deliver to the negative consequences of default
the following:
1. The state loses the trust of internal and external
investors, including international financial institutions
(World Bank, IMF, European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development and others).
2. Problems can cover financial sector that will result
in depreciation of national currency.
3. The critical import reduces to minimum.
4. The take place the falling of business activities.
5. In a private sector that is “strung” on import,
activity of firms in such industries like food industry,
assembly production and others can reduce
6. Falling of standard of living of repressing part of
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population as a result of permanent increase of prices on
the imported commodities, food stuffs, petrol and utilities.
7. Rapid growth of inflation, decrease of pensions,
social payments as a result of deficit of state budget.
8. The decrease of population profits will strengthen
social tension in society that will cause conflicts with
power. Already now as a result of growth of utility
payments and tariffs, reforms of the pension system take
place negative reaction on these “innovations” from the
side of low-income groups. It is possible to conclude
that citizens of Ukraine with the consequences of default
constantly live in the so called permanent regime.
But it is necessary to take into account that
default can set to positive consequences in mediumterm prospect. Default in Russia in 1998 can be used
as an example. After its consequences there was
sanitation of economy, redistribution of resources in
more than profitable sectors, strengthening of national
currency (now Russian ruble pretend to the place of
regional currency in international accounts), and also
paying of state external debts and refusing of
borrowing of IMF.
For Ukraine as a first step in direction of overcoming
of threat of default, would be exhilaration of rates of the
economy growing, nurturing of considerable part of
economy out of was “shadows”, where considerable
resources and money are. By estimation of Ministry of
Economics of Ukraine, the level of shadowing in 2010
was 34% of GDP.
In opinion of Ukrainian Academic Valerij Geyets, it
is necessary to review borrowing question immediately.
For this purpose it is necessary to decrease the volumes
of the state borrowing from 120 billions of UAH in 2010
to 80 — 85 billion of UAH, to reduce the state budget
deficit to the level 3% of GDP, to strengthen the
investment component of budgetary spending.
Taking into account considerable influence of
internal factors on the difficult financial state of Ukraine,
it is necessary to provide:
— stability and transparence of government actions
and power at a different level of management;
— realization of effective budgetary — tax and social
policy;
— reducing of inflation rates and adjusting of moneymarket;
— widening of export sources of currency inflow
into Ukraine;
— realization of structural reform in an economy;
— development of the program of covering of
budget deficit mainly by internal borrowing;
— realization of actions on increasing of National
Bank of Ukraine currency reserves.
There are also important actions on providing of
growth of competition in a national economy.
According to report of the Antimonopoly Committee
of Ukraine, in 2010 the parts of markets with
competitive structure are decreased on 6%, markets

of “perfect monopoly” grew on 2%, markets with the
signs of prevailing — on 8%. The level of
monopolization grew in 29 branches, its decreasing
happened in 14 branches of economy. Thus
strengthening of competition in an economy can result
in a growth of financial incomes to budget and
reduction of Ukraine dependence from the external help
and credits of international financial institutions.
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CAPITAL MARKET IN UKRAINE AND WAYS OF COOPERATION
WITH THE COUNTRIES OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF INDEPENDENT STATES (CIS)
The problem of financial and capital market in
Ukraine is relevant because of the need of real sector in
extended financing. Before the 2008 capital market was
in a stage of its active formation: banks, insurance
companies, pension funds, stock market increased assets
and financial stability. However, these improvements were
not accompanied by an adequate transformation of the
real economy, which led to conflicts in the saving and
investing processes. Thus, during 2006-2008 worldwide
share of savings in GDP was 23.9, 24.4, 24.2%
respectively, share of investments — 23.2, 23.7,
24.0%. The U.S. share of savings in GDP in 1995 —
2002 was about 16.9% in 2004 — 2007 — hovering
around 13-15% of GDP (11.9% in 2008). In some
countries, especially those that are actively developing,
the share of savings in GDP reached 35% of GDP, share
of investments — 30% [1, p. 217].
The process of formation and functioning of the
financial and stock markets is constantly attracted the
attention of scientists in Russia and Ukraine:
S. Arhiyereyeva [2] A. Baranovsky [3] P. Belenky and
O. Druhova [4] A. Daly and I. Doroshenko [5], S. Zaharin
[6] V. Korneeva [7] I. February and V. Mishchenko [8]
S. Naumenkovoyi and Mishchenko [9] V. Lyashenko and
K. Pavlov [10] and many others. Despite the numerous
studies on the functioning of a global financial system
and financial market of Ukraine, some aspects of the
capital market are not covered by domestic scientists. The
purpose of this paper is the study of structure of capital
markets in Ukraine, including its segments such as
securities markets and bank lending and outlining of
trends and challenges of building well-functioning capital
market in Ukraine.
The share of investment in fixed assets ranged within
8-11% of GDP, the share of savings amounted to 3-4%
during 2005-2008 in Ukraine. In 2008 compared with 2007
investment fell by 2.6%, while the share of foreign direct
investments in fixed assets in Ukraine over the past 4 years
was 3-4%. This resulted in «investment hunger» and the
constant aging of capital. One reason for inconsistency in
national savings and investment is inefficient national
transformation of savings into investment and imbalances
in the profitability of economic activities. Most of the basic
industry sectors of Ukrainian economy provide lower
returns compared to highly profitable financial
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

intermediation, trade, communications. This drop in
profitability was reflected in the structure of issuing
securities that are traded on the Ukrainian stock market
and bank lending. Last global financial crisis showed that
there is no such a structure in the economy which would
be able to redirect financial resources in the process of
restructuring the economy. After all, along with the crisis
in 2008 — 2009 a new phase in the development of energy
and electronic technologies began (solar energy,
photoelectronics, nanotechnology, creating new
opportunities in communications, computerization,
automation
and
production
management
organization). Introduction of new technology requires
large financial resources, thus increasing the role of capital
market, capable to accumulate the necessary amount of
financial resources and ensure their efficient allocation in
accordance with the priorities of economic
development. This successful renewal funding on the basis
of market discipline acknowledged IMF prerequisite of
rational resource allocation, while reliance on funding from
retained earnings will mean a less efficient allocation of
investment [1, p. 31].
Moreover, the intensification of the capital market
will compensate limited opportunities for investment due
to higher effectiveness of such investments and higher
factor productivity. The situation was similar to some
extent to Asian crisis in late 90th when East Asian
countries were able to restore dynamic growth despite
the lower level of investment, the corporate bond market
gradually recovered. Capital market or stock market is
defined in the literature as the money market sector, where
money are sold and purchased for long (more than one
year) term for the financing capital construction and
working capital from banks, insurance companies, mutual
and pension funds, foundations mutual lending [11,
p. 125 — 127].
Standard operations on the capital market are
operations with financial instruments — stocks, mediumand long-term bonds, long-term deposits and loans of
commercial banks, investment and operation of
specialized finance companies and others. Taking into
account the domestic capital market, we should focus
on its two key segments — the stock market and banking
market (the share of bank assets in total assets of the
financial system is more than 90%).
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Table 1
The structure of bargaining in the context of financial instruments for 2005 — 2008, (% of total trade volume)

Instrument

Stocks
Corporate bonds
Derivatives
Investment certificates
Total

% of total trade volume
2006
46,97
52,99
0.05

2007
67,51
17,08
15,41

100

100

2008
15,26
40,30
43,87
0,57
100

Source: PFTS reports for 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008.

Before 2008 the stock market of Ukraine was in
stage of active formation. Increasing investment
attractiveness of the country and active foreign capital
investments positively influenced Ukrainian stock market,
which had increased more than 5 times since 2004 and
reached its peak development in 2008. PFTS index, total
trading volume, number of participants of PFTS
Securities Exchange reached historical highs. In early
2008, the level of capitalization in absolute terms (over
USD 110 billion) took Ukraine to the 3rd place among
European developing countries, after Turkey and Poland
(Table 1). Capitalization of PFTS Listing for 2004-2007
increased from UAH 96 to UAH 530 billion, or from 20
to 80% of GDP (in 2008 — fell by 67.9% to UAH 181.28
billion) [12].
In the capitalization of Ukrainian stock market
extractive industries accounted for 53.3%, services —
14.5%, financial sector — 10.5%. The main features of
trade in the domestic stock market were: 1) frequent and
significant changes in the ratio between the share of total
trading of corporate stocks and bonds, due both to the
dynamics of privatization processes (redistribution of
property) and the level of risk 2) the extremely small
proportion of shares in the stock list, 3) low level of
investment certificates in trade volume and high — the
stock exchange list, and 4) the positive dynamic market
expansion of derivatives.
Despite the rapid growth of quantitative indicators
from organizational and institutional point of view
Ukrainian stock market is underdeveloped investment
intermediaries, venture capital, investment and pension
funds, insurance companies representation is weak in
comparison with foreign countries (some indicators are
presented in Table 2).
The number of insurers for the 2005-2008 increased
from 398 to 469, while their assets increased from USD
20.9 billion to USD 41.9 billion (2% of GDP), but the
crisis in 2008 severely hit the insurance business in
Ukraine. Impact of financial crisis on Ukraine’s insurance

market was extremely powerful: insurance premiums
decreased by more than 20%, while payments have
increased by almost 10%. In particular, decrease in
premiums in insurance of land transport (avtoKASKO)
exceeded 30% and payments increased by more than
10%. The same situation occurs on life insurance
market. Lack of support from regulators, sharp decrease
in the solvency of population, loss of confidence in
financial institutions, discriminatory legislation threatened
the existence of this type of insurance in Ukraine.
Significant negative factor affecting the insurance
market was moratorium on repayment of deposits for all
banks and temporary administration in banks with financial
problems. The amount of deposits to which insurance
companies did not have access was at least 350
million. This situation leads to lack of working capital,
reducing liquidity of insurers, and consequently delay
payments of compensation, increasing distrust of
insurance companies among the population. [13, p. 116].
Number of private pension funds (PPF) during
2005-2008, has doubled — from 54 to 109, their assets
increased from USD 46 million to USD 612 million (0.03%
of GDP), but the uncertain state of the pension reform
and the limited areas of profitable investment areas (most
of the funds invest in bank deposits) impedes the
development of PPF in Ukraine. The low level of
development of stock market according to national expert
S. Arhiyereyev is incomplete institutionalization process
and the immaturity of key institutional roles. As a result,
there is a “gap between formal and actual
institutionalization” [2, p. 48].
Immaturity of the institutional role of issuer can be
seen in a level of opportunism of controlling shareholders
and managers, the practice of non-payment of dividends on
shares or pay them in a very small size, low level of
professionalism of many managers of joint stock companies,
weak corporate culture. Immaturity of institutional investors
is characterized by a primary desire to purchase securities
to acquire property or obtain personal benefits, a low degree
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Table 2
Performance of non-bank financial institutions

31.12.2006
UAH
million
Insurance companies
Total assets
Reserves
Gross insurance premiums
Gross insurance payments
Non-government pension funds
Total assets

31.12.2007
%
GDP

of UAH
million

30.09.2008
% of GDP UAH
million

% of GDP

23,995

1.9

32,213

2.0

37,307

2.3

6,014
13,830
2,599

0.5
1.1
0.2

8,423
18,008
4,213

0.5
1.1
0.3

9,899
17,379
5,081

0.6
1.1
0.3

137

0.01

281

0.02

552

0.03

120

0.01

234

0.01

521

0.03

Pension
contributions,
including
contributions from:
individuals
copropations
unincorporated business
Pension payments
Credit unions
Total assets
Loans issued

5
109
0.0
4

0.01
-

14
220
0.0
9

0.01
-

23
50
0.1
20

0.03
-

3,241
2,597

0.3
0.2

5,261
4,512

0.3
0.3

6,279
5,616

0.4
0.4

Deposits aquired

1,927

0.2

3,451

0.2

4,142

0.3

4,825
12,225

0.4
1.0

3,275
17,972

0.2
1.1

3,712
14,407

0.2
0.9

Financial companies
Total assets
Amount of operations
Lombards
Total assets
Loans issued

465
1,315

0.04
0.1

368
1,404

0.02
0.1

476
1,644

0.03
0.1

Source: Статистичні дані сайту „Фондовий ринок України”. [Електронний ресурс]. — Режим доступу: http: //
www.fundmarket.соm.ua/

of readiness of many institutional investors (such as collective
investment institution) to work with real investment
resources, lack of possibilities to attract population to invest
in stock market.
Ukrainian stock market remains the scene of
property redistribution, which limits the execution of its
basic functions: to ensure the smooth flow of investments
and efficient allocation of financial resources. This
situation distorts the process of pricing as the price of
the shares mostly affects not only price (profitability) of
assets but property rights, which gives
ownership. Scientists explain this by some kind of
monopsony (or oligopsony) when majority shareholder
is the only buyer of shares and is able to define price of
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

the shares for minority shareholders. As a result, majority
shareholder receives a large transaction gain, while the
others face significant transaction costs and the less
organized is stock-market the higher are transaction gains
of monopsonist. Finally, high transaction costs of raising
capital through the mechanism of stock market (low
liquidity of shares leads to the need to pay high dividends)
reduces the attractiveness of the stock market as a source
of financing. Therefore, most Ukrainian companies prefer
to issue bonds which caused the above distortions in the
structure of securities trading.
Thus, the disproportions of the stock market include
[14, p. 25]: 1) a significant predominance of unorganized
stock market over organized and foreign investors over
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domestic, 2) significant corporate control over stockmarket and investment limitations of secondary market,
and 3) significant market concentration (the dominance
of a small group of issuers in terms of volume of trade
and capitalization, primarily enterprises of basic industries,
energy), 4) underestimation of many companies because
of incomplete disclosure of their performance and
investment intentions. These disparities led to the failure
of the stock market functions such as a mechanism of
accumulation and redistribution of financial resources and
increased role of the banking sector as a source of capital
in the economy of Ukraine. However, banks were not
able to fully play this role due to disparities between
maturity structure of loans issued and deposits. So for
the relentless improvement of quantitative indicators of
the banking system, its quality indicators showed poor
dynamics. During 2005-2008, with increase of the assets
of banking system from USD 141.5 billion to USD 927
billion or from 16.7% of GDP to 42.2% of GDP, loans
grew from USD 91.2 billion to USD 755 billion (or from
8.6% to 34.6% of GDP), and the share of long-term
loans increased from 49% to 57%, the share of
investment loans dropped from 14% to 12%. Coverage
of loans by deposits fell from 93% to 48.7%. To
compensate high risk banks issued loans only to profitable
businesses (at the end of 2008 35% of loans were
concentrated in trade, 23% — in manufacturing, 15%
— in financial services), while in this period interest rates
on loans were on average level of 12 — 13% [13, p. 118].
Thus the structure of bank lending remained
unsatisfactory for stimulation of innovation and
investment. In addition, the activities of domestic banks
were characterized by specific traits. Firstly, in most
countries commercial banks do not play a significant role
in long-term pension insurance, while the Ukrainian banks
are actively developing their own pension programs
making the services on retirement savings more accessible
to the public, since large banks have the necessary
resources for their development (computer and
information system), provided competition for insurance
and pension funds, and thus contributed to lower prices
for their services. But this strategy leads to increased
dominance of banks in capital markets. Secondly, the
virtual absence of non-banking institutions and lack of
liquidity of the stock market of Ukraine did not create an
appropriate competitive environment, limiting the efficient
pricing of loans and led to their overestimation. Thirdly,
the value of the resources of commercial banks
significantly dependent on the value of bank liabilities,
primarily deposit rates and inflation. With the deployment
of crisis tendencies and outflow of deposit money banks
tried to raise the cost of servicing loans, which only
increased the share of defaulted loans. Fourthly,

involvement of Ukrainian banks in a wide range of
activities provides a basis for conflict of interest: banks
strongly recommend their products (loans, insurance,
valuation etc.).
Thus, Ukraine has gradually formed the
contradiction between the interests of banks to strengthen
their market position and overall economic interests of
the state to develop an effective capital market-based
mechanism of effective competition. This issue deepened
incompatibility of models of specific sectors of the
financial market. The banking system was developed
under a European pattern(German or continental), and
the stock market under the American pattern [15, p. 9].
Potential conflicts of interest of financial
intermediaries strengthened information uncertainty in the
capital market and created a negative tendency, when
high concentration of capital of banks together with the
universalization of their activities provided the conditions
for the growth of monopolistic tendencies in the domestic
capital market. Monopolization supported by several
factors [13, p. 118]: external: 1) the low profitability of
the real economy, making it risky for long-term financing,
2) low transparency of most businesses that hindered
their access to capital markets (primarily of the IPO)
and allowed to involve only short-term and relatively
expensive resources, 3) the legal and legislative
framework, especially regarding the protection of
investors and shareholders, and internal: 1) insufficient
capitalization of non-bank institutions and organizations,
2) low quality and competitiveness of non-bank financial
services institutions, 3) inadequate supervision of
consolidated financial institutions, and 4) weakness of
the regulatory function of the NBU to limit monopolistic
implications.
As a result, Ukrainian capital market was formed in
such a way, where: the stock market is not enough liquid,
institutionally underdeveloped, unstructured and opaque;
banking system — undercapitalized with excessively
concentrated loan portfolio, which focuses on lending to
highly profitable economic activities; insurance market
is immature, with number of problems.
Thus, Ukraine’s integration into the financial market
of the CIS can be considered in the following dimensions:
banking system, the stock market. Ukraine’s banking
system is a complex financial institutions of the state,
individual resident, resident legal entities and nonresidents. The emergence of foreign banks may be caused
by several factors [16]: support existing customers and
developing their own business at the expense of more
profitable markets, providing financial and technical
assistance to national banking systems in developing
countries and countries with economies in transition.
The significance of foreign investment in Ukraine’s
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Table 3
The share of banks by assets in the banking system of Ukraine on 3.31.2010
Market
Group
Banks

Bank
with

foreign

Total assets

share

RBA

55,100,385

6%

investments (excluding

Ukrsibbank

46,128,187

5%

Russian)

Ukrsotsbank

41,603,497

4%

OTP

24,681,819

3%

Creditprombank

14,234,951

2%

Forum

14,021,108

1%

Swedbank

12,249,752

1%

Erstebank

9,831,912

1%

Ingbank Ukraine

9,632,938

1%

282,856,331

30%

Prominvestbank

34,612,855

4%

VTB

33,144,592

4%

Alfa-bank

26,594,816

3%

Sberbank

9,924,447

1%

107,013,682

11%

113,437,222

12%

Ukreximbank

73,171,643

8%

Oschadbank

59,019,133

6%

Nadrabank

22,907,651

2%

Finance and credit

22,366,786

2%

FUIB

18,098,370

2%

Brokbiznesbank

15,825,643

2%

Ukrgazbank

13,836,982

1%

552,213,981

59%

Total
Banks

with

investments

Russian

Total
Ukrainian banks

Privatbank

Total
Total assets

942,083,994

financial sector is proved by their total share of FDI, which
increased from USD 248 million (6.4%) in 2000 to USD
2.4 billion (11.4%) in 2006 [17], and to more than USD 12
billion (31.6%) in 2010. Total volume of FDI on April 1,
2010 amounted to about USD 40 billion [18].
A significant proportion of capital invested in the
economy of Ukraine, came from the Russian
Federation. So, as of April 1, 2010 FDI received from
Russia amounted to USD 2.7 billion, the largest share of
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

100%

which (64%) went to financial sector. This expansion
was made mainly by acquisitions rather than organic
development of subsidiaries or strategic alliances with
local players. The influence of Russian capital in Ukraine’s
banking system can be estimated from Table 3. It should
be noted that its share in total assets grew at an accelerated
rate compared to other countries from 3% in 2007 to
8% in 2009 and 11% at the end of 2010 [18].
Share of other CIS countries in the banking market
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8%
42%

50%
Варшавська біржа

Лондонська біржа

Франкфуртська біржа

Fig. 1. Structure placement of securities of Ukrainian issuers on European sites in 2005 — 2010 years
(the number of deals)

of Ukraine is less than 1%. Among these banks Kazakh
BTA-Bank with UAH 3.8 billion of assets has a significant
share. Ukraine, in turn, has no significant representation
in the banking system of the CIS countries and is
represented only by a small network of branches of
several leading banks. Ukraine’s integration in the CIS
market of banking services, in fact — entering of the
largest Russian banks into Ukrainian market is
characterized by the following positive impact on
Ukraine’s economy: additional investment in the national
economy, improving the quality of the regulatory activity
through independent observation of processes taking
place in the national banking system [16], increased
competition, giving the economy a cheaper access to
resources and higher standards of service.
The negative moments Integration are: growth of
non-financial sectors of the economy depends on foreign
borrowings, regulation of the banking system, due to
both the strategy of foreign banks in Ukraine, and the
possible political pressure on the regulator — if the
shareholder is the state of a foreign bank, as in the case
of Sberbank of Russia and VTB, the imbalance of
integration processes — lack of reverse integration of
Ukraine into the Russian market due to weaker position
of Ukrainian banks.
Any large-scale economic transformation will remain
incomplete without creating a competitive financial sector,
which is able to mobilize and provide the reformed
economy with investment resources. In the current
situation in the world a stock market takes a central place,
because it is multidimensional socio-economic system
on which market economy as a whole operates. The stock
market promotes accumulation of capital for investment
in productive and social sector, restructuring of the
economy. The success of economic reform in Ukraine
is closely associated with a proper work of stock market
analysis and development of its efficiency [19].

Stock market of Ukraine is not yet sufficiently
developed and requires extensive measures to improve
and increase the attractiveness of the domestic financial
sector for potential investors to its international
integration. Investors would welcome higher standards
of disclosure, underwriting practices and transparency
of trade [20]. Currently, domestic issuers the choice of
exchange for placing its own securities primarily oriented
to Western Europe, including London, Warsaw and
Frankfurt stock exchanges (Fig. 1).
As shown in Fig. 1, one of the most attractive sites
for foreign securities of domestic companies is the
London Stock Exchange. It actively supports the efforts
of companies from CIS and other countries to access
capital, increase liquidity and improve their status in
foreign markets, but at the same time the cost of
placement services is quite high and amounted to 8 —
10% of the issue. Another promising stock market for
Ukrainian issuers is the Warsaw Stock Exchange [21,
22]. This is international market, where shares of large
companies of Central and Eastern Europe are accounted
for 47% of the total trading volume. Among the
advantages of the Warsaw Stock Exchange — loyal
corporate requirements for issuers and cheap cost of
market entry: an IPO here would cost the company 4
— 6% of the amount involved. Price list of
accommodation on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange is
also lower than in London, and are about 6 — 7%
[23].This area is attractive for small and medium-sized
companies [24].
Therefore, high cost of listing and possible volatility
in equity prices are serious barriers for IPO on the western
areas. Taking this into account, it is necessary to find
alternative placements of securities. In this context,
special attention should be paid to the stock markets of
CIS countries, whose potential is not fully utilized. In
particular, according to experts only the Russian stock
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Table 4
The rating of the stock market participants (spot, by amounts traded)

#

Ticker

Name of the company

1

DRAGN

Dragon Capital

2

TROYM

Troyka Dialog

3

ARTCP

Art Capital

4

FENIX

Fenix Capital

5

PRINV

Prospect Investments

6

ASTRM

Astrum Capital

7

EAVEX

Ivex Capital

8

SPECS

Otkritie

Russian Federation

9

ALPHA

Alfa Capital

Russian Federation

10

GFORT

Gainsfort-online

Russian Federation

market accounts for 60% of the organized trading of the
CIS and Eastern Europe [25, p. 5].
There are three possible vectors of stock market
development in CIS countries: 1) Cooperation among trading
platforms in the CIS countries. On the one hand, the
exchange within the CIS is in the stage of finding strategic
partners. National stock markets interested in cooperation
with more developed stock exchanges (eg, conducting IPO),
thus tend to focus on regional and global markets. On the
other hand, the post-Soviet space is the sphere of interests
of the foreign exchanges, the development strategy of which
aims at expanding the geography and establishes strategic
partnerships with exchanges of the CIS. 2) The second
vector provides guidance to the national market without
interaction with foreign markets. 3) The third vector is
characterized by cooperation between stock markets in the
former Soviet Union. The economic interdependence of the
CIS leads to need for interaction between participants of
the stock market [26].
Despite the existing benefits of cooperation on the
stock markets of the CIS, the activity here, as in banking,
is shown only by the Russian Federation. Such a strategy
was approved by Strategy of the financial market
development by 2020, which in addition to plans to
improve stock market regulation aims at creating an
independent financial center to meet the needs of internal
and external investors. The adoption of this program and
the task of creating a global financial center in Russia
contributed to scientific publications devoted to this
problem. J. M. Mirkin [27] proposes to conduct an active,
offensive policy: do not expect bilateral government
agreements, and open the Russian market unilaterally for
issuers and CIS countries, acknowledge the license of
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

Country of origin

professional securities market participants that were issued
in other CIS countries, to promote the harmonization of
legislation, participate in the ownership of the trading
systems and settlement and clearing of the CIS.
As can be seen from the annual report of the
Ukrainian Stock Exchange [28], the integration of the
Ukrainian stock market to the markets of CIS countries
has already started. Table 4 and Table 5 show that the
branch of Russian traders occupy leading positions in
terms of trading on the Ukrainian stock markets both in
the spot market (stock trading) and market derivatives
(futures on the Ukrainian stock exchange index).
Status of the leader in providing analytical and
brokerage services, asset management and other services
related to the stock market provides foreign participants
with significant influence on the dynamics of Ukrainian
financial instruments, for instance when they take marketmaker’s position. The main function of market-makers
is to maintain two-way quotations for the purchase or
sale of securities, and in the tripartite agreement — also
provide services to issuers to enable and support
securities quotation list [29].
In addition to the leading role in securities trading,
foreign investors have a significant impact on the stock
infrastructure. Thus, the RTS has been involved in
creating and owning a share of leading Ukrainian Stock
Exchange, the MICEX has acquired 50% +1 share of
additional issue of PFTS (UB and PFTS Ukraine are the
leading exchanges in trading stocks, bonds,
derivatives). Another foreigner, the Warsaw Stock
Exchange, had the opportunity to become one of the
players on Ukrainian stock-market, but stopped after the
acquisition of 25% of Inneks Stock Exchange in 2008.
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Table 5
The rating of the stock market (derivatives, by amounts traded)

#

Ticker

Name of the company

Country of origin

1

TROYM

Troyka Dialog

Russian Federation

2

SPECS

Otkritie

Russian Federation

3

ASTRM

Astrum Capital

4

PRINV

Prospect Investments

5

DRAGN

Dragon Capital

6

CITYB

City Brok

7

GFORT

Gainsfort-online

8

UKRNT

Ukranet

9

INVST

I-Invest

10

BGCAP

BG Capital

Georgia

However, at this stage of development of the
Ukrainian stock market, the participation of experienced
stock exchanges of the Russian Federation will be useful
to upgrade the stock trading in Ukraine [30].
Based on statistics provided by the CIS Executive
Committee, which characterize the state of equity markets
during 2009 taxonomic indicator of their level of
development was calculated to determine the most
promising markets for cooperation.
Initial data for calculations are presented in Table 6.
Integraged coefficient is calculated on the basis of
the data presented in the table 6.
Fig. 2 shows that Russian Federation, Kazakhstan
and Ukraine have the most developed stock market. After
the end of the financial crisis of 2008 the market is
gradually recovering. Yet many key indicators of the
Russian stock market are far from their pre-crisis
levels. Stock market capitalization for the 2009 year
increased by 104% and amounted to USD 0.76
trillion. Traditionally, the high concentration of market
capitalization of shares of Russian companies has not
changed: ten most capitalized companies account for
about 65% of capitalization, 50% of the capitalization is
mining and oil and gas sectors. Number of traded
companies had a slight upward trend, 330 new
companies issued shares in 2009. Number of active
licenses of professional market intermediaries decreased
by 7.9% and custody licenses — by 4.2% during 2009
[31, 32, 33].
The development index of the stock market of
Kazakhstan is 39.8%. Its regulation was aimed at further
strengthening the financial stability of market participants,
reducing the risks associated with the functioning of the

stock market, protecting the rights and interests of
consumers of financial services and enhancing the
attractiveness of the national stock market. Stock market
capitalization for the year increased by 84% and amounted
to USD 0.057 trillion. Number of issues of financial
instruments decreased by 0.68% [34, 35, 36].
Thus, markets of the CIS including Russia and
Kazakhstan are a good alternative to European stock
markets. Countries interested in integration can overcome
many existing problems through cooperation, information
exchange and mutual development and common
standards. For example, standardization of information
disclosure and underwriting practices based on best
practices can help to increase investor confidence, which
in turn will accelerate the growth of financial markets.
Correcting these defects of capital markets in
Ukraine need improvement in general economic
conditions (economic restructuring, improving the legal
and regulatory framework, improved disclosure on the
basis of global standards) and enhancing the state’s
participation in creating conditions for the effective
operation of supporting mechanisms in support or direct
creation of market institutions on the principles and
standards adopted by the EU.
The following policies are crucial for the
improvement of capital market: coordination of the pace
of financial and real sectors of the economy, fundamental
reform of the current system of financial regulation and
control (primarily to prevent crisis situations), improving
mechanisms of support of financial institutions by
National Bank.
Such subsystems of the capital market as corporate
governance; financial reporting system, measurement and
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Table 6
Indicators of the state of the stock market of certain CIS countries

Indicator

Countries

Assets of

Amount of placed

Stock market
capitalization,

Number of

securities, USD

USD thousand

issues

thousand

01.01.10 р.

Number of

Number of

institutional

institutional

investors,

investors

USD

professional
participants of
stock market

thousand
Armenia
Belarus

141,000

21

94,972

69

3,795,814

80

1,500,000

4,579

17,100,000

74

-

198

57,310,000

2,773

35,480,000

399

28,330,000

177

1,328,000

96

171,077

9

981

108

362,000

133

52,365

-

-

42

760,000,000

8,971

4,450,314

1,876

51,441

4,048

17,153,000

795

21,017,000

1,274

8,274,280

1,803

Kazakhstan
Kyrgyz
Republic
Moldova
Russian
Federation
Ukraine

Armenia

Belarus

Kazakhstan

Kyrgyz
Republic

Moldova

Russian
Federation

Ukraine

Integral indicator
Fig. 2. Integral indicator of the level of stock markets of CIS countries [13]

risk management (in particular, certain norms of Basel2), supervision and regulation by those agencies and
market institutions that carry out work on the transfer of
risk (insurers, hedgers etc.) should be a priority for policy
makers.
Government participation in a competitive capital
market should be based on two main regulatory processes:
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

managing the competition between securities through
issue of alternative financial instruments offered by the
government, banks, non-bank financial institutions and
agencies, the management of competition in the credit
market trough formation of non-bank credit
institutions expanding the list of investment instruments
and financial services, development of alternative systems
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of borrowing, making it easier for individual investors to
choose between banking and non-banking institutions.
Thus, a key role in regulating the capital market at
the current stage must belong to the NBU and consist of
the following: 1) establishing rules of formation of
regulatory base, 2) development of capital market
infrastructure, 3) licensing and supervising the functioning
of capital market participants, 4 ) inspecting of financial
institutions, 5) penalizing for the breach of rules and
regulations, 6) collecting, processing and analyzing
information and informing the public about the situation
on capital markets.
Organization of NBU supervision for the capital
markets as part of the financial market is based on the
principle that all types of financial risks and other financial
processes are the subject of rules, equal for all segments
of the financial market. It is necessary to limit the scope
of regulatory arbitrage. However, the maximum possible
unification of rules for all sectors of the financial market,
the NBU has to take into account the specific
characteristics of each segment.
When addressing the coordination model of the
banking system and the market should proceed from the
fact that in the long term capital market has become a
major source of long-term resources at the current stage
of development will play a key role of the banking
system. So far in Ukraine developed a model for the
banking sector, which was based on the universalization
of banking and impeded the effective development of
specialized agencies (primarily investment and regional
banks). The crisis revealed the natural boundaries of
financial conglomerates. In particular, the universal bank
model, which combines insurance, investment, retail
component, was not able to resist the crisis impacts.
Therefore, the overall simplification trend for financial
institutions and financial instruments is partly
unavoidable. Also inevitable is the wave of mergers and
acquisitions, which results in the formation of large financial
conglomerates, particularly at a multinational level. Given
that in low market capitalization of developing countries,
universal banks still have sufficient potential for growth
performance and / or mass of profit, we can assume that
in Ukraine for some time the trend towards the
universalisation of banking, which requires: 1) support the
stability banking system, 2) a clear settlement of property
relations between banks and investment companies. For
example, in Israel established rate at which banks should
not own more than 5% of capital investment company.
Recommendation for the development of capital market in
Israel has highlighted the need to ban ability of banks —
underwriters to affect pricing if they are creditors of
companies that issue shares, limiting the market share of
the buyer of securities to 20% (taking into account the

share of companies which it controls); 3) the introduction
of licensing of financial and pension products (issue of
securities, payments for banking, services mutual funds,
life insurance and pensions).
The separation of investment funds and banks need
to reduce conflicts of interest between individual
members of the capital market, decentralize financial
management and increase competition. Meanwhile,
numerous problems of the banking sector require
directing the efforts of government to find sources of
financial resources to restore long-term loans, liquidity
of the banking system and the timely payment of external
debts. The financial resources that can be used as a
potential source of medium-and long-term liabilities of
the banking system are funds withdrawn from the banking
system during the crisis, state budget funds, unnecessary
investment in foreign debt and equity financial
instruments, investments of the funded pension system.
Their release is inextricably linked with the
employment of institutional resources. These resources
include unrealized potential of organizational and
institutional development of the capital market, namely:
1) corporate bond market, that becoming a tool of
transformation short-term resources of banks in longterm loans for companies, 2) syndicated lending, which
can become an instrument of accumulation of resources,
3) the market of interbank financing, which reduces the
need for banks in the accumulation of non-liquid assets
and use the released tools for expanding credit supply,
4) financing of mergers and acquisitions in the banking
sector which are potentially able to stimulate the process
of recapitalization, 5) derivatives on foreign exchange
market to hedge currency risk and thereby increase
investment banks in the UAH assets.
Release and directing those resources should help
to meet the challenges of the banking sector and build
long-term resources of the banking system. This requires
measures in the following areas: 1) development of
mechanisms for refinancing (primarily long-term),
2) active development of financial instruments which allow
to implement public investment programs (infrastructure
bonds) and mechanisms of refinancing these bonds, and
3) ensuring equal access to the refinancing of all banks,
regardless of their size, 4) implementation of a mechanism
for long-term refinancing restrictions on use of funds in
order to deal with significant inflationary consequences,
namely, providing refinancing to commercial banks on the
security of bills of solvent enterprises of the real sector,
especially those sectors that can become the foundation
of a new technological system; refinance foreign loans
issued by Ukrainian banks for Ukrainian companies to
purchase imported technology or equipment, refinancing of
foreign currency loans issued by Ukrainian banks to
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individuals, if the use of funds granted for the purposes of
capitalization, refinancing of export loans to domestic
banks.
The following principles are key to the success of
government activities: 1) use of international standards,
2) consistency between strategy and practice of
regulation, that government’s measures are implemented
in line with overall strategy, but adequate to current
situation, 3) openness and public clarity, based on regular
publication of information, 4) coordination of government
and legislature branches in the regulation of capital
markets.
Implementation of regulatory measures for the listed
areas and principles will ensure: 1) effective supervision
and regulation of capital markets based on the general
principle of allocation of resources and risk-management,
2) the correct assessment of risk and profitability of
financial instruments, 3) the stability of the financial
system for the prevention of crisis situations; 4) protection
of consumers and investors through the implementation
of European laws, organization and implementation of
professional codes of 5) protection of the financial market
of corruption and shadow-economy schemes to prevent
the withdrawal of capital from the country through the
use of tracking systems, warning and prevention of illegal
operations, 6) provide discipline the market by maintaining
its transparency; 7) to ensure international cooperation
for the implementation of regulations adopted by the EU
in cooperation with European supervisors, 8) training and
professional level of capital market participants.
Therefore as the result of anti-crisis measures the
capital market will not only survive, but also obtain a
qualitative upgrade based on the synergistic effect of
integration into CIS financial markets.
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Lyashenko S. V. Capital Market in Ukraine and
Ways of Cooperation with the Countries of the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)
The problem of financial and capital market in
Ukraine is relevant because of the need of real sector in
extended financing. Before the 2008 capital market was
in a stage of its active formation: banks, insurance
companies, pension funds, stock market increased assets
and financial stability. However, these improvements were
not accompanied by an adequate transformation of the
real economy, which led to conflicts in the saving and
investing processes.
Key words: capital market, cooperation, financial
stability, investing process.
Ляшенко С. В. Ринок капіталу в Україні і
шляхи кооперації з країнами Співдружності незалежних держав (СНД)
Проблема фінансового ринку і ринку капіталів в
Україні існує через потреби реального сектора в розширеному фінансуванні. До 2008 р. ринок капіталу
був у стадії його активного формування: банки, страхові компанії, фондова біржа збільшили активи й фінансову стабільність. Проте ці вдосконалення не супроводжувало адекватне перетворення реальної економіки, яка призводила до конфліктів у процесах збереження і вкладення засобів.
Ключові слова: ринок капіталу, кооперація, фінансова стабільність, інвестиційний процес.
Ляшенко С. В. Рынок капитала в Украине и
пути кооперации со странами Содружества независимых государств (СНГ)
Проблема финансового рынка и рынка капиталов
в Украине существует из-за потребности реального сектора в расширенном финансировании. До 2008 г. рынок
капитала был в стадии его активного образования: банки, страховые компании, фондовая биржа увеличили
активы и финансовую стабильность. Однако эти усовершенствования не сопровождало адекватное преобразование реальной экономики, которая приводила к конфликтам в процессах сохранения и вложения средств.
Ключевые слова: рынок капитала, кооперация,
финансовая стабильность, инвестиционный процесс.
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MARGINAL EFFECTIVE TAX RATES: THE CALCULATION FOR UKRAINE
The tendency of forming a single-function approach
to the system of corporate taxation is clearly seen in the
industrialized countries as the instrument of regulation
and encouragement of investment processes in the
economy, which confirms the convergence of tax rates
on corporate income, the use of similar forms of
preferential tax credit for investors and development of
the processes of harmonization of corporate taxation.
Tax system in Ukraine is coming into being at the
moment, the fact greatly complicates the analysis. In
practice, the apparent discrepancy is seen between the high
quality regulatory and legislative support of the tax system
at the highest level with its lower level of management
methodical materials (especially in terms of determining the
taxable base of the main taxes) and critically low tax
discipline, which, in fact, invalidates the entire system.
Economic (regulatory) function of the Ukrainian tax
system as a whole has been implemented rather poorly,
in practice the tax mechanism of the stimulation of
economy has been almost never used, although the definite
possibilities for this are certainly available.
The domestic tax system investment potential
includes such elements as: the use of accelerated
depreciation, income tax incentives, aimed at promoting
the economic entity. However, these instruments of
investment incentive in practice find difficulty in their
use, firstly, due to the overly complex administrative
procedures of their usage and, secondly, due to the general
trend of overestimation of costs for tax avoidance. The
attention to the industry characteristics size and structure
of the tax burden, which could be considered optimal
and fair hasn’t been paid. Therefore the question of
estimate the impact of taxation on investment activities
is the urgent one.
The impact of taxation on investment is traditionally
studied with the help of measure of effective tax rates.
The marginal effective tax rates (METR) and average
effective tax rates (AETR) are distinguished. It is easy to
become entangled the AETR and the METR in analyzing
the effects of tax, since the difference between the two
appears to be a minor matter of arithmetic [1].
Сhen notes: “The AETR is a numeric ratio of total
taxes to pre-tax return for a set of one or more investment
projects; it is a number often featured in income statement
analysis, but one with limited use in decision making.
While the METR is a well-founded economic concept,
the AETR lacks ex ante meaning since it is marginal, not
average, factors that drive investment decisions” [2].
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

In other words, the METR measures the expected
effective tax rate produced by the formal tax structure,
assuming profit-maximizing behavior by investors. In
contrast, the AETR is a realized tax rate that is sensitive
to the business performance of a specific taxpayer or
group of taxpayers and that therefore reflects past tax
planning choices; the AETR is not suitable for evaluating
tax impacts across assets sectors or jurisdictions.
To determine the effect that tax system creates for
new investment is important to consider the taxes impact
on marginal or incremental investment decisions (the
decision to use more than one unit of capital, etc.).
Marginal effective tax rates affect the volume and the
nature of investment in real assets.
The calculation methods of marginal effective tax
rates differ in the works of different researchers. But
they are stultified to the micro-economic simulation
model, developed by M. King and D. Fullerton in the mid
1980-th. This model is generally used to determine the
tax burden on investment in many countries.
METR is defined as the tax wedge for a pre-tax
rate of return (1). The tax wedge is the difference between
the pre-tax rate of return on the marginal investment and
the after-tax rate of return on savings used to finance the
investment [3].
METR =

( p − s)
p

,

(1)

р — pre-tax rate of return;
s — after-tax rate of return.
In the absence of after-tax real rate of return is equal
to the pre-tax real rate of return. On the other hand, taking
into account tax and incentive rates of return will vary.
The size of the tax wedge depends on a number of
factors. They are corporate taxation, inflation, the tax
treatment of depreciation and inventories, different legal
forms of income tax (capital gains, interest, dividends) and
other nicety [see more 3; 4; 5; 6]. The METR on investment
depends upon the industry where investment is located, the
specific asset, the type of the financed investment.
For computations the tax burden on investments in
tangible fixed assets will be used a fixed-p version, due
to peculiarities of transition economies in Ukraine the weak
competition in some markets (monopolistic tendencies),
asymmetric information, the arbitration mechanism is
poorly developed and the process equalization of the rate
of profit finds difficulties. While comparing the tax
burdens on projects for the same value of p is shown of
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incentives and disincentives, which tax system for
different investments creates.
We assume that all marginal investment projects have
the equal pre-tax rate of return (all investment projects
earn 10% real pre-tax rate of return). The real after-tax
rate of return on capital is calculated, s. Then the METR
is calculated as the deference between p and s in percentage
terms, which shows what part of the real pre-tax rate of
return should be withdrawn according to tax legislation at
both corporate and personal levels of taxation.
To compute the METR for the investment we
calculate the firm’s subjective discount rate ( r ) at which
the company discounts cash flows. The amount of a
discount rate depends on the economic parameters and
the details of the tax laws.
Let M done the gross marginal real rate of return
for one unit of investment in tangible assets, it will be
assumed that capital depreciation at an exponential rate
( σ ), the rate of inflation ( π ) and the tax rate ( τ ). The
equation for calculating the discount rate (r):
(1 − τ )
M ,
(2)
r +σ −π
А — present value of standard tax deprecation
allowances.
We will not describe all the marginal effective tax
rates models in this article, thoroughly discuss the features
of depreciation of assets. To calculate the METR we
should determine the cost of depreciation allowances [7].
The present value of depreciation will depend on the details
of tax law, in particular from the depreciation rates for
tax purposes.
Before the adoption of the Tax Code, Article 8 of
the Law of Ukraine «Company income taxation» the
depreciation rates were set at the percentage to the
balance-sheet for each group of capital assets at the
beginning of the reporting period by sizes: group 1 —
2%, group 2 — 10%, group 3 — 6%, group 4 — 15%
[9]. The straight-line method of depreciation was used
for group 1 while for groups 2,3,4 the declining balance
method was used.
After the adoption of the Tax Code the fixed assets
were classified into 16 groups with the establishment of
permissible duration of their useful life (par.145.1) [8].
Also in the Tax Code it is allowed the depreciation using
the methods: 1) straight-line; 2) declining balance;
3) accelerated; 4) cumulative; 5) production.
According to the Tax Code par.145.1.9 “Tax
depreciation realization of the enterprise is realized with
the help of the method specified by the order of accounting
policies with the objective of financial reporting, and may
be revised in case of change of the expected method of
obtaining benefits from its usage” [8].
1− А =

These changes indicate that using depreciation has
made it possible to accumulate money, and the question
of which method of depreciation in the modern tax leads
to less distortion to investment decisions has arisen
naturally enough.
Taking into account the domestic practice of
depreciation before the adoption of the Tax Code, the
declining balance method was used to tangible assets,
and the revaluation of assets to the rate of inflation was
allowed , we evaluate A as:
L

A = ∫ τν (1 − ν ) u e −( r −π ) u du = τν
0

= τν

1 − (1 − ν ) L e −( r −π ) L
,
r − π − ln(1 − ν )

(3)

ν

— tax depreciation rate;
L — useful life of the asset;
τ — income tax rate;
π — rate of inflation.
According to the regulations of the Tax Code let’s
define the formula for calculating the present value of
depreciation, taking into consideration the rules and norms
of depreciation.
In the case of application the straight-line method
of depreciation (for objects group 9; 12; 13; 14) the
present value of accrued depreciation is expressed by:
∞

τ (1 − e − ( r − π ) L ) , (4)
1 − ( r − π )и
А = ∫τ е
du =
N
(r − π ) N
0
N — number of operation periods fixed assets.
In the case of application the declining
balance method the present value of depreciation is
calculated by the formula (3), and the depreciation rate
is given by Matheson:

ν = 1− N

Bликв
B0

,

(5)

N — the total number of periods of depreciation
of an asset;
B0 — the historical cost of fixed assets;

Bликв — liquidation value of fixed assets.
In the case of application of the accelerated method
the present value of depreciation will be calculated by
the formula (3), but the depreciation rate becomes:
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2
N

(6)
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Table 1
Marginal effective tax rates (financed from retained earnings)

Rate
of inflation

0%
10%
13%

Buildings
Manufacturing,
construction

0,2814
0,3467
0,3641

0%
10%
13%

0,16942
0,244927
0,264973

0%
10%
13%

0,2044
0,2767
0,2959

0%
10%
13%

0,1416
0,2196
0,2403

Machinery and equipment

Commerce

Manufacturing

Old Law
income tax rate 25%
0,2599
0,3406
0,3272
0,4005
0,3451
0,4165
the income tax rate 16%
0,1562
0,20714
0,232909
0,279218
0,253274
0,298354
Tax Code
income tax rate 23%
0,1891
0,2662
0,2628
0,3329
0,2823
0,3506
income tax rate 16% (since 01.01.14)
0,1307
0,1851
0,2097
0,2592
0,2307
0,2789

In the case of the cumulative method present value
of depreciation is calculated as:
L

L

0

0

A = ∫ τνe − ( r −π ) u du = ∫ τ

N + 1 − u − ( r −π ) u
e
du =
Σ

τ e −( r −π ) L ((π − r )(L − N − 1) + 1) + (r − π )(N + 1) − 1 ,(7)
=
Σ
(r − π )2
N

Σ = ∑i — total number of periods the useful life
i =1

asset
The after-tax rate of return (s) depends on the
source of financing (corporate bonds, retained
earnings, share issue) and can be defined as the weighted
average:
i
d
s = β i (1 − m ) + (1 − β ) α (1 − m + τ ) ρ + (1 − α ) ρ  − π (8)



i — market interest rate;
mi и md — tax rate on interest income and dividend
income respectively;
β — proportion of debt the firm’s assets;
α — proportion of new shares in the total share
capital;
ρ — value of equity..
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Commerce

0,41321
0,4666
0,4809

Construction

0,4288
0,4807
0,4945

0,255707
0,32337
0,341334

0,26283
0,329845
0,347637

0,3251
0,3864
0,4027

0,3251
0,3864
0,4027

0,2284
0,2986
0,3172

0,2284
0,2986
0,3172

Accordingly, when investment financing by debt
funds, after-tax rate of return is equal i (1 − m i ) , aftertax rate of return for stock issue of the form

(1 − m d + τ ) ρ , with funding from the retained
earnings after-tax rate of return is because no capital
gains tax.
The given approach for Ukraine will allow to estimate
the marginal tax burden, taking into account the variety
of tax laws in the values that simple to interpret, which
reflects the impact of taxation on investment decisions.
With the given method for calculating marginal effective
tax rates, the tax burden on investments in certain types of
tangible assets at the nominal tax rate on profit before and
after the adoption of the Tax Code were calculated. In order
to define the inflation, the experimental calculations with
changes in rate inflation have been held (table 1).
The analysis has showed that in nominal interest
rates the tax burdens on investment are high. Since the
financing of investments from retained earnings in the
current legislation are ranged from 18.9% till 40.3%,
whereas before the adoption of the Tax Code the tax
burden was somewhat higher — from 26% till
49.5%. The marginal effective tax rates while reducing
the nominal tax rate to 16% (as provided for in the tax
code) has been also calculated. It should be noted that
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reducing of the income tax rate till 16% before the tax
code METR was adopted had ranged from 15.6% to
34.7%, while after the adoption of the tax code METR
will range from 13% to 31.7%.
In conclusion, although the gradual reduction in the
income tax rate to 16% has been planed in the tax code, but
even such the measure significantly reduces the tax burden
on investment and an ineffective measure to attract
investment. The Ukrainian legislation creates unfavorable
conditions for reinvestment tax profits, often promotes its
excretion in the offshore. As the price of credit is lower (in
particular in Western stock markets), so it’s advantageous
for investors to withdraw the profits in offshore accounts,
replacing the source of funding onto the debt funds.
The tax burden when debt financing is lower, but
long-term shortage of resources in the capital market
and the unavailability of loans due to their high cost do
not allow to use these sources of most enterprises.
Scantiness of “non-taxable resources” in the form of
depreciation, which are insufficient even for the simple
reproduction, also humpers the investment. In Ukraine
the share of income to be sent for the replacement of
fixed assets allowed by the state is not sufficient even
for simple reproduction.
The increase of the importance of profits as the
source of income of investment may be achieved by
improving the arrangements of tax regulation. For
example, the transition from the advance of providing
tax benefits in investment of some profits to the tax
exemption on profits taking into account the efficiency
of productive investment. In practice, the mechanism of
preferential tax return should be based on the comparison
of actual results achieved by the investment project
envisaged in the business plan beforehand. It is also
necessary to develop and inculcate the effective
mechanism of providing targeted incentives for industrial
enterprises which take root of investments and
innovations in the priority areas and convert into cash
the competitive products.
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Goncharenko O. Y. Marginal effective tax rates:
the calculation for Ukraine
The method of determining the impact of taxation on
investment processes with marginal effective tax rates has
been considered in article.The model of calculation of
marginal effective tax rates for the Ukraine is offered. The
tax burden on investments in tangible assets has been defined.
Key words: marginal effective tax rate, investment,
deprecation, income taxation, discount rate, inflation.
Гончаренко O. Ю. Граничні ефективні податкові ставки: розрахунок для України
У статті розглянуто методику визначення впливу
оподаткування на інвестиційні процеси за допомогою
граничних ефективних податкових ставок. Побудовано модель розрахунку граничних ефективних податкових ставок для України. Визначено податкові навантаження на інвестиції в матеріальні активи.
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Гончаренко O. Ю. Предельные эффективные
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В статье рассмотрена методика определения влияния налогообложения на инвестиционные процессы с
помощью предельных эффективных налоговых ставок.
Построена модель расчета предельных эффективных
налоговых ставок для Украины. Определены налоговые нагрузки на инвестиции в материальные активы.
Ключевые слова: предельная эффективная налоговая ставка, инвестиции, амортизация, налогообложение прибыли, норма дисконтирования, инфляция.
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DEPENDENCE BETWEEN THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX AND UKRAINIAN
CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATE DYNAMICS
Nowadays inflation is one of the most dangerous
processes negatively influencing financial, monetary
and economic systems as a whole. According to
Colander, David ”Inflation is a continual rise in the
price level” [1, p. 149]. Among the basic negative
consequences of inflation it is possible to name:
increase of money supply that leads to money
depreciation; price level rises on mass consumption
production which leads to the fall of money purchasing
value — the loss of real value in the internal medium
of exchange and unit of account in the economy [2,
с. 429]; monetary savings depreciation; redistribution
of the national income and national wealth among the
population; public reproduction disproportion, delay
of the goods retail as a result of population insolvency;
monetary, financial and credit, tax systems decay;
instability of the economic information; weakening of
foreign economic relations; increase in speculation;
shadow economy strengthening; foreign currency
courses increase; capital outflow from manufacture
sphere into trade; state financial resources reduction;
infringement of normal distribution incomes between
debtors and creditors [3, p. 309 — 310].
In terms of financial crisis, defined by mass inflation
and instability of the exchange rate, such problem as
inflation is of current importance for Ukraine. Following
the results of the first five months of the year 2010,
Statistical committee of the Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS) has stated that Ukraine has the
highest inflation rate among 12 countries of the CIS
[4].Moreover, according to The World Factbook’s top
of the countries by the annual percentage change in
consumer prices compared to the previous year consumer
prices, Ukraine occupies 205 place (12.3%) among 222
positions [5].
Some of the greatest economists such as J. Keynes
[6], I. Fisher and R. Dornbush [7], H. Hazlitt [8],
N. G. Mankiw [9], M. Friedman [10] having considered
in their works the dependence between the exchange rate
and inflation, found out the inflation reasons for offering
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

effective struggle methods against it and its negative
consequences.
Thus, the research deals with an important and vast
issue which demands consideration. In the given work
we limit ourselves to revealing influence of the Ukrainian
national currency exchange rate on inflation through the
CPI indicator.
The main form of inflation is depreciation of bank
notes relative to the cost of usual goods [11, p. 97 —
99]. Depreciation of money caused by inflation implies
the decline of purchasing value and the decrease of national
currency rate to those countries, where inflation rate is
low [9, p. 81 — 88]. Inflation can be classified according
to the speed of average prices rise and according to its
expectancy by people.
In Ukraine, inflation develops undulatory.
According to the information of the State Committee of
Statistics in Ukraine [12], inflation indicators were
2100% in 1992 year; 10 256% in 1993; 501,0% in 1994;
281,7% in 1995. The data of the following years are
represented on fig. 1.
From the graph, it is evident that the galloping
inflation dominates. The exception makes the period from
the year 2001 to 2003. The 0.6% deflation is observed in
2002. The prices grew less than by 10% in years 2001
and 2003 that testifies of moderate inflation. Such high
price level in Ukraine testifies of unstable and changeable
economy in the country including hryvnia as its national
currency.
Measurement of inflation is a difficult, but very
important task for government statisticians. However, it
is of grate importance for inflation prevention and control.
There is a number of widely used inflation measures [13,
p. 25 — 28]:
• Producer Price Index (PPI). Earlier the PPI was
called WPI. This indicator measures average changes in
the prices received by domestic producers for output.
• Consumer Price Index(CPI)
• Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Price Index or
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Fig. 1. Consumer price index dynamics in Ukraine in 1996 — 2009
(by December of the previous year) [14]

GDP deflator. This index measures prices of all the goods
and services included in GDP.
The most widespread and the most reliable
indicator for inflation measurement in the world is the
consumer price index [14]. The CPI is defined by the
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics as “a measure
of the average change over time in the prices paid by
urban consumers for a market basket of consumer goods
and services” [15]. The consumer price index is one of
the major macroeconomic indicators of the financial
market, which is calculated by the following formula
[16, p. 35]:

CPI =

∑ PQ
∑PQ
1

0

0

0

i

(1)

i

where i — the number of consumer goods in the
market basket (the list of consumer goods and services
fixed by the government), calculated according to the
market prices of the base and current period;
Р1 — the cost of i-th goods at current period;
Р0 — the cost of i-th goods at base period;
Q0 — quantity of i-th goods in a consumer’s basket
in the base year.
In the article “Ukraine mostly good news” [17] Tom
Mandi, Alexey Mojsseev, and Anastasiya Golovach predict
the following factors which can influence the consumer
price index in 2010:
• Introduction of less prudent monetary policy and
monetizing of OVDP (“obligation of internal domestic

borrowing”) by NBU in order to finance the budget gap;
• Necessity to increase gas tariffs for the population
and utilities;
• PPI increase caused by the rise of global commodity
prices.
Now we will make an attempt to define dependence
between inflation and the value of exchange rate. The
CPI has been selected as one of the main indicators of
inflation. Taking it into account, the model of dependence
of CPI and the exchange rate of EUR/UAH will be
developed, and the subsequent analysis will be represented.
In the research of economic performance
connection indicators the equation of linear and curvilinear
connection has been used. Attention to linear connection
is determined by the limited variation of variables and by
the fact that in most cases nonlinear forms of connection
with time duration by means of appropriate logarithm
transform into the linear form [18, p. 430]:
_

y = a 0 + a1 * x,

(2)

_

where y is the theoretical value of resultant factor,,
received from the regression equation;
a0 , a1 — coefficient (parameters) of the regression
equation.
Now we will make an attempt to build a single-factor
regression equation of dependence between consumer
Price Index (CPI) and EUR/UAH exchange rate (in
obedience to information of the National bank of Ukraine
[19] and Committee of statistics of Ukraine [12]). We can
assume that change of exchange rate is reflected in the
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Fig. 2. Dependence between EUR/UAH exchange rate change and CPI dynamics

change of the consumer price index with a month delay.
The selection of initial data contains information of 30
random data that determine the dynamics of exchange rate
change and dynamics of CPI. Exchange rate will be
selected as the factorial indicator, change of CPI part —
as a resultant one. Initial data are represented in Annex A.
Comparison of parallel rows in Annex A shows
that with growth of factorial indicator, resultant indicator
increases as well. It is possible to assume that there is a
direct dependence between Х and У. The graphic
method has been used for clarification of connection
forms (Fig. 2).
Analyzing the graph, it is possible to assume that
the increase of Y factor happens in compliance with X
factor increase. It means that current dependence is
represented by linear connection that can be expressed
in regression equation (formula 2).
We find the parameters of equation by the
followings formulas:

a1 =

∑ ( y − y )( x − x
∑ (x − x )
a

2

a

)
(3)

a

a 0 = y a − a1 * x a

(4)

where x a and y a are mean values of both factors
accordingly [18, с. 430]:
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The conducted calculations defined that parameter
of this equation is equal to:

a1 = 0.063155 ,
a0 = 94.68958 .
Equation of regression has the following form:
_
(5)
y = 94.68958 + 0.063155 * x,
According to the graph, the average quantity of
points is more close to a trend line that demonstrates
average dependence between exchange rate dynamics
and the consumer price index.
Regression equation received by calculations
characterizes dependence of CPI dynamics and dynamics
_

of the exchange rate. The calculated values of y found
in accordance with this equation are depicted in Annex
B. Accuracy of calculated parameters can be tested by
_

comparing the sums ∑ y = ∑ y . In our case these sums
are equal.
In order to apply this formula, it is necessary to
calculate, how real it is. It means, we need to check up
its adequacy. Meaningfulness of coefficients of linear
regression (for an aggregate with the amount of
researches of about 30) is explored by Student t-criteria.
It is necessary to calculate the actual values of t-criteria
for both parameters [20, p. 124].
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Fig. 3. Correlation field of regression equation

The next step is to compare calculated values of
Student T-criteria and critical values form Student Table
taking into account the accepted level of meaningfulness
α = 0,05 and the amount of independence degrees

For parameter a 0 :

t a0 = a0

n−2
σ

(6)

v = n − 2 = 28 . Parameters are to be significant if

For parameter a1 :

t value > t score . From the table we find critical values for

n−2
σх
σ
(7)
Where: п is the selection size;
_
σ — standard deviation from y values that is
determined by [20, с. 297]:
t a1 = a 1

σ =

_

∑ ( y − y)

2

/ n = 1.011013

(8)

σ x — standard deviation of indicator Х from the
general mean Ха [20, с. 297].

σx =

∑x

2

∑ x)
−(

2
= 7.063005
(9)
n
n
Using these values in both criteria, we get:

t a0 = 495.5922 ;
t a1 = 2.334648.

a sample of selection size п = 30: t score = 2.0484 . Both
calculated indexes are bigger than tabular criterion that is
why it is possible to assert that parameters of regression
equation are meaningful and reliable.
Verification of regressive model adequacy must be
complemented with the correlation analysis. For this
purpose it is necessary to define the closeness of
correlation connection between variables Х and У. It can
be defined by certain empiric correlation η , when

δ 2 (intergroup dispersion) characterizes deviation of
group means from general mean η Ý = δ 2 / σ 2 .
Theoretical correlation is a relative indicator which is
determined as a result of comparison of standard deviation
of the leveled values of resultant factor δ , the one
calculated by the regression equation (see formula 2) with
standard deviation of empiric (actual) values of resultant
factor σ .
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Table 1
Commodity pattern of foreign trade in Ukraine in 2005 — 2010, GDP and an import quota in 2005 — 2008 [12]
Year

Exports

Imports

GDP

Import quota

mln. USD

mln. USD

mln. USD

%

2005

34286

36141

86142

42

2006

38367

45034

107753

42

2007

49248

60669

142719

43

2008

66967

85535

179992

48

2009

39695

45433

2010(January- July)

27 335

30789

In accordance with formulas of quadratic deviations
calculation [20, p. 297].
_

δ =

∑ ( y− y

σ =

∑(y − y

a

)2

(10)

n
a

)2

(11)
n
Theoretical correlation relation can be ranged from
0 to 1. The closer it is to 1, the denser is the connection
between factors. Regarding the research done, the
correlation relation will be equal to [20, p. 297]:
_

η=

∑ ( y− y )
∑(y − y )

2

a

2

= 0.403664

(12)

a

The value of theoretical correlation relation received
in calculations testifies the reliable presence of average
connection between factors which are explored. The
coefficient of determination equals 0.403664. According
to this number, it is possible to draw the conclusion that
40% of general aggregate of CPI changes were predefined
by variation of such factor as the change of exchange
rate (Fig. 3).
Thus, the study of dependence between the
exchange rate and the prices is an important task. The
main issue is the influence of exchange rate dynamics on
economic processes, in particular on inflation. As it is
known, inflation influences on export volumes and import
demand volumes in the country [21, p. 909]. We will
consider export and import deliveries in Ukraine:
To reveal the importance of import for the
domestic economy as a whole we have calculated import
quota (relations of import value to GDP) [16, p. 315 —
317]. In the period of 2005 — 2008 import quota grew
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from 42 % to 48 % (Tab. 1). It means that the Ukrainian
average person spent 48 out of 100 hryvnias for the
imports.
It is necessary to point out that the share of import in
GDP is almost equal to the level of dependence between
the exchange rate and CPI (40%).According to this
information; it is possible to make a conclusion that there
is a proportional dependence between these two indicators.
Thus, a considerable quantity of imports needs foreign
currency purchase promoted by the growth of the
exchange rate. Correspondingly, the exchange rate growth
makes for the import price rise because of foreign exporters
who raise price levels to receive the same sum of money
in their currency[11, p. 21]. As a result, import price rise
leads to the consumer price index growth since the import
goods are a part of a the market basket [13, p. 452].
According to the data from table 1 (In obedience to
information of the State Committee of statistics in Ukraine
[12]) it is obvious that import prevails considerably over
export. Deficit of the trade balance has been increasing
stably from year 2005. According to the quantity of
imports the first place is occupied by energy resources
(31.6%), and then goes inorganic chemistry (11%), and
machines and equipment (7.5%) [12]. Since 60% of
pricing in Ukraine depends on the cost of imported energy
resources, the increase of prices on these resources is
one of the major factors of economic development braking
[22]. Moreover, the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
approved $ 15.15 billion loan to Ukraine on July 28 [23],
as a result, the main demand of it is the increase of gas
prices [24]. Therefore, an abrupt price hike for natural
gas can cause inflation increase.
Another major factor which has essential influence
on inflationary processes is the inflow of foreign loan
capital. In the previous years banks applied to foreign
financial institutions to provide profitable loans to the
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Ukrainian population [25]. Moreover, the interest rate for
the national and foreign currency should be led to the
same level, cutting currency demand because of its cheap
price. At the same time, the decline of the interest rate
will stimulate the decline of pressure from the external
debt. More than that, foreign currency import caused
money supply growth in the country, thus, promoting y
money depreciation and strengthening inflation. The
population bought more and more imports for cheap
credits in foreign currency. As a result, less currency
has begun to arrive to the country, import has become
more expensive, and dollar cost has jumped up.
G. A. Chernichenko in his article “Inflation as economy
reflection” [26] names this phenomenon as a credit
inflation. The following situation in years 2005 — 2008
made the population to loose their trust in the bank system
and to keep money at home.
Summing it all up, it is obvious that the exchange
rate, despite different factors influencing inflation, puts
powerful pressure on CPI. In this connection it is
necessary to accept a number of measures on regulation
and stabilization of the national course in Ukraine. In this
connection the role of national currency legislation grows
in determination of foreign currency.
In spite of the fact that inflation is a difficult multiplefactor phenomenon, the exchange rate has rather a big
share (40%) in influencing the formation of its main
indicator-consumer price index. The principal cause of
the given influence is the considerable quantity of import
deliveries, foreign debt, and powerful share of import in
GDP formation. Besides, export and import deliveries,
and GDP volumes have been considered, the import quota
has been counted. As a result of the work done, the
necessity of Ukrainian national currency stabilization
leading to political, economic and financial security of
the country has been determined.
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Annex A
INITIALDATAFOR THE REGRESSIVE MODELBUILDING

Year, month

100 EUR/UAH official
exchange rate

EUR/UAH exchange rate
dynamics

CPI dynamics

2008_01

743.02

101.03

102.90

2008_02

744.08

100.14

102.70

2008_03
2008_04

782.41
796.35

105.15
101.78

103.80
103.10

2008_05

774.68

97.28

101.30

2008_06
2008_07

753.67
763.99

97.29
101.37

100.80
99.50

2008_08

728.12

95.30

99.90

2008_09
2008_10

728.26
677.24

100.02
92.99

101.10
101.70

2008_11

763.93

112.80

101.50

2008_12
2009_01

1018.62
1016.98

133.34
99.84

102.10
102.90

2009_02

985.08

96.86

101.50

2009_03
2009_04

1004.18
1013.28

101.94
100.91

101.40
100.90

2009_05

1041.92

102.83

100.50

2009_06

1067.60

102.46

101.10

2009_07
2009_08

1077.80
1112.76

100.96
103.24

99.90
99.80

2009_09

1163.50

104.56

100.80

2009_10
2009_11

1184.71
1191.37

101.82
100.56

100.90
101.10

2009_12

1167.24

97.97

100.90

2010_01

1142.95

97.92

101.80

2010_02

1095.33

95.83

101.90

2010_03

1082.19

98.80

100.90

2010_04

1063.39

98.26

99.70

2010_05

999.96

94.04

99.40

2010_06

966.83

96.69

99.60

2010_07

1005.74

104.02

99.80
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Annex B
CALCULATED DATAFOR THE REGRESSIVE MODELBUILDING

x

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

EUR/UA
H
exchange
rate
dynamics
101.03
100.14
105.15
101.78
97.28
97.29
101.37
95.30
100.02
92.99
112.80
133.34
99.84
96.86
101.94
100.91
102.83
102.46
100.96
103.24
104.56
101.82
100.56
97.97
97.92
95.83
98.80
98.26
94.04
96.69

Sum
Average

3033.99
195.74

Research
number

y

x^2

х-х a

у -у a

-0.11
-0.99
4.02
0.65
-3.85
-3.85
0.24
-5.83
-1.11
-8.14
11.67
32.21
-1.29
-4.27
0.81
-0.23
1.69
1.33
-0.18
2.11
3.43
0.69
-0.57
-3.16
-3.21
-5.30
-2.33
-2.87
-7.10
-4.45

1.62
2.72
2.02
0.22
-0.28
-1.58
-1.18
0.02
0.62
0.42
1.02
1.82
0.42
0.32
-0.18
-0.58
0.02
-1.18
-1.28
-0.28
-0.18
0.02
-0.18
0.72
0.82
-0.18
-1.38
-1.68
-1.48
-1.28

(x-x a )*
(y - y a )

(х-х a )^2

У calculated

0.01
0.98
16.15
0.42
14.85
14.79
0.06
33.97
1.24
66.24
136.13
1037.25
1.67
18.23
0.65
0.05
2.87
1.77
0.03
4.45
11.74
0.48
0.33
9.98
10.33
28.08
5.44
8.24
50.38
19.77
1496.58
49.89

101.07
101.01
101.33
101.12
100.83
100.83
101.09
100.71
101.01
100.56
101.81
103.11
100.99
100.81
101.13
101.06
101.18
101.16
101.07
101.21
101.29
101.12
101.04
100.88
100.87
100.74
100.93
100.90
100.63
100.80
3032.30
101.08

CPI
dynamics
102.70
103.80
103.10
101.30
100.80
99.50
99.90
101.10
101.70
101.50
102.10
102.90
101.50
101.40
100.90
100.50
101.10
99.90
99.80
100.80
100.90
101.10
100.90
101.80
101.90
100.90
99.70
99.40
99.60
99.80
3032.30
101.13

10206.38
10028.55
11056.80
10359.51
9463.17
9464.94
10275.73
9083.03
10003.85
8647.93
12723.95
17779.41
9967.83
9382.49
10391.55
10182.06
10573.28
10499.01
10192.00
10659.25
10932.76
10367.91
10112.75
9599.02
9588.13
9184.08
9761.51
9655.57
8842.60
9348.35
308333.41

174

-0.17
-2.70
8.13
0.14
1.07
6.06
-0.28
-0.14
-0.69
-3.45
11.94
58.72
-0.55
-1.38
-0.14
0.13
0.04
-1.57
0.23
-0.58
-0.61
0.02
0.10
-2.28
-2.65
0.94
3.21
4.81
10.48
5.68
94.52
3.15
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Pavlysh E. V., Moskovets A. V. Dependence
between the Consumer Price Index and Ukrainian
Currency Exchange Rate Dynamics
In present article the dependence between the
consumer price index dynamics and Ukrainian currency
exchange rate dynamics is analyzed. The essence and
factors of consumer price index as the main indicator of
inflation has been considered. The regressive model
confirming the dependence of the consumer price index
on the EUR/UAH exchange rate has been defined. Main
causes of the given dependence have been revealed.
Key words: consumer price index, inflation,
exchange rate.
Павлиш Е. В., Московець А. В. Взаємозв’язок між динамікою індексу споживчих цін і курсом національної валюти України
У цій роботі проаналізовано взаємозв’язок між
динамікою індексу споживчих цін і динамікою курсу
національної валюти України щодо євро. Розглянуто
суть і чинники індексу споживчих цін як важливого

показника інфляції. Побудовано регресійну модель, яка
підтверджує залежність індексу споживчих цін від
валютного курсу. Виявлено основні причини цієї залежності.
Ключові слова: індекс споживчих цін, інфляція,
валютний курс.
Павлыш Э. В., Московец А. В. Взаимосвязь
между динамикой индекса потребительских цен
и курсом национальной валюты Украины
В этой работе анализируется взаимосвязь между
динамикой индекса потребительских цен и динамикой
курса национальной валюты Украины по отношению
к евро. Рассмотрены сущность и факторы индекса
потребительских цен как важного показателя инфляции. Построена регрессионная модель, которая подтверждает зависимость индекса потребительских цен
от валютного курса. Выявлены основные причины
этой зависимости.
Ключевые слова: индекс потребительских цен,
инфляция, валютный курс.
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THE PRICE OF FREE MEDICINE
Questions of the organization of free medicine on
the criteria of effectiveness, rationality and optimality are
now particularly relevant in the light of the humanization
of the economy, the combination of market and nonmarket mechanisms of regulating the sphere of public
services. Shadowing of the economy in general and the
health sector in particular is one of the main causes of
the inefficient economics and medicine including both
Ukraine and the countries of the post-soviet space. In
Ukraine officially, at the level of the Constitution free-ofcharge medicine is fixed [1]. In practice, free medicine
has long lost the right to be called such and almost
completely passed in the shadow form. The shadow
economy has become a subject of study by many
scientists: Becker G., Gorshkova D., Barsukova S.,
Hernando de Soto, Borodjuk V., Turchynov A., Prikhodko
T., Luchenok A., Jurinec V., Londar S. and others. [2; 3;
4; 5; 6; 7; 8].
The purpose of this article is to analyze the problems
of the question of free medicine (more formally free of
charge), a comparison of it with the paid medicine, as
well as with voluntary medical insurance.
It should be defined with what we understand under
the shadow economy and of its forms, in what of the
reason of its occurrence in general and in Ukraine in
particular.
In the literature, the shadow economy is considered
as the economic relationships between the citizens of the
society, developing spontaneously, in circumvention of
the existing state laws and social rules. The income of
this enterprise are hidden and are not subject to taxation.
We can distinguish three main types of shadow
economy [5]:
1. The “second” economy — that is prohibited by
the law economic activities by workers of “white”
(official) economy, which leads to a redistribution of a
previously established national income. From the point
of view of society as a whole “second” economy did not
produce any goods or services. The benefits that are
obtained from the “second” economy, enjoy one category
of people is due to the losses incurred by the other.
2. “Grey” economy — economic activities for the
production and implementation of conventional goods and
services, which is resolved by the law, but not registered
(mainly the small business). In contrast to the “second”
economy, which is closely connected with the “white”
(official) economy and developing for her account, the

“grey” economy is functioning independently. In this
sector producers or deliberately evading official records,
not wanting to extra costs (associated with obtaining a
license, payment of taxes, etc.), or statements on such
type of activity is generally not provided.
3. The “black” economy — that is prohibited by
the law economic activities related to production and sale
of banned and scarce goods and services. “Black”
economy in the broadest sense, you can read all kinds of
activities, which are entirely excluded from the normal
economic life, as they are considered to be incompatible
with her, or such that its destroy (for example — drug
trafficking, robbery, etc.).
The shadow economy arises from the existence of
conditions under which it might be beneficial to hide their
economic activity from a wide range of people. The scale
of concealment may be different — from hiding the very
existence of the company or of the existence of certain
assets, to the concealment of individual transactions.
With other conditions being equal, the higher the
tax burden, the more the shadow sector of the economy
as being in his company because of non-payment of taxes
gain a competitive advantage over other firms and displace
them from the market. The more complicated
bureaucratic procedures in developing countries, the more
this sector of economy. The issues of the expediency of
such behavior, in particular, deals with the economics of
crime and punishment.
With regard to the emergence of the shadow sector
in the economy of Ukraine, it is possible to assume, that
it is the result of a systemic crisis of the economy, which
occurred because of the inconsistency of the methods
of implementing market reforms. The development of
the shadow economy in Ukraine has on the basis of the
destruction of the existing relations of distribution and
construction of new ones, which significantly violated
the established balance of interests of the subjects of the
economy, development of its separate spheres, the
motivation of effective management [8].
According to the Ministry of economy, the level of
the shadow sector of the economy of Ukraine by results
of II quarter of 2009 amounted to 36% of official GDP.
According to preliminary estimates, the state budget of
Ukraine, as the result of increase of the shadow sector,
in 2009, received more than 100 billion uah [9].
After the disclosure of the essence of the shadow
economy consider its impact on the health sector.
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Shadowing of the healthcare sector has become the
norm in the modern stage of economic development of
Ukraine and any shifts in the direction of the normalization
of the issue is not observed yet. The obvious example is
the situation in which patients come for treatment in state
health care institution, will be required to pay for the
tests, X-ray filming or the reception at the doctor without
any queue. In the circumstances the medical service of
the usual patient has not asked the question of the
lawfulness of collection of funds for health services
provided by the state. Meanwhile in the Constitution of
Ukraine, article 49, said: “Everyone has the right to health
protection, medical care and medical insurance. The state
creates conditions for effective and available to all citizens
health care. In state and communal health protection
institutions provide medical care free of charge; the
existing network of such institutions shall not be
reduced...” [1].
And for those who deliberately ignores the
Constitution of Ukraine and the right of a citizen of
Ukraine has the article 184 of the Criminal code of Ukraine
“Violation of the right to free health care” in which it is
clearly stated: “an Illegal demand of payment for the
provision of medical aid in the state or municipal
institutions of health protection — shall be punishable by
a fine of up to one hundred non-taxable minimum
incomes of citizens or by arrest for a term up to six
months...” [10].
The legislation is enshrined one of the social rights
of citizens of Ukraine are entitled to free medical care.
However, when visiting the state medical institutions can
be observed differences between the officially approved
standards and their implementation in practice. Modern
healthcare system has worked for many years in the
conditions of constant under-funding, which compels
the leaders of the health resort to the semi-official methods
of type “charitable contribution”.
In the system of medical services along with the
state (free of charge) medicine there is a the paid
medicine: simply paid services and voluntary medical
insurance (VMI).
For a citizen — paid medical care is preferable to
regular (free of charge). Consider that the official payment
for treatment, it will be the most effective and timely.
But this is not always so clear. The paid medicine, as
well as in a free, there are pitfalls. Usually these stones
is, the appointment of extra surveys, unnecessary
procedures, unnecessary consultations with specialists,
in order to facilitate the purse trusting to the patient as
much as possible amount of money. In addition, and paid,
and the budget doctors have mastered one more article
of income: the hidden, but very aggressive advertising.
They may make a long list of “essential drugs”, an
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

incredibly expensive and sold only in a specific pharmacy,
or they have in the office. While it often turns out that
it’s not drugs, and dietary supplements or vitamins. Not
always, these products are just harmless “pills”, they can
also harm the human body.
Voluntary medical insurance (VMI) allows to solve
the questions of quality health care. A positive aspect of
VMI is competition, it is the main engine of sales of
insurance policies. Every insurance company in the
struggle for a new client thinks out all new and new
types of services, loyalty programs, etc. One of the
most reliable ways to attract a client is a stable and
high-quality service, the availability of reasonable
payment in case of necessity, according to the options
of insurance policy, etc. The best advertisement for an
insurance company, which is engaged in distribution of
VMI policies, advertising is the “word of mouth”, which
carry satisfied clients of the company. With a view to
increasing the number of satisfied customers, you need
to “tighten” the first of all the quality of service for hot
lines, expand the network of representative offices in
medical institutions, etc. However, the medical
insurance has its negative side. It should be noted that a
full range of medical insurance is not always available
to the client, it is connected with the fact that not all
clinics are accepted insurance policies also the client
has no choice in the places for the treatment, because
all agreed in the contract with the insurance company.
There are cases when the insurance company refuses
to pay for medical services in connection with a high
level of risk during surgery, or simply this procedure is
not included in the list of services provided issued by
the insurance policy.
In Ukraine free medicine exists de jure, but de-facto
it is virtually absent. According to the ministry of health
of Ukraine for the year 2010 in Lugansk region there are
9024 doctor and 20198 the average medical personnel.
For comparison: for the year 2009 in Lugansk oblast
worked 9099 doctor and 20506 mid-level medical
personnel (in 2008 — 9005 doctors and 21716 nurses)
[11;12]. In this (according to Goskomstat of Ukraine at
the beginning of 2011) the average salary of a health
worker is 1650uah. in a month [13]. Lack of adequate
financing of the healthcare sector has led to the
emergence of the shadow economy in the sphere of
medicine, due to which patients have to pay for their
own treatment in the public health care institution,
although by law they are not obliged to do this. Possible
solutions this problem can act as increasing the wages
of medical personnel and the search for sponsors, who
will be able to provide both medical personnel and medical
institutions all necessary for the most effective provision
of medical assistance to those who need it.
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Petrenko A. V. The Price of Free Medicine
The article considers the problem of shadowing
of free medicine, its state at the present stage of
Ukraine’s economic development, and so is the
comparison of the state of free medicine and its paid
analogues.
Key words: shadow economy, free medicine, the
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Петренко А. В. Ціна безкоштовної медицини
У статті розглянуто проблему тіньовізації безкоштовної медицини, її стан на сучасному етапі економічного розвитку України, а також запропоновано порівняння державної безкоштовної медицини та її платних аналогів.
Ключові слова: тіньова економіка, безкоштовна
медицина, платна медицина, добровільне медичне страхування.
Петренко А. В. Цена бесплатной медицины
В статье рассматривается проблема теневизации
бесплатной медицины, ее состояние на современном
этапе экономического развития Украины, а также происходит сравнение государственной бесплатной медицины и ее платных аналогов.
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POST CRISIS DYNAMICS OF FOREIGN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
OF UKRAINE’S REGIONS IN 2009 — 2011
Development of the units within individual regions
interconnected with the development of the central
formation of agglomerative (regional center). Economy
suburban areas economic developed sintering centers,
has a higher degree of adoptability to the negative impact
of external (including international) competitive
environment than the economy of areas which are
concentrated around economic underdeveloped central
agglomerations. This forms the idea of territorial integrity
and interdependence of separate territorial entities that
are focused around a regional administrative center in
economic and sectoral sense, because the economy of
certain regions in the historical context has always
specialized in the development of specific sectors within
the country, resulting from international specialization as
a territorial region and country.
This allows us to consider the process of Ukraine’s
participation in foreign economic activities, especially in
post-crisis conditions, increase its international
competitiveness through research of the local
competitiveness of some regional entities that form in
the final dimension of the overall competitiveness of
Ukraine in the world economy through the operation of
regional economic complexes, and influence through its
internal — and external economic activity on the formation
of international competitive rating of the whole state.
Historically, the first and dominant in the long period
of time by the volume of transactions, the form of
international cooperation was the international trade in
goods and services. In terms of individual state and its
regions, such trade is implemented as exports and imports
of goods and services.
Only four regions of Ukraine (Kyiv, Kyiv Oblast,
Donetsk Oblast, Dnipropetrovsk Oblast) because of its
international activity forming 60% of the total trade
turnover between Ukraine and goods in 2008-2010 and
55% in Q1 2011, while the share of 13 territorial regions
of Ukraine (Crimea, Vinnytsia, Volyn, Dnipropetrovsk,
Kirovohrad, Rivne, Sumy, Ternopil, Kherson,
Khmelnytsky, Cherkasy, Chernivtsi, Chernihiv Oblasts)
varies within 0,4 — 1,8% of the resulting rate of turnover
of goods . A portion of the Transcarpathian, Zaporizhzhya,
Ivano-Frankivsk, Kharkiv, Luhansk, Lviv, Mykolayiv,
Odesa, Poltava Oblast s are within 2.9% [1].
Thus there is considerable inter-regional gap in the
contribution of regions of Ukraine in the overall result of
the turnover of goods. Clearly traced leading regions, and
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the outsider, who unfortunately are the majority. In addition,
the total percentages of regional leaders is gradually
increasing, even in a crisis that reduces the possibility of
the outsider to increase its own regional competitiveness
in both domestic market and external market. However,
under regional leaders observed the reduction of
competitive opportunities of the Donetsk and
Dnipropetrovsk Oblasts and increase the share of Kyiv.
Ukraine’s accession to the WTO has strengthened
the competitive position of Ukrainian commodity producers
on foreign markets, especially EU and USA markets
expanded opportunities to deepen existing expertise,
especially in metallurgy and chemical industry and the global
economic crisis has accelerated this process [2].
On the other hand by becoming a member of WTO,
Ukraine has reduced rates of duties and quotas abolished
the vast majority of goods that previously protected domestic
producers from foreign competitors. Regions of Ukraine
experienced a significant increase in imports, especially
automobiles and agricultural products, increase in imports
many researchers associated with the deficit of products in
internal market of this group — meat and poultry, sugar,
due to unprofitable domestic production [3, p. 2].
It is expected that all regions of Ukraine will exceed
exports of goods in 2011 compared with 2010, although
in some regions there is threatening growth dynamics at
a faster rate of imports than exports, for example, Crimea,
Sevastopol, Dnepropetrovsk, Zhitomir, Odessa Oblasts.
Also, the study of the export activity of certain
regions of Ukraine should determine their place in the
global commodity market, identifying which groups of
products, the largest share of exports in the region.
Conventionally, all regions of Ukraine divides into 3
groups: the first — with diversified structure of exports
of goods (ie the largest share of any group of goods
does not exceed 30% of total exports) — IvanoFrankivsk, Sevastopol, Vinnitsa, Zhitomir, Kherson and
other Oblasts , the second — the average degree of
diversification, the proportion is within 30-60% —
Odessa, Kirovograd, Kharkov region, Kyiv and the third
group — almost mono-branch export specialization of
the region (share of 60%), which included only three
regions: Dnepropetrovsk, Zaporozhye and Donetsk. At
last, the share of exports of base metals and products
account for 72.1% of total exports.
The situation observed in 2010 with export
specialization of regions intangible improved compared
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to 2009, where the observed phenomenon: the
development of industrial regions of Ukraine are mainly
exporting products with a low degree of processing —
mainly ferrous metals and articles thereof, at the same
time export of agricultural regions dominated by
machinery and equipment. This situation can be explained
as follows: since exports seen only for the territory of
Ukraine in general, it is not considered domestic trade
between the regions of Ukraine and therefore should be
considered external and internal (within country) the
specialization of the region separately.
The largest exporters of services among regions of
Ukraine are Kyiv (19.7% of total exports of services),
Odessa region (10.9%) and Donetsk (5.3%), and
importers of Kyiv (28,5% of total imports of services),
Dnipropetrovsk (9.6%) and Donetsk (7.6%). It should
also be noted that the vast majority of regions of Ukraine
will exceed the volume of services exports in 2010
compared with 2009, although some regions are
characterized by faster growth in imports than exports
of services, such as the Crimea, Sevastopol, Donetsk,
Dnipropetrovsk, Zaporizhzhya, Odessa, Poltava region,
etc. Such trends are alarming and require compensatory
measures, although there are a number of regions that
are experiencing the reverse process: Kyiv, Vinnytsia,
Volyn, Ivano-Frankivsk region, etc.
Considering the specialization of regions of Ukraine
on trade in services, we can conclude that the export is
dominated by a variety of business services, talk about
the high level of diversification of exports of services
(i.e., the largest share of any group of services does not
exceed 30% of total exports) is not possible since only
Poltava region is close to the ceiling rate.
In the import of services is different, since only 3
regions (Vinnytsia, Dnipropetrovsk, Kharkiv) have greater
than 60% of the index’s largest group of services in
import, it indicates that their requests for services the
regions of Ukraine are trying to meet the expense of
national service providers and those regions which
dominate the import of real estate, leasing and corporate
banking and financial activities of experiencing the
outflow of investments abroad.
Specialization of Zaporozhye, Sumy and
Khmelnitsky Oblasts, which suggests that these areas
are the leaders of tolling operations and more actively
involved in international cooperative collaboration than
other regions of our country.
Speaking about the dynamics of foreign trade in
services and goods should be noted that during the crisis
last experienced a smaller reduction than the trade in
services and therefore speak of the formation of postindustrial economy at the regional level too early. It should
give you an interesting fact: during more than 10 years in
some regions of industrialized regions such as Donetsk,

dominated by services than industrial production in total
sales, although exports of the regional center dominated
by iron and steel industry products.
Thus, we can conclude that the regions of Ukraine
participated in the international division of labor largely arisen
due to the historical aspect, trying to avoid mono-branch
specialization of some regions in exports were detained global
economic crisis, which led to the development of such
expertise. This in turn allows us to speak about the internal
imbalance of regional policy towards standardization of
foreign trade within the region, creating the possibility of
absolute dominance of regional leaders at the expense of the
outsider in the turnover of goods.
Become widespread international cooperation in
specific areas of production, socio-economic life, science
and technology. Such cooperation does not necessarily
take place as part of various organizational structures. It
may occur during states agreed their programs, including
joint projects of scientific and technological development.
Such cooperation tends to encourage a
comprehensive expansion of trade, mutual investment
of national industrial complexes, large-scale integration.
Especially it should be noted the increase in and,
sometimes, unalternativity of international cooperation in
scientific and technical sphere. In the modern scientific
and technological space are developed and sophisticated
capital-intensive technology that even countries that are
leaders in terms of industrial development and the amount
of capital, unable to realize their own and integrate their
efforts with other countries. Moreover, this need is
experiencing Ukraine: because of objective reasons, after
the collapse of the Eastern bloc and the USSR was a
significant narrowing of the technological space in which
there was economic activity of Ukraine.
In this connection great interest to Ukraine is detailed
and extensive cooperation, which is the EU countries. In
particular, such cooperation takes place within complex
projects “eureka”, which are the building blocks of
numerous industry cooperation programs. An example
of large-scale international project in which participates,
our state is “Sea Launch”.
In the quarter decreased compared to 2008 the total
number of applications filed in foreign agencies, including
the number of patent applications — by 29.1%. The largest
part of requests made of industrial property (inventions,
utility models, industrial designs, then — IPOs) that were
filed with the Patent Office of the Russian Federation
(73%) [4].
The number received in 2009 of protection of Ukraine
and foreign countries to IPOs compared to 2008. decreased
by 7.8%. Substantially reduced the number of patents for
industrial designs (36.0%). The vast majority of foreign
patents to IPOs also obtained in Rospatent (90.9%).
In recent decades the volume of movement of capital
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assets has been steadily growing, and this factor is
important for the development of open economies.
Especially it concerns the economy of Ukraine, who feels
the need for significant inflow of funds from outside,
and also suffer from capital flight because of the relatively
worse conditions for their functioning.
Migration of capital from the perspective of a
country, realized in the form of export of capital (in this
case the country is a donor, exporter of capital) and capital
import into the country (in this case is the recipient
country, an importer of capital). Export of capital are
countries with a relative (not confused with the absolute)
surplus funds in a particular country and the opportunity
to receive higher returns in another Member State through:
• more favorable to owners of capital ratio of inputs
(which leads to more conventional cost of capital);
• Possibility of access to markets of certain
economic resources (eg raw materials);
• the possibility of receiving marketing advantages
in commercial activities (e.g., in the form of creating
economic structures that provide sales of firm-investor,
or by transfer of the production process to the target
country — the country of sale in order to increase
production efficiency, bringing it closer to consumers).
International capital movements caused by the
difference in the saturation specific economic factors or
the ratio of these factors. Despite the general tendency
to increase the inflow of foreign investments into
Ukraine’s economy in most regions, a decrease of foreign
investment inflows.
Another important problem is the inefficient
structure of foreign investment, which strengthens the
structural imbalances in the industry and adversely affect
the international competitiveness of the regions of Ukraine.
The priority for foreign investors remain the industry
relating to the third (mining and oil refining, production
of non-metallic mineral products) and fourth (food,
chemical and petrochemical, metallurgy, paper and
cellulose) technological structures. Only in the
Transcarpathian region of the investment structure is
dominated by investment in the industry of fifth
technological structure.
Thus, for the regions critically important is a task
of raising the level of innovation and research intensity
of foreign investment. However, at the regional level is
taking steps to improve the quality of foreign investment.
The problem of quality of foreign investment also
characteristic and for special economic zones, which is to
invest capital primarily in industrial production of the third
and fourth technological structure. At the regional level of
special zones were set can be an effective way of managing
the process of attracting foreign investment, which will
positively affect the region’s participation in international
cooperation. But the existing legal regime for foreign business
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

entities in the SEZ can not fully use this mechanism to
improve the economic situation in deprived areas. There is
a tendency to reduce the share of foreign investment in total
investment in SEZ and TPD of Ukraine, which is associated
with changes in legislation in 2005 According to the Law of
Ukraine “On amending the Law of Ukraine” On State Budget
of Ukraine for 2005 was canceled tax exemptions and special
customs regime, the state guarantees the stability of the
legal regime of SEZ and TPD.
Part of the solution to attract investments in SEZs
will contribute new Law of Ukraine “On general principles
of creation and functioning of priority development areas,
special economic zones and recreational areas”, the project
is submitted to Parliament in 2007. In addition to specific
provisions of this Law (Article 15. Special customs and
tax regimes) are intended to prevent misuse of preferential
treatment in the SEZ, is positive provided special investment
regime for entities that implement approved by the Board
(Committee) or local government investment projects in
priority kinds of economic activity on the TPD. However,
the draft law, these priority economic activities are not
defined and not provided for measures to increase research
intensity projects that can lead to further intensification of
the technological backwardness of industrial production
in the SEZ and TPD.
The study showed that international cooperation in
most regions of Ukraine is characterized by decreasing
dynamics and inefficient structure of foreign investment.
The reasons for this state feel inadequate institutional
support of foreign investment, which leads to
ineffectiveness of mechanisms of state investment
activities of Management at the regional level. In addition
to solving the problems the state level, which are typical
for foreign cooperation (simplification of registration,
licensing, certification, customs, reducing bureaucratic
barriers) and the taxation of economic activity of foreign
investors (reducing taxes and simplifying their
administration, stability of tax legislation, the solution issue
refunds of value added tax) should improve the
mechanisms of involvement and support of foreign
investors in the regions.
The first step in improving governance in investment
activities at the regional level should be the development
of the state investment strategy of Ukraine, which would
encompass the period of not less than five years. The
components of this Strategy should be investment
program areas of Ukraine, worked for the same period
and consistent with regional strategies of international
cooperation. This multilevel approach will combine the
interests of central and local governments in attracting
foreign investment and increase the effectiveness of
international cooperation at the regional level through a
clear division of powers between the center and regions.
To increase the efficiency of foreign investment
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should be in the regional strategy for international
cooperation to identify priority areas of investment,
applying the criterion of research intensity of production.
At the same time, regional investment programs that
provide mechanisms to enhance the attractiveness of
investment in these sectors for investors.
To enhance the innovativeness of foreign
investment, attracted by industrial enterprises located in
SEZ and TPD, should by legislation to provide incentives
for investors that implement innovative projects in these
areas and make investments in the industry five
technological order. Benefits may be similar to those set
forth in the draft Law of Ukraine “On general principles
of creation and functioning of priority development areas,
special economic zones and recreational areas” for the
activity of technological parks and innovation structures
of other types. To some extent, foreign investment in
knowledge-based production will create a network of
regional venture funds, capital of which is formed with
the participation of state and market investors. State of
readiness to risk investing in innovative enterprises
increase the attractiveness of science-intensive projects
for foreign investors and strengthen the responsibility of
local authorities for the use of funding for innovative
development of the region [5].
Given the geopolitical location of Ukraine, should
be actively finding ways of transit cargo. We believe that
for facilitation of transit, it is necessary to eliminate
duplication of functions of state control through the
development of a typical flow chart points, create the
necessary legal framework in this area.
Along with the trend towards trade liberalization,
the current foreign trade policy of most countries can be
characterized as moderate protectionist. The state has
the right and should regulate economic relations in order
to protect interests of domestic producers, exporters and
consumers, using the whole arsenal of instruments of
trade policy.
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Khadzhynov I. V. Post Crisis Dynamics of
Foreign Economic Activity of Ukraine’s Regions in
2009 — 2011
In the face of increasing competition between
developed and developing countries, it is important for
Ukraine to maintain a balance in relations with them, which
is also an additional incentive for the modernization of the
economy. To do so, accelerate the expansion of exports of
Ukrainian products in developing countries, because if
Ukraine could not gain a foot hold in these markets in the
near future, it is likely that it will face stiff competition not
only from the TNCs, but also from large national corporations.
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Хаджинов І. В. Посткризова динаміка іноземної господарської активності в українських регіонах у 2009 — 2011 рр.
Під час змагання між розвиненими країнами та
країнами, що тільки розвиваються, для України важливо підтримувати баланс у відносинах з ними, який
є також додатковим стимулом для модернізації економіки. Для цього прискорюють розширення експорту
української продукції в країни, що розвиваються, адже,
якщо Україна не зможе придбати частку на цих ринках в найближчому майбутньому, імовірно, це стикатиметься з жорсткою конкуренцією не тільки від ТНК,
але й від великих національних корпорацій.
Ключові слова: криза, динаміка, економіка, регіон.
Хаджинов И. В. Посткризисная динамика
иностранной хозяйственной активности в украинских регионах в 2009 — 2011 гг.
В ходе соревнования между развитыми и развивающимися странами, для Украины важно поддерживать баланс в отношениях с ними, который является
также дополнительным стимулом для модернизации экономики. Для этого ускоряют расширение экспорта украинской продукции в развивающиеся страны, потому
что, если Украина не сможет приобрести долю на этих
рынках в ближайшем будущем, вероятно, это будет сталкиваться с жесткой конкуренцией не только от ТНК, но
и от больших национальных корпораций.
Ключевые слова: кризис, динамика, экономика,
регион.
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PROVIDING COMPETITIVE GROWTH OF UKRAINIAN ECONOMY IN A GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT BY USING PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
Problem definition. Global competitiveness of the
national economy is complicated and dynamic issue. It
is transforming and complementing with new elements
with time.
One of the most important and relatively constant
elements is institutional environment of the country. There
are number of authoritative national and global research
organizations which confirm this fact. For instance, the
Global competitiveness report of World Economic Forum
has a well grounded statement, that institutional
environment forms a base, that helps entrepreneurs,
companies and government to cooperate with each other
for getting profit and enrich the economy. That is how it
influences essentially on the competitiveness and
economic growth.
The quality of institutional environment effects on
the way how different societies distribute their advantages
and faces failures in realization of strategies and
development programs. Besides, it effects on investment
decisions and industrial management.
Another research organization that studies the level
of country’s “prosperity” is The Analytical Center
Legatum Institute. It is a part of international investment
group Legatum. According to the Legatum Institute
methodology, crucial factors of economic progress and
competitiveness growth are principles of economy,
democratic institutes and principles of public
management.
International institute for management development
determines four groups of competitiveness factors:
economic performance, government efficiency, business
environment, and infrastructure. Within the “government
efficiency” group the institutional structure index is
considering as the most influential. The results of the
rankings mentioned above demonstrate extremely low
level of institutional environment in Ukraine, and as a
consequence low competitiveness.
1. The global competitiveness index by WEF —
89-th rank among 139 countries, quality of institutes —
134-th rank [13].
2. The Legatum Institute ranking — 61-st position
from 104 countries, 92-nd — quality of government [15].
3. The international competitiveness index by
International institute for management development —
57-th rank from 59 countries [14].
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Main reasons of Ukraine’s low level of
competitiveness concern dissociation of public, state and
private interests; predominance of state interests over
civil rights; substitution of state interests for interests of
political elite; low effectiveness of public institutions;
absence of holistic strategy of property rights protection
and personal safety guaranties; weakness of public control
of state institutions, etc.
Low level of national competitiveness and growth
of risks in conditions of global competition, actualize
search and analysis of new forms of economic agents
cooperation for achieving development objectives and
solving vital social problems of the country.
Today, public-private partnership (PPP) all over the
world becomes one of the most successful ways of
cooperation of government, business and society.
In the process of globalization every country faces
the complicacy of tasks which should be solved by the
government: providing sustainable economic
development, finance stabilization, the environment
protection, solving of infrastructure problems.
Therefore today it’s difficult for international
community and for Ukraine as well, to act effectively without
understanding of “partnership” concept in a broad sense.
National governments no longer can perform their
functions without all the potential and capabilities that
private sector has. And private sector cannot develop,
work out and introduce new technologies or innovative
approaches, if government is irresponsible, do not
understand and do not respect the needs of business.
Unfortunately, PPP is a brand new institutional
instrument for Ukraine. So far there hasn’t been formed
clear and generally recognized understanding of its
importance.
When the government is forming an economic point
of view on how to build an effective partnership between
public and private sectors for strategic goals achieving,
it is very important to understand clearly the term “PPP”
as well as all its components.
The objective of the article is to learn the
theoretically-methodological and practical aspects of
public-private partnership and find out effective
mechanisms of different PPP projects implementation and
as a consequence rising of global competitiveness of
Ukraine’s economy.
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Advantages for
government

Advantages for
entrepreneurs

− solving of system problems of
development;
− decreasing of budget
expenditures;
− improvement in the quality
and effectiveness of works and
services;
− increasing budget revenues
from taxes;
− increasing investment and
innovative activity;
− increasing the level of
competition;
− strengthening of social
stability;
− possibility of risks
reallocation;
− attraction of modern highefficiency technologies into
infrastructure development.

− accesses to traditionally public
sectors;
− direct state support and
participation;
− use of international
experience;
− possibility of long-term
dispose of the investments under
government guarantees;
− possibility to choose from
large quantity of projects;
− improving investment climate;
− improving business culture.

Advantages for
citizens

− providing optimal value for
money;
− infrastructure development
and high quality of public
services.

Fig. 1. The system of advantages of use joint PPP projects
Notice: based on data from 2, 3, 8, 9

The analysis of the latest scientific research
publications.
Public-private partnership became an object of
researches for many foreign scientists, such as:
N.A. Khanom, G.A. Hodge, C. Greve, S.P. Osborne,
D. Grimsey, M. Lewis, E.R. Yescombe, A. Akintoye,
M. Beck, C. Hardcastle, та ін.
National scientists research the problems and
perspectives of PPP in Ukraine. For example, such
researchers as V. M. Geets, І. V. Zapatrina,
V. G. Varnavskiy, E. B. Koroleva, V. N. Mochalnikov,
L. І. Efimova, V. А. Miheev, В. E. Mangikova consider
PPP as “new technology of economic development” and
actively search the different forms of such cooperation.
But the content and economic essence of publicprivate partnership, the ways of its effective
implementation in Ukraine and especially the potential role
of PPP in rising of national economy competitiveness
are poorly studied, so it is necessary to improve knowledge
in this area particularly in the theoretically-methodological
aspects.
Conceptual issues of research.
The term “public-private partnership” came to
Ukraine from international practice.It is important to note

that there is no classical definition of public-private
partnership in scientific literature. Although such form
of cooperation arose a long time ago. First mentions of
concession agreements as a form of PPP are dated back
to 1552 (English Channel construction). Concession was
actively developing in ХІХ-ХХ centuries [4, p. 18].
Public-private partnership is a complex of
procedural and institutional, financial and economic
relationships and acts of government (in the name of
government bodies) and business entities, which aimed
at achieving of common economic policy perspectives.
The main purpose of the PPP projects is attraction
of private capital to socially orientated, capital intensive
or low-profitable economic sectors. Consequently basic
spheres of using PPP are transport infrastructure, water
services, electrical systems, informational systems,
housing and public utilities, education, health care,
penitentiary system, military defense etc. [10, p. 2].
Generally PPP admitted that government invites
business to take part in realization of socially meaningful
projects, therefore the government is main initiator and
guarantor of discharging of commitments.
An attractiveness of PPP projects are based on the
system of advantages that different parties of these
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processes get from cooperation of business and
government (fig. 1).
The fundamental advantage of PPP for private
companies is that they get a possibility for investments
in areas that foremost belong to government sectors of
investments. Therefore the investment abilities of private
sector are increased.
At the same time, the government gets qualify
effective management and finance of vital social projects.
Therefore, PPP projects improve the quality of
services by implementing innovations. Attraction of private
sector on competitive bases encourages firms to find
out creative solutions in infrastructure, planning,
construction and assets management.
The consequence of this is that the projects of PPP
give the opportunity to move the risk from taxpayers on
private sector.
In dependence on the format of cooperation
between government and private sector representatives
there are two main forms of public-private partnership.
1. PPP is based on agreement. In this case
government and business cooperate with each other under
signed agreement.
2. PPP is on institutional bases. Under this form of
cooperation an independent legal entity is creating. This
entity is establishing by the government and private sector.
The main tasks of legal entity are to manage works and
services within the certain project [9, p. 17].
There are a lot of different tasks that appear in the
process of public-private cooperation and as a result basic
forms of partnerships can be divided on detached types
or other words — models.
In dependence of objectives of PPP there are
organizing, financial models and models of cooperation.
Generally, partnerships use forms that are based on the
advantages of different models and combination of them.
In the international practice of PPP agreements there
are following types:
1. Contracts as an administrative agreement that is
signed between government and private company for
providing necessary and useful services.
2. Rent in its traditional form (rent contract) and in
form of lease.
3. Concession (concession contract) — specific
form of relationship between government and business
partner that becomes increasingly popular. The
particularity of such form is that government (the
municipality) keeps its property rights on assets which
represent an object of concession contract and delegate
competence to private partner to execute of certain
functions under this agreement [7, p. 22 — 25].
Concessions are the most developed, prospective and
complex form of partnership.
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It’s typically for concession contracts that there
many schemes — BOT, BOOТ, ROT, BTO, BOMT,
BOO, etc.
BOT (Buіld, Operate, Transfer) — classical variant
of concessions when concessioner is building and
operating an object (beneficially owned) at his own
expense and risk (sometimes the expenses can be divided
between state and concessioner).
ROT (Rehabіlіtate, Operate, Transfer). This scheme
is similar to previous one except of building an object it
involves a rehabilitation of already-existing object.
BTO (Buіld, Transfer, Operate). The main
characteristic of this scheme is that right after an object
is built the concessioner should hand it to state property.
And after that he starts operating for compensation for
expenses and receiving of profit according to the
contract.
ВООТ (Buіld, Own, Operate, Transfer) and ВОО
(Buіld, Own, Operate) — one of the most unpopular
concession schemes that are rarely used. In this occasion
the concession contract is signed on uncertain term or
property rights on object are kept on continuing basis.
ВОМТ (Buіld, Operate, Maіntaіn, Transfer) —
specific form of concessions that is used in gas pipe
building and operating.
DBOOT (Desіgn, Buіld, Own, Operate, Transfer).
Under this kind of contract private partner is responsible
not only for infrastructure object building, but also for
its design.
DBFO (Desіgn, Buіld, Fіnance, Operate) in this
occasion it is mentioned that business has a financial
responsibility for building infrastructure objects.
Almost all the schemes of concession mean that
the government keeps the rights of owning, operating
and assets managing (strategic). The exception is “BOO”
scheme when the object is in private partner property
for uncertain term.
Therefore cooperation between government and
private sector has long-term character [2, p. 8 — 12].
4. Production sharing agreement. This form of
partnership between government and business is quite
similar to traditional concession, but has its specifics.
5. Joint ventures — widespread form of
cooperation, which can be established if form of joint
stock company or joint companies with share
participation.
It should be mentioned that during the past few
years the sectors of PPP are widening and forms of
partnerships are developing rapidly.
Thus, at first concession contracts were used for
building highways, parking, providing municipal heating
and now the sectors where PPP project are spread are
national defense, education, cable TV, some kinds of
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municipal transport. In some countries the private sector
builds hospitals, schools and other public objects and
then operates them.
As we can see the practice of public-private
partnerships is rapidly spreading in many countries and
regions. The fundamental reason that enables partnerships
establishing is understanding of the fact that private and
public sectors have unique characteristics. The mix of
these characteristics gives the synergetic effect.
Concerning the role of PPP in increasing the global
competitiveness level.
Many researchers and research organizations pay a
great attention to competitiveness. The reasons for that are:
— First, the role of international trade is rising. As
a result there is an idea that living standards depend on
ability to export.
— Secondly, the mobility of capital among countries
is also rising.
— Thirdly, there is a big difference between the
level of international trade development and economic
growth, at the same time the East-Asian countries
demonstrate the outperforming development.
— The fourth is that the popularity of different
international rankings of competitiveness is increasing.
— And finally, the power of globalization and
technological progress have made the competition among
national and foreign companies more intensive.
In this environment the basic resource is knowledge
that changes the nature of competitive advantage.
Foremost competitiveness is the ability of firms to
remain profitable by delivering the products and services
that consumers desire. Competitiveness is best
understood as a process rather than a onetime event, i.e.
it’s kind of comparison of the individual firms
performance. This means that enterprises become more
competitive by constantly being observant of other firms
and by persistently striving to do business better. As a
consequence some part of firms goes out of market,
while others prosper, and new ones emerge.
According to this approach competitiveness is
category of micro level. Such definition enables focusing
on firms as main generators of growth for market
economies. Competition and searching of profit are the
most important motivation factors in the market economy.
Competition forces companies to use the cheapest ways
of production and improve the quality of their products.
In the competition process firms aims to raise the
productivity of labor forces, i.e. the effectiveness that
transform resources in added value. Productivity
increasing is a key aspect of competitiveness. The
productivity of labor forces is increasing under conditions
of interaction of complementary mechanisms:
effectiveness increasing and technological progress.

Therefore country’s competitiveness mainly based
on competitiveness of business. As a result a question of
government role in forming country’s competitiveness
appears.
The key role of government is to create a wellfunctioning market economy, which is synonymous with
a competitive economy. In the modern context a wellfunctioning market economy is the result of a partnership
between the government and business.
As a matter of fact vital spheres of social and
economic life requires system synchronize approach and
modern managerial decisions.
Therefore the ultimate goal of partnership is to
increase living standards and as a consequence to catch
up other countries in the technological and revenue level.
That is why public-private partnership is an effective
instrument of achieving sustainable economic
development and global competitiveness for every national
economy.
Conclusions and perspectives for the future research
in this area.
The relevance of PPP and its positive effect on
realization of social projects and increasing
competitiveness is apparent and doubtless. Many
politicians, entrepreneurs, national and foreign experts
pay a great attention to this phenomenon.
Many countries that have understood all the
advantages of such cooperation were able to reform their
economic systems and solve problems effectively and
comparatively quickly. As a result they achieved high level
of global competitiveness. The experience of these
countries gives us a certain indicator of success of such
cooperation. Therefore it is a necessity to learn theoretical
and methodological aspects of public-private partnership
and realization of projects under this format. Nowadays
it is an essential condition for creating well-functioning
market economy.
There is a great potential for PPP projects in Ukraine.
The majority of infrastructure objects are technologically
lagged and outworn (roads and railways, sea ports and
airports, municipal heating systems, water systems,
waste utilization systems, etc.). All those problems require
huge financial injections, attraction of new technologies,
logistic experience and brand new managerial skills for
realization of projects.
The central government and local authorities have
not enough money and experience for that. Especially,
the situation became worthier in the conditions of financial
and economic crisis. So this intensifies research of
partnership based on cooperation with business.
In Ukraine the PPP format of cooperation is rare
phenomenon. Low investments attractiveness and
political instability push away serious investors.
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Another reason for low level of using PPP is
imperfection of legislation in this area. Also as negative
factors should be mentioned — negative attitude of
population and local authorities to private investors,
absence of criteria that examines the effectiveness of
such projects, overestimated expectations for this form
of cooperation, uncertainty of government standpoint at
budget support of projects in the PPP format.
To change this situation it is needed to improve
institutional, regulatory environment, methodological
support concerning PPP projects; make an inventory of
possessions; implement pilot PPP projects; have a
dialogue with consumers; learn the best international
practice; stimulate private investors to take part in
infrastructure projects.
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Tulku Y. I. Providing Competitive Growth of
Ukrainian Economy in a Global Environment by
Using Public-Private Partnership
In this article the public-private partnership is
considered as an effective model of cooperation. The
author represents the basic terms of PPP, its forms and
models and analyses the role of such cooperation in
global competitiveness performance of national
economies.
Key words: public-private partnership, global
competitiveness of nations, sustainable economic
development.
Тульку Я. І. Державно-приватне партнерство
як чинник підвищення глобальної конкурентоспроможності економіки України
У статті розглянуто основні поняття державноприватного партнерства, його форм та моделей. Автор аналізує вплив реалізації проектів національного
значення у форматі ДПП на рівень глобальної конкурентоспроможності країн.
Ключові слова: державно-приватне партнерство,
сталий економічний розвиток, глобальна конкурентоспроможність країн.
Тульку Я. И. Государственно-частное партнерство как фактор повышения глобальной конкурентоспособности экономики Украины
В статье рассматриваются основные понятия государственно-частного партнерства, его форм и моделей. Автор анализирует роль проектов национальной значимости в формате ГЧП в повышении глобальной конкурентоспособности стран.
Ключевые слова: государственно-частное партнерство, устойчивое экономическое развитие, глобальная конкурентоспособность стран.
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THE CURRENT STATE OF THE SHADOW ECONOMY IN UKRAINE
Introduction. The spread in Ukraine a socioeconomic phenomenon of the shadow economy, as well
as volumes of production and financial resources that
are traded in this area represent a significant obstacle to
the sustainable economic development. A major problem
is that the vast majority of transactions that can be
attributed to the shadow, can be done in the legal
regulatory framework, and prove the fact of shadow
activities require considerable effort by public authorities.
Operation of the shadow economy, along with legal
resulted in a significant reduction in the structure of budget
revenues, the share of tax revenues that threatened the
implementation of important state programs. Because of
that shadow economy can not be fully reflected of the
official statistics, development of special methods of
accounting and estimates, and the amount of arrears to
the budget that allow us to estimate the real scale of
operations is the urgent task of the present stage of
development.
Analysis of recent research and publications.
Among the foreign scientists who were studying the
shadow economy, it should be noted E. Feyha,
G. Grossman, R. Gutmann, B. Rumer, L. Ronseka,
E. Saterlenda, K. Hart, S. Golovnina, V. Ispravnikova,
T. Koryahinu, Y. Kozlov, O.V. Krylov, in Lazovskoho,
L. Nikiforov, A. Osipenko, A. Shokhin and others.
Significant contribution to the understanding of the
formation and development of the shadow economy in
Ukraine have such native scholars as A. Bazyliuk,
A. Baranovsky, V. Borodyuk, Z. Varnaliy, V. Volyk,
J. Zhalilo, S. Kovalenko, V. Mandybura, O. Paskhaver,
J. Prilipko, T. stranger, A. Revenko, O. Turchynov et al.
Economists are trying to figure out the nature and
characteristics of the shadow economy, seeking the cause
and ways to legalize and develop methods of calculating
the shadow economy. Problematic issues at the present
time should be considered such as: identifying factors
that contribute to the development of shadow economic
activities in the business, creating a data bank, which
accumulates and classifies all types of shadow economic
activities, information forms the basis for determining
the real situation in the state, regions, allowing timely
develop preventive measures and mechanisms for
management of legalization of economic entities.
Objective. Consider the concept of “shadow

economy”, analyse the shadow economy in Ukraine and
to consider its impact on Ukraine’s economy as a whole.
Basic material. Considering the problems of the
shadow economy, especially, need to understand that it
presents itself. The term “shadow economy” emerged in
the development of organizational and legal measures to
combat money laundering and capital of illicit origin [1].
O. Turchynov proposed by shadow economy
aware of the economic activity that is not included and is
not controlled by official government agencies, and (or)
aims to generate income through the violation of the law
[2, p. 11].
For Bazyliuk A., Volyk V.F. “Informal economy
arises when the actions of government officials and state
regulatory bodies, individuals or groups conflict with the
objective economic laws” [3, p. 37].
Lamanova T. [4, p. 22] thinks that the informal
economy is a set of relations between different
individuals, groups, individuals, individuals and
institutional units separate institutional units for
production, distribution, redistribution, exchange and
consumption of material goods and services, results which
for one reason or another does not reflect the official
statistics and the extent of which is not included in the
macroeconomic indicators.
Golovnin S.D. This term the society understands
the actual uncontrolled production, distribution, exchange
and consumption of inventory and services [5, p. 40].
Lazovskyy V. [6, p. 62] characterizes the shadow
economy as an underground, hidden from official records
and control of economic activity.
Ispravnikov V.A. determines the shadow economy
as one that operates outside the legal framework [7, p. 8].
Almost all the authors are united in the fact that the
shadow economy are outside the accounting and control,
as well as legal support, and it can not agree.
However, experience has shown that the shadow
economy is not only the various activities that are
statistically accounted for and controlled by the state but
also the fictitious economy. It may be perfectly legitimate
form of activity, but organized so that to generate income,
such activities prejudicial to the state (no return value
added tax (VAT), salary payment in the banking structures
in the form of shares, offsets, etc.).
Analysis of works devoted to the problems of the
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Statistically included activities
Legal
economy
Fictitious economy
Informal economy

Shadow
economy

Criminal economy

Fig. 1. The overall structure of economic activity

shadow economy shows that most scientists define the
shadow economy, as a set of overlooked, unregulated
and illegal (hidden, not presented for taxation) activities
to produce goods and services [2].
In our country, unlike the West, informal
institutions, forms of shadow also be studied as the legal
institutions of the economy. This is because domestic
economic culture more and more law-abiding “mob” than
the West.
Domestic economists Shevyakova O.Y. and
Nikolaev M.I. considered the most comprehensive
concept defined by Feyh: “shadow economy includes all
economic activity, which for some reason not included
in official statistics and does not fall in GDP” [1].
Important also is the problem of division of the
shadow economy in some sectors. According to the
American economist Blades to the shadow economy
include:
1. production completely legal product that is hiding
from the authorities because of reluctance to pay taxes;
2. production of illicit goods and services prohibited;
3. hidden income in kind.
The structure of economic activity taking into
account the existence of the shadow of its forms can be
shown schematically (Fig. 1) [4, p. 23].
According to the version of the System of National
Accounts, recommended by the UN and Eurostat, the
shadow economy refers to the economy:
1. “Hidden” — allowed by law, but not shown;
2. “Informal” — the activities of enterprises
operating lawfully owned by households and ensure the
activities of these farms;
3. “Illegal” — illegal production and distribution
services.
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

In turn, senior fellow at the Institute of
Macroeconomic Research under the Ministry of
Economy and Trade Development Russia Tatiana
Koryahina to the shadow economy include:
1). legal economic activity that is not counted in
official statistics because of the small turnover;
2). legal economic activity, within which there is a
violation of economic or criminal law;
3). illegal activity [9].
Hlinkina S.P. selects the fourth segment of the
shadow economy — a false economy, that economy
postscript, speculative transactions, bribery and all sorts
of fraud.
The Russian sociologist and economist Radayev V.V.
proposes the following classification of the informal
economy by the degree of legality of business
transactions:
1). legal (informal) economy — economic activity
that does not violate any existing legal provisions or rights
of other economic agents, which while not recorded in
the accounts and contracts (natural production of
households);
2). non-legal economy — economic activity that
violates the rights of other economic agents, but not regulated
by current legislation and is thus in non-legal areas;
3). semi legal economy — economic activity in their
respective goals of the legislation, but occasionally goes
beyond it, a “grey market” (they are associated with
different ways of tax evasion);
4). illegal, criminal economy — economic activity
is illegal and inherently violate the law. This “black
markets” (drug trafficking, illicit manufacturing and
trafficking in arms, a large smuggling, prostitution, human
trafficking, racketeering and the use of force).
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Table 1
Typical types of shadow activities in the area of entrepreneurship, the level of shadowing

№
п/п
1.

2.

The level of
shadow, %

Typical types of informal activities,
evaluation criteria
Illegal activity
in numbers employed in unregistered
facilities
in numbers employed in unregistered
facilities
Evasion of taxes from established norms and
standards, the total tax

Scope of manifestation in the business
sector
Individual entrepreneurship

75,3
62,3

Small business structure in number of
employed persons 5.1
61.3% of registered businesses

10-50
3.

4.
5.

Keeping corrupt government and regulatory
bodies (the share of profits to be transferred
informally to representatives of corrupt
organizations)
Maintenance of criminal groups from income
businesses
Theft of state and collective property as % of
total registered crimes

67.4% of the
businesses

number

of registered

8-50
Business structures, which operate illegally
5-20
Almost every second the business object
(of tested) reported embezzlement
27,8

6.

Violation of the law in transactions with cash,
financial and credit operations
5,9

7.

Violation of rules of trade and illegal trading
activities, fraud buyers and customers

Business structures, specializing in
providing financial and credit services
including: violations of foreign exchange
transactions
Business structures in the area of trade

6,3

Sources of income as one of the constituent
elements of the shadow economy (“underground” and
“informal”) are the various levels and different and may
change under the influence of various factors [1].
Shadow economy in Ukraine is the result of a
systemic economic crisis that has arisen due to lack of
methods of market reforms. The spread of the shadow
economy in Ukraine was held at the destruction of existing
distribution relationships and building new ones, which
significantly raised the established balance of interests of
economy, parity of its individual areas, effective
management motivation [9].
Based on review of economic research, publications,
focusing on quantitative measurement of the level of
shadow economy, we can conclude that in practice are
mainly used valuation methods that are likely in nature.
According to research Ortynsky V.L. observed the
shadow of the next level in various business areas of
Ukraine (Tab. 1) [10].
According to the Ministry of Economy, the level of
shadow economy of Ukraine on the basis of the second
quarter of 2009 is 36% of official GDP [11].
Shadow economy of Ukraine in terms of financial
and economic crisis has become a total character and
estimated individual experts and researchers of up to 60%

of GDP, which represents nowadays a real threat to
national security. This informed the scientists of NAS of
Ukraine in the national report “Socio-economic situation
in Ukraine: Implications for People and the State”.
Most experts believe that 25-50% of the turnover
of private enterprises are not reflected in documents of
accounting (shadow turnover). The level of the shadow
depends on what kind of enterprise, “who stands behind
it” and so on. Most small businesses “shadow” can reach
80-90%.
According to independent experts, the most
common types of informal activities: optimization of
taxes, prostitution, drug trafficking, illegal migrant labour,
gambling. In the shadow of the common species are also
illegal return value added tax, wages “in envelopes”.
Very high levels of corruption in areas that carry
energy supply, land allocation for construction, operation
of commercial real estate (rental) and privatization of state
property. Here there is a significant gap between market
and “sales” prices for “goods” and therefore the possibility
of obtaining super-profits that are the source of bribery
and “kickbacks” [12].
The share of “shadow” in the domestic economy is
45.4% of the size of official GDP. The absolute amount
of unaccounted GDP, which created the invisible workers
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in 2009, is 420 billion. The study also identified other
parameters of the underground Ukrainian economy. Some
of them have special value, as this is published.
Analysis of official statistics showed that most
shaded sector of Ukrainian economy among the legitimate
activities of the study, was trade — the level of shadow
here reaches 50% of the size of official GDP, which is
formed in this sector.
Officially, workers counter and cash register set
up for the first 6 months of 2009, 64 billion. value added
(GDP), respectively, “traders invisible front” brought the
shadow economy of Ukraine about 32 billion.
The next level of shadow sectors are construction
and real estate. It covered 37% of the darkness. In
monetary terms it is about 7.4 billion USD.
Third and fourth place is occupied by the financial
sector and agriculture. In these areas 27% of hidden
activities. However, in absolute terms financiers far ahead
of farmers. The first brought the shadow of GDP in the
first half of 10 billion USD., While others — only 4,4
billion USD.
In the fifth processing industry — in the “shadow”
is more than one fifth of official GDP generated by this
sector. And since this is the largest segment of the
domestic economy (18.6% of GDP), then its contribution
to the shadow also very significant — 16.3 billion.
For much of the domestic business partial or
complete translation of the shadow also turned out to be
the only way to avoid bankruptcy. Shadow business is
not burdened with excessive debt burden, is not subject
to the tax burden and not subject to bureaucratic
obstacles. Due to this he was much resistance crisis. As
long as accountable to the state economy rapidly declined,
the informal sector has not changed much in absolute
terms, but even the official GDP increased markedly [13].
To date, very urgent need to identify and calculate
the level of shadow economy.
To further improve the calculation of shadow
economy and the provisions of the order of the Ministry
of Economy of Ukraine № 123 of Ministry of Economy
of Ukraine from 18.02.2009 approved the guidelines
calculate the level of shadow economy. These Guidelines
are designed to assess the level of shadow economy in
the national economy in general and in specific types of
economic activity through indirect calculations at the
macroeconomic level, the cost of goods (and services)
that intentionally or lowered entities in statistical reporting.
The level of shadow economy in Ukraine is different
in areas and regions.
To calculate the shadow economy using different
methods. Most appropriate for determining the shadow
economy in the current statistical base are the following
methods: «spending — retail turnover,» the financial,
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

monetary, electric. The method of loss firms is used to
assess the minimum and maximum ratios, within which
is the level of shadow economy [14].
Conclusions. Shadow economy — is just as
important as it is a controversial issue. Argue how the
composition and volume of the shadow economy.
According to different estimates of informal sector
occupies 40 — 60% of Ukraine’s economy.
In Ukraine at official meetings today remains an
acute problem of corruption, drug trafficking, prostitution,
illegal manufacturing and sales, fictitious contracts and
transactions. State of the country’s economy remains
imperfect. Unstable legislation discourages entrepreneurs
from legalizing their activities and forced to go in the
“shadow”. Shadow economy in Ukraine — it is not a
solitary phenomenon, but the result of a systemic crisis
of the economy.
In all countries with market economic structure has
been, is and probably always will be examined. It is just
that the crime: the scale of the phenomenon can be
reduced, but eliminated entirely — almost impossible.
It should be noted that in the fight against the
“shadow” should make a list of regulatory changes in
existing legislation, taking into account its own and
international experience. Of great importance is the
consistency in international law and state regulation of
economy, because most subjects the shadow economy
are differences in the legislation of countries for profit.
Equally important is the consistency within the country
— between different government agencies. Compatible,
purposeful and timely actions will ensure effective action
on reducing the shadow economy. It is not just legalize
the shadow economy, to increase the effectiveness of
state regulation in general. As for “hidden”, allowed the
economy, it should reduce taxes, simplify licensing. At
the same time not be allowed permissiveness, reduce
penalties and soften the administrative and criminal
responsibility to avoid, proliferation of criminal sector.
The implementation of these and other measures
will enable some extent localized shadow economic
activities, to return at least the least criminal of the shadow
economy in the direction of normal development. All this
will contribute to the efficient handling of macro-, microlevel, forming a positive image of our country in the eyes
of the world commonwealth and affect the flow of
foreign investment is needed for structural adjustment
and economic complex of economic growth in Ukraine.
It is not just legalize the shadow economy, to increase
the effectiveness of state regulation in general.
Today, the important task of economists is to
develop and improve methods of identifying and
calculating the level of shadow through which you can
and will fight the “shadow” in the economy.
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Spornyak S. O., Khrypun T. V. The Current
State of the Shadow Economy in Ukraine
The article describes the problems of the shadow
economy in Ukraine as well as the nature of the concept
“shadow economy”. The current state of the shadow
economy in Ukraine has been analysed. Calculation
methods of the shadow economy level are presented as
well. The shadow economy impact on the economy of
Ukraine has been discovered.
Key words: shadow economy, twilight level of
shadow economy, shadow sector.
Спорняк С. О., Хрипун Т. В. Сучасний стан
тіньової економіки в Україні
У статті досліджено види й форми вияву економічної діяльності в сфері підприємництва України. Розкрито суть поняття „тіньова економіка”, проаналізовано сучасний стан тіньової економіки в Україні. Дослідження підтверджують, що сучасна
тіньова економіка має широкомасштабний характер упровадження в усі сфери економічної діяльності. Розглянуто наявні методи розрахунку рівня
тіньової економіки та виявлено її вплив на економіку України.
Ключові слова: тіньова економіка, види тіньової
діяльності, рівень тінізації, тіньовий сектор, методи
оцінки рівня тінізації, детінізація економіки.
Спорняк С. А., Хрипун Т. В. Современное состояние теневой экономики в Украине
В статье исследовались виды и формы проявления экономической деятельности в сфере предпринимательства Украины. Раскрыта суть понятия «теневая экономика», проанализировано современное
состояние теневой экономики в Украине. Исследования подтверждают, что современная теневая экономика имеет широкомасштабный характер внедрения во все сферы экономической деятельности. Рассмотрены существующие методы расчета уровня теневой экономики и выявлены ее влияние на экономику Украины.
Ключевые слова: теневая экономика, виды теневой
деятельности, уровень тенизации, теневой сектор, методы оценки уровня тенизации, детенизация экономики.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AS A TOOL FOR RISK MANAGEMENT
Introduction. During the economic crisis the
economy of every country is not stable. It is particularly
difficult to operate for enterprises. The uncertainty and
instability of the economy do not allow to plan the future.
In the economic activity of every enterprise there are
plenty of investment projects. Nowadays the demand for
investment resources is higher than its supply. That is
why in order to get investment resources, the project
must be profitable. Every investment project can be
exposed to variable factors, which can affect the
profitability. To define the impact of the variable factors
on the profitability of the project, decision makers use
sensitivity analysis as a tool for risk management.
Sensitivity analysis is a practical way of showing
the effects of uncertainty by varying the values of the
key factors and showing the resulting effect on the
project. The objective of this analysis is to establish which
of the factors affect the project most. In other words
sensitivity analysis helps to indicate why a project might
fail. But not always sensitivity analysis defines the factors
which can impact on the viability of the project.
The research object is sensitivity analysis as an
effective tool for decision-makers in risk management.
The subject of this study is the level of efficiency
of the sensitivity analysis application in different spheres
of the economy.
The purpose of this study is to find out how
efficient sensitivity analysis is in different spheres of the
economy and to identify the advantages and disadvantages
of application of sensitivity analysis.
The sensitivity analysis application in different
spheres of the economy has been described by many
scientists, such as J. Arnold [1], D. Cadman [2], C. Drury
[3], T. Lucey [4], H. Marshall [5], D. Pannell [6].
Theoretical framework. The application of
sensitivity analysis has been grouped by Pannell into four
main categories [6]: decision making or development of
recommendations for decision makers, communication,
increased understanding or quantification of the system,
and model development (Tab. 1).
When sensitivity analysis is used, first of all it is
necessary to define variable parameters to which the key
parameter is the most sensitive. If parameters are uncertain,
sensitivity analysis can give such information as [6]:
1. How robust the optimal solution is in the face of
different parameter values (use 1.1 from Tab. 1);
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

2. Under what circumstances the optimal solution
would change (uses 1.2, 1.3, 1.5);
3. How the optimal solution changes in different
circumstances (use 3.1);
4. How much worse off the decision makers would
be if they ignored the changed circumstances and stayed
with the original optimal strategy or some other strategy
(uses 1.4, 1.6).
After doing this analysis the decision maker can make
the best decision. The higher the level of the sensitivity to
the factors of environment is, the riskier is the project. If
there is no uncertainty about parameters sensitivity analysis
can be used to check the profitability of the project and its
value in the future. Sensitivity analysis can be used to assess
the “riskiness” of a strategy or scenario (use 1.7). It is
also possible to explicitly represent the trade-off between
risk and benefit within the model [6].
Thus, it can be said that sensitivity analysis is a
universal tool for risk management which helps decision
makers to take a right decision and to assess the level of
risk. When the level of risk is assessed, it will be easier
to prepare for “what if” question and to avoid a negative
consequences. For investors it helps to forecast the future
of the viability of the project.
Results. Sensitivity analysis can be successfully used
in the engineering economics. It can be shown by means
of research made by Marshall [5]. This research reveals
the following: when the certain equipment should be
installed, the investor can choose the most profitable variant.
According to Marshall’s research, sensitivity of the
net savings to the time is estimated. Initial conditions for
research are: there is an old heating system, which must
be replaced by the new one. There are 2 variations: highefficiency gas heating system and low-efficiency gas
heating system. The owner’s task is to choose one of
the most effective heating systems, more than that not
to waste his savings. Marshall assessed the level of
sensitivity of net savings to the time. The results of
research can be seen in fig. 1.
According to fig. 1, Marshall made the conclusion
that the low-efficiency gas heating system can be profitable
only in case the owner is planning to hold the house up to
9 years. If he is planning to hold the house more than 9
years, then high-efficiency gas heating system will be more
effective [5]. Thus, net savings are sensitive to uncertainty
of how long the owner is planning to hold the house.
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Table 1
Uses of sensitivity analysis [6]

1.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

Decision Making or Development of Recommendations for Decision Makers
Testing the robustness of an optimal solution
Identifying critical values, thresholds or break-even values where the optimal strategy changes
Identifying sensitive or important variables
Investigating sub-optimal solutions
Developing flexible recommendations which depend on circumstances.
Comparing the values of simple and complex decision strategies
Assessing the "riskiness" of a strategy or scenario

2.
2.1
2.2
2.3

Communication
Making recommendations more credible, understandable, compelling or persuasive
Allowing decision makers to select assumptions
Conveying lack of commitment to any single strategy

3.
3.1
3.2
3.3

Increased Understanding or Quantification of the System
Estimating relationships between input and output variables
Understanding relationships between input and output variables
Developing hypotheses for testing

4.
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

Model Development
Testing the model for validity or accuracy
Searching for errors in the model
Simplifying the model
Calibrating the model
Coping with poor or missing data.
Prioritising acquisition of information

Fig. 1. Sensitivity of net savings to time [5]
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity of the adjusted internal rate of return to variations in uncertain variables [5]

Analyzing the advantages of this example it can be
said that sensitivity analysis helps a decision maker to
choose the most profitable variant. The disadvantage of
this analysis is the ignoring of the level of progress in the
production of heating system.
To conclude, the application of sensitivity analysis
in this case was quite effective. But if the owner should
decide immediately which heating system must be
installed and he does not know how long he is planning
to hold the house, the application of sensitivity analysis
will be not efficient.
Sensitivity analysis is used in economics to show
the profitability of the investment of the future and the
factors which can impact on the profitability. The next
example where sensitivity analysis can be used is
commercial building investment. According to the
research of Marshall the main task is to identify the level
of sensitivity of AIRR to the following variables [5]:
1. Project life (PL);
2. Reinvestment rate (RR);
3. Operation, maintenance and replacement costs
(OM&R).
The results of his research can be seen in fig. 2.
The conclusion was the following: the change of
OM&R by 1% can impact on AIRR more than the
change of RR and PL by 1%. At the same time the
change of RR by 1% can impact on AIRR more than
the change of PL by 1%. Thus, the less the slope of
OM&R, RR and PL, the more sensitive AIRR is to
these variables [5].
The advantages of the sensitivity analysis application
in this project are:
1. Sensitivity analysis is an excellent technique which
helps to anticipate negative consequences on the project,
to defend it and to prepare for “what if” question;
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

2. Sensitivity analysis can be used on any measure
on project worth;
3. Sensitivity analysis enables to show the measure
of response on the most sensitive variables.
Thus, it can be seen from this example during
sensitivity analysis, variable parameters were found that
can affect the profitability of the project. That is why it
is not difficult to predict the best and the worst forecast
in case some variable parameters are changed.
The financial and economic benefit-cost analysis
of water supply projects (WSPs) is based on the forecast
of quantifiable variables such as demand, costs, water,
availability and benefits [7]. The effect of the likely
changes on the viability of the WSPs was researched by
the Asian Development Bank.
The variable parameters which can have impact on
the profitability and the viability of the project most can
be seen in table 2.
According to the calculations in the research it can
be revealed that IRR is the most sensitive to investment
costs. When investment costs change by 1%, then the
key parameter changes by 13.3% [7].
There are some advantages of the application of
sensitivity analysis:
1. Sensitivity analysis can be used when there is
little time for more sophisticated technique;
2. Sensitivity analysis shows the effect of variable
factors on project outcome.
However there is one disadvantage: a lot of
calculations have been done which make this analysis
more complicated.
In this project the great amount of variable
parameters was taken into consideration. It was defined
that some of them can negatively impact on the viability
of the project. In this case sensitivity analysis helped to
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Table 2
Variables in water supply projects to be considered in sensitivity analysis [7]
Possible Key Variables
Water Demand

Investment Costs
(Economic & Financial)

O&M Costs

Financial Revenues

Economic Benefits
Cost Recovery

Quantifiable Variables
• Population growth
• Achieved Coverage
• Household Consumption
• Non Domestic Consumption
• Unaccounted for Water
• Water Demand
• Construction Period
• Real Price
• Conversion Factors
• Personnel Costs (wages/No. of stuff, etc.)
• Cost of Energy
• Cost of Maintenance
• Efficiency of Utility
• Quantity of Water Consumed
• Service Level
• Income From Connection Fees
• Water Demand
• Resource Costs Savings
• Water Tariffs
• Subsidies

Underlying Variables
• Price Elasticity
• Income Elasticity

• Water Tariffs
• Willingness to Pay

Fig. 3. The allocation of land to production of each of the four products [6]

find out how the profit will be changed if some variable
parameters are changed.
Sensitivity analysis can be successfully used in
agricultural economics. It can be shown by means of
research made by Pannell [6]. This research presents an

optimal allocation of land to production of the four
products in which the entrepreneur will maximize his
profit. Sensitivity of the price of wheat to the distribution
of areas under crops is assessed in the research. There
are some variable parameters:
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1. Wheat grain;
2. Lupin grain;
3. Pea grain;
4. Wool production.
According to Pannell’s research sensitivity of the
price of wheat to the variable parameters can be seen in
fig. 3.
This graph reveals that the main effect of increasing
of wheat price is to increase wheat production at the
expense of wool. There are also smaller changes in the
production of lupin grain and pea grain. According to
fig. 3, the function of the wheat production is inversely
proportional to the function of wool production. It
denominates that the lesser slope of wool production
function, the more sensitive is the price of wheat to this
variable.
In the application of sensitivity analysis in this case
there are some disadvantages:
1. Sensitivity analysis does not include the demand
for product;
2. Sensitivity analysis does not include some
unfavorable weather conditions for the growth of grain.
Thus, in this project, where sensitivity analysis was
used, some factors were not taken into consideration.
Such a factor as weather conditions can affect the yield
most. That is why it is essential to analyze the group of
factors which will impact on the yield.
Conclusion. It is necessary to admit that decisionmaking as to any project implementation is impossible
without assessing possible threats and risks that can affect
the profitability of the project in the future. In order to
predict the conduct of the projects in the future it is
necessary to analyze the group of factors which can affect
the project. However, the effect of variable factors on the
investment project can vary, because of which it is difficult
to forecast the profitability of the project accurately.
As it can be seen from the examples mentioned
above, sensitivity analysis can be used in different spheres
of the economy. In this paper several examples were
regarded in which the practical application of sensitivity
analysis in the real economy was shown. The efficiency
of this analysis was defined in each project. Some projects
where sensitivity analysis is the most efficient are the
following: commercial building investment and water
supply projects. This is explained by the fact that the great
amount of factors which can affect the project were taken
into consideration. In other projects which were presented
in this paper the level of effectiveness is moderate, because
not all factors can be taken into consideration.
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Khomenko Y. V., Poddubnaya O. A. Sensitivity
Analysis as a Tool for Risk Management
This article deals with the topic of how efficient
sensitivity analysis is in different spheres of the economy.
This analysis is a universal tool for risk management in
application for any projects. In this paper some investment
projects from the different spheres of the economy are
compared, the efficiency of application of sensitivity
analysis in projects mentioned above is defined, the
advantages and disadvantages are described.
Key words: sensitivity analysis, net savings, key
parameter, variable parameter, internal rate of return.
Хоменко Я. В., Піддубна О. А. Аналіз чутливості як інструмент управління ризиками
У статті розглянуто застосування аналізу чутливості
в різних сферах економіки й виявлено ступінь ефективності його використання. Проведено порівняння кількох
інвестиційних проектів, виявлено ступінь ефективності
застосування аналізу чутливості в цих проектах, а також
проаналізовано переваги і недоліки аналізу.
Ключові слова: аналіз чутливості, чисті
заощадження, ключовий параметр, змінний параметр,
внутрішня норма прибутковості.
Хоменко Я. В., Поддубная О. А. Анализ чувствительности как инструмент управления рисками
В статье рассмотрено применение анализа чувствительности в различных сферах экономики и выявлена степень эффективности его использования.
Проведено сравнение нескольких инвестиционных
проектов, выявлена степень эффективности применения анализа чувствительности в данных проектах, а
также проанализированы преимущества и недостатки
данного анализа.
Ключевые слова: анализ чувствительности, чистые сбережения, ключевой параметр, переменный параметр, внутренняя норма доходности.
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WAYS TO REVEAL THE SOURCES OF DECREASE IN EQUIPMENT USE EFFICIENCY
Statement of problem. At present the insufficient
attention is given to complex research for the decision of
problems of enterprise activity efficiency increase through
perfection of equipment condition management
techniques. These questions are especially actual for the
enterprises of machine-building and metallurgical
complexes. As activity of the enterprises of these branches
defines rates of scientific and technical progress both in
them, and in other branches of a national economy.
And after all formaintenance of stability of
production, it is necessary to maintain effectively the
equipment and not to suppose situations of occurrence
of losses.
Losses — the direct or indirect actions arising in
the process of manufacture which involve time or other
kinds of expenses, without addition of value to a product.
For minimization of losses industrial and auxiliary
processes should be organized in the optimum image,
i.e. it is necessary to make a quality product at the
minimum expenses and in time demanded by the
consumer.
Efficiency of the equipment use — the basic
indicator of system directed on manufacture improvement
through approach improvement to management of an
equipment condition.
It is recommended to begin activity with definition
of size of an indicator of efficiency of use of the
equipment on carrying out of improvements. This simple
indicator does not reflect sources of losses but shows
how much effectively or inefficiently the equipment is
used. Practice shows that in calculation of the given
indicator its value does not exceed 40 — 60 % for discrete
manufacture, and 50 — 75 % for automatic manufacture.
At the same time at the world leading enterprises these
indicators are over 85 % and over 95 % accordingly [1].
Use of the given problem in publications
The given problem was considered in the works of
many scientific — economists, such as: Akberdin R. Z,
Akberdina R. A, Bazhenov G. E, Vladzievskij A. P.,
Vlasov B. V, Ivut R. B., Kolegaev R. M, Kennedy R,
Matstsa L, Fedina S. J., Burashnikov A. J.,
Pshennikov V. V., OrlovА. П., Petukhov R. М.,
Jakobas V. A., Yakobson M. O., Jakovlev A. I., etc.
In the works of Kennedy R, Matstsa L, the correct
organization of the control system of equipment condition

is considered as the basic component of the effectively
functioning enterprise [2].
For the achievement of the maximum level of
efficiency it is necessary to rebuild the standard way of
the equipment work organization. Fedina S. J.,
Burashnikov A. J. focus their attention on it, they say
that the best control system of an equipment condition
“…is the system of constant action intended for work
quality measurement and acceptance of measures to
perfect the processes. It is directed on the maintenance
of the continuous production quality improvement, the
condition of the equipment and personnel development”
[3]. Pshennikov V. V in his articles defines that the
purpose of equipment condition management is a creation
of the enterprise which constantly aims at maximum
limiting and complex increase of production system
efficiency. The means of achievement of the purpose is
the creation of the mechanism which, covering directly
workplaces is focused on prevention of all kinds of losses
(“zero of accidents”, “zero of breakages”, “zero of
defects”) throughout all life cycle of industrial system.
For purpose achievement all divisions are used: design,
commercial, administrative, but, first of all, industrial [1].
The control system of service and equipment repair
is one of the most difficult areas of a control system of
manufacture. Maintenance service throughout long time
was considered as the minor function demanding
expenses. It was traditionally connected with elimination
of malfunctions and repair of the equipment subject to
deterioration and ageing. However nowadays it becomes
obvious that efficient control maintenance service and
repair is an important factor in increase of enterprise
competitiveness. The control system of service and
equipment repair is directed on equipment maintenance
in an efficient condition and prevention of its unexpected
exit out of operation [4]. Maintenance service can’t simply
accompany the manufacture, it is its integral requirement.
Its connection with the level of equipment use efficiency
is a question of the common strategy at the top
management level.
Purpose of article — to analyze the possible
reasons of equipment use efficiency reduction.
Statement of the basic material.
Necessity to maintenance the stability of
manufacture and decrease in losses at every possible
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failures at the expense of perfection of system of
maintenance service of the equipment was and remains
one of the actual problems at the industrial enterprises of
Ukraine.
Usually equipment use efficiency is identified with
productivity, namely quantity of products which can be
made a unit of equipment for a certaintime interval. But
productivity does not show quantity of qualitative details
in total made and what is more, does not show the
effectiveness of the equipment use efficiency.
While measuring the equipment use efficiency it is
necessary to consider the indicators: productivity and
readiness of the equipment, quality of the products
manufactured and the cost price formed by equipment
operation. As a result, it is generally possible to present
the equipment use efficiency as the following:
(1)
E = f ( R , P , Q, С )
Where E — efficiency of use of the equipment;
R — an indicator of readiness of the equipment to
output;
P — an indicator of productivity of output;
Q — an indicator of quality of let out production;
C — an indicator of the cost price of production

generated under the influence of operation of the
equipment.
The conceptual model of the equipment use
efficiency indicator is presented in fig. 1.
Let’s consider the components:
Indicator of the equipment productivity — the
comparative characteristic showing a proportion of actual
productivity of the equipment to planned productivity of
the equipment.
Productivity of the equipment — an indicator which
is as the relation of the manufactured products quantity
to a time interval demanded for its release (fig. 2).
In general productivity can be presented as:
П=

Q
tq

(2)

Where Q — quantity of manufactured products;

t q — Time, demanded for release of K production
piece.
Theoretical level of output productivity:
П=

1
t +t
+t
o s.e. p

(3)
Non-documented stops

Productivity
indicator

Work without optimum
modes
Planned stops

Readiness
indicator
Equipment use
efficiency
Indicator

Stops onreadjustment

Documented off-schedule
stops
Defects and alterations

Quality indicator

Losses during equipment
start
Losses on weight or volume

Energy losses

Cost price
indicator
Losses of resources on
service

Fig. 1. Conceptual model of the equipment use efficiency indicator
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t o — The operational time demanded for
manufacturing of one piece of production;

comparative characteristic showing proportion of
qualitative products quantity to the total quantity of the
manufactured products.

t s.e. — Downtime of the equipment, necessary for

Q=

service of the equipment;

t p — The auxiliary time demanded for manufacture
of one piece of production;
Indicator of equipment readiness — an indicator
comparing time of the products manufacturing and
nominal time of products output.

R=

t pr − t d
(4)

t pr

Where t d — general time of downtimes;

t d = t s + t ns + t a

(5)

t s — Time of the planned stops;
t ns — Time of not planned stops;
t a — Time of starting-up and adjustment works;
Indicator of manufactured products quality — the

Qp

(6)

Where Qf — Quantity of qualitative products;
Q p — Total quantity of of the manufactured
products.
Indicator of the cost price of production generated
under the influence of equipment operation — a
comparative characteristic showing proportion of the
actual cost price to the planned cost price.

C=

t pr — Necessary industrial time.

Qf

Cf
Cp

(7)

Where C f — The actual cost price of the
manufactured products, generated by work of the
equipment;
Cp — The planned cost price of products generated
by work of the equipment.
The reasons of equipment readiness indicator
reduction:
Breakages of machine tools and mechanisms reduce
readiness of the equipment. Breakages — one of the most
frequent causes of equipment failures. The equipment

Fig. 2. Graphic representation of equipment use efficiency indicators
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consists of a considerable quantity of knots and
mechanisms which can fail, than will put out of action
all equipment. But it is necessary to remember that signs
of that the equipment can fail, appear long before
equipment failure;
Readjustment. The component of the readjustment
process: dismantle/installation of equipment, clearing of
elements of the equipment, adjustment and check of
functioning of the equipment etc., including time for
search of tools and adaptations;
Replacement of the cutting tools. Replacement of
the tool, which lost the working properties leads to not
planned stops of the equipment, i.e. to idle times;
Losses at equipment start. Include expenses of time
for initial start-up of the equipment till the moment of
quality output;
Stops of the equipment which are not provided by
the industrial schedule.Time of carrying out of meetings,
time of repair work, time of unforeseen breaks here enter.
The account of equipment stop duration in such
cases helps to develop the way, allowing to eliminate
losses and simultaneously to carry out corresponding
actions.
The reasons of productivity indicator decrease:
Violation of processing speed — the equipment
works not on optimum modes. Decrease in modes of
processing reduces quantity of the made units of
production. And overestimate — to premature refusals
of the equipment and as consequence holding time
increase;
Short-term stop of the equipment — equipment
downtime caused by infringement of electric energy
supply, pressure of pneumo- or hydro systems. They
can last even some seconds once and be insignificant.
But it is necessary to measure them as it leads to losses
of productivity and decrease of products output volume.
The reasons of decrease in indicator of
manufactured products quality:
Alteration and defects. One of widespread versions
of losses are defects of quality. Defects can be amendable
and un amendable. In case of amendable defect it is
necessary to alter a product and the losses increase a
hundred percent;
Losses at equipment start. Many kinds of equipment
need certain time for entering into a normal operating
mode. The start of not properly adjusted machine tools
leads to the defects, that is why operators should establish
the necessary modes.
The reasons of cost price indicator decrease:
Energy losses. These losses can arise because of
uncontrollable deterioration of working elements of the
equipment, and not only material, but also moral. I.e.
refusal of power saving up technologies use reduces
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

efficiency of use of the equipment. Cost of energy sources
is a considerable part of the general production costs, so
decrease in actual use of energy will lead to increase.
Losses of different kinds of energy or energy sources,
for example, electric energy, fuel, steam, hot air or water
are united. As the cost of electric energy, fuel and other
kinds of energy carriers makes a considerable part of the
general costs, the companies are interested in reduction
of energy losses. Idle use of energy reduces the
equipment use efficiency;
Losses of resources on service. Non-correct
organization of maintenance service, non-perfect methods
of service, non-sufficient qualification or low level of
personnel motivation are sources of the given kinds of
losses. Both too frequent and rare repairs, not on an
equipment condition, but under the schedule, cause
additional expenses of time and finance. That raises the
cost price of the manufactured products because of
additional spare parts, materials use and increase of service
work labor content.
On the basis of the stated above it is possible to
make the following conclusions:
1) To increase the degree of available equipment
use efficiency it is necessary to reduce all kinds of losses.
2) The offered conceptual model will help to analyze
the reasons of decrease in equipment efficiency indicator.
3) Use of optimal equipment management system
allows to raise equipment use efficiency and reduce all
possible losses.
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Momot A. I., Samoilov P. I. Ways to Reveal the
Sources of Decrease in Equipment Use Efficiency
The conceptual sample piece of efficiency index of
equipment use the which reflects possibility of work
complex assessment of the equipment at which such
indexes of use as, readiness, capacity, exhausted articles
quality, the cost price are considered is offered. The
possible reasons of efficiency index abbreviation of
equipment use the are considered. Possible aspects of
losses which arise at equipment maintenance are
considered. Indexes of equipment use efficiency are
graphically presented.
Key words: efficiency, equipment use, efficiency
indexes, loss, conceptual sample piece,estimation.
Момот А. І., Самойлов П. І. Шляхи виявлення джерел зниження ефективності використання обладнання
У статті запропановано концептуальну модель
показника ефективності використання обладнання,
яка відбиває можливість комплексної оцінки роботи
обладнання, коли враховано такі показники викори-

стання, як готовність, продуктивність, якість виробів,
що випускаються, собівартість. Розглянуто можливі
причини скорочення показника ефективності використання обладнання, можливі види втрат, які виникають під час експлуатації обладнання. Графічно представлено показники ефективності використання обладнання.
Ключові слова: ефективність, використання
обладнання, показники ефективності, втрати, концептуальна модель, оцінка.
Момот А. И., Самойлов П. И. Пути выявления источников снижения эффективности использования оборудования
В статье предложена концептуальная модель показателя эффективности использования оборудования,
которая отражает возможность комплексной оценки
работы оборудования, при которой учитываются такие показатели использования, как готовность, производительность, качество выпускаемых изделий, себестоимость. Рассмотрены возможные причины сокращения показателя эффективности использования
оборудования, рассмотрены возможные виды потерь,
которые возникают при эксплуатации оборудования.
Графически представлены показатели эффективности
использования оборудования.
Ключевые слова: эффективность, использование
оборудования, показатели эффективности, потери,
концептуальная модель, оценка.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE POWER IN UKRAINE AS THE MECHANISM
OF THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMY
Problem statement. The economy of Ukraine has
reached critical level of power consumption, the prices
for energy carriers are unstable, there are problems with
gas transit to the east Europe which, in its turn, is reflected
in competitiveness of production. Besides, the out-ofdate equipment of the atomic power station, a state district
power station, thermal plant does not correspond to the
international requirements of ecological safety. So, in 2007
power consumption of gross national product in Ukraine
has made 0,89 kg of conditional fuel for 1 dollar which
is the highest rate among the countries of Europe (fig. 1).
Energy consumption for a gross national product unit in
Ukraine is in 8 times more than in the USA. At the same
time energy production per capita in Ukraine in 30-35%
lower, than in the Russian Federation, and in 65-70%
less, than in the USA and Canada. It testifies that, on the
one hand, there is an enormous power inefficiency, on
the other hand- energy underproduction.
The general technological way of the Ukrainian
economy predetermine considerable final consumption
of primary power resources. So, in 2006 Ukraine used
207 million t. coal fuel. That three times exceeds an
average index for the countries forming a kernel of the
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European Union (EU-10) [1]. And power consumption
of gross national product made 0,5 kg coal fuel. On
production on 1 US dollar, while in the world — only
0,2 kg/1 of US dollar of gross national product [2, p. 20].
In Ukraine in 2009 renewed sources were used for
reception only 1% of the general energy of the country.
According to the Intergovernmental commission of
experts on climate change (IPCC) renewed energy
sources can provide up to 77% of world requirements
for power by the middle of current century [4].
The aspects set forth above testify that the
alternative power in Ukraine is not a priority at present.
Against a budgeted deficit and the other actual economic
problems, the alternative power should become the major
object of the state policy. Thereupon there is a necessity
for research and a substantiation of alternative technologies
in power sector.
The analysis of scientific researches and
publications. Various aspects of native and foreign power
savings in Ukraine are considered in works of domestic
scientists. The considerable contribution to working out
of problems connected with the power savings mechanism
in Ukraine has made V. Mamalyga [2], М. Krasnyansky

Fig. 1. The comparative data of power consumption of gross national product of the global
by 2030, kg. at. T./US dollar
Source: [3]
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has considered perspective directions in the sphere of
power savings of the leading countries of the world [5].
S.Yermilova has educed power problems of Ukraine [6],
etc. However, for today, there is no complex research of
power saving technologies use in Ukraine.
The purpose of the given work is the substantiating
of necessity of use of alternative kinds of energy in Ukraine,
definiting of ways of their financing and influence of the
state on power development of the country.
General content. In 1994 the Law of Ukraine
“About power savings” has adopted. According to the law
in 1995 the State committee was formed, and in 1997 the
Government program was accepted. The Cabinet was
involved in work, decisions were accepted, legislation
work was conducted. However, essential motions in power
consumption decrease has not occurred, and internal power
resources could not replace import [7]. Since 1990 till
2005 the expense of personal consumption of gas increased
from 8,2 billion cubic metre to 17,5 billion whereas in the
industry there was a decrease.
On this background the alternative power in Ukraine
developed extremely slowly. By the beginning of 2010
following indicators of capacity on alternative sources were
planned: wind power — 2000 МW, micro-hydroelectric
power station — 590 МW, solar energy — 96,5 МW, small
thermal power stations working on a biomass — to 410
МВт, biogas reception — to 5 billion cubic metre a year.
However, there was a backlog on all planned indicators, for
example, the capacity indicator of wind-driven electric power
station reached 9% of the forecasted rate.
At present about half of investments into electric power
industry goes to renewed energy sources, i.e. sun energy,
wind, oceanic currents, rivers, biomass, and also geothermal
energy. Investments into these kinds of energy, according
to the experts IPCC, will make $1,36 — 5,1 trillion 2010 —
2020 and $1,5 — 7,2 trillion in 2012 — 2030.
According to the majority of the offered scenarios
development of renewed power by 2050 can increase in
3-20 time thanks to a combination from gradual
depreciation of the majority of technologies in this sphere,
a purposeful state policy, scientific researches and
considerable investments. Despite global financial shocks
of 2009 all kinds of renewed power have expanded. Most
actively developed a site of solar power (its development
has increased more than twice, in 53%) and wind (30%).
The technologies using various kinds of biofuel have the
most long-term potential of growth, then there is an
energy of the sun and wind. Experts are assumed that
active transition to kinds of renewed energy will allow to
lower emissions of hotbed gases by 2050 (at the most
optimistic variant — almost in a third, or in an equivalent
to 560 gigaton), and in more remote prospect it is enough
to provide energy needs of the world [8].
According to the State target program of power
efficiency increase for 2010 — 2015, consumption of natural
gas by 2014 should be lowered in 6%, to 29% from the
general consumption of fuel and energy resources. At the
same time, consumption of coal which was traditionally

big, will grow by 2014 only on 1%, to 24%, and new
alternative energy sources will still occupy an insignificant
share in the general structure of consumption of power
resources — 6%. Principal causes of low efficiency of
power sector are cut prices, presence of subsidising and
insufficient investment, and also absolutely formalistic
approach of the state to development of power branch.
There are various estimations concerning what
volume of investments is necessary for putting annually in
power. By estimations of World Bank, the minimum
investments into power should make 3% of gross national
product of the country annually. For Ukraine is about 28 —
30 billion hrn. In particular, on 8 — 9 billion hrn. It is
necessary to put in gas-transport system, in modernisation
of existing actives and power efficiency, about 3 — 4
billion hrn. — in power supply system reconstruction.
Experts predict that in 2011 to Ukraine will come
only direct foreign investments for the sum about $7 billion.
Besides, during the current year structural changes in direct
foreign investments of Ukraine are expected. If in 2010
60% of investments out of $6.5 billion FDI were left in
bank and financial sector of economy, in 2011 the financial
sector will receive about 30% of investments, other volume
will be redistributed between other sectors of economy.
In particular, direct foreign investments into power are
assumed at level $0.5 — 0.6 billion [9].
The state policy in sphere of development of
alternative power includes working out of “green” tariffs
and system of the preferential taxation [10]. The share
of manufacture of energy by means of alternative
renewed sources all over the world is equal to 3%. At
present all developed countries began to finance actively
working out and introduction of progressive technologies
in alternative power. Still 20 years ago, cost of kw of the
developed electricity and alternative differed in the
traditional way in 10 times [11] whereas now this indicator
has decreased to 2. It has occurred thanks to scientific
and technical progress and support of the governments
of the developed countries. It is planned that in 5 years
cost of watt of the electric power which is received in
the traditional way, will be equal at the price of alternative
energy. More often investment projects in following areas
of alternative power are realised: wind power, geothermal
factories, water-power engineering, tidal energy,
Cost of kw/year for each separate kind of the electric
power made from alternative sources, monthly is
established by the National commission of regulation of
electric power industry of Ukraine (NCEU). The size of
the “green” tariff pays off under the formula: the retail
tariff established for consumers of the second class (i.e.
legal bodies), increased by “green” factor. And in its turn
it is established “individually”: depending on volume of
investments which are necessary for power station
building. The highest — 4,4 — 4,6 (505,09 copeck for
kw/year, according to February, 2011) established for
objects of solar power which are the most capitalintensive. In wind power — 1,2 — 2,1 (122,77 copeck
for kw/year). The electric power made by stations which
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work on a biomass, pays off on factor 2,3 (134,46
copeck for kw/year). The lowest factor — 0,8 — at
small hydroelectric power stations (84,18 copeck For
kw/year). Energy of biogas [12]. For comparison, in
August, 2011 the price for the electric power for
consumers of 1 class makes 63,31 copecks for kw/month,
and for consumers of 2 classes — 83,56 copecks for
kw/month which will make 759,72 copecks for kw/year
and 1002,72 copeck for kw/year [13]. Thus, it is visible
that replacement of traditional fuel resources with “pure”
and cheap energy sources is economically expedient. And,
nevertheless, for successful realisation of such projects,
more active participation of the state in maintenance of
conditions necessary for it is required.
In the countries of the western Europe where
development of alternative power is given a close
attention, in the state budget the item of expenses in
projects financing on manufacture of non-polluting energy
and various kinds of biofuel is put. It is connected with
features of “green” projects. There are no certain
investment templates and schemes. Each project is
individual and possesses set of specific differences from
each other, since the size and type of object and finishing
regional and economic conditions of that environment
where the project will be realised.
Not every each project of alternative power is
capable to involve investments into the quantity necessary
for its realisation. Investors prefer to finance projects
with the help of which it is possible to get in a
consequence stable profit in a foreign market, thus to
enclose the minimum quantity of means that can be
provided by only state privileges and special tariffs. The
projects of the alternative power directed on economy
of internal power resources of separately taken
enterprise, are less claimed at external investors. Such
projects should be financed from own means, and without
the aid of the state in this case it is difficult to manage.
Besides, the profit from such projects is stretched in time
that pushes away potential investors. In each country
there are features of realisation of such projects. It should
be noticed that the policy of the state in this question is
defining, and in the countries where traditional power
resources are available, process of transition to alternative
energy sources goes slowly.
The tightening of realisation of power saving up
actions causes a considerable economic damage to the
enterprises and is reflected in the general social and
economic and ecological situation in the country. As the
further growth of costs in the industry and other branches
of a national economy is accompanied by growing
deficiency of financial resources that detains updating of
industrial base of the enterprise according to achievements
of scientifically — technical progress. To prevent financial
losses information of power saving actions it is necessary
to work ot and improve programs efficiency estimation
methods of the power savings considering multi-variant
approach of use of investments sources, intended for their
realisation is required. Reduction of a power component
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

in production costs will allow to receive additional means
for maintenance of comprehensible level of moral and
physical deterioration of the technical equipment [4, p. 128].
At present a set of methods directed on power
savings. Such methods can be: improvement of plants
and heating mains, introduction of new technologies,
thermal energy recycling, use of renewed energy
sources. From all energy consumed in a life the big share
— 79% goes on heating of premises, 15% of energy are
spent for thermal processes (water heating, cooking etc.),
5% of energy consume electric home appliances and 1%
of energy are spent for illumination, radio and the
television devices. Experts assert that change of our own
habits and use of modern appliances will allow saving to
40% of the electric power.
There are some ways of power saving up
technologies in the industry: use of the equipment working
on a cheap, alternative energy source; increase of
efficiency of power installations;
Minimisation of losses of energy in the course of
transportation from the unit developing such energy to
object of consumption (to heat exchangers etc.), however,
the most essential is now household power savings (power
savings in a life), and also power savings in housing and
communal services sphere. We will consider the basic
methods of power savings in housing and communal
services.
The sector of multiroom habitation is considered
one of the most problem areas, as for economy of energy.
2/3 to 3/4 general consumptions of energy in housing
sector is supplied by hot water and heating. Major factors
which influence requirement for heating, is climate, sizes
of the heated areas, quality of an external skeleton of a
building, heating system etc. The majority of apartment
houses do not meet modern requirements power- and
resource saving as they are constructed taking into
account old building norms.
The power savings in an apartment house are first
of all reduction of losses of heat at the expense of
warming of floors, walls, ceilings. Also here it is possible
to carry change of system of heating which inefficiently
spends energy, in such which will optimum spend energy,
without violating thus comfortable conditions of residing.
In an arsenal of alternative power there are many
tools and sources ( wind power, solar batteries, a biomass,
thermal accumulators, water-power engineering, use of
thermal sources, seismic activity of the earth and energy
of waters), but, besides traditional methods of extraction
of energy, there are also other perspective directions
united in concept of alternative power. First of all, it
concerns those methods of reception of energy which
have the minimum risk of negative influence on ecology.
As a solution of a problem of stage-by-stage
introduction of alternative power in housing and
communal services sphere it is possible to offer the
following: to book power audit which will give an overall
picture of losses of heat in the house and will reveal the
weak places needing the decision, and already after that
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it will be possible to start the decision of these problems,
to choose a variant most suitable to this or that house; to
develop formation in area power- and cost-effective use
of resources; to reduce energy consumption while in
service houses; to form power- and resource-saving
behaviour of tenants of the house; to develop perspective
directions of building of the house and habitation
operation; everywhere to measure consumption of
municipal resources; to equip with water supply systems
(cold and hot), water drains, gas supply, the device of
water pumpings, boiler rooms, to warm apartment
houses (works on improvement of heat-shielding
properties of protecting designs, the device of external
platforms, window fillings with a threefold glass cover),
but unfortunately, in apartment houses warming possibility
of outside separately taken wall is absent, therefore occurs
warming from within; to establish the all house devices
of the account of the expense of cold and hot water,
thermal energy on hot water supply and heating) and
room devices of the account of cold and hot water;
persistently to introduce ресурсосберегающие the
technologies, new materials, devices of the account of
cold and hot water, thermal energy etc.
Obstacle to introduction of power saving up
technologies is restraint of growth of tariffs for the
population on separate kinds of resources (the electric
power, gas), absence of means at the housing and
communal services enterprises on realisation of power
saving up programs, and also absence of mass household
culture of power savings.
In Ukraine distribution was received by practice of
reconstruction of existing buildings, installation of system
of power savings, for example industrial cases and
existing administrative or premises, under modern office
or shopping centres, allowing to use the existing areas
more effectively. Often similar premises do not
correspond to operating sanitary specifications, both
regarding maintenance of a necessary temperature mode,
and regarding air exchange. Owing to these it is necessary
to equip them with systems of a compulsory forced-air
and exhaust ventilation, and sometimes air-conditionings.
Unfortunately, installation listed above the equipment is
interfaced to certain increase in power consumption.
Generally, reconstruction can be and is not connected
with a reshaping of premises, and urged to solve a problem
of escalating of functionality of already existing office
premise, shop or hotel that, in turn, is interfaced also to
power consumption increase at the possibilities of the
bringing electric system limited, as a rule.
Conclusions. Without serious decision of problems
of power, it will be difficult for Ukraine to leave on a
way of steady economic growth, as the majority of the
industrial enterprises of the country are power-intensive,
and the electric power production technology are
ecologically not safe. Therefore, it is necessary to spend
an estimation of economic efficiency of use of alternative
energy sources in various branches for the purpose of
attraction of investments.
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Okaryachenko A. P. Development of Alternative
Power in Ukraine as the Mechanism of the
Sustainable Development of Economy
In article necessity of use of alternative kinds of energy
has been proved, the current situation in power of Ukraine
is resulted, legislation projects in this area are considered,
terms of financing and uses of alternative power in housing
and communal services sphere are defined.
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Окаряченко Г. П. Розвиток альтернативної
енергетики в Україні як механізму сталого розвитку економіки
У статті обґрунтовано необхідність використання
альтернативних видів енергії, наведено сучасний стан в
енергетиці України, розглянуто проекти законодавства в
цій галузі, визначено умови фінансування та використання альтернативної енергетики в сфері ЖКГ.
Ключові слова: альтернативні джерела енергії,
енергетика, фінансування, законодавство.
Окаряченко А. П. Развитие альтернативной
энергетики в Украине как механизм устойчивого развития экономики
В статье обоснована необходимость использования альтернативных видов энергии, приведена текущая ситуация в энергетике Украины, рассмотрены
проекты законодательства в этой области, определены условия финансирования и использования альтернативной энергетики в сфере ЖКХ.
Ключевые слова: альтернативные источники энергии, энергетика, финансирование, законодательство.
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RATING AND QUALITY AS FACTORS OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
IN HIGHER EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS
The overall regularity of modern science
development is increasingly accompanied by a union of
efforts and concentration of research on the problem of
human. In the new economic paradigm in the center of
the analysis of socio-economic development puts the
economy’s ability to effective qualitative and structural
changes that directly and immediately incorporated in the
person, human capital. The study of human as a living
resource of knowledge, creativity and energy with which
he transforms himself and the world was stands and will
be the central problem of world scientific thought [1,
p. 48]. Efforts to develop the theory of human capital,
was the works of T. Schultz, and G. Becker, the laureates
of Nobel Prize in Economics [2, p. 3].
Human resource management system will work
effectively only with the application of effective motivation
system. Effectively working person always interested in
what his personal contribution to the organization in which
he works. He assesses the results of his operations and
tries to understand how these results affect the goals that
the organization has set itself [4, p. 251]. In the western
system of higher education during the attestation the most
important significance is given to assessment of
qualifications of the University teaching staff [5].
Features of the development and implementation of
a rating system of teachers’ evaluation investigated by such
scientists as: Basalaeva O. G., Stepanov Y. S.,
Malikov T. S., Zagoruyko N. G., Vasilieva E. Ju. and others
[6; 7; 8; 9; 10]. Problems of evaluating the quality of
teaching activity are examined by the following scientists:
Seregin S. M., Romashkina G. F., Chemekov V. [11; 12;
13] and others. The presence of these works confirms
the actuality of the chosen research topic.
The aim is to consider the rating and quality as
factors in effective human resource management in higher
educational establishments, to justify the proposals for
building a system of rating and approaches to assessing
the quality of the teaching staff (TS) in Ukrainian
universities.
The criteria, most significantly affects the quality
of higher education include: staff quality, quality of
students, quality of infrastructure. Staff quality and
quality of educational programs in combination with
teaching and research, according to the terms of their
conformity to public demand, determine the academic
quality of education. Different universities in different
ways address the problem of staff quality, which depends
primarily on the quality of management [12, p. 84].
Klimovich L.A. distinguishes two extreme
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approaches to organization of internal control activities:
to control the largest possible number of indicators and
to monitor only those indicators that have the status of
accreditation. Universities tend to have control over some
of the averaged scheme. The question to be decided when
it was built — how many and which indicators will be
monitored. The answer to this question depends on the
complexity of the monitoring system to ensure the
adequacy of processes and control. The choice must be
made from a complete list of tasks which are solved by a
division [14, p. 73].
Most researchers now recognize that improving the
training and activities of the teaching staff is central to
quality management education. But evaluation of
quantitative and qualitative indicators of the teaching staff
is not the aim in itself. Information on indicators of quality
of teaching is needed in order to manage the maintenance
and increase teaching skills and see how the increment
of each teacher provides quality education, to assess the
contribution of each teacher to the achievement of high
school goals [6, p. 65].
Abankina I. V., Osovetskaya N. Y. pay attention to the
fact that an important indicator of activity is the ratio of
students and teachers. It describes the two sides of the
university: the quality and efficiency. A low value rate or
decreases the size of teachers’ salaries, which does not attract
qualified personnel, or payroll costs increased by reducing
the cost of development of the university, according to
conditions of providing the quality of education costs per
student are increased. In large meaning of the indicator can
not talk about achieving a high quality education, as it becomes
unlikely that the individual work of teachers with students
[15, p. 207]. In this case, the teacher can spend almost all
their time on training and testing tasks of the current controls
on individual work with students and effort to the detriment
of other kinds of work.
Kotlyarov I. D. notes that in calculating the
productivity of research activities (PRA) one should use
only those indicators that characterize this scientific
work. Characteristics of other activities (for ex. teaching)
can not be included in the index PRA. Of course, a manual
or textbook can contain new scientific results obtained by
the author, but they can not be regarded as a place of first
publication of the results of scientific work [16, p. 44].
The problem of “compensation” (when the
researcher is not important to publish one good
article or a lot of bad ones, and in some cases, he prefers
to follow the path of least resistance and places articles of
low quality in non-prestigious journals and anthologies
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unimportant conferences) can be solved in two ways:
PRA defined as homogeneous or heterogeneous as
indicator. In the first case of its calculation takes into
account only one species (subspecies) of scientific
activity. As a basis scientist offers to impact — the
factor of the journal, in which the article was published. In
the second case, the calculation takes into account several
PRA types of scientific activity. However, engaging in
”inappropriate” activity, you can dial a strictly limited
number of points (the value of the contribution of this
activity, irrespective of the results has an upper limit),
whereas ”destination” type of activity (in this case, the
placement of articles in leading journals), so there is
no upper limit [16, p. 46 — 47].
The success of the training also depends on
many components of the personal characteristics
of students motives to entering college, developmental
abilities, intellectual and creative abilities, the extent of
formation of skills of self work and others. Malikov T. S.
draws attention to the fact that the evaluation
of effectiveness of teaching efficiency only as progress
of students does not lead to success, which is
associated with different levels of training and potential
impacts of students of different possibilities, courses,
specialties and groups. It is advisable to consider the
opinions of students about the teacher. In this
questionnaire should not be abstractly and apart, but
connected with each other. For example, it is appropriate
to ask students to explain the availability of material by
the lecturer, or whether they have interest of his
presentation. This information is much more objective
it assesses lecturer mastery than the quantity of teaching
materials written by the teacher [8, p. 52 — 53].
Stepanov Y. S., Rabinovich M.I. note that existing
rating can be divided into two groups. One part is the
system in which to bring disparate data into one dimension
is applied normalization. And another group includes
systems in which the ratings are calculated based on total
points accrued to faculty (department) per unit of work
performed [7, p. 51].
Noteworthy is the method of ranking performance
using ground control points. The essence of the method
consists in the fact that the minimum (different from zero)
and maximum number of points that can be evaluated
respectively the least and the most significant figures is
selected. For example, doctoral theses are 150 points, an
advanced training course — 5 points. All other figures are
placed by experts in this range in order of importance
(more or less important, right or left, respectively),
excluding points. After completing the ranking uniform
scale scores on the whole range of indicators is
calculated. On a scale exhibited several reference points
are assigned to them marks. For example, a reference point
may be a “defense in an accounting period, PhD thesis”,
which is assigned 100 points. If you need to add a new
index or changing the unit of measurement of some
indicators, it is sufficient to determine its place in the scale

of indicators and perform conversion points between two
neighboring control points [17].
Zagoruyko N.G., Donetskaya S.S., Ryskulov S.N.
conducted was study of the problem of automatically
selecting the number and composition of the
characteristics that most impact of the ranking of
departments, and assessment of weighting of these
characteristics. Their analysis showed that from the 32
indicators proposed for the evaluation of rating of 17
departments, the most useful information is in five. The
coefficient of pair correlation between expert assessment
and rating of departments, designed by five and thirtytwo indicators, confirmed the feasibility of selecting the
optimal subsets of indicators [9, p. 29].
Melnychuk D.A. explains the method-rated based
on application of time standards for the implementation
of educational, scientific, methodological, cultural,
educational and other work [5].
Vasilieva E. Ju. examine a model of rating calculation
system of teachers and Chairs, based on determining an
average value. In determining the rating of the teacher,
three of his qualities are: status (“past”), productivity
(“present”) and the perspective (“future”). Integrated
estimates of teaching profession activity are displayed
according to their individual research and teaching ratings,
performance indicators have been assessed on a
scale. The average rating is calculated as the arithmetic
average of individual ratings of some professors teaching
staff for the groups: “Masters of Science,” “PhD” and
“teachers who does not have a degree” at the base on
data presented by the faculty chairs of the Institute on
the following academic year. In order to determine the
level of teacher rating, the range of the individual ratings
in group is divided into four levels: high, upper middle,
lower middle, low [10, p. 40 — 41].
Seregin S., Sharov Yu. expressed the view that for
the rating of the faculty and Chairs appropriate to use
different techniques. Assessing the success of research
and teaching department proposed to take apart using a
special system of indicators [11, p. 23].
The basis of the formation of effective motivation
mechanisms must be a market theory of salaries.
Improving the system of payment is possible if the
dependence of wages on the results of research and
teaching activity [18, p. 70].
Chemekov V. P. considering grade technology based
on the relationship of job evaluation to the measurement
of competence and efficiency of staff. Through the ratio
requirements and competencies of the officer, we can
conclude as to whether he suits to the post and to what
extent. The difference between the competence and
requirements gives an idea of the scope and content of
training, as well as what level of payment is adequate for
this level of employee training. But competence — this is
only the ability to perform the task at the right level, the
potential worker. The level of competence does not say
anything about the competence — of how the ability of
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being implemented, the effectiveness of the employee. If,
attestation showed that the level of competence of the
staff member does not meet most requirements of the
job, but her performance is satisfactory at this point.
Therefore, he should be taught to his efficiency has been
improved [13, p. 9 —10]. Competence (Latin competentia
— responsibility) — the terms of person’s reference, on
what she has some knowledge and experience. The
professional competence of the teacher is the basis of
his skill [19, p. 82].
On the self-development and self-improvement of
our knowledge we haven’t known much. But we do know
one thing: people in general, and knowledge workers in
particular are developing in accordance with the
requirements which they impose on themselves. If they
push themselves to the depressed demand, then sooner
or later they will stop the growth [4, p. 261].
In accordance with the Law of Ukraine “On
Education” the salaries of employees of educational
establishments and educational institutions are established
on the basis of the Unified Tariff Scale in the manner
determined by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
[20]. The wages are generally set at the start of the school
year, does not depend on the results of the main factors
that affect the size of salaries is the existence of a scientific
degree and academic rank, salary differentiation is limited,
and because of this tariff wage loses catalytic role. In
Russia, December 1, 2008 introduced a new pay system
(NPS), under which the payroll is based on the salary,
compensation and incentive payments, in accordance
with professional qualification groups. NPS based not
on a sectoral basis, but on departmental. That is mean
that each agency is to pay their system has developed
normative — legal acts [21].
Grade technology involves the establishment of
grades — intervals of “weights” or ranks, which positions
are considered equivalent to the organization and have
the same range of payment [13, p. 184].
Kotlyarov D. proposed method of calculating
payments to the faculty on the basis of scientific
productivity index (SPI). General Fund payments for the
scientific work is divided into three parts: a stimulating
fund — SF, money units (90% of the total fund) fund
lump sum payments — FLP, money units (10%),
compensation fund on going research activities money
units (10%). Further the total value of all SPI researchers
over the past year and the amount of incentive payments
for each employee will be calculated. At the same
incentive payments may be paid to the employee a lump
sum or installments evenly throughout the year. The Fund
is a lump-sum payment for one-time rewards to
researchers for publishing monographs in the leading
Russian publishing houses, obtaining scientific prizes, the
registration of patents, etc. The order of these benefits is
regulated by the agency. Compensation Fund of current
scientific work is distributed in the manner prescribed
by the Academic Council of the scientific or educational
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

institutions, to encourage participants classroom
conferences [18, p. 47].
If, in accordance with ratings provided material and
moral encouragement of the best teachers and
departments, the appearance of unfair ratings can
discredit the entire quality of management system of
education [7, p. 54 — 55].
Improving the system of personnel management,
corporate governance is associated with the automation
of control processes. This may be created by the database
used by the program “1C: Payroll and Human Resource
Management 8 for Ukraine”, which allows you to
automate: payroll, management of financial motivation
of personnel, accounting personnel and staffing analysis,
planning, staffing requirements, management
competencies, performance appraisal etc. [22].
In this research we can make the following
conclusions: rating score and quality assessment are
important factors in human resource management, an
appearance of organizational culture of the university. The
main thing that unites effective people — business
practices that make effective all of what they do. A
method is known, we can teach [4, p. 249 — 250]. The
effectiveness of this work is influenced by many causes:
the choice of indicators, methods of evaluation and taken
in future management decisions, and others. The
formation of indicators must be approached
comprehensively. In particular the level of student
performance depends on the personal competencies as
students well as teachers. Estimation technique should
be free of hidden or overt discrimination, to be
comfortable to use, have approved and understood by
most people. It should stimulate researchers to get
meaningful results, exchange of experience. It is
necessary to prevent situations in which a small
number of good papers and a large number of lowlevel operations are described formally as equal values
of the indicators, or one secondary objective to recruit
more points than on others. This can be done to
standardize the indicators points to restrict the growth of
secondary destinations, ranging use of indicators
with reference points and other credit rating is necessary
to build such a way that was not profitable to adjust its
results, carried out jointly educational, methodical,
scientific research and other activities. The fair rating
score is the basis for making optimal management
decisions with regard to certification of teachers training,
motivation, and determination of priorities in the field
of quality management. The process of implementing a
system of rating assessment should include the task of
designing methods of allocating financial resources
to fund formation of incentive payments.
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Zagoriy A. N. Rating and Quality as Factors of
Human Resource Management in Higher Educational
Establishments
In the article suggestions to the construction of the
effective system of rating estimation and estimation of
quality of activity professorial — teaching staff in the
higher educational establishments in Ukraine here
grounded. The article has a practical value for the
construction of rating estimation of personnel of higher
educational establishments.
Key words: staff management, rating, quality,
indexes, methods, competence, attestation, organizational
culture, salary.
Загорій А. М. Рейтинг та якість як фактори
управління трудовими ресурсами ВНЗ
У статті обґрунтовано пропозиції щодо побудови
ефективної системи рейтингової оцінки й оцінки якості
діяльності професорсько-викладацького складу у ВНЗ
України. Стаття має практичне значення для побудови рейтингової оцінки персоналу вищих навчальних закладів.
Ключові слова: управління трудовими ресурсами,
рейтинг, якість, показники, методика, компетентність,
атестація, організаційна культура, заробітна плата.
Загорий А. Н. Рейтинг и качество как факторы управления трудовыми ресурсами вузов
В статье обосновываются предложения относительно построения эффективной системы рейтинговой оценки и оценки качества деятельности профессорско-преподавательского состава в вузах Украины. Статья имеет практическое значение для построения рейтинговой
оценки персонала высших учебных заведений.
Ключевые слова: управление трудовыми ресурсами, рейтинг, качество, показатели, методика, компетентность, аттестация, организационная культура,
заработная плата.
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THEORETICAL BASIS FOR EVALUATION OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC
COMPETITIVENESS
PART TWO
According to M. Porter’s theory, maintenance of
competitive advantage in the global economy depends,
primarily, on local correlation “things — knowledge” and
motivation, with which remote competitors can not
compare. Today’s world economic map is characterized
by what he calls “clusters”: “geographic concentrations
of interconnected companies, specialized suppliers, service
providers, firms in related industries and associated
institutions (e.g. institutions, bodies for standardization and
trade associations) in particular competing spheres of
economy, but at the same time they cooperate with each
other. He proves that leading companies-exporters in a
number of different countries are not isolated by success
stories, but belong to successful groups of competitors
within related industries.
Porter gives three broadened explanations for impact
of clusters on a competitiveness:
а) increased competitiveness through open access
to specialized contribution and workers-specialists,
expansion of access to information for institutions and
public goods and promotion of complementary economic
activities;
б) increased innovation potential of company by a
faster spread of technological knowledge and innovations.
Competitive pressures within each cluster increases a
motivation of companies to innovation activity;
в) stimulation of formation of new enterprises
through formation of individual enterprises by company
employees with help of separation (spin-off) [19].
What Porter calls clusters, also is called “industrial
districts” according to Ch. Kindelberh, “new industrial
zones” according to J. Tobin, “regional production
complexes” according to J. Faherberh and so on,
depending on the specific characteristics of such
agglomeration. Gradually, more attention began to be paid
to the soft characteristics of this agglomeration, such as
social, institutional and cultural foundations of clusters
and other non-profit relationships between firms that make
up the cluster. These include “spillover effect” (spillovers)
of knowledge and the notion of “collective learning”,
which were recognized as playing a key role in promoting
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

of innovations and entrepreneurial dynamics within
clusters (some authors call it “regions, which teach” —
learning regions ) [10, p. 124].
By Worldwide Economic Forum’s methodology a
division into three development stages is the basis of the
theory of competitiveness. Each of these stages has a
set of factors that affect a competitiveness of a country,
namely:
а) “Factor stage”, spread to countries with the lowest
development level, for which the mobilization of basic
production factors is essential condition for
macroeconomic growth, namely:
— public and social institutions;
— infrastructure;
— macroeconomic stability;
— health protection and primary education.
б) Investment stage concerns the countries with
the status of average profitability. The main factors,
affecting the country’s competitiveness, are:
— higher education and professionsl training;
— goods and services market efficiency;
— labor market efficiency;
— financial market development;
— available new technology;
— market size.
в) Innovative stage concerns the countries with
high-leveled economic development, which made the
transition from the economy, importing technology to an
economy that creates technology. The main factors
influencing national competitiveness are:
— business development level;
— innovative potential.
Creation of competitive advantages in the country
also is affected by a number of groups of factors which
are the basis of methodology of evaluating of country’s
competitiveness of the International Institute for
Management Development. These factors include:
— macroeconomic situation (a monetary sphere, a
state of labor market, GDP per capita, production of major
types of production per capita (a development level of
individual sectors);
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Тable 1
SWOT-analysis
Factor
1. Geographical
location

2. Population

4. Ecology

5. Residential
area

Advantages
Landscape diversity;
transportation hub;
metropolitan center;
attractive natural environment
activity and creativity of population;
many qualified people (science and
technology);
developed culture and art
landscape park;
natural reserves;
countries of security landscape
various residential buildings

6 . Engineering
infrastructure

high availability of electricity;
modernization and expansion
of telecommunications;
construction of new treatment
buildings

7. Social
infrastructure

developed sectors of science,
technologies and high formation;
cultural and architectural
legacy (old town, relics, museums);
rich cultural life

8. Economy

center of world economic life;
well-developed system of
logistics and its mainland
part;
potential of engineering
and auto repair industry;
international airports

Disadvantages
natural limits of country;
peripheral position of country;
remoteness from main roads;
uniform natural environment
unemployment;
high proportion of disabled persons;
high proportion of poorly adapted ethnic
minorities
environmental pollution,
industrial waste, noise
shortage of accommodation;
poor technical condition of buildings, especially
municipal ones;
low productivity of construction industry
poor condition of streets, roads and
areas, including access roads
to settlement;
outdated system of waste collection and
processing;
inefficient heating system;
low level of telecommunications development,
poor functioning of communication;
high accident rate on municipal utilities
poor material resources: health, welfare,
nurseries and gardens, schools, arts and culture,
sport and leisure;
low level of public safety; lack of means for
social development (budget constraints)
inefficient banking system;
lack of hotel service;
weak system of domestic service;
lack of material resources of
recreation

— trade policy;
— investment policy;
— monetary policy;
— situation in the labor market and employment
policy;
— stability of political system (government
transparency, little corruption, multi-party system,
national and confessional tolerance, human rights, stability
and harmonization with international legal norms of the
legislation of country);
— fiscal policy;
— institutional development;

— business efficiency;
— state of science and education;
— health.
According to World Bank’s methods, the main
factors which affect country’s competitiveness are:
1. Socio-economic system of country. In different
socio-economic systems there are different conditions
of functioning of government, economics, traditions, that
greatly affects the possibility of types of competitive
advantage. For example, a competitive advantage of a
capitalist socio-economic system over other socioeconomic formations is that human labor becomes a
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commodity, there is personal freedom of all participants
of economic activity, commodity-money relations are
improved. In a social-oriented market economy,
competitive advantages is capital concentration on the
basis of collective private and public property, active state
regulation of national economy in order to stimulate
consumer demand and supply, prevent crises,
unemployment, inflation, etc., formation of state social
programs [22, p. 109].
2. Internal economic security by production factors.
The maximum self-sufficiency through domestic
resources involves reduction of financial, transport and
temporary costs and losses [23, p. 29].
3. Development of STP, technological
independence, formation and development of state
scientific areas are possible only when there is adequate
public funding of basic and applied science, integrated
stimulation of rapid implementation of high-quality
developments that will depend on a country’s strategic
interests.
4. Human and intellectual capital.
It is not enough only to analyze an impact of external
and internal environments and to conclude about
country’s competitiveness, we must justify significance
and level of influence on the country’s further
development of specific factors and their groups. The
most suitable tool for this is SWOT-analysis. SWOT-is
an analysis of external and internal factors which can
identify those sectors and activities where the country
has considerable development potential, and also to
formulate specific objectives and actions (measures),
which have to be taken to realize this potential.
Furthermore, it turns out owing to which parameters a
country is ahead of other countries or is behind them,
and what it is necessary to do in order to improve
competitiveness of a country (table 1).
Also, it is necessary to select international factors
which affect national competitiveness:
— international law;
— international trade policy;
— TNC;
— world currency stability;
— new forms of trade relations, including
international strategic alliances;
— virtual trade development;
— increased role of international institutions, which
regulate trade and economic relations (IMF, WTO, World
Bank).
Thus, having considered several approaches to
allocation of factors, influencing a national
competitiveness, we can make a general conclusion. Only
the relationship of factors groups affect formation of
competitive advantages in a country. As the preliminary
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

analysis shows, these factors groups include: a level of
political stability in country; country’s socio-economic
parameters, a correspondence level of country’s
infrastructure parameters by international and national
standards; a type of socio-economic system and model
of state economic policy; natural climatic, geographical,
environmental parameters of country; internal security
by production factors; information resources; optimal
space technology, entrepreneurial and innovative activity
in country; a level of country’s international integration
and cooperation.
Methodical approach to the analysis of
competitiveness was developed in foreign economic
science from the early 80’s, when the works were
published, containing the basic elements of the theory of
national economic competitiveness, which successfully
are used currently for researching problems in countries
with transition economy. On the recommendations of
international organizations, many countries have economic
reforms, which did not give the expected result that led to
the need for new methodological approaches to evaluation
of economic growth. Among the factors of economic
growth there were infrastructure, security, macroeconomic
situation, development of financial institutions, innovation,
human capital. By the end of 90’s, priority is innovation
development. For the first half of 2000’s, typical study of
investment climate, administrative barriers, enterprise
competitiveness [24, p. 104].
The studies have shown that, despite the different
approaches to measure a competitiveness, all the
components of the proposed methodologies are important
for assessing of economic development, but, in each
individual country, the most bottleneck may be a factor.
Successful usually are those countries that have managed
to create their own unique institutions, not those who
simply copied foreign experience. This conclusion required
a development of tools for regular monitoring of economic
state, particularly, in countries with transition economies.
International organizations in their annual reports focus
on one or another the most urgent problem of
competitiveness increasing.
A weighty contribution in studying of competition
problems between countries was made by the annual
reports of Worldwide Economic Forum (World Economic
Forum, WEF), World Bank, the Institute for Management
Development (International Institute for Management
Development, IMD) in Lausanne, Switzerland, Council on
Competitiveness of U.S. [25, p. 9].
International experience shows that evaluation of
economic competitiveness consists of numerous
components which, complementing each other, ensure
sustainable economic and welfare growth of the population
in a relatively free international trade and financial markets.
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In economic research there is widely used comparative
analysis between countries of main macroeconomic
indicators, namely “competitiveness bench-marking” and
“policy bench-marking”. The purpose of this analysis at
the macro level — На латиницеis not just to identify, among
entire set of domestic producers, the companies, that
successfully compete in international markets, industries
and sectors, but also to allocate factors which affect
competitiveness and create competitive advantages of
country. Of course, this methodical approach to
competitiveness analysis has its limitations. Among them
there is, first, lack of adequate information about these or
other competitiveness indicators and the factors which
determine it, and, second, inability of one or another country
to provide an advantage over countries-competitors in all
parameters and competitiveness factors, third, recognition
of the fact that in classical economic theory the world
trade is not a zero-sum game, so, one or another country
can benefit from participation in world trade, regardless
of whether its position is improving in relation to countriescompetitors in those or another indicators [26, p. 58 —
59]. However, the “competitiveness bench-marking” and
“policy bench-marking” are widely used in economic
research, including international organizations, working
under UN auspices, and competitiveness ratings between
countries, particularly, developed by the World Economic
Forum (WEF), are popular in business and political circles.
Thus, this section will examine the following
methods of competitiveness evaluating: the methodology
of the World Economic Forum; the methods of the
International Institute for Management Development; as
well as methodology, which includes special indicators
of competitiveness.
To measure the competitiveness, the World Economic
Forum uses the Global Competitiveness Index (GCI),
which replaced the previous Competitiveness Index of
economic growth. Introduction of new index is connected
with the fact that complex evaluation of competitiveness
under increased globalization needs to take into account
an increasing number of parameters [27].
Thus, for interpretation of economic growth rate
nowadays we must take into account such factors as
structural distortion of economy, labor market flexibility,
freedom of movement in domestic and regional markets.
It is also important to know the quality level of education
system and health system, a country’s potential to adapt
to modern technology and much more.
That’s why index GCI, developing previous model,
is derived on the basis of assessing nearly of 90 key
factors that are the most critical for country’s productivity
and competitiveness. With this all they are aggregated to
nine summary indicators:
— institutional development;
— level of infrastructure development;
— macroeconomic environment;

— health and primary / secondary education;
— higher and professional education;
— efficiency of market mechanisms;
— technological readiness;
— level of complexity and quality of business
projects;
— іnnovative development [27].
Another distinction of new method is that all
countries, participating in the rating, are divided into three
groups: those that develop due to production factors;
those that develop due to resources use efficiency; those
that develop due to innovation activity. As a criterion of
this grading is a level of GDP per capita, which is derived
by the parity of purchasing power.
According to this classification, nine abovementioned summary indicators are grouped into three
subindexes:
а) the first — “Basic Requirements” (institutional
development, infrastructure, macroeconomic
environment, public health and primary / secondary
education);ПрослушатьНа латинице
б) the second — “Efficiency factors” (higher and
professional education, market efficiency, technological
readiness;
в) the third — “Innovative factors” (level of
complexity of business projects and innovative
development) [28, p. 139].
Thus, a contribution of each of these subindexes to
total GCI index for a particular country depends on what
stage of development it is.
It is important to note that in compiling the ranking
two sources of information are used.
The first — is an overview information (Executive
Opinion Survey) is formed according to interrogation
results of top-management representatives in evaluated
countries, which is carried out by the World Economic
Forum in cooperation with number of international
institutions. Questions cover a wide range of indicators
directly interconnected with the business climate and those
which are critical determinants of economic growth in
the long-term perspective. Experience allows to assess
such factors as management practice, labor relations,
corruption, environmental wealth and quality of life.
The second source — are reliable public data (Hard
data criteria). They are used as a supplement to the
Executive Opinion Survey and they are a set of statistical
information, including examination results of IMF and
World Bank.
Also, according to methods of the World Economic
Forum, the Business Competitiveness Index (Business
Competitiveness Index, BCI) is used, which assesses the
microeconomic indicators that determine current level
of national economic productivity. Business
Competitiveness Index of the World Economic Forum is
based on reduced indicators and is aimed to assess the
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basic conditions of country’s welfare, which is measured
by GDP level per capita in order to identify whether the
current welfare is stable and to identify specific areas to
be improved for increased GDP per capita. The main
advantage of the index is that within a single model it
brings together a large set of data, describing a
development level of various sectors in a country’s
economy from macroeconomic psrsmeters (inflation,
exchange rate) to assessments of institutions and the state
functioning efficiency [27].
The index is calculated mainly on the basis of a special
annual survey, conducted among senior leaders of
examined countries. The dependent variable in development
of business competitiveness index was GDP level per
capita, adjusted with taking into account a parity purchasing
power. The advantage of this indicator is that GDP per
capita clearly reflects fundamental competitiveness of a
country for the short and medium term. The disadvantage
is the possibility of influence of various unique factors,
such as natural disasters, macroeconomic shocks, abrupt
price changes in export areas.
A certificate of sufficiently high quality index can
be the fact that the index of business competitiveness
allows at present to explain to 83% of differences of
GDP per capita in different countries, is very high index
due account taken of sharply increased number of
countries with low GDP per capita, for which according
to the standard approach, determining factors must be
the macro-level factors.
To form the BCI two groups of factors are used.
The first allows to assess the quality of strategies and work
efficiency of companies, the second — to identify a quality
of national business climate. In assessing competitiveness
of the country the following parameters are estimated:
quality of institutions; infrastructure; macroeconomic
stability; health and primary education; higher education
and professional training; efficiency of goods and services
market; labor market efficiency; financial market
development; technological level; market size;
competitiveness of companies and innovative potential [27].
The first group includes the countries at the “initial
stage” of development, when the sources of
competitiveness are or raw materials, or cheap unskilled
labor. Business in these countries competes on the basis
of pricing policy, and low salaries indicate low labour
productivity. For the countries of this group to compete
in world markets, they need, at the minimum, a stable
macroeconomic environment, fair functioning public and
private institutions plus healthy and competent workforce.
In the second group there are united countries, being
on effective development stage. It means development
of complex production processes, quality improvement
of production, an actual growth of value added. At this
stage the countries’ competitiveness is already determined
by the quality of higher education and professional
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training, labor market efficiency (its flexibility and
mobility), and labor legislation, that encourages business
development. Other requirements include a stable banking
system, capital and land market. And the last required
factor — a technological readiness of the country, i.e.
the ability and willingness of companies as a whole to
introduce widely new technologies in economy.
The third, a higher degree, which experts WEF call
a stage of innovation development, is characterized by
significant increase in wages and high living standards.
But this is achieved only if the individual companies and
in general business in these countries can compete in
global markets thanks to absolute novelty of its production,
its uniqueness and exclusivity, high quality and complexity,
which increases. In other words, the countries-leaders,
who have achieved the highest GDP per capita (over 20
thousand dollars.), should have the following highly
developed institutions:
— open market economy, free pricing, low customs
barriers, high competitive market conditions;
— prevalence of private ownership with its
protection at the same time;
— effective tax administration, tax system under
control to taxpayers through democratic representative
institutions;
— effective government organizations with a low
level of corruption;
— transparent public and financial institutions;
— democratic political system with a high-level
political competition, reliable mechanisms of control over
the state and bureaucracy;
— independent judicial system that is trusted by
citizens, a strong law enforcement system and execution
of judgement;
— minimum gap between formal and informal
norms of social behavior [28, p. 143].
There is another evaluation method of economic
competitiveness, developed by the International Institute
for Management Development. Evaluation is based on
323 criteria. Among them are:
а) 79 criteria that characterize the level of economic
development:
1) macroeconomic situation;
2) trade policy;
3) investment policy;
4) policy on employment;
5) pricing policy.
б) 72 criteria that characterize the efficiency of
public policy:
1) influence of government decisions on the financial
sector;
2) influence of government decisions on fiscal
policy;
3) development of institutions;
4) legislation that governs business.
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в) 71 criteria, characterizing the efficiency of
business, labor and management market.
г) 101 criteria, that characterizes the level of
infrastructure, technological development, science and
education, health and environmental protection [29, p. 14].
The World Bank, in its turn, has also developed a
set of indicators, on the basis of which it evaluates an
economic efficiency and quality of the national economic
environment in the in terms of competitive business
development.
Indicators of the World Bank assess the current
competitiveness of the national economy, in the first place,
that of course, with monetary and economic perspective.
Thus, the principal components of indicators system are:
а) macro- and market dynamics of economy,
financial dynamics;
б) infrastructure and investment climate;
в) human and intellectual capital.
At the same time, an attention is drawn to the fact
that in the World Bank indicators system a measurement
of the public and social institutions quality is not made,
as well as of efficiency of legal protection, of corruption
level and so on. Also an important feature of World Bank
indicators system is maximum usage of objective
statistical data without involvement of subjective data,
opinion polls of experts, executives and so on [30, p. 79]
1. Joint economic efficiency: GDP per capita; the
standard deviation in the income distribution of population.
2. Macro- and market dynamics:
1) Growth of investment and labor efficiency: the
total volume of domestic investments; private investment
volume; volume of net direct foreign investments; real
GDP growth per worker.
2) Trade indicators: trade surplus / deficit; goods
share on the world market; export concentration index.
3) Export competitiveness: average annual nominal
growth of export volume.
4) Export structure: share of exported goods, among
manufactured goods; share of high-tech goods among
exported goods.
5) Trade policy: average rates of duty; a number of
commodity headings, protected non-tariff barriers.
6) State intervention in economy: a level of public
spending; the average rate of added value of state owned
enterprises; the average investment level of state owned
enterprises; deficit / surplus of state budget.
3. Financial dynamics: a discounted value of external
debt; the average level of money supply (% GDP) ;
inflation; average growth of GDP deflator; a volume of
loans issued by private sector; stock market capitalization;
real rates of credit.
4. Infrastructure and investment climate:
1) Information and communication technologies: a
number of telephone lines; a level of failure in telephone

networks; the average waiting hour of fixed telephone
line; the average price for one call; a number of TV sets;
a number of Internet servers; a number of personal
computers; a number of fax machines; circulation of
published newspapers.
2) Physical infrastructure: road density with asphalt
coating; a number of cities with an airport; the average
loss of electricity supply.
3) Socio-political stability: an index of corruption; a
level of trade union organization.
5. Human and intellectual capital:
1) Human capital: a level of literacy; a level of
acceptance in educational organizations of the first,
second and third levels; a level of admission to technical
educational organizations of the second level; life
expectancy at birth.
2) Human capital: a number of candidates of science;
a number of scientists and engineers; spending on
research and development, a number of applications for
patents, a number of received patents [28, p. 156].
Also there are distinguished the Special indicators
of competitiveness, which include Index of revealed
comparative advantage (RCA).
The Index of revealed comparative advantage is
based on the idea of country’s specialization in certain
groups of goods as a competitive advantage, in the
computation of the index essentially a share of certain
goods in country’s exporting with some sample are
compared — among similar countries, political bloc or
other. The Index of revealed comparative advantage,
calculated in all product groups, shows the country’s
export potential level. For specific product (product
group) The Index of revealed comparative advantage
indicates whether a country is expanding production of
goods, on which commercial potential is based, as
opposed to cases where the amount of competitive
products is constant. In addition, in mutual calculation
of the Index of revealed comparative advantage, an index
can be used as an indicator of country ‘s possible trade
partners. Countries with similar structure of exports are
not inclined to develop trade among themselves, except
when trade is possible within individual sectors. In
calculating of the index at a high level of specific product
categories, it is possible to reveal non-traditional products
with high export potential.
In terms of methodology of index calculating there
are distinguished:
a) Index of revealed comparative advantage
(Revealed Comparative Advantage — RCA);
б) Revealed Symmetric Comparative Advantage —
RSCA.
To calculate Revealed Comparative Advantage
Balassa’s formula is used [31, p. 25]:
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Таble 2
Methods of competitiveness evaluation

Method

The basis of evaluation

Global competitiveness
index
(GCI)
Methods of
World
Economic
Forum
Business
Competitiveness
Index
(BCI)

Methods of the
International
Institute for
Management
Development

set of criteria

Methods of
World Bank

set of indicators

Specific indicators
of competitiveness

revealed comparative
advantage index (RCA)

Methods of the
Council on
Competitiveness of
U.S.

business activity index
of industry

Evaluated parameters
1) institutional development;
2) level of infrastructure development;
3) macroeconomic environment;
4) health protection and primary / secondary Education;
5) higher and professional education;
6) efficiency of market mechanisms;
7) technological readiness;
8) level of complexity and quality of business projects;
9) innovative development.
1) quality of institutions;
2) infrastructure;
3) macroeconomic stability;
4) health and primary education;
5) Higher education and professional training;
6) efficiency of goods and services markets;
7) labor market efficiency;
8) financial market development;
9) technological level;
10) market size;
11) competitiveness of companies and innovative potential.
1) 79 criteria that characterize a level of economic
development;
2) 72 criteria that characterize an efficiency of state policy;
3)71 criteria that characterize an efficiency of business,
labor and management market;
4)101 criteria that characterize a level of infrastructure,
technological development, science and education, health
and environment protection.
1) macro- and market dynamics of economy, financial
dynamics;
2) infrastructure and investment climate;
3) human and intellectual capital.
A share of certain goods in country’s export with some
sample is compared - among similar countries, political bloc
or other.
Structure and dynamics of production and sale of industrial
products (works, services), a share of exports and imports in
total output, a dynamics of number of employees in the
industry.

(1.1)
where xtij — is sector production export (j) of
country (і) to a group of other countries, taken for
analysis;
Mtij — is sector production import (j) of country
(і) from a group of other countries, taken for analysis;
Xtj — country’s total export (і) to a group of other
countries, taken for analysis;
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Mtj — country’s total import (і) from a group of
other countries, taken for analysis.
Existence of revealed comparative advantage is a
positive indicator of RCA, which seeks to unity.
If share of goods in import of certain country
exceeds the global average rate, then this country has a
comparative advantage in producing of this product. If
the level RCA exceeds unity, we can speak about presence
of the revealed comparative advantage in this country in
the production of choosen product.
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RCA index, depending on country’s exports, can vary
from o to 1, in the absence of specialization in certain
economic sector, and from 1 to infinity in the presence of
competitive advantage in it. Because of similar inequality,
the rates of indicators for neutral position between two
named variations, RCA index was normalized in rate of
symmetric index RSCA (from English “Revealed
Symmetric Comparative Advantage”) [31, p. 28]:
RSCAij = (RCA-1) / (RCA+1)
(1.2)
Apart from obvious advantages, there are several
problems in the data calculation and interpretation of
revealed comparative advantage indexПрослушать
1. Change in market share, on the base of which
the indicator RCA is calculated, reflects not only changes
in internal comparative advantage of exporting countries,
but also fluctuations in demand of importing countries.
Hence, it is difficult to imagine that the rate RCA reflects
the expected level of country’s comparative advantage,
which depends on the relative prices of given region that
were established at the beginning of trade. This fact gives
rise to some difficulties when we start to analyze the
evolution of RCA index for some period of time.
2. RCA index also measures an effect of volume
change in total manufacturing of product A, not just the
change in exports volume; in addition, RCA does not
consider the relative contribution of product A in
country’s exports as the whole.
3. Besides, the principal problem of usage of
revealed comparative advantage for the competitiveness
analysis is that the index, which is calculated on the basis
of the exports and imports volume, may not reflect the
“real” competitiveness of particular industry, because
actual volumes may be distorted by public policy: subsidies
and other support.
There are other methodologies to assess a level of
country’s competitiveness, among them the Council on
Competitiveness of U.S. is selected, the main factor that
determines competitiveness is an business efficiency of
economic sectors. By this method, an evaluation of
economic sectors takes place through a comprehensive
analysis of statistical information on development indicators
of industries and calculation of business activity index.
The study concerns such basic indicators as a
structure and dynamics of production and sale of industrial
products (works and services), a share of exports and
imports in total output, a dynamics of number of
employees in the industry.
After reviewing existing evaluation methods of
country’s competitiveness, for greater visibility it is
necessary to present them in tabular form (Tab. 2).
Thus, as international experience has shown, it is
important that a system of indicators of national
competitiveness not simply duplicate foreign benchmarks,

and take into account features of economic development
and cover as many aspects in the evaluated areas as
possible, while maintaining the basic data, needed for
conducting of international comparisons.
Conclusions. In a process of globalization a national
economic competitiveness is defined as an economic
category, which characterizes state of social relations in
a county to ensure environment for stable improvement
of national production efficiency, adapted to changes in
world business climate and domestic demand on the basis
of national competitive advantages and achievement of
socio-economic parameters, which are better than
competitors’ ones.
As for factors that affect competitiveness, it can
be concluded that only a relationship between groups of
factors affect formation of country’s competitive
advantages. These groups of factors include: country’s
level of political stability; country’s socio-economic
parameters; correspondance of country’s infrastructure
parameters to international and national standards; a type
of socio-economic system and model of state economic
policy; natural climatic, geographical, ecological
parameters of the country; internal availability of
production factors; information resources; optimal space
technology, entrepreneurial and innovative activity in the
country, a level of international integration and cooperation
of the country.
A weight contribution in studying of competition
between countries was made by annual reports of World
Economic Forum (WEF), World Bank, the International
Institute for Management Development, (IMD) in Lausanne,
Switzerland, Council on Competitiveness of the US.
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Chernova H. S. Theoretical Basis for Evaluation
of National Economic Competitiveness
In this article under review there are the
methodological problems of definition of competitiveness,
factors that influence the formation of national economic
competitiveness, their modification under economic
globalization, and also existing methods of evaluation of
country’s competitiveness level of economy are
examined.
Key words: competition, estimation, national
economy.
Чернова О. С. Теоретична основа для оцінки
національної економічної конкурентоспроможності
У статті розглянуто методологічні проблеми визначення поняття конкурентоспроможності, чинники, які
впливають на формування конкурентоспроможності
національної економіки, їхньої модифікації в умовах
економічної глобалізації, а також проаналізовано наявні методики оцінки рівня конкурентоспроможності
економіки країни.
Ключові слова: конкуренція, оцінка, національна
економіка.
Чернова Е. С. Теоретическая основа для оценки национальной экономической конкурентоспособности
В статье рассматриваются методологические проблемы определения понятия конкурентоспособности,
факторы, которые оказывают влияние на формирование конкурентоспособности национальной экономики, их модификации в условиях экономической интеграции, а также анализируются существующие методики оценки уровня конкурентоспособности экономики страны.
Ключевые слова: конкуренция, оценка, национальная экономика.
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THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF REGIONAL
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC PLANNING
Recently, the role of regions in national economies
has changed significantly because of globalization and
structural adjustment. Understanding these processes of
change is crucial for carrying out strategic planning of
regional economic development.
In developed economies the regions often tended
to be highly specialized and protected through the
operation of tariffs and other government policies that
shielded them from international competition. Many
regions tended to be characterized by large scale, energy
intensive and low labour skill.
A focus on regions and their economies is critically
important for understanding the competitiveness of
nations in the new era of globalization and structural
adjustment [3; 7]. Methods and tools of regional strategic
planning are vital both for researchers and local policy
makers in assessing the performance of a region and to
formulate strategic planning frameworks to build and
maintain region’s competitive advantage. In addition,
regional economic development has taken place in the
context of increasing concerns with sustainability.
As we see, a problem of regional economic
development is very wide and universal. Its comprehensive
research is possible only under condition of system
understanding of theoretical-methodological aspects of a
problem. So, the article purpose is to research the theory
of regional economic development and to define new
approaches to the solving a problem of making a strategic
plan for regional economic development. For this purpose
it is necessary to solve the following problems:
— to give term definition “regional economic
development”;
— to consider the differences between strategic
and long-range planning;
— to make a draft context of strategic plan for
regional economic development.
Making strategic plan for regional economic
development it is necessary, first of all, to define the term
“regional economic development”.
Edward J. Blakely defines regional economic
development as “... a process in which local governments
or community based organizations are engaged to
stimulate or maintain business activity and/or
employment. The principal goal of local economic
development is to stimulate employment opportunities in
sectors that improve the community, using existing
human, natural and institutional resources” [2, p. 35].
This definition introduces a dimension to economic
development that makes it concerned with more than labour,
capital, prices and production. It is concerned with
mobilizing social capital. In context of contemporary growth
theory, economic development refers to increases in the

quality of life associated with changes but not necessarily
increases in the size and composition of population, in the
quantity and nature of local jobs, and in the quantity of prices
of goods and services produced locally.
Edward J. Malecki’s definition of regional economic
development tries to unite these concepts. He defines it as
“... a combination of qualitative and quantitative features
of a region’s economy, which the qualitative or structural
fare the most meaningful...The qualitative attributes include
the types of jobs-not only their number-and long-term and
structural characteristics, such as the ability to bring about
new economic activity and the capacity to maximize the
benefits which remains within the region” [5, p. 28].
Summarising the literature on this topic, it is
surprising to find how diversely authors define the term.
Regional economic development has been seen as both a
product and a process:
— Regional economic development is the products
with which people live, work and invest in regions tend
to be most concerned in measured jobs, wealth,
investment, standard of living and working conditions.
Generally increases or improvements in these measures
are equated with economic development.
— Regional economic development is the process
with which economists and economic planners tend to
be most concerned in industry support, infrastructure,
labour force and market development.
Unfortunately, it is often difficult to match the
desired outcomes of economic development with the
processes used to achieve them. This can be a challenge
for those responsible for managing regional economic
development and for those responsible for developing
strategies and plans. This challenge may be complicated
further by the unstable and changing nature of economic
environments, where “externalities” (exchange rates, new
technologies, and foreign competition) are playing a great
role in the decision-making process which influences
economic policy and strategy in regions. Often economists
are concerned with maximizing income, rather than
looking for new approaches to achieve sustainable
development, to generate benefits for communities and
business in region and to reduce the long-term impacts
of excessive environmental consumption.
Thus economic development needs to be seen as having
both a quantitative and a qualitative dimension. It is quantitative
with respect to the measured benefits it creates through
increasing wealth and income levels, the availability of goods
and services, improving financial security, and so-on. And it
is also qualitative in creating greater social/financial equity, in
achieving sustainable development, and in creating a spread
in the range of employment and gaining improvements in the
quality of life in a region. Economic development also has a
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R E GI O N A L E C O NO MI C
D EV E LO PME NT M A T R IX
R e gi o n al Ec o n o mi c P ro c ess
• P o l i cy
• P l an n i n g
• A n al y si s
• S t ra te g y
• R e so u rce ap p l i cat i o n et c.
R e gi o n al Ec o n o mi c P ro d u ct
• E mp l o y me n t
• W eal t h
• I n v est m en t
• I n fr as t ru ct u r e
• Q u al i t y o f li f e et c.

Qualitative
input/output

Quantitative
input/output

Fig. 1. Regional economic development as a matrix of qualitative, quantitative, process and product outcomes [9, p. 7]

product and process dimension. Product is concerned with
meeting stated outputs, which might be both qualitative and
quantitative. Process is concerned with the policies, strategies,
means and resources used to achieve desired outputs including
institutional arrangements.
Economic development may be viewed as a matrix
of expressed achievable product or service outcomes for
a region resulting from acceptable development processes
determined by both qualitative and quantitative variables
(Fig. 1) [9, p. 7]. This definition suggests we should no
longer view regional economic development as something
that is concerned primarily with the manipulation of
capital, labour and technology to maximize production in
response to prices and markets; rather, there are
fundamentally new value systems and factors that are
beginning to underpin economic systems, many of which
we do not yet fully understand.
This multi-dimensional aspect of economic
development leads the author to propose the following
definition of regional economic development:
Regional economic development is the combination
of economic processes and resources available to a region
that results in the comprehensive development and desired
economic outcomes for a region and meets the
expectations of business, of residents and of visitors.
While this definition is far from perfect, it does
reflect a shift in economic product and process thinking.
A balance between the qualitative and quantitative goals
of economic development presents a challenge to
traditional neoclassical economists and to the emerging
breed of economists who recognize that regional economic
development can occur on a more comprehensive basis.
Many different economic paradigms, thought,
continue to shape the way communities and people think
and plan for the future, but unfortunately much of our
thinking on economic development is still embedded in
the paradigms of the 1970s, because of an inherent
reluctance by many communities to embrace change
actively . Subsequently, many regions are not re-equipping
themselves fast enough to compete effectively. To
compete successfully in the global economy, regional
government needs to understand the implications of the
occurring paradigm shifts in economic policy and strategy,
and to build the flexible strategic infrastructure to do so.
Economic Herald of the Donbas № 4 (26), 2011

The contemporary global economy is being driven
increasingly by financial and information markets that
support production processes that are networked to each
other in different parts of the world. Multi-national
corporations are playing an increasingly dominant role in
orchestrating synchronized production systems spanning
multiple regions of the world and that have competitive
advantage in the production and distribution of goods
and services [6]. Information technology continues its
rapid penetration into every sphere of national and local
economies helping to create new products and integrate
markets. At the same time new skills and strategies to
cope with dramatically accelerating change motivated by
globalization are requiring. Thus the new challenge for a
region in pursuing strategy for economic development is
to “think global” while “acting local” [8].
These changes to the nature of production, trade,
information and employment that are impacting regions
represent great challenges of their competitiveness
improvement. Economic competitiveness has an
increasingly significant impact on investment, location
decisions. The current phase of global economic
restructuring and competitiveness has changed important
dimensions of regional economic development.
Traditionally local government jurisdictions have
been the geographic scale at which economic development
strategy has focused. However, today the focus is shifting
more towards city regions that encompass multiple
jurisdictions, and on understanding how industries located
throughout a region operate with respect to their intersectorial and inter-firm linkages spanning not only the
entire region, but also their linkages outside the region.
The types and location of input factors crucial to the
formation, expansion and attraction of industry to a region
are changing. Historically material costs, labour, land and
taxes were recognized as factors contributing to comparative
advantage, but now the focus is on competitive advantage
which places a stronger emphasis on value adding factors
related to efficiency, technology applications, skills placement
and leadership. And as discussed earlier, there is now an
emphasis as well on collaborative advantage through strategic
alliances and networks.
Regional economic performance is no longer being
viewed in purely economic outcomes. There is little value
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to communities if economic development does not improve
the quality of life, maintain safe and pleasant living
environments, or resolve social disparities within
communities. Globalization is bringing about major changes
to the flow of information and to governance systems, and
the paradigm of comprehensive development-the integrating
of concerns for economic viability, social equity and
cohesion, and ecologically comprehensive developmentincreasingly is being adopted as an underlying principle of
regional development strategies and for planning practices.
A consideration of the above represents considerable
challenges for governance in regional development. We
are witnessing the emergence of a borderless society with
nearly unrestricted movement of information, travel and
currency between countries.
Thus it is important for regional economic
development strategy to be cognizant of the global context
of a region and to develop local actions that will facilitate
integration with the global economy.
The term “strategic planning” has become very
popular in recent years. Yet the difference between
strategic planning and long-range planning is neither
obvious nor universally agreed upon. Following are typical
definitions and explanations of the two terms:
Long-range planning: The process by which the
leaders of a region determine what the territory wants to
look like at the end of a specified period of time — usually
three to five years — then use that vision to establish
multi-year goals and objectives which describe what the
area wishes to accomplish, and develop programs, tasks,
and timelines for achieving them. Long-range planning
predicts future conditions and realities, internal and
external, and plans how the organization can function
effectively within them. It cannot be as specific as shortterm or operational planning, because of multi-year
projections. However, it tends to be more focused on
specific objectives and timelines than strategic planning.
Strategic planning: The process by which leaders
of a region determine what it intends to be in the future and
how it will get there. To put it another way, they develop a
vision for the area’s future and determine the necessary
priorities, procedures, and operations (strategies) to achieve
that vision. Included are measurable goals which are realistic
and attainable, but also challenging; emphasis is on longterm goals and strategies, rather than short-term (such as
annual) objectives. Strategic planning assumes that certain
aspects of the future can be created or influenced. Strategic
planning is on-going; it is “the process of self-examination,
the confrontation of difficult choices, and the establishment
of priorities” [6]. Strategic planning involves “charting a
course that you believe is wise, then adjusting that course
as you gain more information and experience” [1].
Differences between strategic and long-range
planning: While closely related to long-range planning,
strategic planning is generally considered placing a greater
emphasis on strategies — on how the organization will
achieve its vision — while long-range planning places greater
emphasis on determining the vision. Long-range planning
deals with situations in a controlled environment. Strategic
planning deals with competitive situation in an uncontrolled

environment. There are a variety of perspectives, models
and approaches used in strategic planning.
The way that a strategic plan is developed depends
on the nature of the organization’s leadership, culture of
the organization, complexity of the organization’s
environment, size of the organization, expertise of planners,
etc. For example, there are a variety of strategic planning
models, including goals-based, issues-based, organic,
scenario (some would assert that scenario planning is more
of a technique than model), etc. Goals-based planning is
probably the most common and starts with focus on the
organization’s mission (and vision and/or values), goals to
work toward the mission, strategies to achieve the goals,
and action planning (who will do what and by when).
Issues-based strategic planning often starts by examining
issues facing the organization, strategies to address those
issues and action plans. Organic strategic planning might
start by articulating the organization’s vision and values,
and then action plans to achieve the vision while adhering
to those values. Some planners prefer a particular approach
to planning, e.g., appreciative inquiry. Some plans are
scoped to one year, many to three years, and some to five
to ten years into the future. Some plans include only toplevel information and no action plans. Some plans are five
to eight pages long, while others can be considerably longer.
Quite often, an area’s strategic planners already know
much of what will go into a strategic plan. However,
development of the strategic plan greatly helps to clarify
the region’s plans and ensure that key leaders are all “on
the same script”. Far more important than the strategic
plan document, is the strategic planning process itself.
Much of the following information is in regard to
goals-based strategic planning; probably the most
common form of strategic planning.
For economic development to be successful, it has
to be based on effective strategic planning. Collaboration
and outreach are central to good planning.
A comprehensive regional economic development
strategy emerges from a continuous, broad based planning
process for tackling the economic problems of a territory.
The strategy should promote economic development and
opportunity, foster effective transportation access,
enhance and protect the environment, and balance
resources through sound management of development.
For the purposes of this article, the term “region”
refers to areas that have been defined economically,
environmentally, or geographically as appropriate units for
addressing economic development and related challenges.
The strategy document should be as short and easily
accessible as possible. The general public, government
decision makers, and business investors should be able
to use it as a guide to understanding the regional economy
and to taking action to improve it. The strategy should
take into account, and where appropriate, incorporate,
other planning efforts in the community. Its quality should
be judged by its usefulness as a guide to local decision
making. There should be a continuing program of
communications and outreach, using a variety of
techniques that encourage broad-based public
engagement and commitment of partners.
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The strategy should be a clear, thoughtful, and
feasible strategic plan for regional economic development.
Although every strategy will be different, reflecting the
particular challenges and opportunities of the area, each
should include four main elements: analysis, vision, action
plan, and evaluation.
The analysis should assess the state of the regional
economy, the opportunities and threats posed by external
trends and forces and the availability of partners and resources
for economic development. The community’s vision and
goals, together with an appraisal of the region’s competitive
advantage, should set the strategic direction for the action
plan. The action plan should present priority programs and
projects for implementation. Finally, the strategy should
describe the process for evaluation and periodic update.
Further there is a draft context of strategic plan for
regional economic development.
Where are we now? (Analysis of the Region)
— the state of the regional economy (its strengths
and weaknesses);
— external trends and forces (its opportunities and
threats);
— partners for economic development; and
— resources for economic development.
Where do we want to be? (A Statement of Change
or vision)
— a vision (a practical and positive future image of
the area in ten to twenty years); and
— competitive advantages (opportunities for the area
to excel in five to ten years).
How do we get there? (Strategies, Activities, action plan)
— strategies (carefully selected approaches that
propose responsibility for implementation);
— activities (actions proposed in the strategies); and
How are we doing? (Evaluation)
— evaluation (evaluating progress and outcomes
against stated goals).
So, making comprehensive regional economic
development strategic plan requires the analysis of the
region’s economic, social, and environmental information.
The objective of the analysis is to collect, interpret, and
present data that outlines the key characteristics of the
area. Moreover, this analysis is the tool for identifying
problems, opportunities, partners, and resources. Further
there should be produced a practical and positive future
image of the area in ten to twenty years and presented
carefully selected action plan. And, the last, but not the
least, should be made progress evaluating system.
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Тищенко А. П. Теоретичні та методологічні
аспекти стратегічного планування регіонального економічного розвитку
У статті узагальнено теоретико-методологічні засади стратегічного планування розвитком регіону. Визначено різницю між поняттями довгострокове та стратегічне планування. Розглянуто фактори, які впливають на процес розробки стратегії. Розроблено зразок
змісту стратегічного плану розвитку регіону.
Ключові слова: регіон, регіональний економічний
розвиток, стратегічне планування, стратегія.
Тищенко А. П. Теоретические и методологические аспекты стратегического планирования
регионального экономического развития
В статье обобщены теоретические и методологические основы стратегического планирования экономического развития региона. Определены различия
между стратегическим и долгосрочным планированием. Рассмотрены факторы, которые влияют на процесс разработки стратегии. Разработан проект содержания стратегического плана регионального экономического развития.
Ключевые слова: регион, региональное экономическое развитие, стратегическое планирование,
стратегия.
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“ABOUT THE PERSONAL STATE” IN UKRAINE
Any public institute is based on a trust. The state in
this sense is not an exception. If indexes of trust to the
Ukrainian state, which demonstrate questioning of public
opinion in Ukraine, were true, then a country did not
exist already. A trust to the state in Ukraine, which is
measured by sociologists, touches public activity of the
state. But there is unpublic activity of state agents, which
enjoys the confidence of Ukrainians and does not allow
to the state to disappear. Such activity can be named the
“personal state”. Ukrainians are interested in existence
of the phenomenon of the personal state, as it is not only
the how hardly not unique method, allowing to them to
“decide the questions” with the state but also one of the
most accessible methods of socialization. Such order is
simple enough in addition. He requires from Ukrainians
nothing except for acquaintances with “necessary
peoples”.
The personal state is a set of “necessary people”
which decide the personal questions of Ukrainians with
the state. “Necessary peoples” are not obligatory public
administrators. It those, who organizes communications.
Every Ukrainian can play role of “necessary man”, when
helps other people to “decide questions” with the state.
Each such question creates the situation chainlet of the
“necessary people involved in his decision”. Therefore

each such question creates the situation state. There is
not the state of Ukrainians in Ukraine, however there is
an aggregate of the personal states of every Ukrainian.
When citizens deal with the classic state, then they deal
with a function. Does not matter what is official’s which
decides the question of citizen name. Important, that he
is the function of decision of question. In the personal
state an official Ivan Ivanovich is not nearly the same,
that official Peter Petrovich. And the function of official
does not have the special value. Status of official which
allows to choose one or another function to him is
important. In the personal state typical is a situation, when
for the decision of question, for example, with a tax
inspector, a citizen speaks to the acquaintance. to
stomatology.
Officials in such state not only passively wait
requests about a help in the “decision of questions”,
but foremost create situations, when it is impossible
to treat without them. Activity on providing of the
personal services for officials in Ukraine is basic.
Otherwise public places in Ukraine were not bought.
In such situation on publicly useful activity officials
do not simply have time.
For creation nationalization of the personal state is
needed in Ukraine of the classic state.
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